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Abstract Since 1996, when James D. Wolfensohn, former president of the World Bank, called

corruption a cancer and declared a war against it, we have seen only partial victories. The phe-

nomenon of corruption presents exceptional resilience in contemporary societies. Yet, empirical

research shows that there are countries, regions, and cities that have been able to reverse their

fate and managed to bring corruption under control. By taking up this issue, my doctoral thesis

attempts to determine: a) the ways in which a negative (corrupt) institutional equilibrium can be

reversed; and b) in areas of widespread corruption, why some cities and their politicians decide to

opt out from corruption and to limit it. In order to do this, I explore a puzzling variety of levels

of corruption across and within different levels of government (national, regional and local). I aim

to explain why in some cities there is corruption, collusion and bad government, while in other

cities within the same institutional framework we observe non-corruption and good government. In

other words, I aim to explain institution-building in societies hampered by low levels of trust and

fragmented interests, and to assess if the possibilities exist for corrupt cities to alter these negative

tendencies and become “good apples on bad trees". I thus focus on well-performing cities in highly

corrupt regions and countries, in an attempt to understand what lies behind the variation in levels

of corruption between and within regions

II argue that the answer to this question lies in the cost of corruption for government, combined

with the capacity of the business sector to cooperate (business association strength) and press the

government to invest in administrative capacity. I contend that business associations with the

strong cooperation of small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can press government, and that

this, together with government stability, enables a shift from the government’s short-term horizons

to long-term investment in administrative capacity. In that way, government’s potential “grabbing

hand" can be limited. The methodology to probe this question is twofold: qualitative analysis using

process tracing on eight cases of local government in Spain and Italy, and a historical analysis of the

evolution of the economic circumstances and quality of government in these eight cases. My thesis

contributes to the burgeoning literature on corruption and anti-corruption but also to the wider

literature on political economy and collective action, by modeling endogenous institutional change

and cooperation, even in the absence of trust and strong institutional control.
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Introduction

Corruption, or more generally, the extraction of political rents, is considered to be a pathology with

hidden symptoms but very serious consequences for both democratic and non-democratic countries.

Corruption is associated with a low rate of economic development (Tanzi and Davoodi 2006), high

institutional instability, and a high level of inequality, but also with a high rate of child mortality

and the brain drain. Corruption inhibits innovation and investment and distorts the allocation of

public money by creating inefficiencies and inequalities. In the long term, corruption erodes trust

in the political system, institutions and the rule of law (Brunetti and Weder 2003; Holmberg et al.

2009a; Jain 2001a; della Porta 2012). As Mark Warren has rightly stated: “corruption undermines

crucial prerequisites for both economic growth and democratic governance” (Warren 2004, 329). It

is not surprising, therefore, that several international organizations, governments and individuals

have invested considerable time and resources in understanding this phenomenon and in ways to

eradicate it. The distribution of funds and the efforts by international organizations dedicated

to fighting corruption have been such that some authors have spoken of “a world anti-corruption

regime” (Hough 2013; Sousa et al. 2012).

However, it seems that even after several years, the declared war on corruption has brought about

only partial victories. We have not yet found a “vaccine” to prevent corruption nor have we pro-

gressed much in finding a cure. After these years of research and reforms, it seems that anti-

corruption reforms work best in the least corrupt countries, where, paradoxically, they are least

needed (Mungiu-Pippidi 2014b, 2006). Corrupt politicians are re-elected, sometimes even with

handsome majorities, while mobilizations, protests and the engagement of civil society often lead

only to sporadic and, above all, short-term progress (Prato 2000; Anduiza et al. 2013; Kurer 2001).
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Presidents receiving financial support from corporations in Latin America, Spanish politicians on

the pay lists of firms and with undeclared Swiss bank accounts, or small businesses paying sweeten-

ers in order to receive licenses or secure public sector contracts. Examples of this are omnipresent in

the media. However, notwithstanding the reversal in corruption, with a burst of scandals in almost

every country around the world, there are cases of communities, cities, regions and even countries

that have acted against corruption and effectively restrained it. How was this possible?

Corruption was first theorized as an endogenous characteristic of underdeveloped, tribal and non-

democratic countries, and it was predicted that it would disappear once the first steps along the

right path of democratization and economic prosperity were taken. However, corruption has not

vanished in those countries that have undergone democratization and modernization together with

some economic growth (Erlingsson et al. 2008; Girling 1997). On the contrary, corruption seems to

have been transformed, to have taken on different forms, and affected different sectors (Harriss-White

and White 1996). We now know that corruption is a trans-systemic and dynamic phenomenon, and

that it adapts to all regimes, be they authoritarian or democratic, with the same success, as it is able

to adapt to both the highly-developed and the poorest countries of the world. It prospers equally

under capitalism and socialism, and affects men and women, old and young (Rose and Peiffer 2013)

In Paul Heywood’s words, “it is therefore its universality that makes it so difficult to establish a

workable framework for analysis” (Heywood 1996, 119). This frustration points to the fact that the

anti-corruption field is a young field of research, with many still unsettled theoretical and empirical

disputes.

The extraordinary survival of corruption throughout history leads scholars to believe that corruption

is more the rule, and that virtuous government can be considered as the fragile exception resulting

from the control of corruption, rather than its absence (Rothstein and Teorell 2015; Mungiu-Pippidi

2014b). Moreover, corruption is also a very sticky concept, since the division between corrupt and

non-corrupt countries seems to be fairly stable through time. Looking at the global rankings of

corruption, the same countries have populated the top and bottom of the rankings for decades,

with few changes (Rose and Peiffer 2015). If this is the case, then what causes corruption to be

so resilient to institutional reforms and policies and, on the other hand, what enables the fragile

non-corrupt equilibrium to persist? Previous research has focused much on this direction, describing
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the factors that lead to the proliferation of corruption in Southern Italy or the factors that enable

the maintenance of good standards of government in Sweden or Denmark. In other words, although

we are doing quite well at describing the “corrupt or virtuous poles”, we are doing much worse when

it comes to explaining how societies change from one state of equilibrium to another. This question

has motivated researchers to look at these non-corrupt countries, in an attempt to see what is special

about this “honest” equilibrium and how to export good institutions to badly governed countries

(Andersson 2002; Hilgers 2012). This makes studies that, first, search for causes of variation and,

second, uncover the mechanisms that explain political corruption in developed countries highly

relevant and necessary.

This research - although building on this literature - considers this problem from a slightly different

point of view. It looks at how different corrupt and non-corrupt equilibria can occur and what

triggers and determines this change. This thesis therefore poses a slightly different question from

the typical question as to what causes corruption. I do not ask what is its cause, but instead I ask

what is it that limits corruption and how does this happen. As I will show in my empirical puzzle,

corruption varies much more than one might think, and the combination of the degrees of the spread

and urgency of corruption among different levels of government can actually take place even within

one state or region. This, however, is at best only a part of the story with regard to the causes

of different degrees of corruption. This thesis examines the puzzling coexistence of virtuous cities

within a corruption-riddled territory, without any apparent external shocks or institutional reforms.

In other words, I aim to explain the strange emergence of islands of good government within corrupt

countries where no large systemic changes or ‘Big Bangs’ have taken place (Rothstein and Teorell

2015; Rothstein 2007).

Aside from these empirical particularities, there are also several important theoretical motivations

for studying corruption in municipalities. As Erlingsson et al. point out, the literature on corrup-

tion “is biased towards cross section studies which look at variation between institutions, political

systems, competitiveness of the economy at the national level” (Erlingsson et al. 2008, 598). The

historical evolution, qualitative changes or variation across different levels of government seem not

to have been part of their concern. Recently, an increasing number of studies has focused on pro-

cesses within the same political system by adopting a mostly historical perspective (Popa 2014;

3



Rothstein and Teorell 2015; Mungiu-Pippidi 2013a) and, in this way, contributing empirically to

a literature that has hitherto been mostly theoretical (Arrow 1974; Olson 1971; Hall and Taylor

1996). While commending these studies, we still need more comparative efforts (exceptions Fazekas

(2014); Charron et al. (2013)) that would add to the empirical and theoretical approaches and im-

prove our knowledge of why levels of corruption may vary in and between the same institutional

and cultural settings. Secondly, this research also offers more practical outcomes, since looking at

the mechanism of corruption within the same institutional network can contribute to a body of

knowledge that could potentially be useful to policy makers and those who seek to improve the

implementation of reforms.

In light of these considerations, the aim of this research is threefold. First, I will shed light on the

causes of the variation of corruption in sub-national governments, where the macro explanations,

such as democratization, level of development, broad cultural legacies (religion, development), and

institutions are constant. This question is immensely relevant due to the general and, to my view,

incorrect approach to anti-corruption as a problem of an incorrect institutional mix and, thus,

to be combated by reinforced reform and legislative efforts. This often produces one-size-fits-all

recommendations. I argue instead that an understanding of context, the role of informal institutions,

and the role of corruption in the social order should be reconsidered (Marquette and Peiffer 2015).

Secondly, I investigate the mechanisms by which corruption is restrained and controlled and the

ways in which a virtuous path can be realized, in order to understand how a negative equilibrium

can be changed and how a fragile non-corrupt equilibrium can survive and persist. In other words,

how we can explain the existence of good apples despite the bad trees. This question is of particular

importance since it has much to say about how we can reform and change defective administrative

systems and transform them into better ones – an issue that is relevant for SE countries but also

for the countries of Eastern Europe or the Balkans. The final aim of the thesis is to challenge the

monopoly of what might be called a “top-top” approach, in which the state is the sole and whole

unit of analysis. In current multilevel governance we need to carefully consider each of the levels

and also how the different levels of government interact (Huberts 2010; Piattoni 2010). For this

latter purpose I will introduce a level-sensitive approach, I will do this by focusing on the local

government, rather than on the differences among states.
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Chapter Outline

The above-mentioned aims guide my research and my chapter structure. Chapter One contains

a short motivation for the research, detailing the relevance of studying corruption and focusing on

country variation. It presents the empirical and theoretical puzzle. The literature review indicates

the main gaps in the current research, offering different explanations and theories, and discusses

how the thesis could complement those theories. Finally, I present my research questions and the

argument on which the thesis and the rest of the chapters build.

After the Introduction, Chapter Two deals with the theoretical model and the assumptions behind

the model in order to identify the relevant actors and establish the relations between them. I base

my theoretical framework on the theories of endogenous institutional change and Ostrom’s collective

action theories, in order to explain how actors arrive at cooperation and how this cooperation has

an effect on the choices taken by government to invest in a different type of policy making and opt

out from corruption. The positions developed in the theoretical framework are formulated into a

set of hypothesis that will be tested in the subsequent chapters, using quantitative methods such as

controlled comparison and process tracing.

The methodological choices and research design are developed in Chapter Three together with

the definition and operationalization of my independent variable. The chapter starts by discussing

the definition of corruption and the possible methodological implications of the selection of empir-

ical indicators. The chapter continues with an explanation of the research design and the careful

case selection by matching cases based on several criteria. Finally, I explain the methodologies

implemented in the thesis as well as the rationale behind the choice of qualitative methods.

Chapter Four offers a descriptive introduction to the socioeconomic bases upon which the argu-

ment is built. The argument of the thesis focuses on good government in a low quality-environment,

where corruption is a rather predominant strategy of action. For this reason the chapter provides

background knowledge of corruption and the variations between and within these countries. I also

describe the different forms of organization of local government and economic interests at the sub-

national level in Spain and Italy. This chapter defines and develops the independent variable.
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Chapters Five and Six are empirical chapters dealing with corruption at the local level in Italy

and Spain. These chapters form the core of the thesis and in which, with process tracing and

qualitative data analysis, I test my theoretical claims and my model. Italy is the focus of the first

of the empirical chapters. This chapter deals concretely with two pairs of cities from southern Italy

(Lecce and Brindisi in Puglia, and Ragusa and Siracusa in Sicily). This chapter illustrates with

empirical data how two pairs of cities with a similar history and structural conditions can have such

diverse outcomes. The explanation focuses on the role of the economy and business associations

in improving the quality of government. Chapter Five develops the case of Spain and its cities.

It presents the data from fieldwork in the regions of Madrid and Catalonia. Given that Spain is

slightly different country, the chapter tests whether the same mechanisms can travel and hold in

different environments. More specifically, three pairs of cities have been chosen for the Spanish case,

in the country’s most corrupt regions, although most of this chapter deals only with two pairs. Each

of these two chapters deals with two main competing explanations, namely social capital and the

influence of mafia and criminal organizations, especially in the case of Italian Mafia, with a brief

mention of the role of history in the development of the cities.

Chapter Seven sums up and broaden the main findings: the possibility to build cooperation with-

out trust and in adverse environment, the role of business associations for the quality of government

and control of corruption and evaluation of alternative hypothesis. The chapter concludes the the-

sis by pointing to future research possibilities and innovations. In addition, it deals with some

of the shortcomings and doubts that arose during this journey. It also speculates about possible

generalizations that could be made to other governmental levels and countries, for example Eastern

European countries such as Romania, Bulgaria, and also the Czech Republic, which exhibit equally

high interstate variations in levels of corruption. A separate conclusion follows.
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Chapter 1

Good Apples and Bad Trees: Puzzle and

Argument

Corruption and dysfunctional government are a hot topic. Global protests and the scale of the

news bombarding us on this topic every day simply confirm this trend. Spain, Greece, Brazil or

India are just a few countries where citizens have publicly denounced the cronyism and corruption

of their political elites, accusing them of preaching water but themselves drinking wine. There

is an increasing demand for good governance and a denunciation of the plunder of public goods

(Mungiu-Pippidi 2014b). At the same time, the efforts to control corruption have intensified seem-

ingly exponentially. Politicians, organizations and experts mobilize large resources and announce

hundreds of reform projects and the creation of new anti-corruption agencies. Corruption appears

to be a worldwide plague that affects governments independently from the political regime or party

governing them. Despite all this effort, international organizations, policy-makers and scholars are

concerned with how little the so-called anti-corruption regimes have changed in corrupt countries

(Hellman et al. 2003; Persson et al. 2013). Indeed many countries at the bottom of Transparency

International’s ranking are considered to be just as corrupt as they were before the implementation

of anti-corruption reforms (Marquette and Peiffer 2015).

It is painfully clear that with good-quality government all actors, except those that are corrupt,

would benefit and that a functional government is the best option for the majority. Unfortunately,
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despite this knowledge, reality shows us that improving the quality of government is a real challenge.

Anti-corruption laws and reforms work best in those countries where they are least needed, like

Sweden, whereas in more problematic countries corruption seems to stick to institutions (Uslaner

2010, 2009; Mungiu-Pippidi 2013b). An increasing number of authors argue that this incapacity

to limit corruption comes from the fact that those in charge of reforming the government are the

same actors who previously benefited from the corruption: the government itself (Hough 2013).

Although there is a broad consensus that the government is the actor that eventually has to be

responsible for implementing the anti-corruption reforms, only a few scholars have asked why some

politicians use corruption while others opt not to (Weitz-Shapiro 2014; Geddes 1994; Popa 2014;

Teorell and Rothstein 2015). In other words, why do some areas, cities or states manage to reverse

the negative equilibrium of corruption? How widespread is the variation in corruption levels across

or within countries? Given this conundrum, the question of under which conditions do reforms limit

corruption becomes of crucial importance.

As mentioned in the introduction, the current state of research has produced a large body of

knowledge on both poles of what we could call a quality of government scale: on corrupt and

virtuous equilibria. On the one hand, the research has focused on consolidating the knowledge of

how corrupt governments behave, what causes particularism, and on how corrupt networks organize

and how they consolidate and perpetuate (Jiménez 2009; della Porta 2012; della Porta and Vannucci

1999). On the other hand, we know how people behave under virtuous government, what are the

pillars of the rule of law, and how good government has positive consequences for the quality of

life and the economy. We know that where the society controls politicians and guards the rule

of law, civil society acts as a substitute for the laws and thus renders complex rules and orders

superfluous. Despite this advance in knowledge, there has been surprisingly little interest in the

intermediate stage of the process, namely the moments of change and consolidation between good

and bad government.

This is where I aim to start. I would like to focus on the frontiers where vice coexists with virtue,

where governments fall into temptation to collude, and where virtuous cases flourish in an otherwise

corrupt environment. I contend that it is important to focus our attention on the variation and,

especially, on the simultaneous variation, given that it is only by studying them together that we can
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see which are the factors that enable change. There are effectively two ways in which to approach

this task. The first is to inquire into the history of those countries that have departed from one

end of the equilibrium, and have ended up on the opposite end. Studies focusing on institution-

and state-building using a historical analysis have proliferated in recent years. Some of the most

interesting are Rothstein and Teorell (2015); Teorell and Rothstein (2015); Mungiu-Pippidi (2014b,

2013a); Popa (2014). The second way is to research the variation simultaneously, observing the two

poles and tracing back to the moments and mechanisms that led to these dissimilar outcomes. This

thesis has chosen the second option and will, therefore, examine the different levels of corruption

within same country, investigating the sub-national variation of this phenomenon. This opening

chapter presents and explains the empirical puzzle and compares it to the current state of the

literature, surveying the relevant literature that has focused on an explanation of the causes and

the sources of variation in corruption levels. In the following section I will outline my research

question and develop my argument.

1.1 Puzzle and Research Question

When Transparency International (henceforth TI) set up the first global index that measured and

ranked corruption in most countries of the word, this was also supposed to be a revolution in the

study of corruption. The Corruption Perception Index established by TI and the Quality of Gover-

nance Indicators compiled by the World Bank (WB) established the national level of corruption as

the representative unit of analysis. Hence, the subsequent traditional research focus on the national

electoral system, central government institutions, or the openness of national economic markets and

their effect on corruption and vice versa (Tanzi and Davoodi 2006; Friedman et al. 2000; Kunicová

and Rose-Ackerman 2005). The state was the sole and whole unit of analysis. New data sources and

qualitative analysis have challenged this monolithic vision and point to the fact that in several coun-

tries, national-level data offers a highly distorted picture due to the presence of large sub-national

variations (Charron et al. 2011). The results and data show that underneath the state surface a

great variety of tendencies are hidden.

The figure 1.1 on the following page shows the well-known image of the perception of corruption in
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the world according to the Transparency International Corruption Perception Index.1 This was for

decades considered to be a real image of the state of corruption in the world where Europe, North

America, Australia and New Zealand were comprised of countries with low corruption, while the rest

of the world is doing considerably worse. Moreover, if we zoom into Europe, the distinction between

the non-corrupt north, average levels of corruption for western Europe, and the high corruption

levels for the south and east of Europe (including the Balkan area) is clearly visible. A fairly

similar picture emerges when we capture graphically World Governance Indicators by the World

Bank (WB). This picture is stable with only few moves up and down (Slovenia, Chile, Georgia).

However, more dis-aggregated data have shown surprising results that have made us re-think the

national level as the most accurate level of analysis.

Figure 1.1: Variation of Corruption Between Countries and World Regions

Source: CPI 2010 Transparency International (www.transparency.com)

The publication of a large data-set also including regional data on corruption, done by the QoG

Institute, shows that the Europe of the regions looks quite different from the Europe of the states (see

Figure 1.2).2 Among their most interesting findings was not the interstate differences of corruption

(which, similarly to TI’s CPI, show differences between north and south), but a large intrastate

1Yellow indicates little corruption, while red shows increasing levels, dark red being the most corrupt.
2The colors are used differently from in the CPI by TI. Here, red indicates the lowest level of corruption while

dark blue is the highest.
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variation (Charron et al. 2014b, 2011). Moreover, this data also shows that six countries contain

such a high level of intrastate variation in corruption that it is misleading to talk about a national

level of corruption: Belgium, Spain, Italy (being Italy the country with the absolutely highest

intrastate variation), Portugal, Romania, and Bulgaria. These countries combine, within their

national territory, regions with widespread corruption and regions where there is almost none. In

other words, it is as though one country contains regions akin to both Romania and Denmark within

one territory. Even more puzzling is the fact that, except for Belgium the other countries fit into

the category of corrupt southern (Spain, Italy, Portugal) or Eastern European countries (Romania,

Bulgaria). This has led us to consider that there is some underlying variable or mechanism within

these countries that contradicts the common understanding about the stickiness and stability of the

corruption equilibrium. This variation is very important since it can tell us more about corruption

and its mechanisms within consolidated and new democracies.

Figure 1.2: Variations in Corruption at the Regional Level in Europe

Source: QoG(Charron et al. 2011)

Nevertheless, if we look at cities, historically the most stable territorial, political and economic

units, we find another surprise. And when we examine the available data on Spanish and Italian
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cities (graphical summary in Figure 1.3), we see that the variation does not end here, since we can

also observe a wide variation within these regions. If we were to consider the Spanish score from

the EQI (60.80 points) as a representative image of the state of corruption, then we might fail to

notice a variation of almost 25 points between individual autonomous communities: from Catalonia

with just 49.6 points to Cantabria with 75.4 points. This variation increases when we take local

government into consideration: not only is the best performing city, San Cugat (ITA 98 points),

located within the region of Catalonia with just 49.6 points, but the best performing region, the

Basque Country (EQI 75.4), includes some of the Spanish cities that perform much worse than their

region, such as Barakaldo with just 35 points (ITA).3 Cities such as Seville (94), Fuengirola (36)

and Almería (33) are all located within the same region of Andalusia (one of the worse performing

Spanish regions according to the regional QoG survey).

Figure 1.3: National, Regional and Local differences in levels of corruption in Spain and Italy

Author on the basis of Golden and Picci index and ITA (2010)

Italy, with an EQI (QoG) score of just 40.7 points (out of 100), offers us a similar picture. While

there is substantial variation among the regions, the north performs better than the highly-corrupt

south. Nonetheless, some variations within regions are patent. A 2005 study on the measurement of

corruption conducted by Miriam Golden and Lucio Picci (Golden and Picci 2005)4 found compelling

differences among cities within the same regions and between northern and southern regions. For

example: there is a remarkable variety among cities such as Milan (2.1) and Bergamo (0.68), both

of which are in Lombardy (one of the highest scores on the EQI scale), or Bolzano (1.1) and Trento,

3The ITA is an indicator that has been developed by TI Spain at the regional and city level. It measures a series
of indicators that are grouped under one value ranging from 0 to 100, the best performing.

4The Golden and Picci index could be interpreted as showing that all values under 1 are below average and thus
more efficient, while cities with a value higher than 1 are inefficient and lose money.
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both in Trent-Alto Adige (0.6), and in Naples (6.4) and Salerno (1.6), both in Campania. But, also

cities in regions that are at the bottom of the EQI ranking, such as Lecce (Puglia, 22.7) or Ragusa

(Sicily, 20.6), do not perform badly, with 0.9 and 0.8 respectively.

These results are puzzling for two reasons. First, we would not expect corruption to vary so much

across different levels of government. The difference in corruption between country level (68), the

best-performing city and its region is more than 25 percent (Bilbao and the Basque Country). Nor,

given the general understanding of corruption as sticky, would we expect to see that there could

be such a radical difference in corruption levels between cities separated by such a short distance:

Murcia and Elche (a difference of 30 points over just 50 kilometers) or Lecce and Brindisi (35 kilo-

meters). Second, the fact that we observe large variations even within a developed democracy under

the same institutional setting is puzzling. In other words, these results are extremely interesting

if we consider that traditional (cultural and institutional or level of democratization) approaches,

since they cannot fully explain diverging levels of corruption within the same region.

If we assume that a distinctive culture may be the reason for generally corrupt institutions, then

we can hardly argue that the culture varies between two cities separated by only 30 kilometers.

Above all, given the "bad" culture of these countries and regions, the existence of virtuous cities

within these areas is highly perplexing. Besides, in this setting the main indicators of culture, such

as religion, remain constant. Thirdly, given that institutional theories model corrupt equilibria

as more stable and self-reinforcing, it is rather interesting that we can find the combination of a

non-corrupt city within a largely corrupt regional and national government. In sum, these theories

cannot explain variations in the level of corruption among cities which are located in the same region

and have the same institutional framework and incentive structures, such as Málaga (95 points) and

Marbella (55 points), or Alcobendas (ITA 98) and Torrejón (ITA 35).

These puzzling findings motivate my research question, which can be formulated as follows: If we

observe an unexpected variation within same region, then what explains the variations in the level of

corruption among cities within the same region? Moreover, taking into account that we are referring

to cities within regions and countries with high levels of corruption (corruption being considered

very sticky), then the strange coexistence of non-corrupt cities in corrupt countries and regions
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is also puzzling. Therefore, how is the existence of non-corrupt cities in a corrupt environment,

and vice versa, possible? To put it differently, in a context where corruption is widespread and

an unwritten rule of interaction, why do some politicians and economic actors choose not to rely

on corruption to maintain power and accumulate wealth at the expense of the citizens and other

businesses? In short, why do some cities become Good Apples on Bad Trees? If the structural

conditions are the same, what actors or dynamics are causing the difference in outcomes? Finally,

what are the mechanisms that lead to one equilibrium or another?

1.2 Literature Review: Soul-Searching for the Causes of Corruption

The interest in explaining quality of government or, on the contrary, its malfunction is anything but

new. The first attempts to compare different cases and individuate the causes of corruption were

born together with the first efforts to understand underdevelopment and defective democratization

processes (Huntington 1996). Corruption was later judged as a consequence of bad institutional

incentives that favor private interests over the public good. Yet, it is events of the last 20 years,

specifically the increasing awareness of the role that corruption plays in undermining government

legitimacy, the quality and delivery of public goods, and the performance of politicians and parties,

which have provoked large shifts in the discipline. Researchers have shifted their interest from

being focused mainly on developing countries to researching corruption in consolidated and wealthy

democracies. The topic of corruption has been approached from many different fields (political

science, economics, criminology), which has added a richness of data to the field but also considerable

confusion. After these 20 years of intensive research on corruption, we have considerable knowledge

of the consequences of corruption; however, the causes that would account for it remain the subject

of exhaustive scholarly discussion.

Broadly speaking, the explanations that use corruption as a dependent variable fall into three

categories: institutional explanations, cultural explanations, and factors related to political power

and competition. I would also add economic factors as variables that could have an effect on the level

of corruption. We can further divide these into macro- or system-oriented explanations, and more

micro-level actor-based explanations. The former often start from the fact that corruption is linked
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with a certain degree of modernization, democratization or economic development (for an overview

see also (Holmberg et al. 2009a). Within these explanations, norms and traditions are regarded

as factors that cause corrupt cultures, as well as defective formal political institutions (Andersson

2002). The latter approaches investigate delimited interactions among actors. The authors who

support these theories examine the effect that social capital, formal and informal institutions and

the competition between political parties may cause within one country. In this literature review,

I will briefly outline the main strands of the research debates and findings and evaluate how these

theories may contribute (or not) to finding an answer to my research questions.

1.2.1 Institutional Explanations

The most recurrent explanation for the variation of levels of corruption (VLC) has been associated

with the institutional setting in which the actors (politicians and citizens) operate (Rose-Ackerman

1999). The New Institutional Economics (NIE) sees institutions as an important determinant of

human behavior in the sense that institutions provide incentives or penalization, in other words,

carrots and sticks, which shape actors’ behavior (North 1990; Collier 2002). In this approach,

corruption is a rent-seeking behavior facilitated by the discretion or monopoly of power and an

ineffective informational flow within the government (Klitgaard 1991). Klitgaard in his famous

equation relates corruption to a lack of accountability, the number of actors, and their share of

power. In his view, when fewer actors manage power with more discretion, more corruption should

be the expected outcome. Consequently, accountability, transparency and a limitation of actors’

power should multiply the chances for good government (Treisman, Daniel 2000; Treisman 2007).

In this approach transparency and accountability are the magic mix, which transforms rotten insti-

tutions into virtuous ones. These authors therefore conceive problems of corruption as an underlying

weakness of the state (Klitgaard 1991; Rose-Ackerman 1999). Thus according to them, corruption

varies with different type of institutions, due to the particular institutional setting and the capac-

ity of the institution to align peoples’ behavior to the purpose of the institutions in such a way

that effective checks and balances on power are enforced (Peters 2010, 84). The idea of ‘checks

and balances’ is used by many of scholars under the Principal-agent model. In this framework,
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authors search for a relationship that could link semi-presidential or parliamentary regimes with

corruption, or for the positive effect of the proportional electoral system in limiting it (Kunicová

and Rose-Ackerman 2005).

Nevertheless, these theories suffer from a naive "Madisonian" assumption: the premise that insti-

tutions are better than people (Warren 2004). Therefore, good institutions should have a positive

and long-lasting effect on individuals and, at the same time, restrict the capabilities of rent-seeking

actors. These tasks are certainly difficult to put into practice, even more so to combine and sustain

through time. Therefore, checks and balances are not applicable to the situation when an incumbent

manipulates existing institutions (Hacker 2004; Tsebelis 2002), or when an actor in charge colludes

to exploit state resources (Bjornskov 2011; Grzymała-Busse 2002). Political economy has shown

that the purpose or the function of institutions can also be altered, drifted or displaced by political

interests or coalitions (Mares 2003; Streeck and Thelen 2005).

Within a historical offset, the institutionalist claims that the historical legacies of institutions can

determine the actual quality of government (Acemoglu et al. 2002). In studying the historical

evolution of the limits to absolute power, Tabellini offers the explanation that more restricted

power in the past was correlated with better quality of government (Tabellini 2010). In a similar

vein, Acemoglu and Robinson advocate in their book “Why Nations Fail ” the idea that inclusive

institutions are behind the prosperous economies and well governed states (Acemoglu and Robinson

2012). These inclusive institutions allow for a wider participation of a broader spectrum of citizens,

which then gives more opportunities to talent, in comparison with countries with exclusive and

extractive institutions. These positive values create self-reinforcing tendencies that we can call

virtuous circles, which persist throughout history and have an effect on peoples’ behavior even

in the present. Extractive political institutions have the opposite effect. In these circumstances,

ambitious people focus their attention on climbing the ladder by using corruption.

Yet, these theories also suffer from several problems that limit their explanatory potential for the

case at hand. The main inconvenience of institutional explanations of corruption for this research

is that what seems to be the prevailing explanation for the causes of corruption does not provide a

clear answer to the question of why there are the same outcomes, or endogenous change. Firstly,
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institutionalists do not give a clear answer as to why countries with different institutions have

managed to get rid of corruption and arrive at a similar level of quality of government (Mungiu-

Pippidi 2013a). Secondly, my puzzle remains unexplained and we will still thus search for an answer

as to how the same institutions in two similar cities can lead to the opposite outcomes in levels of

corruption. That is, if we understand institutions as Doughlas North (1990) did: as rules of the

game that shape human behavior. It is puzzling that the same rules produce diametrically opposed

results in human behavior. Moreover, it also remains unclear how these theories can explain that

a government with an institutional setting that widely favors corruption is able to maintain clean

and good government.

Moreover, the institutional explanations that focus on incentives do not account for the cultural

norms and values that can interact with these rather formal institutions, and alter their interpre-

tation and legitimacy, and consequently their validity. The differences between the environments

where identical institutions are transplanted can thus account for the diverging performance of these

institutions. Likewise, the possibility that people miscalculate or attribute costs differently or cope

differently with complicated learning processes, create ineffectiveness in the implementation of rules

and render institutions as only very weak deterrents to corruption. Indeed, the implementation gap

and difficulties in enhancing the correct institutional functioning are directly linked to the paradox

that the people in power are the ones in charge of implementing the reforms needed to control

corruption.

1.2.2 Cultural Differences and Norm-based Explanations of Corruption

Culture has for many researchers been the main suspect for corruption and at the same time an

essential deterrent of it (Treisman, Daniel 2000; Lambsdorff 2006b; Barr and Serra 2010; Fisman

and Miguel 2006; Banuri and Eckel 2012). For cultural theorists, political institutions are a less

important source of explanations, and what drives the variation in the level of corruption is the

variation in actors’ values and preferences. A culture in which the individual and the society in

which they are inserted influences their assumptions about life, and influences their perceptions

of what is expected, assumptions as to what is socially appropriate and how one should act or
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not. In other words, it gives us shared beliefs that govern the interactions among individuals in a

community (Barr and Serra 2010; Gambetta 1988). Nevertheless, culture as an explanation has been

criticized for being too suspiciously easy to propose and difficult to disprove (Aidt 2003; Acemoglu

and Robinson 2012). In surveying the literature on the cultural determinants of corruption, we might

choose to draw the line between those authors who consider culture as a fast-changing phenomenon

and thus look more at values, and those scholars who consider culture as the outcome of a long-term

historical process that can hardly be challenged by any ephemeral political institution.

The early culturalists looked mainly at cultural understandings of corruption and, therefore, at

different cultural traditions and values regarding illegality and culture as source of variation in

corruption. These cultural explanations consider the idea of a “bad culture” or a culture that is

less sensible to corruption as the causal element for VLC (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 2006; Wraith and

Simpkins 2010). In basic terms, in this approach the Swedish ethos and the Italian pathos would

explain much as regards their styles and quality of governance. Those values responsible for the high

variability of corruption in political and economic systems are related to practices such as informal

social and economic relations, while values attached to individualism instead of cooperation promote

particularism, hierarchy, envy and mistrust. The best-known examples are Weber’s Protestant

spirit and Banfield’s Banfield (1958) concept of “amoral familiarism”, defined as the incapacity to

collaborate for a common good beyond immediate family benefits. With this concept, he explains

the relative “backwardness" of the Italian south, which impedes the implementation of an impersonal

rule of law.5

Nevertheless, even this approach adds more questions to my puzzle than it answers. Cities and

regions with the same dominant religion and a similar degree of ethnic homogeneity can have

diverse levels of corruption (both Lecce and Brindisi have an immigrant population of less than

5% and are predominantly Catholic). If we think of culture as a consistent and articulated set of

values and practices acquired during a long process, it is unlikely that these cultures would be so

fragmented. The data shows that we can observe variation within regions and among cities that are

5Cross-country studies have operationalized culture as religion, the colonial heritage or legal cultures, and used it
as an independent variable. In this sense, the more hierarchical societies (dictatorships and monarchies) and societies
with strongly-centralized religions, such as Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy, and Islam lead to a higher presence of
corruption (Paldam 2001; Lipset and Lenz 2000; Adserà et al. 2003; Gerring and Thakcker 2004). On the other hand,
societies with a higher proportion of Protestants tend to be less corrupt.
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relatively close to each other and share the same language, religion, ethnic composition or historical

events. Also, within this conception of culture it would be unlikely that the regional and local

culture would have developed in such a distinct way that a highly-corrupt region would be home

to a virtuous city and vice versa. But this is exactly what has happened. To recall some of the

examples from my puzzle, Alcobendas or Ragusa are virtuous cases despite their highly corrupt

regions and neighboring cities (Torrejón or Siracusa), not to mention the countries they are in.

In these cultural theories, norms are used as a context-dependent understanding of political cor-

ruption, while gift-giving and nepotism are considered as part of the soft side of societies, which

are directly related to cultural traditions. Norms are treated as something static, something that is

difficult to change unless some radical societal shifts, such as an industrial revolution, or a country’s

modernization or democratization take place. Yet, it is not clear how radical changes in cultural

synergies occur and why some societies or systems become affected while others do not. In fact,

a number of recent large cross-country surveys and research projects in developing countries show

that there is no difference in the moral acceptance or understanding of corruption among people

from the developing word and Europe (Rose 2014; Rose and Peiffer 2015). Indeed, the presence

of corruption in developed countries points to a more complicated relationship between corruption

and the socio-economic and cultural context. Moreover, as Hite points out, cultural explanations

can easily turn into a circular argument: when we claim that corruption is prevalent, “the proof of

the cultural acceptance of corruption is the existence of corruption itself” (Hite 2006, 7).

Social Norms and Social Capital Explanations

My puzzle inquires into the causes behind different levels of corruption at the sub-national level.

However, even when two neighboring cities have inherited the same cultural patterns, such as domi-

nant religion or formal institutions, they may have different informal norms of interaction (Ledeneva

2006; Ledeneva and Shekshnia 2011). This approach highlights social norms and the effect of social

capital as the missing causal link in the corruption enigma, and explores the extent to which social

norms have an impact on shaping behaviors and attitudes around corruption. As della Porta and

Vannucci comment: “individuals belonging to different societies and organizations can be pushed to-
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wards corruption by the nature of their internalized values and by social pressures” (della Porta and

Vannucci 2014). Moreover,“Social norms are typically understood as shared understandings about

actions that are obligatory, permitted, or forbidden within a society” (Ostrom 2000, 144). Gam-

betta and Origgi show that when individuals lower their expectations of fairness in the community,

cheating and defecting then become recognized practices in social relations. They call this situation

“a low-exchange-equilibrium” interaction and conceive it as the starting point of a perverse spiral of

rule-breaking, distrust and cheating (Gambetta and Origgi 2012, 2009). This approach underlines

the importance of context for the behavior of individuals. Yet, how these kinds of norms come to

being and what does determine which norms become dominant?6

Similar to the above is the social capital explanation of quality of government and corruption. Its

basic premise is that collective engagement in the life of the community leads to a more informed and

vigilant society and lower levels of corruption (Putnam et al. 1994; McLean et al. 2002). Tocqueville

was one of the first authors to mention social capital as a mechanism that yields good government.

According to him, civil associations serve to facilitate collective problem-solving (Tocqueville 2002).

Associations, of whatever kind, reduce the cost of collective action and help to build trust. Ac-

cording to Putzel, when political and economic transactions “are embedded in dense networks of

social interactions, the incentives for opportunism and malfeasance are reduced” (Putzel 1997, 943).

This mechanism was picked up also by Robert Putnam in his books Bowling Alone and Making

Democracy Work, where the bowling clubs and bird-watching societies facilitate cooperation and

enable a more effective supervision of the government (Putnam et al. 1994; Putnam 2000; Putnam

and Feldstein 2009).

Thus according to these authors, civil society enters into the relationship of corruption at two

moments as ex-ante and ex-post control. The ex-ante means that civil society with a high social

capital is more vigilant and active a priori and thus excludes from a political career those individuals

6Welzel and Inglehart Inglehart and Welzel (2005) offer an explanation. They also support the idea that prevailing
values stand behind dysfunctional governments but they link them to economic development. In this view, an
increasing level of life satisfaction motivates citizens to request more from their political representatives and they also
become better equipped to participate in politics. By requesting more and better services, governance improves and
corruption is reduced. Yet, Italy or Spain are developed countries with educated populations and a welfare state and
we still see different levels of corruption between and within these countries. Thus, good government can produce
good values in its citizens or these could be caused by something completely different (Rodrik et al. 2004; Charron
2009).
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who are not interested in the common good. And even if a politician must do a cost-benefit

evaluation of corruption, the scrutiny of social capital will increase the costs considerably by making

corruption much more punishable. Besides, this argument is especially suitable for small-scale

democracies, such as local governments. Theoretically, their size and proximity to the people is

supposed to empower citizens to act and control use of public resources (Kriesi and Erlach 2007).High

social capital means not only more vigilant citizens, but above all, more interconnected citizens that

can quickly mobilize and contest and publicly shame and blame politicians for corruption. Thus,

communities with high social capital not only have better policies and better government, but also

a better control system, whereby citizens control the functioning of institutions as well as engage

in social accountability.

Yet, the concept’s overall success contrasts with several problems that the concept drags behind it.

Two of them stand out: the direction of the relationship, and the dubious link between civil society

and its power to change government. The first cleavage disputes the directionality of the causal link

between quality of government and social capital. According to many, the relationship could just as

easily go in the other direction. In a nutshell, civil society needs a good state and good institutions

in order to exist and to be virtuous (Armony 2004; Fiorina 1999). In other words, civil society

mimics the political, social and economic context. And it is the actions of the government (and not

the other way around) that have an impact on social capital’s strength and orientation. In the words

of Armony, in the absence of economic equality and the strong rule of law, civil society, rather than

making democracy work, may pursue particularistic or even undemocratic ends (Armony 2004). In

the same vein Berman (1997) researches the dark side of social capital, using as her case study the

rise of Nazism in Germany, and shows that context can be decisive.

State-based accounts of social capital add to this. They argue that, in order for social capital to

prosper, it needs to build on effective political foundations (Rothstein 2003; Levi 1996). Corruption

in the public sector has a strong negative effect on the level of social trust and cooperation. The

implication is that, how the government institutions are organized, especially those that implement

public policies, is important. Using an experimental approach, Rothstein and Eek (Rothstein and

Eek 2009) searched for the connection between trust and quality of government in high trust/low

corruption Sweden and in low trust/high corruption Romania. They found that “people in both
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countries, who experience corruption among public workers, while traveling in an unknown city, do

not only lose trust in these authorities, but they lose trust also in other people in general” (Rothstein

and Eek 2009). The same result was found by Charron and Rothstein in their study of European

regions (Charron and Rothstein 2014).

To sum up, many empirical studies show different impacts of civil society on the improvement of

quality of government and corruption. However, the research still lacks a silver-bullet explanation

of the conditions under which social capital is indeed a potent deterrent of corruption. The mere

existence of networks says little about whether they will make democracy work. As the potential is

inconclusive, it remains uncertain how social capital is built, if it needs the help of state institutions,

and if it really produces the results that are claimed for it. In other words, the important question

of how these “embedded networks of social interactions” relate to the improvement of the quality

of government is still a matter of debate (Whitehead 1997). This could also point to the fact that

social capital is created through interaction with a certain political and socio-economic setting and

within a particular territory where actors such as parties, unions or movements also have an impact

(Solt 2004; Tarrow 1996).

Although norms and social capital underline the importance of context and micro-interactions, the

main problem with cultural explanations is how to trace them back to values. To put it differently,

if corruption seems empirically to be a very stable phenomenon, present at all moments of human

development, particular social values, on the other hand, change continuously both across time

and between territories. Second, the results of qualitative research on social capital that would

provide the mechanisms are still inconclusive. Third, the mechanisms through which the different

values could influence the quality of government has not clearly been tackled: we do not know if

it is the result of better societal accountability, or through elections or some other tacit pressure.

Nonetheless, as regards my puzzle, cultural explanations still remain valid. Yet, it seems that social

norms are context dependent and variables such as economic relations and the relations of citizens

with the state thus play important roles. It is therefore necessary to find a clearer mechanism

through which social norms develop and influence the level of corruption in society. Finally, these

approaches tend to overlook the importance of the dynamic aspect of politics in terms of organizing

and changing social interactions.
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1.2.3 Political Components

Citizens in general and especially in countries with corruption problems believe their politicians to

be one of the main sources of it. The lack of competition, weak parties, strong leaders or party

machines were present in all cases where corruption scandals have erupted. Nevertheless, what part

of the political machinery is important in determining the levels of corruption is still matter of

debate. It could be argued that certain ideologies are more vulnerable to corruption: left-wing ideas

for being for a large state, or right-wing ideas for being more pro-business. Montero et al. researched

the effect of governmental composition and corruption but, comparatively, it seems that corruption

is not more associated with any particular color of government or ideology (Montero et al. 2011).

Kitschelt suggests that what makes the difference are party origins and the electoral base, which

would mediate between the clientelistic versus the programmatic efforts of parties (Beramendi et al.

2015; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007b). Corruption correlates more with a party’s position in power

than with its ideology. This points to the well-know idea that it is not ideology that corrupts, but

power. The fact that parties that are not in power and have no role in the state are also less corrupt

seems to be a rather self-evident conclusion.

Other scholars highlight the transformation of parties from their primary purpose, as a means for

the representation of people’s needs to power- and profit-seeking electoral machines, as the cause

of corruption (Bolleyer 2011). This stresses the difficult role of parties in retaining legitimacy and

questions the effectiveness of interpretations made by citizens (Mair 2009). The transformation of

the party and its detachment from society creates a need to re-connect with it and thus enhances the

creation of clientelist relationships (Beramendi et al. 2015; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007b). Singer

(2009) argues that corruption is directly related to resource intensive clientelistic needs, and thus

corruption becomes an alternative source of resources to feed money-hungry clients. If true, then

the differences in corruption would be between new and old parties, a cleavage that did not hold

in the empirical analysis of both the Italian and Spanish cases, at least before 2009. Especially

at the local level, where the ideology is weaker and the pressure on politicians to deliver goods is

higher, we can observe the displacement of legitimacy toward performance. This displacement of

electoral legitimacy toward performance pushes the political parties to boost economic development
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and employment for local citizens in order to be re-elected, making them, sometimes, cross the thin

red line (Mesquita et al. 2003; Bueno De Mesquita and Hafer 2008). Yet, if all parties experience

the same pressure, where does the variation come from?

Another strand of research with a long tradition in both economics and political science argues that

competition curtails opportunism, corruption and excessive profit-seeking (Przeworski and Waller-

stein 1982; WeitzShapiro 2012; Weitz-Shapiro 2014). The traditional formula to calculate corruption

is to equate it with the lack of competition and a monopoly of power. Consequently, more competi-

tion should enhance the race to end corruption (Tavits 2007; Serra 2012). The argument goes thus:

the more parties that are in competition with each other, the clearer is the accountability link, giving

voters a greater opportunity to express themselves and find options to punish corrupt governments

and vote them out of office. By and large, when elections are competitive the incumbent is more

aware of the pervasive effects of corruption and can opt out and offer more public goods (Kitschelt

and Wilkinson 2007a; Wilson 2009; Geddes 2009). Alina Mungiu-Pippidi, among others, does not

share this optimism and she shows through quantitative analysis that party competition alone does

not prove to be effective in curbing corruption (Mungiu-Pippidi 2013b). There is rather a U-shaped

relation between the number of parties, competition and corruption (Golden and Chang 2001; Yadav

2011). This competition can be associated with uncertainty, equating an excess of party competition

with clientelism as a vote-getting tool (Piattoni 2002). Electoral uncertainty, represented by the

variability of voters’ loyalties, also affects the temporal prospects for corrupt incumbents. Higher

uncertainty and the risk of losing power increase rent-seeking and extraction, as short-term gains

are prioritized over the long-term perspective and planning. This substantially affects the existence

of any long-term investments, such as building a better quality of government and a de-politicized

bureaucracy (Weitz-Shapiro 2014; Rodrik 2013; Lapuente and Nistotskaya 2009).

It is important to point out that these theories rely on strong underlying conditions, specifically the

mechanism of electoral accountability, and thus on the fact that voters care more about corruption

than about any other issue and that they are willing to cast their votes to punish corrupt incumbents.

Yet this assumption has been challenged more than once. In Spain, 214 convicted mayors stood

again for election in 2015 and many were re-elected. Moreover, many argue that corruption does

not always create costs for the incumbents (Kurer 2015, 2001) and that it does so only under
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very specific circumstances: salience, information, ideologically-compatible alternatives, and when

voters do not value the exclusive gains from corruption more than the public good (Bågenholm and

Charron 2014; Bågenholm 2013; Anduiza et al. 2013). If corruption provides private goods citizens

even reward it (Fernandez-Vazquez et al. 2015).

Thus, if it is not competition, then what weighs on politicians’ decisions to provide public goods and

limit corruption? Politicians are sensitive to their electoral prospects and thus the threat of losing

power is a strong incentive to (not) change. This threat is not created by the number of competing

parties, but by the strength of the political opposition that can challenge and control the incumbent

(Grzymałla-Busse 2007; Grzymała-Busse 2002). A strong and unified opposition could thus play a

more decisive role in the decisions of the government when it considers opting out from corruption,

since the opposition can expose scandals and increase the salience of corruption. Indeed, this threat

seems to have led to some of the major reforms and government changes in Asia (Doner et al. 2005).

But this threat does not have to be originated only in the political sphere. Indeed, other variables

also intervene. Yet, governments can be sensitive to other factors, such as the economic situation,

military interventions, social movements or international pressure, or pressure exerted by economic

actors, specifically by a collective business pressure (Maxfield and Schneider 1997; Schneider 2009a)

and the pressure of large corporations that capture government (Grossman and Helpman 1996;

Kaufmann 2010; Bardhan and Mookherjee 2000).

Apart from the relative weakness of a government in terms of economic interests, it seems that the

political color of government does not determine a priori its inclination to engage in corruption.

There is less of a clear picture, however, as regards the other possible factors. It is unclear whether

the variation is caused by the contrast between parties competing on clientelistic or programmatic

linkages, or whether competitive elections push out corruption from the government. Or, ultimately,

if the threat of an economic downturn or a united opposition makes the incumbent improve the

quality of its performance. Given that we can observe varying levels of corruption even under the

same electoral system and within the same parties, this implies that the explanation lies somewhere

between the local party dynamics and the vulnerability of candidates, which play into their long-

and short-term preferences for public goods delivery versus corruption. Political parties always

consider the varying preferences of their constituencies and consequently update their prospects for
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re-election. They thus take into consideration not only the threats from the opposition, but also

from other external determinants, such as the economic situation.

1.2.4 Economic Explanation: Economy, Markets and Firms

It is broadly agreed that the economy matters in the democratic electoral game, in the sense that

changes in economic conditions regularly influence voters’ evaluations of government performance.

In turn, this influences how they cast their votes on election day. As economic conditions improve,

voters are more likely to return the incumbents to office. Thus, the state of the economy and its

growth play an important part in the decisions of politicians, which can thus also influence the level

of corruption Only a few things in the social sciences correlate so robustly as do high economic

development (measured in GDP) and (perceived) corruption (Tella and Ades 1999; Boix and Stokes

2003; Glaeser et al. 2004, 2002; Porta et al. 1998). But, does this prove that economic development

is the key variable in levels of corruption? Many scholars have presented mounting evidence that

relations between corruption and economic development are not so straightforward. For many they

are both caused by a third variable, quality of government (Rodrik et al. 2004; Acemoglu et al. 2002;

Mauro 1998). The level of corruption in relation to economic development does not coincide since

there are countries that have higher levels of corruption than their economic development would

indicate (Italy) and vice versa (Uruguay, Chile) (Mungiu-Pippidi 2014a). My puzzle shows that

corruption varies also within wealthy economies like Spain and Italy and between cities that do not

have such a large difference in their local rents (Ragusa (16.980) and Siracusa (19.088)).7

On the other hand, political decisions determine the influence, power and profit of economic actors

and even the economic models (Streeck 2014). It is, thus, necessary to look more closely at the

relationship between the economy and the government or economic actors and parties. In other

words, to look at the interaction between firms, local economic structures and politics. Nonethe-

less, the theories that connect dysfunctional government with business interests oscillate mainly

between the good state and bad business and vice versa; or, to put it differently, between “private

7http://www.opendatabassaromagna.it/2014/04/il-reddito-degli-italiani-in-ogni.html Also, other the-
ories that establish a relationship between the openness of the economy, resource curse or sector specificity and the
quality of government do not fit with my puzzle. See Ades and di Tela (Tella and Ades 1999) and Leite and Weidmann
(1999).
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state capture” and the “grabbing hand”. According to the “public choice" approach, the extent of

corruption is correlated with the size of the public sector or the degree of regulation of the market.8

The government is presented as a powerful grabbing hand, proactively seeking for corrupt rents

and extorting from defenseless businesses (Hellman, Jones and Kaufmann 2000). In this strand,

the logic of the market, free competition between firms, is presented as the natural deterrent of

corruption, where economic rationality and efficiency naturally contradict the logic of rent-seeking.

Firms are paragons, yet it takes two to tango and empirical research shows that when business and

politics get too close, corruption is a likely outcome.

The real world shows that firms are far from being vulnerable actors at the mercy of the state, which

simply wish to compete and do not interact with government. A large body of literature argues just

the opposite, describing business influence with terms such as state capture, regulatory collisions and

corruption, which explicitly presuppose the great influence of business over government (Hellman,

Jones and Kaufmann 2000; Hellman, Jones, Kaufmann and Schankerman 2000). According to this

view, organized business interests should always be “suspected, as they tend to take advantage of

disorganized consumers and short-sighted politicians” (Duvanova 2013, 3).9 Business in general and

individual firms are thus pictured as a powerful and malign interest group that is able to change the

rules of the game, influencing politicians and bureaucrats in order to promote their interests, even

through corruption. The bulk of the literature dealing with private interest governments provides

us with some insights as to how large multinational companies or former public champions exert

great power, especially on weak and poor governments, pushing or limiting their ability to control

or legislate against them (Stigler 1971; Becker 1983; Ahrens 2011). The research has shown that

large companies enjoy privileged access to politicians and administrators and shift and mold the

legislation at their will, a phenomenon known as state capture.

But, neither does this clearly show the real-world interaction between government and firms, which

is far from being so dichotomous. The power and influence of firms requires some clarification10

8As such, corruption is a result of an excess of government regulation rooted in an “overgrown” bureaucracy. A
large government (large administration, large budgets) and its intervention creates much discretion, which could be
misused by civil servants and short-sighted politicians to extract bribes or rents to win the next elections (Banfield
1975).

9Here the business is the active player and the government, more than an active rule maker, is presented as a
passive receiver of the economic conditions.

10For instance, state capture theories cannot explain when business’s power to influence leads to corruption and
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State vulnerability and the power of capital must certainly be taken into account, given the struc-

tural dependence of government on business contributions to employment, taxes and investment,

especially in times of fiscal retrenchment (Geddes 1994; Culpepper 2003; Geddes 2009). However,

the State is not only a passive taker; it is also a powerful actor that retains regulatory capacity

(Charron and Lapuente 2011). It is thus unlikely that the solution to corruption would lie solely in

the hands of the market and competition or the government and regulation. Rather, it is more likely

that different economic factors and coalitions holding different preferences for government action

will matter for the final outcomes: corruption, or reforms to limit it. Few authors have shown an

interest in research into the conditions in which business-government interaction can lead to noxious

or virtuous outcomes, yet there are exceptions that prove the rule. This literature has been a useful

starting point for my analysis, since it allows the actors to have different roles and outcomes. The

focus on firms more than on markets per se opens up the possibility for firms to pursue different

strategies and for the state to be confronted with different dilemmas.

Ben Ross Schneider and Sylvia Maxfield (1997) in their excellent volume Business and the State in

Developing Countries in their excellent volume argue that Weberian bureaucracy together with cer-

tain international economic conditions (international competition) push businesses to act in a way

that enhances welfare without uniquely pursuing an accumulation of wealth. Duvanova (2013) pri-

oritizes the internal regulatory regimes as the important condition that pushes business associations

to act on the issue of regulatory insecurity. In Schneider’s other work, he explains different busi-

ness strategies, depending on the political configurations in Latin America (Schneider 2002, 2009b).

From a slightly different perspective, these authors situate business and business associations as

mediating between the state and the market and influencing the outcomes. However, there is one

more distinction that these authors fail to consider. Not all actors, economic actors among them,

are affected by corruption in the same way. Corruption is the exchange of power, money, favors,

etc. between restricted groups, and as such influences the equality of competition and fragments

markets. While large firms have more resources to avoid extortion from corrupt officials, small-

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) do not (Aguilera and Naredo 2009; Charron et al. 2015). For

when it leads to economic development, as in some developing countries. Nor do ‘grabbing hand’ theories offer a clue
as to how to distinguish between a powerful government abusing its power to collect rents, and when it needs state
capacity to improve overall governance, as the developmental state does (Evans 1995).
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large firms, corruption can be a channel to influence politicians, while for SMEs corruption is a

set of unpredictable arbitrary actions by predatory administrations (Duvanova 2007; Soreide 2008;

Malesky and Taussig 2009, 443). Thus, different actors will have different incentives to act against

corruption, in different ways and to different extents.

To sum up, in this succinct overview, the traditional approaches, such as institutional factors or

culture, do not seem able to explain such puzzling VLC among cities from the same region. Others

theories do show an explanatory potential. While civil society should bear the burden of punishing,

the literature seems divided on the actual capacity of civil society to act independently of state

institutions. Economic interests and political competition emerge as plausible explanatory factors

behind VLC. Nevertheless, given the changes and increasing interdependence between economic

and political power, the economic structure and economic actors can play an important role in

mobilizing consensus and pushing for reform of government. This overview helps me to restate my

research questions: Why do some politicians and economic actors choose not to rely on corruption

to maintain power and accumulate wealth and become Good Apples on Bad Trees? I will focus

on local government to disentangle the relations between state, economy and society and to see

how these interact with or control corruption. For this purpose, I will need to know what are

the mechanisms through which corruption operates at the local level, and who are the actors, or

coalition of actors. In other words, it is necessary for me to clarify who plays the determinant role

in these mechanisms.

1.3 Argument: The Business-Politician Dilemma: Collide, Collude

or Cooperate

This thesis aims to answer what causes corruption to vary or, to put it another way, why in some

cities efforts to limit corruption have been successful while in others they have failed. This question

could be also reformulated in way that is more relevant to political science: in areas of widespread

corruption, why do some politicians decide to opt out of corruption? I will answer these questions

by conducting a comparative study on the relationship between economic interests and political

power in Southern-European local government. As the overview of the literature has shown, the
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different explanations behind variations in the levels of corruption among cities have guided me

towards a dynamic explanation that focuses on the interplay between politicians and firms. Put

simply, corruption can be conceived of as an exchange, where different assets, favors or capital are

exchanged for power or money and vice versa, creating markets and social relations (della Porta

and Vannucci 1999). The prominent actors are considered to be politicians and economic actors,

since they also supply the resources to compete in the market for power and favors. The position of

civil society is generally considered as external, excluded from participating in ‘corrupt exchanges’

and acting like a watchdog (della Porta 2012; Vannucci 2012).

Business interacts and competes within a space that is structured by political decisions. Pro-

ductivity, as well as innovative capacity, tends to depend on assets, which can only be provided

by politicians (a skilled workforce, infrastructure, and contract enforcement security) (Mazzucato

2013). Politicians have power over institutional settings and, therefore, they may limit a business’s

strength, favoring some interests over others. Due to their position in the process of public goods

production, political elites have access to the surplus generated by productive processes (Miller

1997) To put it simply, governments regulate and license economic activity. This structural condi-

tion creates strong incentives for political elites to use these resources by means of the regulation

of the economy (to appropriate the residual) in the interests of their key constituencies and/or

their private interests, including those of their allies (Miller 2000; Knott and Miller 2008). This is

especially the case in clientelistic systems (Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007b).

On the other hand, the decisions of economic actors are critical to public welfare, and are widely

conceived so that public officials cannot be indifferent to them. As public officials primarily seek to be

re-elected, they are forced to care about voter preferences and voters’ relative wellbeing. According

to economic voting theory, citizens evaluate the local economic situation when they cast their

vote for government, putting economic performance and employment at the center of the electoral

competition (Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000). This liaison is further reinforced by recent economic

and political developments. The inter-state and inter-city competition for resources, companies, and

even for citizens, means that any further expansion of services has to be financed from sources that

do not increase the fiscal pressure on business and citizens. These welfare-creating prerequisites,

and the necessity to deliver and boost economic performance push politicians to look for coalitions
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with those who are able to deliver investment and economic growth: firms. The economy and

politics are, thus, both embedded but also hold a complicated relationship of inter-dependency and

domination (Polanyi 1944).

Even in developed European countries, these political and administrative moves elicit and increase

the incidence of a particular type of corruption, which can be called “collusive corruption or dishonest

graft” (Riordan 1995). Basically, this means the corrupt collusion between business interests and

political power: business moves dangerously close to political power, seeking out shady deals or

a “helping hand” from politics to boost firms’ performance, while politicians capitalize upon their

passage through government to accumulate power and resources. This type of corruption can take

several forms: contracting concessions or molding political decisions in favor of particular economic

segments or firms. My argument is thus closely linked to recent empirical literature which conceives

corruption not as an individual failure, a quest for profit or a cultural expression, but as a strategy

to gain, attain or maintain power (economic or political). Corruption remains at the heart of

redistribution and power relations, and it is also the “perverse” result of power itself; sometimes it is

even inbuilt into democratic institutions. As a result, it is not through institutions but through the

coalition of actors that stands behind them that varying levels of corruption are produced. Since

local authorities have far less power and access to valuable resources for rent-seeking than national

governments, corruption is “much more market-oriented and it is usually related to securing market

niches” (Soreide 2008).

But why given these conditions have some cities resisted the temptation to use this mutual incli-

nation between business and political power? Why have some politicians decided not to engage in

corrupt exchanges? As follows from the literature review, the answer should lie in the mediation

between the market, politics and organized civil society, in particular civil society organizations

that are primarily interested in the exchange between these two spheres: the business/employer as-

sociations. I argue that the variation in the level of corruption is not a function of the institutional

setting, party competition, or cultural legacies as most of the literature claims, but depends on the

existence or lack of cooperative structures of policy-making between business and government.

Corruption as collusive and exploitative behavior is antagonistic to cooperation as a collective
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contribution to the common good. Cooperation requires certain conditions of equality, common

vulnerability, a lack of hegemonic power, as well as a shared understanding and alignment of in-

terests. Corruption is, therefore, more likely to appear where power is unconstrained, where there

is wide inequality and where a few accumulate a large portion of power in order to receive special

treatment. I contend that what distinguishes good government from collusive corruption is highly

conditioned by the possibilities for cooperation among enterprises. In other words, corruption is

more pronounced in some cities and not in others in large part due to the existence or absence of

strong business cooperation.

Policy-making does not take place in a social vacuum, but in a socio-economic environment where

different sets of economic actors exert power. Large companies have an immediate effect not only

on the local socio-economic structure and market but also on the dynamics of local politics. The

political competition changes as a consequence of rapid industrial expansion, which forges a new

working class that can relatively easily be mobilized electorally or captured in clientelistic networks.

The impact on the local economy and market structure is even more relevant. Business concentration

produces sub-optimal market results, but also jeopardizes associative action and cooperation, leaving

space for well-connected groups to have excessive influence over the government, in that they do not

need mediation, thus creating single-firm lobbies (Duvanova 2011).As a result, the associative action

among SMEs diminishes, since they feel that their role in determining possible outcomes resulting

from cooperation is undermined. Large companies that concentrate significant power in terms of

capital or the workforce employed may exert leverage on weak political systems and secure their own

interests without being subjected to general rules (see state-capture literature). The SMEs operate

with a much shorter-term perspective, endowed with lower financial resources and intellectual skills

than large enterprises. Small companies are highly sensitive to the possible outcomes of regulatory

or legislative processes, mainly, but not only, at lower levels of government.

In contrast, when these actors cooperate they “fuse what is otherwise a very fragmented capacity

to act and enable independent social forces and organizations to co-ordinate their actions in a

way they would not otherwise do over the range of issues upon which they can agree” (Ostrom

1990, 2007, 2010, 159). But only under certain conditions can business associations live up to the

expectation of being strong interest groups that can offer an alternative platform for policy proposals,
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implementation and control of government. The broader the coalition of actors linked together, the

more the resources they can pool, then the higher their relative impact on the government is and the

more influential its members become. The successful examples have been imitated, broadened and,

over time, consolidated into networks of cooperatives, associations and representative platforms of

business interests. These associations were formed not only in order to improve companies’ chances

to succeed in more unstable, competitive and global markets, but also as defensive institutions to

protect business from the local government and bureaucracy, and above all to establish an effective

way of enhancing mutual control over each other.

On the opposite side of the relationship is government will to engage into wider coordination with

business. For this to occur, the government must have reasons for sharing some of its regulatory

power with business associations. Due to the primary motivation of the government to be reelected,

these conditions are such that they can help the government to strengthen its hold on power.

Therefore, it is more likely that business and government coordinate their forces when the benefits

stemming from cooperation are higher than the immediate costs, when the risks of losing power are

limited, and when both actors have the capacity to implement these changes to doing politics. The

ways in which business influence is exerted have an impact on the role of government and, ultimately,

on its autonomy and capacity. Cooperative and coordinated decision-making frees, partially, the

local government from any need to answer very particularistic demands in order to secure the

consensus. The policies that are widely agreed are those that have less risk for government. Thus,

the government can orient its policies toward the public goods that benefit community as whole,

and toward less capturable benefits such as human capital or skills training (Trigilia 1995).

1.4 Conclusions

In countries with relatively widespread corruption, why and how do some cities manage to success-

fully limit such an expansive phenomenon? What explains the variations in the level of corruption

among cities within the same regions? This opening chapter aimed at paving the way to respond

these questions. The first part of the chapter presented and explained the theoretical and empirical

puzzle and related it to the current state of the literature. When surveying the relevant literature,
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I focused on current explanations of causes and sources that may have an influence on the level

of corruption. The different strands of the literature explaining corruption can be summarized

into: institutional, cultural approaches and explanations focused on social capital; the explanation

using political factors as an explanatory variable (party competition); and, last but not least, eco-

nomic development and business influence over government as source of corruption. Institutional

approaches were rejected due to their inability to explain the variations showed in my puzzle, while

the traditional cultural theories were also unable to explain differences in outcome for similar cities

that are separated by only a few kilometers.

In contrast, among the theories surveyed in the literature review, I have singled out political com-

petition, social capital literature, and business influence over the government as possible sources for

an explanation of my puzzle. Following the tradition of literature on social norms and social capital,

it can be argued that the degree of social capital determines the level of corruption. Social capital

determines the effectiveness of social accountability and the more active relations of citizens with

the government, while in the negative cases the lack of social capital would leave corrupt politicians

with enough room to maneuver in order to pursue their particular interests and greed. Although

plausible, there are still some issues that this theory needs to address, among them endogeneity and

the problem of reverse causality.

The factors relating to political competition seem to emerge as a potent explanation for corruption,

yet the possible causal relation can also work the other way around, in the sense that higher

competition and government instability lead to corruption as a vote-seeking tool, while government

stability broadens the horizons for anti-corruption reforms. Finally, economic factors have long been

overlooked and excluded from studies of corruption. Nevertheless, the economic actors seem to be

those that have a major stake in both effective government and markets. Even so, they are also

potential rent-seekers, using their influence over the government to capture the legislation.

In the second section of this first chapter, I constructed an argument which I will develop in Chapters

Two and Three and test in Chapters Four, Five, and Six. I build the argument by considering

the different costs and benefits of corruption for different actors and the cost of investment in

the alternative organization for business and government. When local economic actors manage to
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organize a common front to demand a more equal and less uncertain economic environment and

government becomes sensitive to their demands, then the government can opt out from corruption

and invest in administrative capacity. On the other hand, when individual businesses or small

groups of economic actors accumulate substantive power due to their strategic importance, capital

or workforce, these companies can exert an influence over the government that can lead to collusion

and increase corruption. Governments are, thus, in an interesting position vis-à-vis economic actors,

facing a strategic dilemma as to whether to buy into reform and cooperate with business or build

up corruption networks. As I have already explained, the local economic structure and the stage of

the economic cycle are crucial for the government’s perception of business requests. The following

chapter builds upon and deepens the argument, provides the theoretical background and designs

the model. The third chapter then deals with methodological approaches and the case selection,

which will be empirically analyzed in Chapters Four to Six.
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Chapter 2

Modeling Collusion, Collision and

Cooperation

Southern European countries are seen as countries with a large number of serious political and eco-

nomic problems, which have emerged or deteriorated with the current economic crisis. Corruption

is considered as by far one of the most serious impediments to economic recovery and a rise in

the quality of government. The dysfunctional institutional and clientelistic political arrangements,

which favor opacity, the concentration of power and an egoistic culture that prioritizes individual

good over common welfare are said to be the causes of their economic and political malaise. This

soft side of the Southern European states operates in a way that limits any efforts to reform or to

the successful implementation of reform (Beramendi et al. 2015). The many corruption scandals in

Spain, Greece and Italy that have recently shaken the highest parts of the political elites simply

confirm this trend. The German Minister of Finance, when justifying the harsh conditions for the

rescue packages, summarized this feeling when he claimed that Europe does not trust that Greece

will not implement simple window-dressing policies and that the money will not disappear into the

corrupt political and administrative machinery.

However, what cannot be so easily explained or accommodated within this pessimistic evaluation is

the large variation in the level of corruption in these countries, regions, cities, and even parties, where

governments achieve a high quality of government and opt out from corruption. Indeed, despite the
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adverse institutional setting, the government on many occasions resists temptation and maintains a

good quality of government. These intra-regional and inter-regional variations are, indeed, a jigsaw

for scholars, since the commonly-shared view is that religion, history and the institutional setting

are the main explanatory factors that matter for corruption. Yet, if the existing theories are not well

suited to explain this puzzling variation, the question then is what can? This unanswered question

has drawn my attention to an investigation of the circumstances, conditions and mechanisms leading

to the emergence of two antagonistic government regimes (vicious and virtuous), despite the unique

formal framework and the exposure to similar external changes. In other words, this puzzle inspires

me to research theories and methods that can explain not only the resilience and persistence of

corruption, but, above all, the move away from corruption.

Building on the literature on interest groups, political economy and collective action, I advance

an argument based on how different regimes (cooperative or not) of economic governance lead

to different levels of corruption. The government or mayor can opt out of interactions based on

corrupt exchanges and invest so as to limit future rent-seeking potential. When a strong business

community allies together and government perceives this pressure as a threat to its prospective re-

election, then the government is more inclined to cooperate with business. Whether this relationship

turns into crony collusion, regulatory capture, or cooperation depends on the power of business and

its structure. Where large companies accumulate a large amount of power, then the first and the

second options are plausible, whereas when the more fragmented interests of similar companies,

mainly SMEs, are able to organize collectively, then cooperation and coordination with government

is a likely outcome. By exclusion, in cases where there are no strong interests or organizations

present, “connected” companies have enough space to create old boy networks and crony capitalism.

This chapter first presents my theoretical framework, in which I specify the conditions under which

government decides to opt out of corrupt exchanges and invest in administrative capacity, followed by

a discussion of the role of associations and how these associations influence the quality of government

in the cities.
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2.1 Modeling corruption: Principal-Agent, collective action prob-

lem or something else?

Before I start to unravel the plot and build my model, a clarification must be made on the type

of relationship that exists between the actors. For a growing number of authors, the failure of

anti-corruption interventions and programs can be found in “the inappropriate theoretical foun-

dations that underpin its design” (Mungiu-Pippidi 2014b; Hellmann 2015; Marquette and Peiffer

2015, 2). That is, the nature of corrupt exchanges has not been correctly understood. Tradi-

tionally, corruption has been modeled using the Principal-Agent framework (PA) or its amplified

version Principal-Agent-Client (PAC) (Carr 2008). This model was borrowed from business science

and adapted by Klitgaard (Rose-Ackerman 2010; Klitgaard 1991), among others. In the principal-

agent-client model, electorates delegate power to representatives in local government, who delegate

it subsequently to committees and local administrations. Delegation to an agent is considered both

an effective and less costly solution to the problem of increasing specialization and the information

disequilibrium.

Corruption is thus when the agent betrays the principal’s interest and acts to achieve a personal

favor (extortive corruption) or in favor of a third party, the client, from which he will receive rewards

(collusive corruption) (Andersson and Bergman 2009; Azfar, Omar and Lanyi 2005; Bardhan and

Mookherjee 2000; della Porta 2012; Rose-Ackerman 2010). The PAC framework models corruption

as a hierarchical relation where those in the ruling position (principals), due to the increasing

complexity of governing a portion of their responsibility, are obliged to delegate to the agent, which

has more knowledge to act, but at the same time has more discretion to abuse its power and extract

rents (Svensson 2000; Marquette and Peiffer 2015). This tension between discretion or autonomy

and control in PAC reduces corruption to a problem of insufficient accountability, control and

transparency between the principal (willing to control) and the agent (willing to abuse) (Klitgaard

1991).

Although widely used, this approach has been criticized by collective action theories as having several

blind spots (Persson et al. 2013; Bauhr and Nasiritousi 2011). First, it assumes that principals
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have a genuine interest in curbing corruption and not in promoting it. This assumption, in the

words of Bo Rothstein, implicitly brings into the model a normative view of the figure of the

“principled principal” (Rothstein 2011). To put it differently, it relies implicitly on the benevolence

of the politician or servant (or the citizens as the ultimate and general principal) who is willing

to obey the rules, to control their compliance, and is determined to fight corruption. Such an

assumption misunderstands the dynamics of behavior in a “corrupt society,” where the risks and

social norms create different logics of action and interaction. Although theoretically possible, the

existence of a principled principal is empirically rare and his or her principled action is a very

counter-rational strategy in societies riddled with corruption. The rational choice theory used by

PAC assumes the rational calculus of actors weighing the benefits, the risks and the costs of their

actions. In societies that struggle with corruption, for actors it is more rational to go along with

and perpetuate the corrupt system than to fight against it. In short, going against the socially

widespread rule (corruption and rent seeking, in this case) is much more costly and risky, than the

uncertain benefits stemming from honorable respect for and abidance of the law. Consequently, in

societies where citizens feel that corruption is widespread, the PAC lacks analytical validity.

A similar reasoning can be made as regards the puzzle of why citizens can demand corruption. This

brings us to a wider understanding of the problem of accountability within PAC, when we identify

the citizens as the ultimate principal that safeguards the quality of government and votes politicians

that plunder common goods out of office (Hough and Verdenicci 2015). Citizens, just as politicians,

make their decisions in interaction with social reality. In a context where the rules are flexible and

resources scarce, corruption can also become an instrument with which to attain more goods for the

constituency or secure a position in the market (Marquette and Peiffer 2015). Thus it is possible,

that citizens may value the more short-term benefits generated by corruption, than long-term and

uncertain reforms to improve the quality of government (Hunt 2006). To put it otherwise, when

corruption is widespread, there is little expectation that voters would effectively take a step forward

and request the change.

Thirdly, PAC departs implicitly from considering corruption as a deviation from an ideal-type good

institution, without recognizing that institution- and state-building is a rather long process with

many deviations and breakdowns (Rothstein and Teorell 2015). Already Huntington (1996) already
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noted that most countries that are now considered as the most virtuous and free from corruption

(those countries that occupy a high ranking in the TI index) were in past centuries lawless and

corrupt, like most of the developing countries nowadays (Huntington 1996). Thus, Huntington

suggests that the fight to challenge corruption within a society is a society-wide process where

actors play a decisive role, and change is, rather than an accumulative product of reforms that aim

to align actors’ incentives within institutions, the result of actors’ interactions. The issue is not

to find the reform with the right mix of accountability and transparency; instead we need to open

up and to consider power, resources, and the interaction of all types of actor that might have an

interest or not in improving the quality of government. We must always ask whom this benefits

or damages. Finally, we can also point to a problem that is shared by many theories that use the

rational choice approach. That is, PAC focuses excessively on the rational choices of individual

actors, where their actions are the result of an individual and strictly rational cost-benefit calculus,

and thus it does not consider the action of collectives such as associations.

2.1.1 Corruption as Collective Action: solution or problem?

In response to these problems, several authors and institutions have proposed modeling corruption

as a collective action problem (of a second order) (Rothstein 2011). In their understanding, when

corruption becomes widespread to the extent that it constitutes a predicted rule of interaction, “the

individuals lack incentives to fight it” (Persson et al. 2013, 456ff). When a large enough portion

of the population continues to play the fool, then everybody has the chance to gain something by

perpetuating corruption. What we know as a ‘collective-action problem’ arises when the group

members find it in their individual interest to free-ride on the system and thus do not contribute

(Olson 1965). In an a priori rotten game, the immediate costs of acting honestly are very high,

making it difficult to invert the rotten logic of action. When people perceive that other people will

not contribute, or that it is not possible to trust them, the situation becomes locked in a vicious

circle in which more people engage in corruption or tolerate it, while fewer incentives exist for an

individual to fight it (Ostrom et al. 1992; Ostrom 1997, 1990). In other words, actors (principals

and agents alike) make this evaluation about the predicted collective action of the rest of the society

in which they interact.
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As Marquette suggests, viewing corruption in this way highlights the collective, rather than the

individual, nature of corruption and that the origin of corruption lies more in the collective dynamics

than in the sum of individual greed (Marquette and Peiffer 2015, 14). This view also considers the

reinforcing effects of distrust in society and norms that augment persistent patterns of systemic

corruption, creating a “vicious cycle” or “social trap”. Therefore, according to these authors, it is

more realistic to look at collusive or coercive corruption as a collective action problem embedded

within a wide socioeconomic structure, where the actors have to deal with problems of collective

mobilization and the punishment of free-riders (Holmberg et al. 2009b; Bauhr and Nasiritousi 2011).

In other words, what is needed is to find solutions with which to enhance interaction and mediation in

order to enable cooperation that makes the control easier (Bank 2008; Schmitter and Streeck 1999).

Nevertheless, although it is a more accurate way to describe interactions in the grey area of state-

society relations, the adoption of a collective action approach has not solved some of the problems

that limit its applicability to my case in particular; namely, the lack of convincing explanations for

change and the lack of an understanding of power.

The first problem especially challenges the collective action theorists: how to explain change and

variation without recourse to external and large societal shifts or “big bangs” (Rothstein and Eek

2009; Teorell and Rothstein 2015). This problem stems from the fact that corruption in a corrupt

society is seen as a social trap, from which it is difficult to escape using rationality. While much is

known about the qualities that characterize these two states of equilibrium, corrupt versus virtuous

non-corrupt, little research has been done into the mechanisms that cause people to switch from

a state of corruption and non-cooperation to one based on cooperation, where corrupt collusion

does not have a place. How does one go about breaking the vicious cycle? Research suggests that

communities can end up in different states of equilibrium. While some societies are marked by

widespread distrust, crime and corruption, others curb corruption, cooperate and have widespread

trust that almost automatically expels any intentions to free ride on the community (Freitag and

Traunmüller 2009; Uslaner and Badescu 2004; Stolle 2004; Fukuyama 1995). When a certain logic

becomes installed within institutions and among actors, it creates vicious/virtuous cycles that deter

any change of regime. Yet, if corruption is such a strong and self-reinforcing phenomenon, how can

real-world actors break out of it without reaching for the help of external shocks (Keefer 2013). How
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does a collective rising against corruption happen? Is an endogenously-generated change possible?

Although collective action pinpoints the problem of the resilience of vicious circles, this approach

undermines, as Elinor Ostrom would say, the capacity of actors to be the makers of their own destiny

(Ostrom 1990). In other words, it undermines the structures of power in society and how they can

have an effect on the interests of policy-makers and their decisions. By placing excessive emphasis on

trust and getting the institutional mix right, both theories forget the dynamics of interaction among

actors, the coordination problems and power, which are characteristic of politics and policy-making

(Marquette and Peiffer 2015). Collective action explanations are weaker on the understanding

of different power structures and hierarchies within the state and the power of economic actors

competing on markets created by political action. In general, it is necessary to know who benefits

from or suffers most from corruption and how these interests interact. As stated in Chapter One,

corruption is linked to structures of power in society and to the interests of different actors and

collectives that might benefit from it. Corruption is used, especially in developed countries, as a

tool to maintain or win political power or secure a prominent market position (Fisman and Svensson

2007; Malesky and Taussig 2009; Golden and Chang 2001).1

Here, political economy could be a useful complement, since it looks at economic factors, redistribu-

tion and coalitions sustaining different policies, showing how much the coalition behind the policy

and the power structures matter for the final outcome (Maxfield and Schneider 1997). It examines

politics in terms of power play, redistribution and coalition-building, opening up the possibility to

consider an endogenously-generated change (Streeck and Thelen 2005). In addition it can help bring

order to the rather complex set of numerous factors and conditions that authors such as Ostrom

and others have devised (Ostrom 1997, 2000, 1998). This complexity is indeed the weak point of

collective action literature, which provides a long lists of factors that can have an influence on the

rise of cooperation and collective action. These are often also highly intertwined, without it being

clear which of these matters more in one context or interaction. Therefore, complementing collective

action with political economy might help to explain the sources of variation between cities and the

existence of good apples on bad trees.

1Similarly Johnston (2005), in his book Syndromes of Corruption, sees types of corruption in developed countries
as Influence markets and Elite cartels, as actors and structures that concentrate power and influence the level of
corruption. It is useful to individuate who these groups are and to understand their interaction.
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2.2 Theoretical Framework

In my argument, I claim that the cooperation between business associations and government has

an effect not only on the economy of cities but also, and more importantly, it has an impact on the

level of corruption. I contend that when deciding whether to opt out or stick to corruption, a gov-

ernment weighs the relative pressure of business associations against the incumbent’s prospects for

a future position in government. When a government feels that the economic situation is worsening

its otherwise stable opportunity for re-election or that cooperation with business can improve it,

government can choose to cooperate with organized business and transform the traditional collusive

relations into cooperative relations in which corruption and unproductive rent seeking are limited

and administrative capacity is enhanced. Thus, it is precisely the presence or absence of organized

business pressure and government electoral strategy that lies behind the variation in levels of corrup-

tion in different cities. Therefore, the relationship between capital and the state or politics becomes

core to the argument. In this part, I will transform this dynamic narrative from an argument into

a theoretical model in which I detail the relations and interaction between each of the components

and actors.

It is surprising that the relationship between the state (government) and economic actors has not

achieved, apart from some exceptions, any reasonable synthesis. As Maxfield and Schneider sum-

marize very well, the general presumption is that when business and the state have close relations,

democratic ideals, social welfare or simply the citizens will suffer (Maxfield and Schneider 1997,

22). The premise that when these two actors come close together they will cheat on democracy

is held simply as a fact by most of the literature. Where theories do take a different stance, this

is about who is responsible, and the driving force of this drift. Government could be understood

as: (a) a weak opponent to self-interested, resource-full and amoral business; or (b) as a potent

grabbing-hand device that chokes private initiative and takes resources by combining inefficiency

and corruption through its intervention in the economy (Banfield 1975). Likewise, the role and

position of an enterprise (economic actors in general) towards the State is no less polarized. In the

literature on rent seeking and state capture, the business is always under suspicion (Duvanova 2011).

In contrast, public choice theories embrace the invisible hand of the market and the entrepreneurial
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spirit of the firm as the only way toward efficiency and collective well being (Persson and Rothstein

2015).

State or firms, what stands out clearly is that the temptation to seek rents is so potent that we

can say that “wherever there is a rent to be extracted a rent seeker will be there to try to get it”

(Mueller 2003, 241). This proposition is known as the ‘iron law of rent seeking’. Despite this powerful

affirmation, we can distinguish cases in which actors do resist temptation and create a positive-sum

cooperation that protects these rents as other common goods (Ostrom 2007, 1990). The real world

brings examples that escape this simple logic: business contributes to the collective well-being and

politicians refrain from using corruption. In the following, I focus on how the relationship between

politics and economic power has been understood in relation to corruption and its control.

Political economy places economic actors in a privileged position in relation to other actors (even the

state). In this line of reasoning, Lindblom contends that capital votes twice: once directly through

its political influence, and again indirectly through investment decisions (Lindblom 1977; Lindblom

and Woodhouse 1993). Hirschman re-adapts this statement to the global economy by highlighting

the role of capital mobility and the role of its potential exit as a restraint on the government’s space

for maneuver and thus the policies that can be implemented ((Hirschman 1978, 96) in Maxfield

and Schneider (1997, 38)). According to him, dominant sectors of the economy can push for their

preferred policies at the expense of other economic actors or voters. This highlights an important

distinction within the otherwise united business block: between powerful enterprises and those that

lack leverage. Whereas the power of large capital or multinationals that are structurally important

for a weak government (especially local government) is relatively well established (Crouch 2011,

2004), how the less influential and weaker components of the economy build up their influence is

considerably more blurred. In short, we are still striving to explain how businesses can overcome

collective action problems and mobilize when they need to be united in order to exercise structural

power (Olson 1971).

When we scale down to the sector and firm level, it becomes much clearer that different interests and

coalitions produce different pressures on government. Olson hypothesizes that the strong partial

benefits and a low number of actors could overcome the problem of free-riding and enable businesses
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to act collectively. However, what many recent as well as less recent studies have found (Duvanova

2013; Markus 2007) is that collective action is possible in fragmented sectors with low entrance

barriers in the form of collective organization against excessive regulations. These authors explain

the cooperation of SME by the presence of the helping hand of the state, as in Doner and Ansil

(1997), or by strong links of trust among actors and specific social organizations (Trigilia 1995;

Bagnasco 1997). In short, it seems that even if business has the upper hand over the state, it still

requires some kind of public intervention and trust to help firms overcome the collective action

dilemma (Schneider 2009b).

Moreover, if capital applies constant pressure to government, how is it possible that government re-

sponds differently to similar pressures (Gourevitch 1986)? For institutional theories, the State is not

a powerless implementer of decisions made by economic actors (banks, firms), but the institutional

setting plays an important or even determining role. Corporate regimes, social pacts or simply pro-

grammatic mass parties can create preferences for one form of development or another (Kitschelt

1995). The state can sensibly limit or advance the power of firms and improve their capacities to

cooperate. The state retains regulative power and it is, thus, unavoidable for business to engage

with it. Yet the state or local government (in this case) is not only a benign or destructive social

force, given that it has the power to act as an active player and to decide upon its own strategies.

2.2.1 Toward a Synthesis between Business and State

Between these two lines of reasoning, some authors see space for the fusion of both strands by

highlighting examples of both mutually beneficial relations between governments and the business

sector for economic growth and development as the negative. They search for the conditions in

which one or another of the stages of the equilibrium come about. Some scholars stress that to

produce positive synergies, both actors have to be under pressure or feel a threat: the govern-

ment to have the pressure of losing political power, and business to feel the threat of increasing

competition/decreasing benefits (Evans 1995, 2012; Schneider 2002; Maxfield and Schneider 1997).

Although illuminating, these mostly empirical insights do not produce a systematic approach for

understanding how cooperation between state actors and actors of capital can reduce corruption.
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Therefore, the relationship between capital and state is still needed to shed light on some of these

aspects. The proposed model will explain better how and why business associations can play an

important role in the political incumbent’s decision to pursue different electoral strategies and to

opt out from corruption as a strategy by investing in administrative capacity. It will indicate which

steps are to be followed

In returning to the problem of power and collective action from the previous section, we can start

to build the blocks of the theory and model. With clientelism, corruption becomes entrenched

in society, and cheating and rent seeking become unwritten rules of interaction (Gambetta and

Origgi 2009). Under these circumstances, the collective action approach to corruption predicts that

society is stuck in a “social trap” from which is difficult, if not impossible, to escape, if some large

societal shifts or “big bangs” do not reset these relations (Rothstein and Uslaner 2005). In this

situation one cannot expect either principled principals or bighearted citizens to make sacrifices for

the common good. Yet, this is not what the data from Chapter One suggests. We can observe

different levels of corruption or different outcomes even between cities and regions that are close

together and have experienced similar historical circumstances, natural and political events. Under

these circumstances it is improbable that one city would be affected by such a large change while

another would remain unaffected. How, then, one can accommodate the differences between cities

within the same structural framework, events and history? Moreover, the existence of good apples

on bad trees raises places a question mark on the irreversibility of social traps and corruption

equilibria. The existing theories therefore need amending.

Returning to the idea that corruption can be produced and reinforced by collective dynamics, actors’

interactions and cooperation stand at the core of the explanation of how these dynamics can be

controlled. If we allow actors to act upon their conditions and change them, as Ostrom argues, then

we might find a way to explain change and, above all, the existence of good apples on bad trees.

In this part, I will transform this dynamic narrative from an argument into a theoretical model,

in which I detail the relations and interaction between each of the components and actors. In my

argument, I claim that the cooperation between business associations and government has an effect

not only on the economy of the cities but also, and more importantly, it has an impact on the level

of corruption. I contend that when deciding whether to opt out of or stick to corruption, a govern-
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ment weighs the relative pressure of business associations against the incumbent’s prospects for a

future position in government. When a government feels that the economic situation is worsening

its otherwise stable opportunity for re-election or that cooperation with business can improve it,

government can choose to cooperate with organized business and transform the traditional collusive

relations into cooperative relations in which corruption and unproductive rent seeking are limited

and administrative capacity is enhanced. Thus, it is precisely the presence or absence of organized

business pressure and government electoral strategy that lie behind the variation in levels of corrup-

tion in different cities. Therefore, the relationship between capital and the state or politics becomes

core to the argument.

The framework I aim to depict is oriented around the difficulties in building collective action and

cooperation in adverse conditions (high risk, uncertainty, and low trust) and how this collective ac-

tion can limit corruption in government. As I will argue, a low state capacity to control, clientelism,

or distrust do not present such insuperable impediments. Curbing corruption requires that both

sides (politicians and economic actors) agree to limit it. Nevertheless, this decision is problematic,

since limiting corruption imposes clear costs on actors that had been benefiting from it – frequently

well-organized and well-connected actors – while the benefits from better and clean government will

be socially distributed, evenly spread and, given the time and conditions, much more uncertain and

in the distant future. Good government is thus about investment and cooperation, but also finding

a way to ensure commitment, coordination and alternative benefits. This dilemma seems to be a

hard nut to crack. Wilson (1980) argued that in a framework where the benefits are spread but

the cost is concentrated, reform is difficult unless some entrepreneur or exogenous event changes

the distribution of costs. I argue that it may be the actors themselves who, by acting against the

adverse conditions, motivate change. Thus, I will put forward a theory of the conditions that are

needed for change where the capacity of business to cooperate collectively as well as government

understanding of the costs and benefits play a role. More concretely, I bear in mind that business

power, and government electoral risks and their benefits are important in decisions to opt out from

corruption. In contrast, if these factors are not present or one of the actors is stronger than another,

I expect to see these intentions fail.

Moreover, I also contend that we need to look differently at collective action. The central role of trust
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is overvalued, as many authors before me have also argued; there are less virtuous but equally strong

convictions behind cooperation: distrust, greed, or the desire for power. Moreover, this model leads

to the questioning of some assumptions about the importance of electoral competition or the role

of the opposition as the main deterrent of corruption. I base my understanding of collective action

on the rationality of actors, but accept that this rationality has its limits and that it can be altered

by high risk and uncertainty in the environment. Actors (especially economic actors) are selfish, in

the sense that they look primarily to an improvement of their conditions than to the general well

being. Thus, I expect that curbing corruption would be more of a secondary consequence rather

than the main purpose of their action. In other words, the desire to limit corruption would be due

to an inability to connect with these networks and thus the need to limit the chances for others to

collude.

In other words, the theory developed here sees the fight against corruption as a problem of collective

action in an adverse environment. But, we must also keep in mind the structures of power and the

interests of actors to limit or perpetuate corrupt exchanges. This new conception shifts our attention

more toward the ways in which collective actors shape, modify and overcome their constraints and

how collective action can create synergies that improve government and limit corruption. Thus,

a closer examination of the incentives and motivation of the relevant actors is needed. I offer an

explanation of the varying levels of corruption that takes into account the interplay between the

interests of firms, business associations and policy feedback. Actors in Italy and in Spain face similar

challenges and identical or analogous policies; nevertheless, their understanding of the capacity to

respond is shaped, as Locke would say, by the context in which they are embedded (Locke 1997).

These insights are important for understanding the conditions that lead to collusive or coopera-

tive relations between businesses and the decision of local government to invest or not in reforms,

particularly in contexts where the national and regional governments operate in an environment of

corruption. These insights also provide an alternative explanation to theories, which see corruption

as cultural phenomenon (for example Putnam et al. (1994)), focusing more on the socioeconomic

bases of governance. I suggest that, in contrast to the mainstream literature that tends to view

anti-corruption efforts as “national battles” to find the right institutional mix or quest for integrity

(Anechiarico 1996), reality presents a rather different image. It resembles more of a “bottom-up
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guerrilla strategy,” in which both local power and business associations play an important role.

Business decisions are responsible for investment and growth and critical to public welfare; so public

officials cannot be indifferent to business demands (Lindblom 1977). Democratic government has to

mediate between democratic pressures and markets, where economic actors sometimes make requests

that go against those of the citizens. Given the fragmentation of business into different sectors and

interest groups (exporters, importers, industry or hi-tech sectors), local economic governance is,

therefore, produced and reproduced through struggles and bargains between different groups and

interests within cities. This is similar to what Logan and Molotch (Logan and Molotch 2007; Logan

et al. 1997) call the “political economy of place” or what Stoker calls an ‘urban regime’ (Stoker 2005;

Stoker and Lorrain 1996).

On the other hand, government in a low-quality environment faces a dilemma as to whether to

succumb to the widespread practice of clientelism, cronyism and collusion or, whether to opt out

and build its electoral success on the delivery and efficiency of public goods. And although a moral

person may be in power, who would like to change the style of government, it is improbable that

they will succeed or last long unless other actors and structural conditions are also in place (Geddes

1994). Thus for business, relative stability in public office and the different pressures for change that

business associations or single companies can exert are important. As we can see from the table 2.1,

when the structure of the market consists of one strong company that has excessive power, only a

very strong and solid government can resist the intent of state capture, in any case, both actors can

act unilaterally leading to collusion or state-capture. If the government is unstable and fragmented,

then it depends on which pressures the government faces and how strong the economic actors are.

In this case, and especially in clientelistic politics, the government will use the local budget as its

own purse and centralized corruption flourishes. To conclude, only the combination of both factors,

rather than either one alone, is likely to explain the existence of good apples on bad trees.

Table 2.1: Corruption, Business and Electoral competition: Expectations

Business Low stability High stability
Not organized Corruption (petty corruption and collusion) Corruption (grabbing hand)
Organized State Capture Low corruption

Cities are situated in different localities, characterized by alternative patterns of associations, in-
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tergroup relations, political representation and economic governance. Consequently, they are the

product of very different sociopolitical structures and relations, within which firms and unions are

embedded (Locke 1997, 21). The dynamics at any one time are governed by interurban competi-

tion, which results from a zero-sum scenario (as the outcome of bargaining favors the interests of

some while disadvantaging others). This competitive pressure places municipal governments in a

dramatic situation, caught between the need to obtain benefits for the city and the obligation to

develop policies based on the people’s needs. Yet, governments and business can find solutions to

the competitive dynamics, creating win-win relationships (Sandroni 2004; Harvey 2001, 349). The

organized business community can become an additional component that intermediates between

these two poles (government and capital). In other words, an organized civil society type; business

associations can become a device for cooperation.

This research is focused on the interaction between government and firms at the level of companies

and their organizations. On the one hand, I focus in particular on how the existence and size of

dominant firms and the diversification of the economic sector affect the economic actors’ preferences

and the leverage that they have over government. On the other hand, I also examine how government

stability and the relative importance of the economic situation over other issues determine the costs

of corruption and play into the decision of government to invest or not in the administrative capacity

and limit corruption. What is at stake in this decision, apart from the possibility of losing votes, is

how equal and cohesive the business pressure is.

2.2.2 Actors, Incentives and Goals

When talking of collective action in adverse conditions and, particularly, how a coalition of actors

convinces or pushes politicians to opt out of and limit corruption, I will need to pay attention

to several factors: the goals and interests of the actors; business cooperation; and, how people

handle uncertainty. The previous overview allows me to derive a set of assumptions upon which

are based the model and explanation of the variation in level of corruption and the emergence of a

positive cooperative regime. In order to transform the argument into a model, I discussed in detail

the several assumptions upon which my model stands. But before sketching these assumptions,
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I identified three types of actors (individual or collective) who wield influence over policy-making

and outcomes: firms and association (F); elected politicians in government (G); and citizens (C).

Politicians, businesses and business associations are the actors behind corrupt collusion but also

behind virtuous cooperation and collaboration. The role of business associations as paragons or

villains depends on the existence of cooperation or collusion between them and with political power.

I depart from the mainstream assumption of the bounded rationality of actors, according to which

people are more or less rational actors and, therefore, able to make a rationally-based calculus of

costs and benefits. Nevertheless, several circumstances can alter this rational cost-benefit analysis

and make individuals more sensitive to costs, or perceive the benefits more strongly (Avdagic et al.

2011, 52-53). This means that actors are rational utility maximizers that, in areas with corruption,

operate in a stochastic environment with higher uncertainty than under usual circumstances. There-

fore, their ability to oversee the future benefits (pay offs) is diminished precisely by the high-risk

environment. As Avdagic et al. (2011, 52-53) state, in high-risk environments strategies are unlikely

to be developed ex-ante; in other words, actors may be able to gauge the general inclinations of

other actors, but they might be unsure about their precise preferences or their capacity to achieve

these goals. This amounts to saying that actors do not act on the basis of complete information

or pre-established strategies, but depending on their “understanding of the situation,” which can

shape their individual perception of power. These actors behave in an instrumental way, weighing

up their power and adapting their strategies to reach their goals: re-election, higher profits or more

public goods.

Another important assumption from which I depart is that corruption does not harm everybody

equally. There are actors that are indifferent, that benefit from corruption, or even promote it. I do

not claim that corruption is somehow socially beneficial, as some of the “greasing the wheel” theories

argued some time ago. I simply contend that there are actors that will oppose anti-corruption efforts

and mobilize their resources for that. Corruption creates particularism and erodes impartiality in

state action since it redistributes welfare toward “insiders who share some natural connection to the

government and to other insiders” (Popa 2014, 279 ). In the following lines, I give greater detail on

specific actors’ interests, goals and resources.
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An adverse environment is the last, but not least, assumption. This basically assumes that in an

environment where corruption is widespread, the interaction of actors differs from normal conditions.

In this situation, a low exchange equilibrium is the norm, and the risk of defection and free riding

is high, while honesty is not always rewarded. The level of general trust is expected to be weaker

than contexts with more particular and interpersonal ties (trust in friends, family, etc.), and the

capacity of government to supervise and punish is low (Ostrom et al. 1992; Ostrom 2007). In these

circumstances the social costs of corruption are low and we can expect that corruption, bending and

breaking the rules will be more frequent than in normal circumstances. This situation is expected

to influence the dominant strategy of actors as well as their mental calculations.

Actors and Goals

Elected officials and politicians The interests of politicians in Italy or Spain resemble the

interests of politicians in any other country: “they want to be elected and they prefer some policies

over others” (Geddes 1994, 87). At the risk of simplifying, politicians need to be elected in the

first place in order to implement policies, and thus we can assume that the quest for office is a

priority over policy preferences. In other words, what Chappell and Keech pertinently summarized

as “the parties formulate policies in order to win election, and not win election in order to formulate

policies” (Chappell and Keech 1986). The main goal of the incumbent is to stay in power (be

re-elected) while that of the challengers is get into power (to win the elections). In democracies

political parties achieve these goals by winning elections and, for this reason, they are careful to

take voters’ preferences into account.2 In this sense there is no difference between the rent-seeking

politician and the public-spirited one, since the democratic game is quite straightforward: if you lose

the elections you lose influence over policy making. The democratic competition is a zero-sum game

where the advantage of one comes at the expense of others. This logic is a very strong inhibitor to

other kinds of interests or motivations (Geddes 1994, 87).

In addition to the desire to achieve power, politicians are sensitive to the economic performance

of their polity. Not only because they value their personal well being, but mainly because the
2I do not deny that some politicians are motivated by a public spirit, and desire to serve the public good and

improve overall conditions for citizens; but, ultimately, they all have to pass through the electoral process and do at
least as good in it as rent-seeking and instrumental politicians.
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economy is high in citizens’ preferences when they cast their votes. An additional and very valid

reason for politicians to be sensitive to economic performance is the pressure of organized economic

interests. For these, a well-functioning economy is a question of benefits or losses. Hence, when they

make decisions, politicians tend to weigh their impact on their future electoral prospects and on

the economic performance of the city. Incumbents seeking reelection are thus forced to be receptive

to voters’ preferences, but not only to them. In liberal democracies, organized interests are a part

of democratic governance and such groups can influence electoral contests (financing campaigns,

mobilizing voters, blaming government). Incumbents and challengers, therefore, in their quest for

election have in mind the preferences of citizens and of organized groups.

They thus aim to secure their electoral margins and, consequently, seek to implement policies

that would win them more votes and abstain from policies that would lead to them losing the

elections. Nevertheless, when a certain margin is reached, an incumbent can discern and choose

from a more diverse set of policies, which can entail higher risks. As Jacobs points out in his

landmark book Governing for the Long Term, under conditions of electoral security “elected officials

can optimize policy and electoral considerations” (Jacobs 2011, 32). Therefore, electorally safe or

stable governments have a lower risk perception and can plan further into the future (WeitzShapiro

2012). This can also lead to them becoming more detached from citizens’ immediate demands.

Notwithstanding the limitations of the electoral game, a government is, above all, a policy-maker

and regulator. Politicians’ initiatives create policies that alter the power of different actors. Govern-

ment’s decisions can make somebody better off, while creating burdens for others. Their intervention

creates winners and losers, richer and poorer, simply by changing the land plan or taxes. Besides,

politicians have access to a certain amount of discretionary and informal resources that they can

use in political competition (WeitzShapiro 2012; Weitz-Shapiro 2014). Therefore, in the political

competition for power, politicians can compete with programs, or provide clientelistic goods in or-

der to catch available voters (Kitschelt 1995). However, by establishing these kinds of clientelistic

relations, parties need to provide a large amount of resources that are at their disposal for purchas-

ing votes (Singer 2009). This implies that politicians face a dilemma when they decide to improve

governance: how much will they lose by opting out from corruption and how much will they gain

with better government.
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Citizens and voters Citizens are both voters and consumers of local services. As consumers,

citizens do care about the amount and quality of public services. However, in those areas where

the perception of corruption and malfeasance is high, these public resources are generally dis-

tributed through public channels and particularistic privatized channels as semi-public or club goods

(Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007a; Weitz-Shapiro 2014; Anduiza et al. 2013). As voters, when they

make their decision whether to support (vote for) or punish the incumbent (withdraw their vote),

citizens evaluate the performance of the incumbent based on policies, wealth, and the amount of

public goods they receive. Since communal politics have less of an impact than national politics on

the country’s direction, ideology tends to have less weight here, and what is more important is the

performance of the incumbent mayor (della Porta 2006). Moreover, in determining his or her per-

formance, evaluation of the city’s economic performance plays a central role (Esaiasson and Muñoz

2014). In the economic-voting theory (Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000), when the economic situa-

tion worsens and unemployment rises, the government tends to suffer electorally. This effect also

works in the opposite direction: when the economic situation improves, the incumbent is rewarded

electorally.3 Thus, I assume that the economy and performance are evaluated jointly.

Yet in those areas where corruption and clientelism are frequent, voter evaluation needs an additional

specification. The main implication for this model is that a politician’s performance matters. Yet,

in this performance citizens tend to calculate not only the public goods, but also the eventual goods

provided by corruption (direct financial transfers, investments, jobs). Thus, the mounting research

that argues that it is surprising that voters vote for corrupt politicians, or at least do not punish

them strongly enough (Kurer 2015, 2001), is referring to the pragmatic dilemma that voters face

(Fernandez-Vazquez et al. 2015; Riera et al. 2013; Anduiza et al. 2013). As some authors claim,

then, the support for good government among citizens tend to be latent and pragmatic: they first

try to avoid losing even the private goods in return for uncertain promises (Geddes 1994; Hedberg

2015).

3I certainly do not claim that economic performance is the only issue that counts in the evaluation of government,
but ideology, and other forms of output, such as re-distribution and quality of services provided by government, are
also present as important issues in the voter’s decision. Yet, given the general budget restrictions and low level of
local revenue independence, the city’s economic situation influences the level and quality of public services to a great
extent.
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Firms and Organized Economic Interests Individual firms are conceived of as profit-making

actors, which seek to reduce costs and increase benefits, but also to avoid bankruptcy. Firms, like

citizens, are interested in policy outcomes and evaluate these together with the economic situation.

Although good quality of government and the rule of law are indispensable for healthy economic

growth, I would like to underline that I do not assume would-be entrepreneurs individually to prefer

highly virtuous government. On the contrary, as profit maximization is inherent in business activity,

it is plausible to assume that an entrepreneur prefers, as the best option, a government that largely

favors his or her business needs or limits those of others, i.e. a partial government. At the same time,

and more importantly, the entrepreneur would certainly prefer not to be discriminated against by the

government in favor of his or her competitors in the marketplace. Corruption creates fragmentation

of the market into small compartments of black boxes and barriers to newcomers, where corruption

is used to “grease the wheel” for insiders and “throw sand in the wheel” for outsiders. Therefore, the

‘second best option’ for all economic agents in the marketplace is an impartial government. And,

if that impartial government functions well, all the better. This can be a stable equilibrium, which

should eventually lead to better conditions for entrepreneurship and more stability for firms, than

a situation where there is a limited number of ‘connected’ economic agents.

The different economic sectors, assets, and sectional interests, and their concentration appear to

shape business preferences and their influence over politics. Yet the preferences, power and interests

of firms can differ. This depends mostly on factors such as their size, their sectors, and their mobility.

Governments are not influenced by capital in general, but by the contending interests of different

sectors and types of capital (Haggard et al. 1997). A crucial assumption is that enterprises are

affected differently by corruption and this influences their decision to participate in or act against

“corruption markets”. One of the most important factors that plays into corruption is the individual

power or influence of the firm. This is closely linked to the size of the firm (revenues and number

of workers). As I mentioned above, extractive collusion is not costless but is comprised of several

risks and it is expected that only groups with a high prospect of profit will take part. For large

enterprises, as Tanzi and Davoodi suggest, corruption often reduces costs as it allows them to enjoy

monopoly rents and economies of scale (Tanzi and Davoodi 2006). However, SMEs generally “suffer

from corruption due to reducing competitiveness and increasing costs” (Tanzi and Davoodi 2006, 95
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–97). Generally, SMEs operate in more competitive environments than larger enterprises and are

thus against increases in indirect costs, which will damage them directly (Kawata 2006).

Besides, firms differ not only in size and their position in the market but also in their strategy.

This is also linked to their strategic position and size. We can apply Hirschman’s (Hirschman 1978)

distinction between exit, voice and loyalty to the problem at hand. Exit means that the firm gives

up and abandons the market completely, exchanges it for a better one or dies out. The fly away

option is available only to a certain type of firm, while the exit to informality is widely performed

mainly by smaller companies (Malesky and Taussig 2009). The option of extinction is businesses

most feared option. Loyalty, or, to put it bluntly, to close your eyes and stick with a corrupt regime

is a well-documented phenomenon and is responsible to a large degree for the predominance of

corruption in the south of Italy and Spain. In comparison with the first two, the condition of voice

has been less researched and documented (Markus 2007; Dixit 2014). Voice can mean several things,

although I understand it as a collective political action by business. In other words, business can

also decide to act collectively against corruption by engaging in interactions with other businesses

or by self-organizing and controlling. In this strategy, business associations become an important

instrument for political action (Streeck and Schmitter 1985; Schmitter and Streeck 1999).

How economic actors influence government decisions has been treated extensively in the literature,

especially in political economy. Political economy holds that businesses have leverage over the gov-

ernment, and multinationals can capture entire governments (Crouch 2004). Scholars of structural

power see this influence as even more automatic. The power of disinvestment (Fairfield 2010, 2013)

functions as an automatic threat that makes governments sensitive to business preferences. Or, the

affirmation that business gets what it wants when it is united suggests that if a single company does

not accumulate sufficient power, as a group companies are unbeatable. Yet, the collective action of

business is not always easy to achieve, since companies are born to compete with each other and

are not bound by any kind of solidarity, as are unions (Streeck and Schmitter 1985; Markus 2007).

This is why business associations are important actors, enabling companies to pool some resources

together and devise common strategies.
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Business Association Lastly, it is important to consider the business association as a collective

actor. Business associations are not reducible to a simple aggregation of individual firms’ interests.

Their primary purpose is to represent their members, solve internal disputes and influence the

government. Besides, associations can also provide benefits that had not been contemplated by

their members: internal control of free riding and cooperation multipliers (Ostrom 2000, 1998). We

can define business associations as a set of “self-organized intermediary groups that are relatively

independent of both public authorities and private units of production, that are able to take on

collective actions in defense and promotion of their interests and passions” (Schmitter 1993, 1).

But, at the same time, associations do not seek to replace either state agents or private actors.

Like government, business associations are what Avdagic et al. (2011) call non-unitary actors with a

changing membership and a different degree of conflicting interests among their components. This

implies that the internal composition and divisions among its members will have an influence on

the strategies that an association is prepared to take.

These different assumptions about who benefits and who loses from corruption help to explain the

different expectations about political competition and the choice between corruption and investment

in administrative capacity. What does this mean for the likelihood that politicians will opt out

of corrupt practices? In the previous section, I argued that corruption is especially detrimental

to small- and medium-sized businesses, and companies in highly competitive sectors. In places

where these SMEs organize and the economic stability of the city is threatened from outside, the

government becomes receptive to business needs. This situation creates an important dilemma for

the incumbent: whether to stick with the old boy networks or to invest in administrative capacity

and devise active policies for economic development. Government stability (a low discount rate)

creates good conditions for government to realize this investment. In contrast, corruption is likely to

prevail when none of these conditions is present or when these conditions are present only partially.

2.3 Building the model

Having explained my theoretical framework in the previous section and my argument in Chapter

One, I can now build a model that will explain different government outcomes by connecting the
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micro-mechanisms of actors preferences with the outcomes (absence or presence of corruption). In

the following part, I will analyze and describe step-by-step: a) what influences government decisions

to invest in reform and administrative capacity; b) why the role of business associations is crucial

for government calculations of the cost of corruption; and c) I also explain under which conditions

the individual interests of firms can be turned into cooperation. I will model the interaction among

actors as a strategic game.

Taking into account the preferences and power of individual and collective actors we can divide

the argument into two different interactions, the first being between the different companies that

establish cooperation or not (Ostrom 1990; Scharpf 1997). The important factors for cooperation

and which influence their shared interests and understandings are: equality of power and resources,

common vulnerability, and exclusion. If some of these are lacking, cooperation is not a likely out-

come. In settings based on a significant asymmetry of power, meaning where Actor A is structurally

more powerful than Actor B, the logic of an interaction that is more likely to create a situation of

cooperation is very improbable and, therefore, not realistic. In such situations, there are no com-

mon interests or benefits to coordinate and, thus, no benefit in adopting a cooperative strategy for

the two actors, since the dominant position always allows Actor A to choose the best option while

Actor B is in full awareness of this fact. Therefore, the strategic interactions between dominant

(large companies) and dominated actors (SMEs) within the local economy exclude the possibility

that their games are based on the logic of cooperation. In these institutional contexts, only the pris-

oner’s dilemma seems to be realistic, whereby individual companies try to maximize their options

individually and do not consider any cooperative outcomes (Olson 1971).

On the other hand, where power is more fragmented but balanced, local actors can develop an

interaction which has a sum rather than a zero result, and hence cooperate. This is seen as collective

action by Elinor Ostrom (2000, 1998, 1997, 1990).In circumstances where power is more evenly

spread and actors are more similar, they perceive in a similar way the threats and problems that

they and their peers face. Equality and diversity among actors is thus very important as it impedes

the creation of an interaction in which only one dominant actor benefits, and equality in resources

thus also means equality in the benefits that actors can receive from cooperation. Moreover, under

shared vulnerability (economic or corruption) the costs of non-cooperation and defection are clearly
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understood. Vulnerability in this sense is something that unites them and pushes them to cooperate.

Companies that feel more threatened by the predatory state or administration or desire to be

more competitive in international markets will gain more from the cooperation, and we can thus

presuppose that these firms will be pushing strongly for association and control. Finally, cooperation

in a business association with similar companies leads to easier control of each other, not only because

the association controls its members but also the fact that many companies are members of it sends

out a kind of signal of their commitment not to free ride.

2.3.1 Better Together: How Businesses Cooperate without Trust: Friends are

to be kept close, enemies even closer!

To recap the argument, the starting point for explanations of variation in levels of corruption will

be the presence or not of business associations that press government to reform the administration.

While it is clear that cooperation can limit rent seeking and corruption, what is, however, much

more difficult to explain is how and why businesses in a corrupt environment would cooperate in the

first place. Numerous studies suggest that corruption, government incapacity and overgrown and

non-professional bureaucracies pose a particular problem for business actors. Therefore, it could

be suggested that “increasing bureaucratic and political pressure on businesses stimulates collective

action to combat corruption” (Duvanova 2007, 441). However, and despite the tangible benefits that

business associations may provide to their constituents, the collective action required to organize

such groups is problematic. Since corruption can open informal channels of interaction between

individual firms and bureaucrats, it increases ricks and uncertainty and lowers the mutual trust.

Where corruption is widespread, it can hamper cooperation and render superfluous any collective

action on the part of the business community.

The solution to the so-called cooperative dilemma has occupied researchers for over thirty years

(Hardin 1968; Rothstein and Teorell 2015; Olson 1971). From what we know from the literature

on cooperation and collective action (Ostrom 1990; Olson 1971, 1982; Cook 2001; Schmitter and

Streeck 1999; Cook et al. 2007), “theoretically, members of potential groups have a difficult time

organizing associations for three reasons: because they have diverse or conflicting interests; because
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they tend to free ride on the organizational efforts of others; and because they spread their political

investments over a range of activities of which associations are only one type” (Schneider 2002).

Therefore, it is reasonable to say that in order for businesses to overcome the initial problems and

start to cooperate, it is necessary for them to understand the common situation, align their interests,

devise some kind of mutual oversight and have a common strategy of action.

Trust and institutions that enable control seem to be crucial for all kinds of cooperation. Even

authors such as Ben Ross Schneider and Sylvia Maxfield put trust at the center of cooperation;

although they do not negate the possibility of cooperation without trust, they claim that without

trust and credibility, reciprocity would not be possible (Maxfield and Schneider 1997). For scholars

working on industrial districts in today’s uncertain and flexible economies, trust is what makes a

qualitative jump, allowing for risk-sharing in investments, long-term planning and the formalization

of cooperation (Piore 1984; Sabel 1992).Control and punishment then help to cement these interac-

tions into stable relations. These authors hold that, without trust and strong institutions capable of

controlling and punishing, cooperation is unlikely to happen since there is no common expectation

and a high risk for investment. However, these two necessary ingredients for cooperation (strong

institutions and trust) are affected and undermined by corruption. In other words, the regions with

high levels of corruption and clientelism tend to have lower levels of general trust, and inefficient

and politicized bureaucracies, and lacking strong institutions that are able to enforce compliance

(Dahlberg and Holmberg 2014).

Other authors, instead, contend that trust and institutions are highly overstated when it comes to

their importance for cooperation. “In fact we are in no position to trust the vast majority of people

in our society, and possibly we cannot trust to the vast majority of those to whom we have to deal

with” (Cook et al. 2005, 84). Moreover, Elinor Ostrom shows that despite the restrictive conditions

for collective action and the fact that most people live under conditions that reassemble somewhat

deficient political regimes, cooperation still happens more often than these theories would suppose

(Ostrom 1990). What I intend to show is that cooperation can be both the fruit of distrust and

be fueled by it. Imagine the situation where you do not trust your colleagues, in fact you are sure

that if the possibility arises they will free ride. The most preferable outcome for you is to engage

with government for a ‘special deal’ at the expense of others. Yet, in the case that you cannot
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be the one who benefits by close connections with government, you do not want to be the only

honest ‘fool’ in the game. In short, if the first option is improbable, similar companies that cannot

control their environment will prefer as a second-best option a fair situation for all, so as to have

fair chance to compete. This situation is reinforced during periods of economic unease, in which

economic actors see their benefits decline, and when they can expect that other actors are suffering

the same problem.

In this situation, distrust does not have to be an obstacle to cooperation but it is conditional. I

contend that distrust can be a social force of similar strength as trust, although the characteristics

of the institutions and the cooperation would eventually differ. Distrust conditions the capabilities

of actors to create common organizations; it does not inhibit them, given that distrust requires

closer cooperation and more information, as well as open proceedings and equality in the resources

and capabilities of the actors. An association seems to be the natural instrument for cooperation.

Business associations can provide an organization where interests and strategies can align and where

control is facilitated by the members themselves. In an environment where the administration

can arbitrarily request rents, where politicians can change the rules or choose to enforce them,

cooperation in an association becomes a way to reduce uncertainty and share the risk. Taken

together and fueled by distrust of the search for mutual assurance, companies turn to private

associations when public institutions can neither deter nor punish other private actors from accepting

or offering corrupt deals. Nevertheless, cooperation in an uncertain and risky environment requires

other conditions, which will facilitate risk sharing, and control and limit uncertainty.

These conditions are linked to the structure of the economy, their material capacities, their ability

to control and punish defectors. I call these conditions shared vulnerability, resource equality, and

exclusion. Economic actors, especially if they are from different sectors, do not have to agree on

different policies or on a precise solution to a deficient institutional framework, but they do need

to perceive it equally and understand it as a problem. This means that a large number of actors

must be sensitive to or affected by the low quality of government and free riding. Additionally, their

willingness to act upon this situation collectively is determined by the possibility that certain actors

have more power to influence, more resources to deploy, or better connections to political power,

and thus have more influence within the cooperation. In the following section, I discuss each of
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the conditions, explaining their meaning and how they influence the capacity to cooperate, despite

mutual distrust.

Vulnerability

Given economic actors individualistic and competitive nature, the possibility that they can cooper-

ate has raised several question marks. What are the conditions in which otherwise competitive and

adversary business could come together to cooperate? Schmitter and Streeck contend that “collec-

tive political action and economic action in the market place is guided by fundamentally different

principles and strategic imperatives” (Schmitter and Streeck 1999, 10) and, as such, it involves

considerable risk and uncertainty. For them, this is a sign that only when businesses feel vulnerable

(when the power that stems from the market is not sufficient) will they be willing to switch from

the logic of market competition toward the logic of association. Businesses associate in order to

protect and counter-act against excessive competition that creates crises, a strong labor movement,

or the excessive re-distributive pressures of democratic government (Schmitter and Streeck 1999,

12). Moreover, during an economic downturn that affects the whole market, most actors have an

incentive to cooperate because the costs of not doing anything would be devastating for these ac-

tors. However, what Schmitter and Streeck imagine is somehow incomplete. Businesses are also

motivated by the danger of rent seeking by their peers and government.

A predatory administration and businesses that use corruption as a means of disloyal competition

are also important motivations for businesses to act collectively. That corruption is bad for doing

business is now taken for granted in political economy literature (Hellman et al. 2003). It distorts

the talent allocation, and allows for inefficient but connected firms to maintain and distort market

performance and investment (Svensson 2000; Jain 2001b,a). But is corruption bad for all businesses

equally? Corruption creates an uneven playing field for economic actors, who have to buy their

access or connections. Moreover, corruption creates an additional risk and uncertainty for a busi-

ness in the future, adding more costs and distorting the expected benefit margins for companies

(Charron et al. 2015). It is precisely this uncertainty that corruption brings and that plays an im-

portant role in explaining which businesses prefer to join a business association. Political corruption
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also adds additional instability to the economy, due to unpredictable regulation. Hence (political)

corruption together with economic vulnerability increase uncertainty in a system, which influences

firms’ prospects for benefits, investment and survival.

Business coordination can thus arise from the necessity to counter-act this arbitrariness and dis-

crimination and to limit vulnerability (Schmitter and Streeck 1999; Duvanova 2007). The greater

the perceived vulnerability, the stronger is the need to organize. Doner and Schneider add that

systemic vulnerability, in a way that threatens the actor’s capacity to survive, is a particularly

strong incentive to act (Doner et al. 2005; Doner and Schneider 2000). Moreover, this vulnerability

tends to be unequally skewed against the weaker components of the economy, the SMEs. As pre-

vious research has shown, corruption particularly harms small and medium-sized enterprises, since

large businesses are better equipped to deal with the externalities of bad government (Miller 2001),

and they can also extract major benefits by colluding with the authorities (Lambert and Sonin

2003; Yakovlev 2006; Kaufmann and Vicente 2005). Not only this, but SMEs face much fiercer

competition, are generally more risk averse and have limited access to credit for investment. When

vulnerability increases, the capacity of firms to resist corruption decreases. This leads to a further

rise in market uncertainty, leading ultimately to the extinction or exit of many companies. In these

conditions, the need to control each other increases, as well as the need to act collectively against

these unfavorable conditions, especially those related to the local economy. Additionally, sector

vulnerability and exposure to the international markets are some of the factors that seem to matter

in the willingness of a business to join associations (Duvanova 2013; Maxfield and Schneider 1997;

Markus 2007).

Equality: resources, and size

Likewise, companies active in limited competition, cartel sectors tend to benefit more from collu-

sive corruption. Small businesses generally operate in highly competitive sectors that are price-

acceptable. Since cooperation under these circumstances is risky, the (power, resources) inequalities

among actors tend to be crucial. Those actors that have higher power resources generally mold the

interaction and gain more from the cooperation than their weaker counterparts, while the price of
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defection among actors also tends to differ. More resource-rich actors can diversify their options

and do not have to give so much importance to cooperation. A large and powerful company can

ignore the outcomes of collective organizations and lobby (or buy) government directly without in-

termediaries (Duvanova 2011). Previous research has shown that sectors with a high concentration

of power in a few firms have single-firm lobbies and tend to develop state capture situations that

retard collective action (Chaisty 2006; Hellman 1998; Hellman, Jones, Kaufmann and Schankerman

2000; Hanson and Teague 2005).

Closely related to this is the situation whereby enterprises have excessive resources at their dispos-

able that can potentially be used to influence government or political parties on their own, and hence

act as an impediment to cooperation. The mere existence of wealthy companies creates distrust

among participating firms as they feel powerless and without the influence to determine the results

of collective bargaining. The expected gains and effectiveness of collective action then decrease and

businesses find that the costs of associating are comparatively higher than the benefits that they

would gain individually. An additional factor in cooperative failure when there is inequality among

firms is because the large companies tend to use associations for different purposes, while small

companies tend to use them to influence regulative outcomes or implementation. Large companies

want to push governments to promoting their interests or to prevent government from applying rules

that could disfavor these large companies in the market (Markus 2007, 288). As a result, the larger

and more concentrated the power of firms within an economic sector, the fewer possibilities there

are for SMEs to influence the political action of economic actors. Moreover, the political system

becomes vulnerable to the particularistic interests of well-connected individuals or groups.

On the other hand, where companies are smaller (SMEs), more numerous and of a similar size and

resources, power is more fragmented and control hence more effective. Under conditions of equality,

these companies can be more inclined to pool their resources and search for ways of associating with

each other. The similarity of their respective situations acts as common framework that allows for an

understanding of the situation as a common problem, with similar stakes and risks. What is more,

they need to combine the ability to confront ineffective governments with the capacity to control each

other against accepting the corrupt deals to which they are all vulnerable to a similar extent. Small

enterprises are price-acceptable and they generally compete with very similar and interchangeable
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products or they elaborate intermediary products for further elaboration. For these enterprises,

corruption directly affects their marginal costs. While corruption can be seen as a channel for large

firms to influence politicians, for SMEs corruption is a set of unpredictable arbitrary actions by

predatory administrations against which they have to protect themselves (Duvanova 2007; Soreide

2008, 443). Moreover, these companies also have restricted capacities to “exit” and thus they might

be constrained to work only on their voice.

In this regard, only when companies can understand their situation as a common one and the

vulnerabilities that affect them as similar for all, are they able to cooperate with greater ease. An

understanding of the costs of defection for others who are similar to you provides an additional

reinforcement in the presence of widespread suspicion. The presence of a strong and powerful actor

with large resources with which to lobby at their disposal distorts this relation, increasing the risk

for some while reducing it for others. Simply the perception of power inequality among firms has an

effect on cooperation, reducing the incentive of the weaker components, as they expect that their

action would have only a minimal impact due to the presence of these powerful actors. Large firms

are seen as better connected and with particular goals, and thus difficult adversaries to compete or

cooperate with.

Exclusion

Thirdly, one of the problems for the collective action of businesses is that associative action is only

one of the possible political activities which they can invest in. Apart from associative action, busi-

ness can invest its resources in individual lobbing, and in joining electoral competitions. Therefore,

if business is to join an association, the association has to offer a better option than the options

available; in other words, business chooses collective action when it considers it as the most effec-

tive, least costly, or the only possible option. When it is easier and more worthwhile for business

to engage in individual lobbying, collusive corruption, or state capture, or to participate directly

in government or in any other government platform then it is more likely (given its individualistic

and competitive nature) that it will prefer this over association. This capacity is influenced by

the individual characteristic of the firm or its strategic importance for the government; thus larger
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companies or strategic companies are more likely to use their resources in a more individual way.

Exclusion thus helps to channel resources toward collective action. In cases where single firms par-

ticipate directly in politics, through owning parties or having another direct transmission belt for

their interests and requests, the collective business action is more difficult.

To sum up, businesses have a high predisposition to act collectively due to political and economic

vulnerability, but, above all, due to distrust, which leads them to create associations to improve the

chances of monitoring and information circulation and create a platform for interest aggregation. In

negative cases, where large multinationals or property holders block the possibility for cooperation

or where economic vulnerability is not present, these companies do not take the necessary steps to

constitute themselves into associations. Cooperation in associations increases the costs (or reduces

the benefits) of corrupt collusion and defection for individual companies, while it increases the ben-

efits of collective action. We can thus formulate my first hypothesis: following the argument,ceteris

paribus,

H1a:The more fragmented and non-cooperative the business sector is, the more open the political

system is to the particularistic interests of well-connected individuals or groups.

H1b: The presence of strong individual companies leads to state capture or corrupt collusion de-

pending on the stability of the government.

H1c: The more cooperative and cohesive the business sector, the smaller the possibility for individual

companies to act corruptly and the greater the pressure on the government to provide a less partial

and less corrupt regime.

The underlying mechanism could be summarized thus: the larger and more concentrated the power

of firms that we observe within an economic sector, the less likely cooperation among other firms and,

consequently, the more vulnerable the political system to particularistic interests of well-connected

individuals or groups. Second, the model predicts that firms are more likely to join an association if

three conditions are present and satisfied: vulnerability; resource equality; business exclusion from

policy-making. This allows us to formulate one global and several individual hypotheses for these

factors. In addition, when vulnerability and uncertainty increase at a time when the administration

is not providing any formal channels through which business can influence government policy-
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making, SMEs have no other option for influencing policy other than through associations. Small

companies lack the structural power of the large companies, in what Streeck calls the “business as

functional constraints theory.” Their power rests on the fact that their actions are taken collectively

as one, as a group.

H2: Firms are more likely to join an association if three conditions are connected: vulnerability;

resource equality; business exclusion from policy making

H2a: The broader the coalition of actors in cooperation (all-encompassing associations) is, the more

resources it can use collectively and the greater its chances to influence the government to limit

corruption.

Business associations as deterrents of corruption

The intuitive question of why government would limit its rent-seeking potential and invest in coop-

eration with business leads to the next section, which serves to knit the causal chain more tightly.

When an association becomes the governments interlocutor, the cooperation becomes much more

centripetal, since the potential ostracism becomes real (Dixit 2014).Vulnerability and equality are

important factors, since they increase the costs of defecting from cooperation (Ostrom 1990). There-

fore, after the initial formation and contact with government, the members of the association have

more incentives to assure that the association will have the capabilities to monitor and punish de-

fectors. Also, several other reinforcing factors are at play in favor of associations: similar SMEs

feel equally vulnerable. Moreover, these companies have restricted options of an exit to informality

and loyalty to a corrupt regime when they are part of an association, which obliges them to forge

a voice within the association (Hirschman 1978).

Due to low state capacity to control and punish, the association and its members agree to police the

‘bad apples’ in common.4 The strong incentives for control are generally because the association
4Although most theories look at state capacity to implement and supervise, it is not necessarily the case that

both are done uniquely by the state and its institutions. Indeed, in weak states the regulation is done generally in an
informal way (Gambetta 1988). Very often the capacity of the local community substitutes for the regulatory capacity
of the central state. Companies form associations, they establish and build upon common sets of rules and determine
common expectations of how each should behave with others. This, at the same time, reinforces the associations and
gives them legitimacy in the eyes of individual companies. Also, the capacity to implement can be shared among the
actors, using the associations as platforms for the implementation of policies.
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receives additional revenues from the state and is afraid of a bad reputation (in the Italian case, the

cooperatives) or exporting companies (the flower sector in Ragusa or olive oil and wine producers

in Lecce). Moreover, the importance of controls is highlighted by the associations of constructors

and builders, which are precisely those that interact more with the government and are thus more

prone to corrupt deals. Thus, self-managed control and higher state control are required in order

to lower the risks of cooperation.5

Lastly, I must solve one additional problem that stems, paradoxically, from the success of collective

action, namely when local businesses manage to organize themselves into a business association,

what prevents a strong association from acting in the same manner as a large predatory company?

The first factor to be mentioned is that the association has to control not only its members, but

also to be controllable and controlled. Therefore, it is expected that several democratic controls

within the association will act as controls so that the association does not start to pursue its own

interests, especially because the board of directors is chosen from the business itself. Nevertheless,

associations, even important and large ones, are kept in a relatively weak position vis-à-vis their

members. Associations do not have large administrative bodies or a strong presidency, in order not

to create strong individual incentives and to be easy to be dismantle. For example, their leaders

do not receive additional benefits from leading the association, but this position is recognized as

position of honor. Secondly cross-sectoral associations built up by diverse companies, which cannot

individually influence bargaining, have a complex process of finding compromises as a result of

interest aggregation. Through the process of interest aggregation, these associations produce more

balanced political demands than those expressed by single-firm lobbies.

In sum, the associational formation depends largely on the local economic structure (size and sector

fragmentation), but also on distrust, exclusion and the external economic vulnerability of the sectors.

In this case, SMEs cooperate as they feel the same need to control the adverse political and economic

conditions. Only when these conditions are fulfilled are associations more likely to come into being,

even in adverse environments. Following this logic, we can assume that bottom-up associations

5Elinor Ostrom nicely demonstrates that while the cost of defection to public goods, such as as light or security,
is small, with the common pooling of resources, such as good quality of government, the costs are low with only a
few defectors, but increase rapidly as poaching by many destroys the quality of government for all. And, thus, she
hypothesizes that actors have strong incentives to stop and punish them at the first opportunity.
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will not be created in areas where they do not suffer from this vulnerability, in other words large

companies or companies in sectors that are monopolistic, or during the boom years, when the large

companies create single-lobby firms, which associations cannot control or where the government is

already in selective contact with certain actors.

2.3.2 Why the Government Should Invest in Cooperation with Business: think-

ing in the long term

The business-politician cooperation outlined in my argument has mutual cooperation as a condition;

thus, mutual interests stem from cooperation. This presupposes that both parts are interested in

coordinating their actions and that the cooperation should thus be mutually beneficial. Unless the

business is very powerful, it is highly improbable that in systems with a strong mayor type, with a

concentration of executive powers, any substantive change would happen without at least a minimal

degree of political will on the part of the government. The question to be answered now, then, is

under which conditions can the political dilemma be solved positively so as to meet the demands

of business. As I explained in my assumptions, politicians aim to be reelected and for this reason

they care about the preferences of voters and organized business. But, they do not have to limit

themselves to satisfying only what voters require, as they can act as policy makers and anticipate

voters’ needs, if they believe that this will bring them major returns.

According to the economic voting proposition, voters care about the economic performance of the

city, employment, and the level of services. Since much of this can be secured with the help of local

entrepreneurs and firms, governments should be sensitive to business demands. When a firm or

group of firms is sufficiently powerful or strategically important for the city, the influence that it

can exert over the government is fairly clear. The instruments are not only “exit" but, above all, the

threat of large layoffs or the promise of further investment, to which government listens carefully.

Nevertheless, if the business is not so structurally powerful, it must not only build up its political

power, but it also needs additional conditions for political power. In other words, if it cannot exploit

or threaten the government, then it has to convince it to cooperate. But, why would government

give up its discretionary power and invest in cooperative relations?
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The most probable answer would be the threat that political elites feel. Grzymałla-Busse (2007)sug-

gests that when the government fears opposition, this pressure pushes the government to increase its

performance. Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro argues that this mechanism works only when the voters value

a more non-corrupt provision of public goods than the short-term particularistic one (Weitz-Shapiro

2014). Yet, this is not always the case. The threat of opposition or losing elections can have the

opposite effect, so as to invest in short-term gains from rent seeking or cartel creation. On the

other hand, Katzestein argues that economic openness and vulnerability to international markets

are factors leading to cooperation between business representatives and government (Katzenstein

1985). When economic crisis or international competition threatens the local markets, government

feels double pressure, from the lack of investment and interrupted economic growth for the city, as

well as increasing unemployment, which leads to higher social spending. Both factors mean that

voters are concerned about the negative economic situation and this could rebound on government

voter support. It thus pays more attention to the demands of business and makes their conditions

more salient and thus more costly for business. When the economy goes wrong and government is

called upon to be responsible due to its deficient organization, this tends to create uneasiness in

the population. This combination makes the business association, which represents the economic

reality of a city, a stronger player.

But does economic pressure create the right kind of vulnerability? Is it sufficient? As Katzenstein

notes, an economic threat cannot be sufficient since it also depends on political strategies, previous

development, etc. (Katzenstein 1985). Indeed, politicians are, apart from policy makers, power

seekers who fear the loss of an election and, thus, ultimately face a dilemma: to invest in improving

governance or to reach back to corruption as a source of power. If we consider that politicians have

the ultimate power, and that limiting corruption succeeds ultimately by investing in administration,

then politicians must have something with which to counterbalance possible losses. There have to be

some clear gains from this change apart from promises that better government will bring more votes.

What each government values more will differ depending on the parties, the electoral competition,

institutional setting or economic situation but, in general, it will have some consequences on the

provision of goods or re-election. As with the previous conditions, the power of business makes a

difference, as large or strategically-important economic actors can easily provide both long-term and
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short-term benefits to government (build things, pay for campaigns, use workers as potential voters).

In the case of business associations and, above all, SMEs the benefits come from the coordination

itself. In other words, business and government share certain costs together (investment in skills,

employment, infrastructure).

Finally, as was implied in the assumption, government is ultimately a power-seeker and thus politi-

cians will not do anything that will threaten their re-election. Therefore, a consideration of time in

terms of discounting the costs and the benefits is primal. As already stated, the more vulnerable a

government feels, the more risk averse it will be (Doner et al. 2005). To put it simply, “a player who

has less to lose from a breakdown is more likely to risk one" (Knight 1998; Maynard-Smith 1982,

153).When the actor feels vulnerable, it is likely that his or her time frames shrinks and that he or

she prefers immediate and certain gains over the risk of long-term and uncertain investments. On

the other hand, when the actor does not perceive an immediate electoral treat, he or she can invest

in the longer term but is at the same time less vulnerable to the demands and threats of other

actors. Thus the government’s stability or vulnerability will interact with the other two conditions.

In sum, the government’s willingness to engage in long-term changes to the style of government and

limit arbitrariness and corruption depends on series of factors, in which organized business power

plays a central role. Government has to be nudged into change by a precise combination of busi-

ness pressure (higher in times of economic vulnerability), clear benefits, and relative government

stability, which enables the government to value future benefits and not just immediate gains.

Electoral Costs and Business Pressure

When a government feels stable and unified, its capacity to think in a long-term perspective is

higher than in the case of divided governments that are constantly seeking support. In other words,

governmental stability and unity is one of the requisites for it not to be so sensitive to immediate

costs and particularistic deals.6 Only when cooperation is not costly for the government in terms

of electoral risks, can economic vulnerability lead to longer-term business-government cooperation.
6Also, historical predominance in office has the effect of lowering short-term vulnerability. Nevertheless, I am

not praising the hegemony of one party that can occupy government for decades, unchallenged; indeed, under these
conditions it is not likely that the seeds of anti-corruption will sprout. What I do claim here is that government
does not fear the immediate loss of electoral power, but instead feels pressured by business and the economic/social
situation. I will illustrate this in the following empirical chapters.
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When a government values the future more than the present, the time discounting rate is low. Thus,

stable governments can make this cooperative move, while vulnerable governments will probably

succumb to the pressures of a quick fix or ad-hoc arrangements (for individual businesses or with

small cohesive groups). We must keep in mind that cooperation with SMEs and local companies

can hardly lead to rapid growth but produces longer-term development, which is less attractive for

a falling government. Indeed, as I will show in my empirical chapters, although the government

has some immediate benefits, the largest improvements come with a time-loop that tends to be

longer than the electoral period.7 Efforts at coordination with business presuppose a more active

role for the government in the economy, but they also change through the logic of policy-making.

Moreover, private agents also fear that political opportunism will prevent the government from

keeping its commitments. Thus every election, and competitive ones in particular, is a critical point

for business plans and, thus, for cooperation.

H3: The government is more likely to cooperate when the conditions of business pressure, clear

benefits and government stability are met.

When local business associations and the business community become strong, this exerts more

pressure on the government; in these cities, the pressure on the government results in the creation

of stronger and more differentiated public-private partnerships or institutions where local politicians

and businesses bargain and coordinate their actions. In other words, the economic strategies and

policies of the city are decided in a more coordinated manner and with a longer time horizon

(Schmitter and Streeck 1999). In both bodies, the local business associations are the one of the

most prominent actors together with politicians. On the other hand, in cities where the relations

between firms are not cooperative, local tycoons have enough leverage over the government or have

different ways available in which to influence it (through contacts with regional government). The

relationship between the economic actors and government lacks a strong business organization, only

ad hoc ones, or the contacts are even completely substituted by private in-house and secret meetings

between entrepreneurs and politicians. Although the scope of these bodies is limited to the local

level in that they cannot bargain over the general wage system or taxes, which are decided at the

7A very different situation is when large companies that can rapidly invest and boost economic development, hire
several workers or postpone firing them.
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national level, even these contacts are decisive for the future strategic locating of new companies,

the dynamics of entrepreneurship, employment, and development in the city.

To conclude, in this section I have illustrated the argument about how government-business co-

operation can lead to benign results and low corruption. Certain types of government-business

coordination can lead to the improvement of administrative capacity and limit the grabbing hand

of the government and administration. I have argued that this mechanism leads the individual

firms to cooperate and that the cooperation can channel into coordination with government. Thus,

what makes these local economies more coordinated is not the leverage of one over the other, but

the existence of a mutual threat and dependence. From a very particular combination of equality,

vulnerability and conflict among actors, cooperation and coordination among businesses and local

representatives can lead to a lower corruption level. When coordination between enterprises leaves

an imprint on the institutional organization, then there is a greater possibility that its results will

remain over time. The changes in governing style and organization have a clear effect on the local

administration. Finally, the politicians paradoxically find themselves in a more of a leadership role,

with a greater focus on strategies and a future vision of the city.

2.3.3 Recapitulation of Hypothesis

In this last subsection, I briefly summarize the hypothesis or conditions that will guide my empirical

research. I have formulated a set of testable hypotheses on the interaction among businesses,

business associations and government, as well as on the conditions that lead government to step

away from shady deals and limit its possibilities to behave corruptly in the future. I have also

formulated a set of alternative hypotheses that, according to the literature, can explain my puzzle

and which will help me, along with the empirical evidence, to rule out or confirm them in relation

to my explanations. Thus, in order for government to consider limiting its future opportunities

for corruption, its decision will depend on three necessary conditions: collective business pressure;

relative electoral safety; and, the future benefits of the reform. Each of these conditions is dependent

upon the others and if one or more is absent then the government will stick with old boy network

and not take the necessary steps to limit corruption. Thus we can expect that, where corruption is
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prevalent, one or more of these conditions will be absent.

Politicians are office seekers; they wish to accumulate as many votes as possible and thus they

care about majoritarian, median-voter preferences. With increasing quality of life, the pressure to

deliver goods and services becomes more urgent for the incumbents. This need transforms business

entrepreneurs into strategic partners for those governments with limited revenues. Thus, the prob-

ability of politicians accepting a cooperative/corrupt exchange depends not only on the size of the

benefit but also on government stability, which may in turn have an influence on their evaluation

of the time-frame of the costs and benefits of corruption (WeitzShapiro 2012). Governments with

fragile majorities or coalition governments can be very fragile and therefore base their survival on

special short-term favors or corrupt actions, such as building clientelistic networks, corruption and

collusion, which are then supposed to help them to maintain or attain power. Secondly, government

is more likely to opt out from corruption and establish a more impartial government when the

benefits of the new policy-making are clear, costs are shared with business, and organized business

exerts pressure. When the government engages actively in coordinated policy making, the requisites

of knowledge and organization are likely to increase the administrative autonomy and limit oppor-

tunities for corruption. Lastly, the long-term expectations of the public-private cooperation lead to

a decline in corrupt practices. This means that both the demand for and the supply of corruption

decline as well.

H3: The government is more likely to cooperate when the conditions of business pressure, clear

benefits and government stability are met.

I have, moreover, demonstrated that the existence or absence of business associations or a strong

firm leads to different outcomes.

H1a:The more fragmented and non-cooperative the business sector is, the more open the political

system is to the particularistic interests of well-connected individuals or to the grabbing hand of

administration and government.

H1b: The presence of strong individual companies leads to state capture or corrupt collusion, de-

pending on the stability of the government.
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H1c: The more cooperative and cohesive the business sector, the smaller the possibility for individual

companies to act corruptly and the greater the pressure on the government to provide a less partial

and less corrupt regime.

The strength and encompassing nature of associations is important when it comes to interactions

with government. The model predicts that firms are more likely to join an association if three

conditions are present and satisfied: vulnerability; equality; and business exclusion from policy

making.

This enables us to formulate one global and several individual hypotheses for these factors.

H2: Firms are more likely to join an association if three conditions are connected: vulnerability;

resource equality; and business exclusion from policy making.

H2a: The broader the coalition of actors in cooperation (all-encompassing associations) is, the more

resources it can use collectively and the greater its chances to influence the government to limit

corruption.

The de facto power of enterprises could be defined as the extent to which resources are held by

actors and are potentially disposable for the support of collusive, corrupt or cooperative action.

Where the resources are not equally distributed, there will be a strong temptation on the part of

the dominant actors or groups not to collaborate with others and to use the resources for capturing

the government. The underlying mechanism leads to the claim that large companies diminish

associative capacity among SMEs, since these firms feel undermined in their role in determining the

possible outcomes resulting from cooperation. The underlying mechanism of vulnerability is that

business is more likely to participate in cooperation when it is more sensitive to losses, due to a

period of economic crisis or economic downturn. At these moments, economic actors understand

that unless they do something the their benefits will continue to decline. When a firm feels that

there are more actors in a similar situation it is easier to take the first steps toward cooperation.

By formulating one hypothesis for each factor, we can summarize them as follows:

Ha: (resource equality): If we can observe that one or a few large firms are concentrating a large

portion of power within an economic sector, then it is less likely that there will be cooperation
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among other firms and, consequently, cooperation will be less encompassing and weaker.

Hb: (vulnerability): Firms are more likely to pool their resources in an association when they feel

vulnerable and their economic benefits are declining or it is foreseen that they will decline.

Hc: (exclusion): Associations are more likely to form in places where the government and business

sectors have not previously interacted or where government does not have strong connections to

individual firms.

Moreover, the literature review identified possible alternative explanations for the phenomenon in

question: a social capital explanation and the influence of organized crime (especially in Italy) as

responsible for the level of corruption. Both will be tested in the following chapters and weighed

against the theoretical model I presented in section one of this chapter. What Putnam (1994)

calls a strong “civic community” includes an arena of collective action populated by a diversity

of spaces, organizations and actors different from the state. The existence of an active “political

society” introduces significant pressure on politicians, which may result in an improvement in the

government’s performance (Guiso et al. 2010a,b). This proposition is based on the idea that more

frequent participation supplies politicians with better quality feedback about citizens’ preferences,

regardless of the levels of political competition (Cleary 2007). Another assumption is that the

more active a political society is, the more likely it is to actively search for information, therefore

making it more difficult for powerful sectional interests to demand public resources without public

scrutiny. On the output side of government, a strong civic community signifies a greater potential

threat to the reputations of business and politicians, thus making them more sensitive to risks.

Nevertheless, there are also critical voices that claim that the threat to social capital is an outcome

of better government and that social capital is therefore created along with good government, and

thus cannot be its cause.

H4:Where the level of social capital is higher corruption will be limited.

Secondly, in the literature (especially on the Italian case) the presence of the mafia or organized

criminal networks can influence on the level of corruption. The mafia can influence the level of

corruption basically through two mechanisms: firstly, in places where the mafia is present, it creates

a ‘criminal environment’ where corruption but also other kinds of criminality proliferate. Secondly,
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its mechanisms directly intervene into corrupt exchanges, thus cementing the collusive or extortive

relations. The mafia can intimidate alternative candidates and promote candidates from its spheres

of influence, who then, through corruption, can promote the interests of the mafia organization

(Sberna and Olivieri 2011). Yet, similarly to the influence of the social capital variable, the mafia

might grow stronger in places where the quality of government has already deteriorated or it was not

strong enough to capture the economy and local politics. In this case, the mafia acts as a parasite

on already corrupt governments, and be an outcome or a dependent variable, not the causal one.

Taking both of these factors into account, I can assume that, ceteris paribus:

H5:Where the incidence of organized crime is higher, corruption is likely to be present.

2.4 Conclusions

This dissertation presents a comparative empirical study explaining the inter-regional variation of

corruption and the mechanisms behind good-quality and bad-quality government. I have presented

a theoretical framework through which I can critically asses the previous approaches to modeling

corruption. I have criticized the principal agent framework for modeling corruption, but have also

pointed to the weaknesses of modeling corruption as a collective action problem. I have highlighted

the lack of considerations of power within the collective action approach and unsatisfactory expla-

nations of change. Thus, the theoretical model departs from the traditionally-used principle agent

relationship in the direction of a less hierarchical model based on strategic interaction and collective

action. I have proposed that these theories be complemented with Elinor Ostrom’s work (1990) and

certain insights from political economy.

I put forward an alternative explanation to those theories that see corruption as a cultural phe-

nomenon or as a problem of badly-designed institutions, and focus more on the socioeconomic bases

of good governance and political calculus. I have argued that, when the economic situation hard-

ens, an incumbent faces a decision as to whether to feed clientelistic linkages with rents generated

by collusive corruption or whether to improve the environment for local companies and invest in

administrative capacity. What weighs on this decision, apart from the possibility of losing votes, is

how equal and cohesive business is. In other words, I suggest that, in contrast to the mainstream lit-
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erature that tends to view anti-corruption efforts as “national battles” to find the right institutional

mix or universal cures, the reality resembles a rather different image. It is more of a “bottom-up

guerrilla strategy,” in which local power plays and business associations have an important part.

This brings me to a consideration of the interaction between economic actors, voters and local

government in more dynamic and actor-centered terms. The strength of business associations and

the general economic situation are very important factors that are considered in a government’s

decision to opt out or not from corrupt activities. Secondly, I approach government not only as a

power seeker but also as a policy maker that is able to oversee the conditions and design policies

that would permit it to stay in power. In the third section, I have described each of the components

of the model, the assumptions and the predictions. On the basis of the literature review and the

model, I have established a series of predictions or hypotheses. I used process tracing in order to

generate and test these hypotheses. These hypotheses will be tested or evaluated in following the

empirical chapters, first on the Italian cases and then on the Spanish ones.
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Chapter 3

Research Design and Case Selection

Illegality, corruption and conflicts of interests are indeed challenging topics for research mainly due

to the illegal nature of the phenomenon that actors want to hide. Despite this initial brainteaser,

there are ways in which to define, measure and conduct research on such a topic. The methodology

of this study follows from the research question and argument, which deal with government choices

and the role of business associations for the reduction of corruption. But how can we assess this

proposition and evaluate its validity vis-á-vis alternative explanations? This research question and

argument raise several methodological challenges that must be addressed beforehand. Some of these

considerations are not peculiar to the problems addressed but to the comparative research design in

general: how corruption should be defined in order to serve the needs of comparative study. Which

political systems and units of analysis were chosen and why? And, what case studies should be

selected and how they should be analyzed in order to help us understand the variation observed

in the first place? Which is the best methodology to trace endogenously generated changes in

government policy-making style? How can endogeneity and reverse causality be dealt with?

The previous theoretical concerns presented in the second chapter helped me to situate my theory

within specific epistemology niches. I must now select accurate methodological tools in order to

address my research questions properly and provide confidence for my causal claims. The empirical

puzzle has uncovered large inter-state and cross-locality variation in levels of corruption that cannot

be explained by institutional theories of geography or degree of development. More interestingly,
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we can find wide variation precisely within countries with problems of corruption (Southern and

Eastern Europe) and, therefore, we can observe an intriguing existence of non-corrupt cities in

corrupt regions and countries for which the current literature does not provide a conclusive answer.

In this chapter, I aim to generate a methodology, a kind of route map for studying and uncovering

the factors and mechanisms that cause the variation of corruption at the sub-national level.

In following lines, I define my dependent variable: the level of corruption in the city (see section 3.1).

In the third section, I depict my methodological choices, mainly process tracing and controlled

comparison. I also deal in grand detail with the problem of case selection, where I argue for the use

of paired comparison as a way to complement process tracing. Within the logic of paired comparison

(Tarrow 2010) the cases were selected using matching (in its informal framework) according to

parameters that have emerged from the literature review and the field as important factors that

can have an influence over the outcome, in this case corruption (Nielsen 2014). Finally, I provide

an overview of the hypothesis from Chapter Two and give way to the next chapter, in which I will

deal with each aspect of governance and corruption in Southern Europe in more detail.

3.1 Dependent Variable: Corruption in Rich Democracies

Corruption is accused of many of the ills of society, democracy and the economy. Corruption is to

blame for infant mortality (Holmberg and Rothstein 2010), a poor allocation of talent (Acemoglu and

Robinson 2012), poor school performances, violence, political instability, low economic growth, and

destruction of the natural habitat. Despite all the worldwide attention that corruption scandals

attract, its daily appearance in the press and media, and exhaustive scholarly research, it is a

concept that lacks a precise definition or a complete agreement upon its exact meaning and its

exhaustive typology. As Heywood and Rose effectively summarize: “academic research has struggled

to develop an adequate conceptualization of corruption, which recognizes the complexity of the

concept, its rootedness in certain ways of thinking about the nature of politics, and its relationship

to social and economic exchange” (Heywood and Rose 2014, 524). One the main reasons behind this

indeterminacy is, as just mentioned, the illegal nature of corruption and the secrecy and concealment

that accompany it, making it an extremely challenging topic to research.
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Besides, as a concept, corruption presents a long history of diverse meanings and connotations. This

is mainly because corruption touches important issues, such as governance, equality, public goods

provision or economic growth, it also encompasses, as a concept, many different forms of the misuse

of power or office (Kurer 2015). Consequently, it is advisable to depart from a specific delimitation

and careful conceptualization before it can be measured (Gorta 2006). In this section, I identify a

set of core criteria in order to build a clear definition and typology that will be used further in my

investigation. I conclude by indicating ways in which political corruption can be measured and how

I measure it.

3.1.1 Defining Corruption

Heidenheimer, in his landmark book, distinguishes between definitions “centered on public opinion,

public interest and public office” (Kurer 2005; Heidenheimer et al. 1989). In the first two conceptions,

corruption is defined as a deviation from what public opinion considers correct, or as promoting

private ends that disregard and damage common interest (Philp and Dávid-Barrett 2015; Vannucci

2012). Although broad and potentially encompassing, a definition based on these two criteria was

considered too relativistic and difficult to transform to some comparable measurement due to a

very unclear definition of public interest and instability of public opinion (Kurer 2005; Andersson

2002). The public office definition is, instead, grounded in formal rules and a legal framework, as

this definition of corruption means a deliberate breach of the rules of office for some sort of benefit

incompatible with these rules. The standard and widespread definition of corruption employed by

established international institutions such as the EBRD, the IMF, and TI usually revolves around

the public office definition. These institutions and scholars define it as the “the abuse of public power

for private ends” (Rose-Ackerman 1978; International 2006), or some close variant along those lines.

This definition exists in numerous versions that modify or customize some aspects of it.

Although straightforward and parsimonious, this definition has been branded as problematic as

the word “abuse” is open to interpretation (Rothstein and Teorell 2008). Others argue that this

definition conceives of corruption as only an individual interaction, restricting its applicability in

largely corrupt societies. This is especially problematic, since we know that individuals make their
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decisions based also on the interaction with their context (Mungiu-Pippidi 2014b). Those authors

that used this definition tended to conceptualize corruption as mainly a problem of the state and

bureaucracies, and did not consider other actors alongside the public-private divide. Consequently,

they limited the understanding of corruption to bribery (Thompson 2013; Lessig 2012). Further-

more, an understanding of corruption as a deviation from the rules of office presupposes that a high

level of universally-accepted norms is reached and practiced. In short, corruption that is linked to

deficient state formation, inbuilt in institutions, or even promoted by elites will not be captured in

this definition.

An additional problem that I see in the research and conceptualization of corruption is that there

is a clear mismatch between how we conceptualize corruption (at an individual level as bureaucrats

abusing power), and the level on which we research and measure this phenomenon (a much more

aggregated level) (Mungiu-Pippidi et al. 2014). A large part of the research on corruption searches

for determinants of corruption at the country level; however, it defines corruption as an “individual

deviation actually prevalent or believed to prevail in context” (Heidenheimer et al. 1989, 8). This

mismatch limits the explanatory power of our models as it does not allow us correctly to understand

the interaction between structures and agency. Consequently this conceptualization has led to the

incorrect application of the principal-agent approach to corruption to situations where corruption

was not the problem of individuals or a few “bad apples,” but where corruption had rotted the whole

tree, and where a greater societal understanding and conceptualization of corruption would be more

useful.

First and foremost, in democratic countries corruption inhibits the good functionality and quality

of government. In his work, Warren has approached corruption by considering that corruption

in democratic regimes undermines and de facto violates the two basic conditions of democracy:

inclusiveness (all can participate and are included in decisions) and equality (where similar rules

apply to everyone) (Warren 2015, 2004; Warren et al. 2000). Corruption violates these two principles

in that it creates compartments and divides the community into connected insiders and excluded

and exploited outsiders. Nevertheless, the operationalization of such a broad concept is problematic

(Philp and Dávid-Barrett 2015). The proposed solution to this problem has been to focus on

impartiality as the defining characteristic of good government, and thus corruption would involve
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not a “duplicitous exclusion,” but a much clearer violation of “specific non-discrimination norms

governing the access to the political process and the allocation of rights and resources” (Kurer 2005,

222). In other words, we should consider the democratic political process as composed of inputs and

outputs, where the leading principles are precisely those of impartiality and universality (Rothstein

and Teorell 2008). Corruption interferes at the input stage eroding inclusiveness, while corruption

at the output side violates impartiality in performing public office. Thus these authors, although

building on the public office definition, broaden its scope by introducing a common principle of

impartiality or universality as components of the definition.

In Chapter One, I asked what makes corruption vary across and within the same democratic insti-

tutions and, more specifically, what causes some communities to be able to get corruption under

control and others let it flourish. I thus ask what causes the control of corruption to be success-

ful. This has an important implication for the question of definition. I am primarily interested

in democratic and developed countries, which frees me from a discussion of the cultural relativity

of definitions or the possibility to compare different types of corruption related to time or stages

of economic development. Moreover, in this thesis, corruption is not conceptualized as individual

undue profit from the abuse of public office, but as collective action problem at the community level.

Corruption as I understand it, it is therefore a “violation of the principle of impartiality that occurs

at the interface between public and private and results in an allocation of public resources which

is partial and unfair, due to the presence of ties of a personal and particular nature between office

holders and certain individuals or groups" (partially modified definition from Gounev and Bezlov

(2010); Rose-Ackerman (1999, 28)). This definition is comprehensive and does include other forms

of particularism, favoritism and other kinds of breaches of impartiality and is, therefore, also inclu-

sive. Besides, it is not limited only to petty corruption, but understands corruption as more broadly

capturing the current trends in western democracies, where the large majority of citizens do not

personally encounter corruption but perceive that they live under a corrupt regime (Mungiu-Pippidi

2014b).
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Table 3.1: Summary of different typologies of corruption

Actors Petty/Grand Corruption
Type of Relation Defensive or Extortive/Collusive
Level of Incidence Individual/Institutional/Systemic
Frequency One shot/Repeated interaction
Political Process Policy making (Capture)/Implementation (Grabbing)

Source: Author

Typologies of corruption

Since corruption is a broad and controversial phenomenon, it is thus very useful to distinguish

different aspects of its definition and create typologies that would move us closer to an operational

concept. Depending on which dimension of corruption is taken as defining or relevant, it is possible to

create typologies or dimensions that would further specify a distinct logic and relationship between

actors. The factors relevant for my research are: the type of actors engaging in corrupt exchange;

the relation between them; the magnitude and frequency of corrupt actions; and which part of the

political process is affected by it (Fazekas et al. 2013). By and large, we can talk about corruption

as an exchange, where the first distinction can be made on the basis of who is the actor willing to

act corruptly: a public official or a political party. Thus, by looking at the actors and their status

we can distinguish among white-collar or petty corruption (involving civil servants), and political

or grand corruption (involving politicians) (International 2006; Sutherland 1945).

The second dimension points to a distinction based on the relations holding between corrupt partic-

ipants. This typology divides corrupt acts into extortive or defensive or unilateral corruption and

collusive corruption (Atalatas 1990; Bauhr and Nasiritousi 2011). In extortive corruption, a public

official demands money in order to perform his or her job, which this person would otherwise be

entitled to without such payment. This type of corruption generates victims and is comprised of

a unilateral exchange of money such as bribes. The latter is much more difficult to detect due to

complicity among the actors participating in the exchange, whereby the victims are excluded from

the relationship, perceiving it only indirectly as a type of negative externality. The following dimen-

sion is based on the magnitude of corruption or, to put it differently, on the notion of the time and
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frequency of corrupt exchanges as “the frequency and expected duration of corrupt exchange and

the amount of resources at stake” (della Porta 2012, 31). It distinguishes between isolated actions or

prolonged interaction and how widespread corruption is. Related to this, Spencer et al. (2006) uses

a typology based on looking at the levels of corruption: systemic (when corruption affects an entire

sector or governance); institutional (when the institution that is affected promotes corruption); and

individual (when an individual takes advantage of its position for private profit). Finally, but no less

important, corruption can affect the implementation procedure, electoral process or agenda setting

and policy-making (state capture) (Popa 2014).

From the typology presented and on the basis of my reflection, I delimit the focus in my study on

mainly (but not only) three dimensions: actors, the type of their relations, and political process.

I am interested in where corruption remains individual and under which circumstances large-scale

systemic corruption overwhelms politicians as bureaucrats. When corruption results in “the creation

of stable informal interactions that shape the market or the patterns of interaction in the future”

(Grzymałla-Busse 2008; Piga 2011; Hellman et al. 2003; della Porta 2012, 34). And, when economic

interests capture the state and the state transforms into a grabbing and rent-seeking device for

political elites. In each of these situations, the interaction among actors, the resources, and frequency

will differ. Therefore, I will use the typology from table 3.1 to further delimit and distinguish the

type of corruption according to the model and theoretical framework I plan to implement. Recalling

the table from the previous chapter, where I presented the typology of the situation depending on the

degree of cohesiveness of the economic and political actors, I can more clearly distinguish whether

one’s action is an instance of state capture by business, of government imposing illegal payments to

business, or whether it is a collusion between both.

Having defined corruption, a second step developed in the transformation of this definition into

measurement and indicators. What is blatantly obvious is that, given the multidimensionality and

secretive character of corruption, it is rather difficult to come up with a clear-cut and parsimonious

measure for it. In this regard, it is advisable to use a combination of tools and indicators in order to

“account for the full complexity of corruption in a given context” (UNDP/Global Integrity, 2008).

In the following section, I will present a short overview of the measurement of corruption and its

shortcomings. This overview will help me to clarify the measurement techniques, its challenges and
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solutions.

3.1.2 Operationalization of corruption and its indicators

The perception of difference in levels of corruption is nothing new; people have always made distinc-

tions between different levels, recognizing that there are places, which suffer from corruption and

places which can be considered virtuous and non-corrupt. The previous literature has pointed in this

direction too, as we can see in, for example, Putnam’s difference in the performance of regional gov-

ernments associated with the lack of social capital (1994). Hence, efforts to actually quantify these

general impressions were launched with strength only in 1995 when Transparency International (TI)

and the World Bank, among others, started to collect and create complex indexes measuring the

perception of corruption in a country (Daniel Kaufmann and Ana Bellver 2005). Since then, a large

number of new indicators has been developed, their methodology improved, and the measurements

refined. The new challenges for the present research are to improve these measurements in terms

of reliability and validity. There are roughly three ways to measure corruption: soft perception

indexes; experience measures; and “hard measures" such as the number of prosecutions or waste of

public funds.

Perception-based complex indexes

The first generation of corruption measures is based on “the subjective evaluations of experts or

survey respondents regarding the breadth and cost of corruption in particular countries” (Inter-

national 2009). The two most widely used and at the same time critiqued indexes (for different

accounts of these criticisms see (Lambsdorff 2006a,b; Kurtz and Schrank 2007; Kaufmann and A.

2009; Andersson and Bergman 2009) are the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) constructed by

Transparency International (TI) and the Control of Corruption developed by Daniel Kaufman and

World Bank (WB) (for a review see Lambsdorff (2006a). Recently, the Quality of Government

Institute has also been collecting data, through expert surveys, using slightly different but related

measures that include questions on corruption as well as the impartiality of government. All these

models collect information from a numerous of sources, ranging from national and domestic polls,
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expert interviews and assessments, to country risk ratings produced by business consultancies. Both

employ several checks and validity tests to reduce measurement error; nevertheless they do it by

using similar (and overlapping) sets of inputs, producing a high degree of correlation (Andersson

and Bergman 2009).

As a result, these indexes rank a large number of countries and rely on complex expert surveys

assessing the overall level of corruption. However, they may suffer from measurement bias or

imprecision. The sources and availability of national experts are problematic, especially in less

developed countries. Moreover, the use of surveys that do not ask about first-hand experiences but

about perceptions is questionable. The media can easily manipulate them or they can be influenced

by in which phase the economy is (stable or growing) (Kurtz and Schrank 2007). Also, perceptions

do not necessarily match with real experience (Rose 2012). The stability of these indicators, despite

many social and governmental changes and reform efforts, can also be a factor that is deemed

problematic since it might show that these indicators are insensitive to them (Mungiu-Pipidi 2011;

Lambsdorff 2006b; Arndt and Oman 2007). Besides, it is very hard to reflect the perception of

grand corruption in these surveys, since experts and citizens lack direct experience of this type

of corruption. Finally, a more practical reason for discarding this indicator is that these indexes

are unavailable for sub-national levels and it would be almost impossible to create them during

my thesis project. Therefore, TI or WB data can tell us about variation between countries – for

example, about how Italy is ranked in respect to other countries – but nothing about the absolute

level, or about within country changes in the nature and scope of corruption, which is precisely the

aim of my thesis.

Experience-based indicators

Experience-based indicators come about to complement the perception indexes. They ask about

real experience with corruption (mainly bribing) and therefore bring the research on corruption

closer to its actual measurement. First, we can mention the Gallup worldwide survey along with

the TI “Global Corruption Barometer” (GCB) initiative, which since 2005 has included one spe-

cific question on the Global Household Survey that asks “whether the respondent or anyone in his
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household has paid a bribe during the previous 12 months” (Lambsdorff 2010, 3). Likewise, the

Quality of Government Institute’s Index of Regional Quality of Government (comprising the NUTS

II regional level) includes questions about corruption in several sectors such as health care, politics

and institutions (Charron et al. 2014a). Thirdly, there are other recent initiatives, such as the

UNICRI corruption victim survey and the WBES firm survey on bribes, which focus on the victims

of corruption and their experience. Furthermore, the EU has launched the special Eurobarometer

surveys on corruption, “The attitudes of Europeans towards corruption,” where the experience of

ordinary citizens is measured (Eurobarometer 2011, 2009).

Experience-based indicators (especially those with large samples) are a big step forward towards

creating more accurate measures of corruption. However, these also suffer from some shortcomings.

One of the theoretical problems is related to the type of corruption that is measured by these

experience indicators. They focus mainly on the extortion type of corruption, such as bribes but

not on the collusive kind of corruption, which is the most problematic in the developed world. In

addition, since these indicators are completely survey-based, they have to fulfill sampling criteria,

which make them very resource consuming. Moreover, it must also be taken into account that

peoples’ experience, in the same way as perception, is susceptible to influence by the media or

public opinion; there are also problems of fear of repression and distrust, since corruption is a very

delicate issue. Despite these valid arguments, perception studies, above all, those asking clear and

concise questions, are an excellent complement to other indicators that better capture the collusive

type of corruption (hard measures).

The Hard Measures

In recent years considerable progress has been made in dealing with the challenges mentioned above.

In particular, the current generation of studies is now more focused on objective and directly ob-

servable information and indicators of behavior such as procurement, waste management, and in-

frastructure, using proxies for the measurement of corruption. These studies look into the physical

manifestation or consequences of corruption in order to measure corruption. The first measures used

were tribunal rulings and the number of people convicted for such crimes as corruption, traffic of
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influences, or embezzlement (Martín and Darias 2011; Costas-Pérez et al. 2011; Golden and Chang

2001; Vannucci 2012). Another example is the study by Olken and Barron (2007) which uses an

independent assessment of road projects and construction to calculate the value of missing resources

in order to determine corruption by engineers. Bandiera et al. (2009) look at Italian procurement,

showing that the prices that the public sector pays for the same goods varies hugely, depending on

which branch of government is purchasing them and whether the purchase is centralized. Abrate

et al. (2014) use the extent of innovation in waste management as a proxy for the quality of govern-

ment. Following the rationale that corruption interferes negatively with innovation, they show that

differences between the most traditional and most innovative forms of ecological waste management

overlap with the quality of government and corruption of Italian local government.

Among these indicators stands out the work by Golden and Picci (Golden and Picci 2005) stands

out. They look at Italian subnational government, attempting to measure corruption as the rate

of return in public infrastructure, and showing and quantifying in this way the real differences

between regions and other sub-national governments. Other authors use inventive indicators, such

as, the use of public procurement and bidding market data (Fazekas et al. 2013), the existence of

exceptional procedures for contracting (Hyytinen et al. 2009; Auriol et al. 2016; Auriol 2006) or

whether winning companies have political connections (Goldman et al. 2013). These indicators are

also able to unmask the grand corruption that hides in collusion and public procurement. The third

type of indicators using secondary hard data are those that score the transparency and risk zones

in government policy making, or procurement using the available information, websites or journal

databases. Among these we can distinguish the National and Local Integrity Assessment by TI

(Jiménez et al. 2014; Pope 2000), and the Index of city transparency also by the Spanish branch of

Transparency International.1

Despite all these various pros and cons, I have chosen the work by Golden and Picci Golden and Picci

(2005) as the most suitable hard measure for my study in Italy. This hard measure of corruption is

based on the measurement of the inputs-outputs ratio in public services and infrastructure. Using

the Golden and Picci index, I operationalize corruption as an “objective measure that consists of the

difference between a measure of the physical quantities of public infrastructure and the cumulative

1http://transparencia.org.es/1516-2/
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price government pays for public capital stock” Golden and Picci (2005, 37). In other words, corrup-

tion is measured as the distance between the efficient and actual delivery of public infrastructure.

The index is based on the fact that deviation from Pareto efficiency may be understood as a loss

associated with “government rent seeking” (Krueger 1974). This succession of social costs is mainly

concentrated in the areas of procurement and infrastructure construction (Rose-Ackerman 1999,

28). It has been reiterated that, all things being equal, “higher corruption is associated with higher

public investment and with poor quality of infrastructure” (Tanzi and Davoodi 2006, 94).

Although this index shows the extent of corruption and allows for comparison, it still has some

shortcomings, however. The complex calculations and time-consuming data collection require con-

trol for a wide number of factors (terrain, material, city area) that could affect the price of the

infrastructure or services (Hite 2006, 6). point out the difference between waste as a cause of cor-

ruption and civil servant incompetency, claiming that a larger part of resources is wasted due to

the incompetency of administrators. Even so, both values correlating this point to the crucial dis-

tinction of corruption defined as the deliberate shrinking of resources, and should thus be separated

from the passive one. Finally, given the narrow scope of the index and the lack of uniform indicators

for the two countries discussed in the puzzle, it is useful to enrich the data with other proxies used

for measuring corruption. I have decided, therefore, to support the results of these indexes with

alternative data sources. In the case of Italy, I use data from Abrate et al. (2014) where the Golden

and Picci index was correlated with three different measures of corruption and criminality and effi-

ciency of waste management. They show in their study that these indexes correlate positively and

that a city singled out as corrupt by the Golden and Picci procurement measure is also singled out

by Abrate et al. (2014).

In Spain, no such database exists and I therefore search for more viable measures to complement the

index of local transparency by TI Spain. This measure uses publicly accessible information to asses

the transparency of 110 largest Spanish cities, using 80 indicators grouped into five families that

deal with: procurement, financial transparency, urban planning, administration and civil society

participation. The composite index ranges from 0 (least) to 100 points (the most transparent).2

The index correlates very well with the rest of the indicators available at the local level, such as the

2http://transparencia.org.es/1516-2/
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data set by Costas-Perez et al. (Costas-Pérez et al. 2011) or with Corruptométro developed by the

activists from 15M and 15Mpedia.3

In the Spanish case, Transparency International’s local measure of corruption could be triangulated

with the degree of local level corruption measured using a database “which contains 520 munici-

palities with at least one report of corruption during the period June 1999 to May 2007 and 5,144

news stories about corruption” (Costas-Pérez et al. 2011) and complemented by the database from

the study, which goes up to 2010 (Martín and Darias 2011). I merged these together to create

a larger and more complete database. These data sets collect information from the press about

corruption scandals and tribunal accusations and are, therefore, less conservative than the tribunal

rulings and statistics but also provide additional information about actors, the type of crime, and

the possible quantity of money embezzled from the public budgets. This measure will be used in

the quantitative analysis and matching. This measure varies positively together with the TI local

government measure. After testing of the data against other sources I can assume that this indicator

will accurately measure the VLC in a given municipality.

3.2 Research Design, Methodology and Case Selection

Having defined my dependent variable in the previous chapter and formulated my theoretical expec-

tations and transformed them into a preliminary hypothesis in chapter ??, I now turn to a discussion

of the data and the methodology to test my hypothesis. The table below (Table 3.2) provides an

overview of the explanatory factors summarizing the hypothesized effects. In what follows, I will

describe the general methodological approach, as well as techniques used in each of the steps: in

the qualitative part, I proceed to compare the cases systematically and for that reason I implement

process tracing. The knowledge generated from the qualitative research will serve me for a broader

understanding of the phenomenon and to discuss the generalizability of my results in the conclusion

of this thesis.

Given my research question, which inquires into the cause of the variation in levels of corruption

among cities or, to put it differently, what causes good apples on bad trees, I am searching for
3http://wiki.nolesvotes.org/wiki/Corruptódromo
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unknown causal mechanisms, leading to a particular effect. This makes my research an example of

a cause-of-the-effect study, where backward induction forms an important component of the study

in order to secure the broader validity of my arguments (King et al. 1994). In types of research

that ask about causality it is very important to detail the sources and methodology used to map

processes and define variables that are considered causal. Also, the selection of cases should be

clearly depicted. The data is generated by direct observation by the researcher, which distinguishes

this type of research from the experimental design (George and Bennett 2005).

Table 3.2: Overview of the variables and their causal directions

Variable Summary of hypothesis Direction of Causality
Level corruption in municipality - dependent variable
Social capital Number of NGOs in municipality positive/ Mafia - negative
Strength of business association association size and organization Positive
Government Stability number of years in office Positive

A Note on Unit of Analysis: City

The form in which I presented the puzzle and the way that I framed the argument in my introduction

indicate that I am interested in the variation at the local level. In other words, I set as my unit

of analysis the city level, as an distinguishable political and economic unit. It is also the longest-

existing political unit, different from provinces or regions and, above all states, with relatively stable

frontiers and its own historical legacy. In both countries, cities were, although not throughout the

whole of history, the oldest units of governance (Galès 2002). Furthermore, the local level is the best

place to look for thought-provoking theoretical-empirical conundrums. Theoretically, it views local

government as a domain in which politicians have direct contacts with citizens and where citizens

should have more control over corruption in politics (Kriesi and Erlach 2007). Yet, the empirical

findings contradict this picture as they demonstrate a greater cohesiveness of interest groups (Stoker

and Batley 1991; Huberts et al. 2008), low voting rates (Montero et al. 2011), relative weakness of

government, and high levels of corruption (Andersson 2002; International 2006) at the local level.

More importantly, as was said in the Introduction, the local level allows for a direct and clearer

observation of power in action, and the interaction of actors with the institutional framework and

with each other.
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Moreover, local government in both countries is fairly similar. It is comprised of: a mayor, a cabinet

(executive branch), a city council (legislative or plenary body), and a professional bureaucracy. In

Italy, in contrast with Spain, the city council and the mayor (the executive is chosen by the mayor)

are elected directly for a period of five years (Vandelli 1997; Prato 2000). In Spain, only the

city council is elected directly (the mayor indirectly) by a proportional electoral system and the

electoral period is set at every four years. The increasingly fragmented political spectrum produces

less stable coalition governments in Italy, while in Spain long periods of government ruled by the

same party are still not rare. Municipalities are responsible for very similar tasks: the delivery of a

wide range of basic services such as water supply, waste disposal, libraries, local public transport,

local road maintenance, services for the disabled and elderly, municipal police, building planning

and control, and basically whatever they want to take care of and which is not the exclusive policy

of the national or regional government (Iglesias Alonso 2006; Vandelli 1997). Furthermore, firms

when they settle there, also refer to the city as a space where they produce or where they have

administrative headquarters, and, although the globalization of markets makes them sell elsewhere,

the fact of where the company produces is still important (Le Galés 2000; Peterson 1981; Piore

1984). Also when economic actors formulate requests they generally pose them at the local level.

In short, I conceive the city as a unit of analysis, understood in both its political-administrative

domain as well as its economic and civic one.

3.2.1 Research Design: Comparative and Qualitative Approach to the Research

on Corruption

Investigating a topic such as corruption, which is illegal and secretive in nature, forces me to pay

particular attention to the research design and methodology. Different studies have approached this

problem of the secrecy of corruption differently, yet only a few have successfully combined different

methods to confront this challenge. Generally, these studies tend to focus only on a micro or macro

comparative perspective. This is due to the lack of comparable data-sets and knowledge about

different cases. These two approaches could be summarized as: variable oriented cross-country

sometimes time series studies, and case studies focusing in detail on specific instances of corruption

or political scandals. While, some look at the correlations and effects of corruption using regression
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and panel data, others look at the mechanisms and behavior of politicians and bureaucrats using

small-N or single-case studies. In some of these cases, ethnography was used as a very useful

methodology, especially in research on illegality in developing countries. Only recently, what has

been called a new generation of anti-corruption research has interconnected the micro and macro

approach with the mesolevel using a novel combination of quantitative, qualitative and experimental

designs (Weitz-Shapiro 2014; Duvanova 2013; Serra 2012; Mungiu-Pippidi 2013a).

With the proliferation of more-or-less complex corruption (perception) indexes since 1995, the quan-

titative analysis of corruption has advanced considerably in the search for possible correlates and

causes of corruption. Nowadays, we can safely say which are the consequences of corrupt and de-

ficient governments for society, economy and political regimes in general across a wide number of

countries and years. Qualitative research, on the other hand, provides us with rich information on

actors that engage in corrupt exchanges, how corruption and clientelistic networks are built and

maintained, and how people perceive and justify corruption in their day-to-day activities (Andersson

2002; Caciagli 2006; Chubb 1982).

Nevertheless, both quantitative and qualitative methods have their limitations, which become par-

ticularly palpable when we search for causal links of illegal behavior. Firstly, qualitative methods

provide causal paths and mechanisms of corruption, but at the same time, these are highly embedded

in specific cultural and historical settings, and deal with a limited number of cases. This concen-

tration on detail and small-N makes it very difficult to know whether such paths and mechanisms

are not endogenous to the selected cases, which can limit the generalization potential (Drapalova

2014). Secondly, although quantitative analysis allows for studying corruption across time and

space, despite the huge steps forward, quantitative research lacks the “micro-level understanding

of the mechanisms at work behind the statistical coefficients and clear causal processes”, which,

according to some, only qualitative methods such as process tracing or historical event analysis can

provide (Andersson and Bergman 2009, 2). Also it relies on simplified models and indicators that

lack the precision and inside knowledge of small-N qualitative research.

Far from settling this dispute, I will opt for the qualitative research tradition, reinforcing it where

possible by data sources and applying the logic of tests to formalize and anchor my results. Thus, the
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approach I employ in the thesis consists of a qualitative approach using a controlled comparison,

which will be used to identify important variables explaining corruption and the causal chains

and mechanisms that connect them with outcomes. The qualitative part thus stands both for the

building of a causal model and testing it on the following cases. Although I have tried to complement

the qualitative analysis with quantitative model testing, the paucity of data desegregated at local

level, their limited availability for different years, and the lack of overlap made this option unfeasible

at present. Nevertheless, with qualitative methods I can test and draw conclusions about my

theoretical propositions. Moreover, my study is not focused on quantifying the effect of the cause,

but on reconstructing the causes of the effect, and thus systematic process tracing is the most

suitable tool for the disentangling of complex causal paths.

Process tracing formal framework: smoking gun and hoop tests

The qualitative analysis employed in this thesis is comprised of a controlled comparison between

carefully selected cases and systematic process analysis, which aim to connect the causes with their

effects by careful argumentation. Process tracing was borrowed from historiography and adopted as

a most promising avenue through which to achieve an understanding of causal complexity (George

and Bennett 2005, 206). The same authors define process tracing as “a procedure for identifying

steps in causal process leading to the outcome of a given dependent variable of a particular case in

a particular historical context” (George and Bennett 2005, 176). Thus, in systemic process analysis

we start by specifying the relevant causal factors and relating them to existing theories. “From

each theory, the researcher then derives predictions about the patterns that should be observed if

the causal theory is valid or false. Other relevant observations, as many and diverse as possible,

are then made. The patterns present in these observations are then inspected for consistency with

the predictions of each of the relevant theories to determine which causal theory is superior to the

others” (Morgan and Winship 2007, 176) (Hall 2003, 391-2). To sum up, process tracing as a method

shows the connection between causes and outcomes, linking independent and dependent variables..

Since process tracing is dependent on the richness of the set of observations and a careful knitting

of the evidence, a small-N comparative analysis seems more suitable for generating explanations of
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this kind. The data gathering (in this case, thick narration) will be done mainly through expert

interviews, legal documents, archival and newspaper analysis and other secondary sources. I have

conducted numerous semi-structured interviews with relevant actors from local government, busi-

ness, workers representation and civil society organizations, as well as academics and journalists

specialized in local government, corruption or local economic development. In total, I have con-

ducted around 80 interviews for my cases; my intention was always to maintain a balance and a

critical number between each city, so that each city would have at least 10 interviews. I have also

attempted to collect more information on the virtuous cases, since the negative cases have more

newspaper coverage about corruption scandals and their actors. For the secondary sources, I have

looked at local archives, historical books, but also business and local government regulations, urban

strategic plans, and local pacts.

Finally, process tracing as a method is continuously evolving in order to contest the charges made

by those that do not see a difference between this method with description or even storytelling.

One advancement was the formalization of process tracing by implementing Bayesian logic and

to include tests to assess the validity of propositions (Mahoney 2012). The best known are the

smoking-gun test, double decisive, hoop and straw-in-the wind. These tests are based on the logic

of necessary and sufficient conditions and serve as a useful way in which to formalize and evaluate

process tracing results. Moreover, comparative research in general and process tracing in particular

place great importance on competing explanations. Indeed this method is a constant, comparing the

fit of one’s models in comparison with others. The test of alternative and competing explanations

forms an important part of the thesis project. I have identified two competing explanations and

will confront them with the evidence comparing which story fits better. I devote a specific section

on this in each of my empirical chapters.

Process tracing is not exempt from requirements that must be addressed for a clear tracing of the

causal process. Using process tracing results in the difficult decision of when the tracing starts

and when it ends. The decision on how to deal with these problems should depend greatly on the

theory and on the competing explanations for the effect in question. One possible solution would

be to follow critical junctures or moments of change (Ziblatt 2008). For this reason, I choose to

delimit my period of study with two critical junctures or events. The first period is that of Italy
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at the beginning of the Second Italian Republic after a huge corruption scandal in politics known

as “Tangentopoli” (1993-1995), whereas the end is marked by the beginning of the economic crisis

(2008-2009). For Spain the period of study is delimited by the corruption scandals of the 1990s

(1996) and the major reforms in local government (and after Spanish Prime Minister Aznar’s land

liberalization reform of 1998), ending also before the economic crisis (2008-2009). Nevertheless,

when it is necessary for the broader picture I move back in time to the centrally-planned industrial

policies of the 1960s to 1980s and to the Spanish Transition. I have decided not to include the period

of the economic crisis, for two reasons. Firstly, an economic crisis is an extreme situation in which all

actors change their behavior accordingly, some even in a drastic manner, and this could potentially

introduce some ‘noise’ into my analysis. Secondly, since the previous period was considered a boom

period (at least in Spain), the differences in conditions between the two periods would be dramatic

and would probably require an additional set of hypotheses in order to be tested.

3.2.2 Most Similar Research Design, Paired Comparison by Matching Cases

Selecting the cases for empirical analysis is one of the most important tasks in comparative research,

especially for small-N analysis. Yet, the right approach to case selection is also one of the most

discussed in the literature (King et al. 1994). A wide-ranging literature questions the usefulness of

small-N analysis, and some authors reduce its value to mere concept refinement (Lieberman 2005;

King et al. 1994). More pragmatic approaches, however, have suggested that when cases are carefully

selected in small-N analysis, they can serve as a guide for generalizing causal relations. Thus, the

main question that I deal with is how to select cases for deeper investigation without falling into the

trap of “cherry picking” (Fearon and Laiting 2008, 758). In short, how to limit the effects of what

Geddes described: “the cases you choose affect the answers you get” (Geddes 1990, 131). Fearon

and Laitin believe the solution lies in selecting cases on a random base as the way to achieve an

unbiased selection and thus to have solid findings (Fearon and Laiting 2008). Seawright and Gerring

warn that following simply this method can also result in unrepresentative and irrelevant samples

with which we would not reach any interesting conclusion or finding (Seawright and Gerring 2008,

259).
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In my specific case, the secretive nature of corruption undermines this option for two reasons. First,

since my research is a “cause of the effect” study, oriented to seek for all possible factors causing

corruption, I am forced to choose my cases on the dependent variable, because the independent

ones are unknown and the object of the research. Second, since I am choosing my cases according

to the dependent variable (level of corruption), it is necessary to allow for its maximal variance

and, therefore, to include cases where corruption has occurred or where it has not. By doing the

case selection on a random basis, it could plausibly happen that I would end with a sample with

no corruption or only with corrupt cities. With such samples, it would be considerably harder to

reach any sound conclusion. Nevertheless, it is possible also that the most-similar research design

and process tracing complement each other fruitfully, reinforcing the final findings.

As understood from the puzzle and research question, the success of this research lies in the ability

to link a cause to my dependent variable; in short, it lies in the possibility to provide a causal

explanation and exclude alternatives. For this purpose, this research implements the most similar

research design by comparing cases with similar socio-economic and political conditions except for

the level of corruption. Most similar research design (MSRD) entails the comparison of (two or

more) cases that are similar in all important dimensions, except the outcome (Lijphart 1971). As a

method, MSRD was used and further developed by Lijphart (1971), Przeworski and Teune (1970),

and more recently by Tarrow (2010) among many others. Using MSRD as opposed to most different,

one avoids the problem of “many variables, too few cases” leveled against the complex questions

(which corruption certainly is) researched with small-N research (Tarrow 2010, 235). MSRD was

compared by Tarrow to randomized experiment or intuitive regression (Tarrow 2010; Lieberman

2005, 244). Although this comparison was criticized, the case selection of the most similar research

design in its matched/paired version can complement process tracing, improving it by helping to

rule out alternative explanations (Nielsen 2014).

Moreover, corruption, due to its illegal nature, is rather difficult to research and observe. In order

to increase the possibility to disentangle causal processes and mechanisms that link my independent

variable to outcomes, I opt for a paired comparison; in other words, I have chosen several cases that

I have paired with each other. Paired comparison was recently pushed by Tarrow (2010), Gerring

(2007) and by (George and Bennett 2005). It consists of the systematic selection of cases in pairs
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using or MSRD or MDRD. Pair comparison as opposed to single or multiple case studies provides,

according to Tarrow, a “balanced combination of descriptive depth and analytic challenge” (Tarrow

2010, 246). This logic of comparison is also very suitable for the use of matching techniques that

further improve the fit between the cases and, therefore, complement the inference (Gerring 2007;

Abadie and Gardeazabal 2003). In order to limit possible critiques about non-representativeness, I

implement multiple pair comparison: two pairs in each country.

In finding cases as similar as possible, I hope to hold constant the institutional and cultural variables.

Pairing the cities using matching can, in its informal version, avoid the problem of selecting on my

dependent variable, which can lead to predetermined results (Mahoney 2009; Mahoney and Goertz

2004, 654). A paired comparison ensures equal representation of corrupt and non-corrupt cases

in the sample. Using matching (an informal framework) is an excellent way to ensure that the

pairs I compare are very similar and also openly shows which characteristics and procedures I have

adopted. In creating my sample for MSRD I followed the subsequent steps: specify the universe

of possible cases you can draw from; identify confounders or variables that should not vary among

cases; and identify those that, on the contrary, should vary among the cases (in my case, I select

according to the dependent variable). It is important that the list of confounders is as complete as

possible. For this, previous knowledge and a literature review is necessary. Finally I argue why I

have chosen a certain number of cases and how similar the resulting cases are.

Consequently, I will detail each step in my pair-wise comparison. As from the puzzle, the insti-

tutional variable is one against which I am arguing, and thus I compare pairs of cities within the

same region and, if possible, even the same province (in the Spanish case). In order to identify and

select my comparative dimensions, I was guided by the literature on the determinants of corruption

(partly detailed in Chapter One), as well as by the factors that determine the character of the city

(city size, economic structure, history and geography). The dimensions that I have identified are:

size of the city; incumbent party and government composition (one party or multiparty); economic

structure; and socio-civic dimension (ethnic, religion, social capital). Plus, the outcome variable:

corruption. Finally, I operationalized these dimensions (see Table 3.3 on page 104), created cate-

gories or intervals if necessary in order to later, on the basis of descriptive statistics, select the final

pairs of cities for an in-depth qualitative analysis. I tried to implement the logic of exact matching
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in each of the categories.

The City Size: The city size or, simply, the number of inhabitants has an influence on: the size

of municipal government; degree of professionalization of administration; local budget and capacity

to provide services; and degree of economic differentiation, which according to the literature has

effects on the level of corruption. Very closely related with the city size is the professionalization

of the bureaucracy, and the larger the city then the more professional and thus more vigilant is the

local administration (Knott and Miller 2008). On the other hand, the budget and the number of

services that have to be delivered are related to the size of the city. Larger, complex structures

and large budgets can create opportunities for rent seeking and corruption (see the public choice

literature and (Ongaro 2009).) Positively or negatively related, the size of the city can determine

the outcome, and thus I control for it.

Economic Structure: Different economic structures determine the policies and politics. The

city that has an economy based only on agriculture and tourism is different from the city with a

diversified economy or a large industrial sector in decline. Excessively economically specialized cities

can develop strong sectorial interests that might capture or blackmail the government (Jiménez and

Villoria 2014). Similar mechanisms work in cities or territories with high endowments of natural

resources, where it is expected that the abundance of resources of this type is associated with lower

quality of government since these are used by incumbents to finance their clients and supporters,

leading to what is known as ‘resource curse’ (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012; Leite and Weidmann

1999). On the contrary, an innovative, differentiated and open economy is said to limit corruption

opportunities by means of competition, making it very difficult to extract rents from certain sectors.

Ethnic Diversity: Is considered one of the determinants of trust and, consequently, of the level

of corruption. In short, it could be argued that the more ethnically heterogeneous (divided) the

population, the higher the incidence of corruption (Alesina and Zhuravskaya 2011). This argument

is linked to the lack of trust in ethnically-fragmented communities and the higher incidence of

clientelism and patronage, which are associated with corruption (Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007b).
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Nevertheless, one could argue that there are empirical examples (Bolzano in Italy or the Basque

Country in Spain) where heterogeneity does not harm the quality of government but, on the contrary,

it limits corruption by, for instance, strengthening mutual oversight.

Political Structure: Incumbent’s Party and Government Structure In order to limit the

possibility that the different party organizations would drive the result, it is important that the

party in government and the historical trajectories of the parties in government are as similar as

possible. As I discussed regarding the political structure variable in the literature review (Chapter

One), the government structure and the party in government can have an influence over the level of

corruption. The ideological stand of the governing party is not clearly linked to the corruption level,

but we can certainly say that a left-wing government could behave differently from a traditional

right-wing governed city. Left-wing governments are associated with a larger and more active state,

which could thus produce more corruption; similarly right-wing parties are supposed to have closer

ties with the business sector and economic power, increasing the possibility for corrupt collusion

or conflicts of interests (Montero et al. 2011). For this reason, it is better to account for this

factor also. Specifically, I have selected the right-wing parties for the case of Italy and the left-wing

parties for the cases in Spain. Secondly, whether government is a coalition government or a single-

party government makes a difference. One hypothesis is that single governments are more prone to

corruption, while others point to the bargaining among partners within coalition governments as a

dark space where corruption develops.

These dimensions (see above and the summary in Table 3.3 on page 104) are important because,

they could be potential explanations or factors that could intervene in my causal explanation. By

keeping them constant or as conditional confounders, I limit their effect. Having established the

dimensions and their rationale I disaggregate all available cases based on these criteria (see Figure

3.1 on the page 105). I consider: a) cities within one region; b) whether a pair of cities is of the same

size; c) whether cities have the same economic structure; d) the political competition structure; and

e) civil society organizations and the final dimension on the corruption level. The figure below

shows the scope of the conditions which guide my case selection and also the separation between

relevant and irrelevant cases. On the right side I explain why I exclude irrelevant cases. At the end
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Table 3.3: Summary of the comparative parameters for matching and case selection

Variable Description and Operationalization Rationale

Ethnic Heterogeneity Percentage of people born outside
the country but living in the city

The more heterogeneous the population, the higher the incidence of corruption.
The argument is linked to the lack of trust within ethnically-fragmented
communities and the higher incidence of clientelism and patronage, which are associated with corruption.

Institutional Framework Cases selected within same region One of the most prominent explanations for corruption is the institutional incentives.
To neutralize this effect, it is important to keep the institutional frameworks as similar as possible.

The City Size Number of registered inhabitants

The size of the cities was deemed to be important since with a greater population size, the degree of
professionalization of the administration increases and, thus, the capacities to detect and act
upon irregularities increases as well. On the other hand, with an increase in size there
comes a greater institutional complexity and more services that have to be provided, and thus, with the increase in size,
irents and possibilities for corruption increase too.

Incumbent’s Party The party in Government or
The main party in the coalition

Left-wing governments are associated with a larger state and thus greater corruption;
similarly the right-wing parties are supposed to have closer ties with the business sector,
increasing the possibility for collusion. For this reason I have selected the right-wing
parties for the case of Italy and the left-wing parties for the cases in Spain.

Economic Structure
Percentage of economy’s
GDP in each
of three sectors

Excessively economically specialized cities can develop strong sectorial interests
that might capture the government. Similar mechanisms are at work in cities or territories
with high endowments of natural resources, where it is expected that abundance in natural
resources is associated with lower quality of government since these resources are used
by incumbents to finance their clients and supporters, leading to what is known as resource
curse. Also the nature, type of actors and the extent are likely to differ if the city is rural,
industrial or focused completely on tourism.

I present the pair of cases which will be the basis for most similar research design/ process tracing.

Empirical Case Selection

Turning now directly to the case selection process, my puzzle makes it clear that I am not inter-

ested in countries where we do not observe this kind of variation in corruption levels across and

within levels of government and geography. Consequently, I will not consider countries with a large

predominance of virtuous government that lack corruption, such as Sweden or Denmark, or, in

contrast, countries with uniformly distributed corruption across all levels of government, such as

Greece. Hence, my first condition for case selection is to focus on countries with large disparities in

the levels of corruption. Using the Quality of Government Institute’s regional data (EQI), we find

that there are six countries with such large disparities: Spain, Belgium, Italy, Romania, Bulgaria

and Portugal. Also, as we can see, these countries are a combination of both Southern European as

well as Eastern Europe countries.

Since I am engaging in a comparative study within and among countries, my second condition

for case selection is the relative similarity of the countries, so that they might be comparable.

The countries should have similar economic and political conditions as well as similar institutional

configurations. All the countries I have pre-selected for analysis (the six countries that have the

highest QoG variance) fall into the category of consolidated liberal democracies, are economically

developed, and members of the EU. Three countries present a degree of regional decentralization
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(Spain, Italy and Belgium) and three are centralized (Romania, Portugal and Bulgaria). In economic

terms, two countries are much poorer than the rest (Romania and Bulgaria) and geographically

belong to the Central and Eastern European countries, whilst the rest are in Western and Southern

Europe. Although tempting, comparing South with East might be, due to their different historical

trajectories, rather complicated, and I have thus decided to focus on countries within one area

(Eastern or Southern Europe).

Figure 3.1: Case selection procedure

When we take a closer look at the data on Romania and Bulgaria, we can see that the variation

in data is driven mainly by a few well-performing regions, while in Spain, Portugal, Belgium and

Italy this variation is spread across several regions. Spain, Italy, Portugal and Belgium are similar,

however; Belgium is politically and socially peculiar due to an almost dual political organization

and linguistic separation between the Walloon and Flemish populations. It is also much smaller

than Italy and Spain and more linguistically divided. Portugal, on the other hand, is much more

centralized country than the other two, with a very strong central government and is much smaller

than Spain and Italy. This makes Italy and Spain the best fitting pair to be examined.

According to the aforementioned criteria, I thus choose Italy and Spain for further consideration.

In any case, both countries are known for being chronically corrupt countries of Southern Europe

and, in addition to this, both have followed a relatively similar historical path and have developed

from the same administrative and institutional design (Mouritzen and Svara 2012). In the last
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20 years these countries have undergone intense decentralization and de-concentration by creating

regions and empowering their cities, allowing them to develop more autonomously. This process

required several important institutional changes to the unitary nation-state setting. Nevertheless,

despite large regional disparities local governments are nowadays under very similar institutional

rules.4 In this context, both Spanish and Italian regional and local governments present similar

institutional and cultural characteristics: both are described as clientelistic local cultures, which

facilitate corruption and patronage by the concentration of political and executive power (Svara

1994; Jain 2001a). Both types of local government are classified by Mouritzer and Svara as “a

strong-mayor type" with a scarce division of bureaucratic and political tasks and with the same

degree of implementation of New Public Management (NPM) (Svara 1994; Mouritzen and Svara

2002; Jain 2001a). Economically, Italy is more industrialized and developed than Spain, yet Italy

also drags behind its economic duality between the north and the south.

For both countries I choose four cities that I group into two pairs: all medium cities with around

100,000 inhabitants (37 cities in Italy and around 48 in Spain). Since the economy and the cooper-

ation of business is the main explanatory factor, the economic structure of the cities should be as

similar as possible, not only within the pair but also between cities even from different countries.

All the selected cities are predominantly service-oriented with a varying weight of industry. Since

the particular focus is on the adverse environment, I am interested to select cases (cities) within

regions with elevated levels of corruption. In the case of Italy there is a well-known North-South

divide, where the south presents higher levels of corruption. For Spain, the geographical division of

corruption is somewhat less clear, although the north does slightly better than south.

Using a QoG regional data set and documents analyzing the phenomenon of corruption in Spain,

where we can distinguish regions with a higher incidence of corruption these generally in the area

surrounding large city-metropolises, like Barcelona and Madrid and the coastal area. The process

of the selection of cities is graphically summarized by figure 3.1 on the previous page. For Spain,

the first pair of cities is Alcobendas and Torrejón, while the second is San Cugat and Alcobendas

(Manresa and Reus) in Catalonia. For Italy, I choose two pairs of cities. One pair is the mid-sized

4In both countries local government was born as a unit of administration more than a level of political represen-
tation. Only with the democratization of both countries did cities gain more autonomy and, along with it, became
more politicized.
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cities of Lecce and Brindisi while the other pair is two mid-sized/small cities in Sicily, Ragusa and

Siracusa. Eight case studies is a relatively large number for a qualitative case study, but given that

the total number of cities in both countries is above 7000, it is advisable to have more than one pair

per country and that both pairs are as comparable as possible. As mentioned earlier, each pair will

include corrupt and non-corrupt cases to avoid selection bias based upon the value of the dependent

variable.

Corruption, Change and Endogeneity and Reverse Causality

The next issues that I need to deal with when I attempt to explain the causes of different levels

of corruption are the problem of endogeneity, or, more specifically, reverse causality. These are

among the most frequent problems in researching for causal mechanisms, but become burning

issues when we research complex social phenomena. Both problems refer to the influence of history

over the outcomes and the possibility that the explanants are actually the causing variable of

my explanation. In this case, the possibility that the strength of the economic actors and their

associations (independent variable) is just an effect of the previous levels of corruption and not

the cause of it needs to be addressed. Also, there is a possibility that deep in the history of my

cases something or some unobserved variable caused this difference. Although, I will dedicate more

space to these two problems with a more thorough discussion in my qualitative analysis and in my

empirical studies in Chapters Four and Five, here I would like to briefly describe the problem and

outline how I will go about solving it.

Starting with the problem of history and its effect, in my comparative case study in Chapters Four

and Five, I examine the history of the cities in order to trace the effect of the economy on politics.

For this purpose I will use historical archival sources and ethnographic studies from my eight case

studies, to search for the critical junctures, moments of change in the economic structure, or political

events (Ziblatt 2008). Fortunately due to my case selection, I was able to limit the possibility of such

interference in my cases. The Italian cases are located in economically and socially depressed zones

that had been industrialized economically until quite recently. As such, it feasible to trace back

the industrialization policies and their effect on government (Heywood 1996; Trigilia 1995; Locke
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1997). For the Spanish cases, I have chosen relatively young cities that did not exist as cites before

1950. Moreover, each pair has passed through similar historical, demographic and political events

and, due to their geographical proximity, also similar natural disasters. Besides, the similarity of

the cases with each other and within the pairs is a very important factor for my ability to find a

causal relation.

Reverse causality is a more difficult issue to deal with in this case, since it is plausible that the ef-

fect/outcome, in this case corruption, could happen before its cause, the city’s economic cooperation

and coordination with the government. To rephrase, we can say that instead of the hypothesis that

different political decisions and the cooperation of businesses cause different levels of corruption,

it is the corruption that makes different types of companies to self-select into different cities. It

could be argued that corrupt companies would prefer to move to the corrupt city or to a city with

a worse quality of government, while honest companies will do the opposite. In order to be able

to refute this competing explanation, we should know the initial level of corruption or be able to

establish some tipping point from which we can observe what affects what. However, before 1995

no systematic analysis of corruption was made in Italy or in Spain (except some in-depth single case

studies and ethnographic research), and it is very difficult to know the initial level of corruption

and the level of corruption at the moment of industrialization policies. I try to solve this problem

as in the previous case, that is by carefully choosing my qualitative cases (discussed in more detail

in the next section and Chapters Five and Six) as well as by using the ethnographic and historical

archives to discover the cities’ virtuous or vicious pasts and see whether I can find any clues about

the different causal paths that I hypothesized.

3.3 Conclusions

This thesis presents a comparative empirical study explaining the inter-regional variation of corrup-

tion and the mechanisms behind good quality and bad quality government. Given these ambitious

intentions and the problematic nature of the topic, the clear definition of corruption and the proper

methodology and design are a crucial part of the research. This thesis aims to answer my research

question by means of a qualitative research design, specifically process tracing. Corruption as a
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concept is very controversial and full of diverse meanings and connotations. Even though the de-

bates over which is the most all-encompassing or most clearly operationalizable or most precise

definition started a long time ago, they seem to remain controversial. That is why in the first part

of the chapter, I discussed different approaches to the definition of corruption and summarized the

diverse typologies used in the literature. I briefly discuss some criticisms that my research raises

regarding these approaches in order to finally present my definition (although not very original),

which I believe makes up for some of the lacunae of previous definitions. Furthermore, the opera-

tionalization of corruption is another very complicated task. Due to space and time constraints, I

briefly reviewed different approaches to corruption measurement (perceptions, experience and hard

measures). I did not survey the possibility to measure corruption with experiments, due to their

problem with generalization and, especially in comparative studies, due to the complex and labori-

ous preparation they require. Finally, I argue for hard measures of corruption as the most suitable

for this thesis, given the research question.

The second part of the chapter was devoted to research design, methodology and case selection.

This thesis opted for process tracing as the most suitable method for my inquiry into the causes

of divergence in levels of corruption in cities. “Process tracing as a method aims to identify steps

in causal processes leading to the outcome of a given dependent variable of a particular case in a

particular historical context” (George and Bennett 2005, 176). Which is precisely what this research

aims at. Since process tracing is demanding on the richness of the set of observations and the careful

knitting of evidence, a small-N comparative analysis seems more suitable for this way of generating

explanations. Nevertheless, corruption is a rather sensitive topic for which it is unlikely that a vast

amount of information about the actors will be available. It is thus advisable to complement the

process tracing with clear case selection. I follow Tarrow (2010) and use paired comparison between

the most similar negative and positive cases. For the selection of the pairs I used several parameters,

on which I matched my copies.

Moreover, due to the complicated case selection it is important to provide all the steps and the

rationale behind them. The between country and within country study allows us to study not only

the impact of cultural or institutional factors, but, above all, it allows us to focus on the more

dynamic components and interactions among actors. Departing from my puzzle I have used the
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data from QoG regional survey to identify six countries with higher intra-state variations, and from

these countries I selected the two most comparable countries (Spain and Italy) and then focused

on the most corrupt regions, searching for good and bad or positive and negative cases at the level

of cities. The selection criteria were inspired by the literature and the need to keep the pairs as

similar as possible. The dimensions were: size of the city; institutional design; economic structure;

party in government and party dynamics; and, existence of local minorities. I singled out almost

twelve pairs for each country, from which I chose two pairs in Italy and two-three pairs in Spain.

These cities will be analyzed in depth in Chapter Five (Italy) and in Chapter Six (Spain). In the

following chapter, I will describe why corruption is widespread in Southern Europe in general and

in Spain and Italy in particular, trying to shed a light on the causes of intra-regional variation and

describe and operationalize my independent variable.
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Chapter 4

Adverse Environment: Bad

Government’s Roots and Mechanisms

During 2011 hundreds and thousand of Spaniards took to the streets of their cities to protest against

austerity policies and to denounce rampant corruption, after many scandals emerged in the media.

The magnitude of the scandals was such that in November 2015 a new record in the history of

Spanish democracy was reached, with over 1,900 people being charged, at least 170 of whom have

been convicted of such offenses.1The list includes important names such as the former minister of

finance, former Managing Director of the World Bank and president of Bankia, Rodrigo Rato, and

the former president of the CEOE, Gerardo Díaz Ferran. The consequences of these actions are

tremendous: dozens of airports that fly to nowhere, ghost cites with unfinished buildings, empty

fast-speed trains.

Nevertheless, Spain is far from being an isolated case. Indeed, other Southern European countries,

such as Greece, Portugal and Italy, have their own series of scandals. Widespread corruption and

patronage in the administration are considered as one of the main causes of the incapacity of Greece

to pass necessary reforms. Portugal also lived through a number of corruption scandals involving

politicians and business like the corruption scandal in the municipality of Oeiras. Meanwhile in

Italy the Movimento 5 Stelle (Five Star Movement, or M5S) achieved an unexpected rise in support

1 http://www.huffingtonpost.es/2014/11/02/corrupcion-espana_n_6089278.html
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to gain over 20% of the votes in the general election (Biorcio and Natale 2013). This party is

openly anti-systemic and, with an anti-corruption rhetoric, has denounced corruption as an inherent

characteristic of the Italian elite (cast) and, above all, of Italian politics (Grillo and Casaleggio 2011).

Their electoral success simply confirmed the general feeling in Italian society. There are several ‘old-

new’ scandals of corruption: Mafia Capitale, the EXPO in Milan, and the famous MOSE projec2

(Barbieri and Giavazzi 2014).

Only to a few does it seem as a coincidence that the countries with major problems of corruption

are at the same time the countries that find it more difficult to cope with the crisis and address its

social impact. Southern European countries (henceforth SE) were the most affected by the current

economic crisis, showing the great fragility of their economic and social welfare systems. In these

countries the economic crisis soon uncovered huge scandals involving members of the political and

economic elites of these countries (Economist 2014, 2013). Yet this does not come as a surprise:

these countries dominate in the rankings of corruption, being much higher placed than the more

stable EU members. Although there is a scholarly consensus that corruption reduces long-term

economic growth, it seems that the reform of public administration is not a higher priority for the

EU or the creditors than privatization is. Yet, if political leaders can exercise an abusive influence

on the public administration and on the economy, when certain economic actors have preferential

access to the contracts and policy-making, when tax evasion by large companies is a national sport,

no positive result from any kind of reform effort of the state can be expected.

In Southern Europe, but resonating also in the rest of the world, an overall perception arose with

the economic crisis that the political regime is corrupt, priming the interests of a narrow economic

elite (albeit responsible for the economic crisis), while mistreating its people and plundering public

resources for private benefit or the benefit of their cronies (della Porta Donatella 2015; della Porta

and Vannucci 2014). More generally, while the data shows that corruption in Europe has been

decreasing since 1995, we observe in 2000-2009 an increase both in perception (CPI and TI data) and

coverage in the press. According to the Special Barometer the perception that corruption is present

in European politics is as high as 75%; unsurprisingly this number is higher in SE than in Western

Europe (henceforth WE), but lower than in the Balkans or the Eastern part of the EU (Heywood

2Underwater anti-flooding barriers that Venice devised to save the city from large-scale floods
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and Rose 2014; Rose and Peiffer 2015). Although most citizens believe that corruption does not

directly touch upon their everyday lives, a completely different picture arises in the case of business,

which finds itself directly involved and affected (Commission and Affairs 2014; Eurobarometer 2009).

This shows that corruption certainly has a clear effect on the economic performance and function

of both the national and the single market.

Following the studies dealing with corruption from a comparative perspective, Southern Europe

emerges, together with the Eastern Europe, as a problematic region even though it has enjoyed long-

lasting economic development and more than 20 years of consolidated democratic regimes. Moreover,

all the components that were generally thought of as deterrents of corruption by modernization

theories – economic growth, consolidated electoral democracy and EU membership, and educational

attainment – did not result in any significant improvement of quality of government in these countries

in the last 20 years (Mungiu-Pippidi 2013b). What is more, the QoG discovery of within-state and

then local variation has added more complexity to the search for explanations. This leads me to

think that there is something within these countries that contradicts the common understanding

that the corrupt equilibrium is more stable, resilient and tends to invade the rest of the non-corrupt

institutions. There is something about this variation that can tell us how the negative equilibrium

can be fought (Charron et al. 2011).

So far the theoretical framework from the previous chapter has developed an explanation focused

on the cooperation among business associations and a counterbalance between them and the local

government as a main cause that can lead to better control of and constraints on corruption.

In different socio-economic constellations, the business associations and governments play diverse

roles and lead to different outcomes in terms of quality of government, corruption and economic

performance. The thesis has also put forward a set of assumptions about the general regulative

quality of the SE state. Before I move to analyzing these “islands of good government in corrupt

seas,” we need to determine, what are the conditions in which the interaction between business and

politics is built. This chapter comparatively maps some of the Southern European contradictions, in

general, and those of the Italian and Spanish governments in particular. It looks at the conditions

in which government operates, singling out some of the principal factors that stand behind the

solid negative equilibria and political corruption that both countries suffer from. It also delves
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into corruption practices and mechanisms, reviewing some of the dominant mechanisms and their

implication for the interaction between state, society and the economy. This previous descriptive

step is of crucial importance because this information will serve for my qualitative analysis of

concrete examples in four cases of local government in Italy and Spain.

4.1 Corruption: from a comparative perspective

Despite the evidence in the press of numerous prosecutions, the real incidence of corruption is

always difficult to assess and although we have advanced considerably in building up indicators, the

sub-national level still seems to lack any reliable data. To overcome this problem, I will combine

several resources in order to create a general picture in which the rest of the study is nested.

Several international and supranational organizations provide studies on corruption in comparative

perspective both at national and individual level (mainly) (OLAF; GRECO, EU, TI, WB etc).

Fortunately, many reports, including the first EU Anti-corruption report (Commission and Affairs

2014) are sufficient for my purposes. Comparing the results for Italy and Spain from all these studies

is a necessary starting point for the analysis. Southern European countries emerge as laggards in

terms of control of corruption. Within this group, Italy and Greece appear as disproportionally

corrupt when compared with their socio-economic status (this is much better than countries with

a similar ranking). Spain, but also Portugal, performs slightly better than its Eastern European

counterparts.

The pertinent question in this case is: how we can compare Spain to Italy in terms of corruption?

Although Italy is known for its exceptional nature mainly because of its ability to contradict even

solid theories developed by political science, there are many parallels with Spain, especially those

regarding problems of corruption. Spain, similarly to Italy, suffered many corruption scandals

following an economic recession. More precisely, most of the corruption affairs developed during

the period of rapid economic growth, and, like bubbles, these burst during the recession. The first

large public scandals followed the crisis in the 1990s, in the Italian case Tangentopoli and in Spain

the case of Alfonso Guerra and of the PSOE of Felipe Gonzales in 1996 (Urreiztieta 2011; Anibal

2012; Piqueras and Al 2011; Villoria 2010). The second wave of scandals emerged in both states
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during the current economic crisis. Since 2008, Spain has been caught in a spiral of corruption

scandals that culminated in 2014, with thousands of politicians in the courts or pending trial. The

undeclared and free credit cards of the defaulted Bankia, Operation Púnica, the money in the Swiss

accounts of the relevant political figures (PP and CiU), or corruption scandals in the Spanish Royal

family have profoundly moved public opinion.3 All this corruption uncovered at the highest levels

of the political and economic elites has resulted in a situation that some journalists have compared

to the Italian one (Economist 2014, 2013).

Figure 4.1: TI index of perceived corruption

Source: Author based on TI CPI

Yet, are Spain and Italy the sick men of Europe? Comparing different indicators we can see that the

widespread social pessimism about the perceived spread of corruption contrasts with people’s actual

experience (Rose and Peiffer 2015, 2013). Indeed, there is a large discrepancy between public opinion

about the extent of corruption and the actual experience of citizens with petty corruption (bribing).

Nevertheless, despite this widespread feeling that corruption the Spanish and Italian states are

riddled with corruption, only 2% in Spain and 5% in Italy actually reported direct experience with

corruption in the last year (this is even lower than in the rest of the Europe at 4%). This data

points to citizens’ perception that corruption is mainly of a political kind, of a kind which ordinary

people normally do not encounter, but which largely affects them and their perception of the quality

3According to CIS in November 2014 the record number of Spaniards (64%) considered corruption as the main
problem for society. http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2014/12/04/actualidad/1417683411_710569.html
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of government and social equality. The data about who people trust less support this explication.

The most corrupt are considered to be politicians, the police, the administration, businessmen, and

judges. But, this reputation is equally spread across national, regional and local governments.

What differs, however, is what we can find on the national level: the geographical distribution

of corruption within the studied countries. By taking a closer look at the regional differences in

the level of quality of government and corruption in Italy and Spain, we can see that they follow

different patterns. In the case of Italy, the already traditional north-south divide becomes more

than evident. Some northern Italian regions have similar levels of corruption to German or Danish

regions, while Sicily or Campania reach levels comparable with Romania or Bulgaria (Charron

2013). The economic indicators support this breach (GDP, income, employment). This difference

(patent from figure 4.2 on the facing page ) is such that many authors label this dual characteristic

of the country as the two “Italys”, two socio-economic realities and even two different cultures, one of

them virtuously European, the other incapable of complying with the rule of law (Hyden et al. 2003;

Bagnasco 1997). Spain, on the other hand, does not have such a clear-cut geographical distinction

between corrupt and non-corrupt zones. Although the north is doing a little bit better than the

south, the main distinction could be seen in the dichotomy of the interior versus the coastline and

the metropolitan areas of large cities (Aguilera and Naredo 2009; Jiménez 2014; Jiménez et al.

2014). Moreover, the link between the economic dynamism of regions and corruption is not so

straightforward, since corruption is concentrated in areas that have experienced rapid economic

growth (Méndez et al. 2015; Lapuente 2014).

Looking at the phenomenon of corruption in these two countries through concrete indicators, namely

the special Eurobarometer (2013)4 63% of the Spanish population feels directly affected by corrup-

tion in their daily lives (the highest percentage in the EU); surprisingly, for Italy the figure is only

43% (the EU average is around 26%). Also, regarding the perception of Spanish citizens as to how

widespread corruption is among politicians, 91% of those questioned believe that there is corrup-

tion at the local level (the national does slightly worse, at 95%). Moreover, the economic sector,

which is in close contact with the administration and at a higher risk of extortion, also complains

about corruption. 93% of the Spanish participants in the same survey stated that favoritism and

4This barometer is using perception of individuals and companies as an indicators of corruption
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Figure 4.2: Regional variation of levels of corruption in Italy

Source: QoG Institute (Charron et al. 2013)

corruption hinder business competition in their country (EU average: 73%), while 97% of Spanish

companies stated that corruption is widespread in their country (EU average: 75%). The most

important asset for doing business, according to 52% in Spain and 64% in Italy, is to have political

connections and, for 90% of Italian businesses, connections and bribes are the ways in which to

achieve public contracts and receive services. Both countries also score high in business risk and low

in the Doing Business survey, due to the large number of procedures that citizens have to comply

with before starting up a new company or dealing with the state (Italy scoring 46 and Spain 74).5

I will now consider the risk zones and grey areas where corruption can develop (Andersson and

Bergman 2009). The recent studies by GRECO highlight the problem of overlapping relationships

between the administration and politics (notably regarding urban planning decisions), and between

the administration and the private sector (e.g. increased use of outsourcing and of negotiated

procedures) (GRECO 2009). The lack of clarity in the division of powers across various levels

of governance is also conceived as a risk zone for corruption.Furthermore, some of the government

5 In order to start up a new business in Italy, 5 procedures need to be fulfilled that take on average 5 days, while a
similar procedure in Spain takes 6 steps and 13 days of administrative work. However, the numbers change drastically
when a request is made for an electricity connection or building permit: this takes 10 procedures and an average of
233 days in Italy, while in Spain there are “only” 7 procedures that take 229 days.http://www.doingbusiness.org/
data/exploreeconomies/italydealing-with-construction-permits
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sectors and activities are particularly at risk of corruption. According to many studies, the majority

of the corruption scandals reported (tribunals or in the press) have to do with urban planning,

public procurement, contracting of services, illegal party financing, and the misappropriation of

large sums of public money. The scholarly support to this hypothesis is great (Jiménez 2008, 2009;

Iglesias Alonso 2006; Estefanía 2010; Jiménez, García-Quesada and Villoria 2012; Quesada et al.

2013; Jiménez et al. 2014; Romero et al. 2012).

In the Eurobarometer survey of companies on corruption in 2013, 83% of Spanish companies and

71% of the Italian ones surveyed considered that corruption was rampant in procurement procedures

managed by the national authorities (the EU average being 56%) and 90% and 69% respectively for

procedures managed by the local authorities. Specifically, Spanish and Italian companies said that

the most widespread practices in procurement procedures were as follows: specifications tailored

to specific companies (80% and 52%); abuse of negotiated procedures (72% and 50%); conflicts of

interest in the evaluation of bids (79% and 54%); collusive tendering (71% and 45%) and emergency

procedures (53% for Italy). For large public contracts corruption is estimated to consume as much

as 40% of procurement money (Commission 2014b). These percentages are among the highest in

the EU. Given the large amount of resources used, the construction sector, public contracts and

infrastructure appear to be most vulnerable to rent capture in both Spain and Italy (European

Commission 2011b; Martín and Darias 2011). Moreover, the type of work, supplies and services to

be provided in these areas concern a rather limited number of providers, thus increasing the risk of

collusion (Commission 2014a).

As a consequence, citizens do not trust in their democratic institutions and representatives. This

can lead to a much more skeptical and pragmatic view of the role of politics as a zero-sum game

where the citizens prefer competency before honesty, or they understand corruption as the general

background to politics to which they have to adapt (Riera et al. 2013; Anduiza et al. 2013; Kurer

2001). The political and economic market is closed for newcomers, who have to overcome high

initial costs. Also, political parties compete on uneven ground, where votes are purchased or locked

within clientelistic networks. The politicians need a continuous influx of revenues to feed the party

machine and alliances that deliver pork-barrel funds for their constituencies. Furthermore, in both

countries businesses operate with additional risks and uncertainty, due to unclear competition and
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arbitrary interventions of the administration and politics. All these factors influence the investment

rate, deter entrepreneurship and increase the mortality of companies (Charron et al. 2015; Charron

2013). This brings me to the second part, where I concentrate on the political and social causes of

this phenomenon.

4.2 Adverse Environment and Low State Capacity

Despite some differences, the SE countries have followed more or less similar historical trajectories.

All SE countries are relatively young but consolidated democracies, despite having suffered sev-

eral partial economic crises. They passed through similar socioeconomic and political development,

broke with their authoritarian past and have simultaneously undergone institutional modernization

and Europeanization (Malefakis 1995, 36-44). Besides, authoritarianism can be blamed for dis-

trustful relations between citizens and administration (Sotiropoulos and Veremis 2002; Sotiropoulos

2004, 12). They also share other less positive characteristics: they have been described as having

a politicized administration (Cassese 1993), clientelistic linkages of political parties (Kitschelt and

Wilkinson 2007a), patronage in the recruitment of civil servants (Kopecký et al. 2012; Sotiropoulos

2005); low state capacity to punish crimes; politicization of the judiciary; and complex but defi-

cient anti-corruption legal systems (generally focused on complex ex-post administrative controls)

(European Commission 2011b; della Porta and Vannucci 1994).

Yet, for many, the most important characteristic is the systemic presence of corruption in both

countries (across different levels of sub-national government), which is caused by some or a com-

bination of the above-mentioned factors. These factors also play a significant role in the current

economic crisis and in the inability of the governments to implement the necessary reforms. Specif-

ically, I will focus on the difficult relation between bureaucracy and government, as characterized

by politicization, hierarchy, distrust and rigid legalism (Parrado 2008; Ongaro 2009). This politi-

cized but “legalistic” bureaucracy is the main impediment for strong government capacity to act

proactively and implement reforms. The second important factor is the lack of regulations regard-

ing the influence of interest groups over the government, and the very fragmented organization of

the representation of business and labor interests. Finally, the third characteristic is the general
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weakness and fragmentation of civil society, acknowledged and described exhaustively in the litera-

ture (Banfield 1958; Putnam et al. 1994; Verge 2012). Related to this weakness is the existence of

strong clientelistic linkages between parties and the electorate rather than an appeal to the political

program (Sotiropoulos 2005; Piattoni 2001) . In the following lines I will deal concisely with each

of the three characteristics, providing more detailed information that will enable us to understand

the empirical information in a broader multi-level context.

4.2.1 Within State Relations: Politics and Administration

Italian and Spanish regional and local governments are “local democracies operating with a relatively

high degree of complexity” and with some unique characteristics. The institutional characteristics

combine a high concentration of power in the hands of politicians (mainly government and the

mayor) and a politicized civil service at the local and regional levels. The local government is directly

elected and consists of a council, a mayor (who in Italy is directly elected), and an appointed CEO or

general manager responsible for operations (Brown and Sampford 2005, 37). Despite being directly

elected, local government is also appointed as a unit of state administration. This combination

has produced a very blurred separation between legislative power and executive functions (John

2001, 2009; Mouritzen and Svara 2002). As a consequence, the mayor must implement policies, in

addition to his or her own political mandate, which are decided at the higher, regional and national,

levels (Vandelli 1997). Local government is generally in charge of diverse services and organizations

(libraries, parks or waste management and collection, semi-public companies) but it also deals with

urban planning, environment protection, educational infrastructure, cultural activities and local

economic development. This mix between local government, a quasi-corporation and state agency,

combined with a wide array of responsibilities and proximity to public and contractors, according

to Brown et al., “places sub-national governments at a unique conjunction of integrity challenges”

(Brown and Sampford 2005, 34).

Spanish and Italian town councils clearly belong to the form of government known as the Strong

Mayor Model (Khalil and Navarro 2012; Mouritzen 1995; Vandelli 1997). This means that both

governments operate as a semi-presidential regime, where the incumbent who wins the elections has
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a large share of power, while the power of the opposition, public managers or employees is very

limited. Thus, the electoral (or sometimes corrupt) interests of the mayor may relatively easily

outweigh the political or administrative opposition (Parrado 2008). Another typology in Hesse

and Sharpe’s classification focuses more on vertical power relations within the state. From this

classification we can infer that, more than just a political body, SE local government is understood

as a provider of public and private goods and influence on their communities. Hesse and Sharpe

put SE local government into the Patronage model, where the primary duty of government is to

ensure that communities’ interests are well-promoted and protected, especially at the higher levels

of government (Hesse 1991; Hesse and Sharpe 1991). This model involves the traditional idea “that

local political leaders were expected (and themselves expected) to deliver favors (jobs and/or other

benefits) to their supporters in return for votes.” France, Italy, Spain, and Greece fit this model.

Although decentralization and subsidiarity gave local governments more competences, they never

reached the (political and economic) autonomy of their Scandinavian counterparts. Their financial

abilities remained constrained. In sum, local government units in Southern Europe have mixed

competencies, influence and restricted legal autonomy, which are in contrast with the unconstrained

strong leadership in the figure of the mayor (Peters 2005; Lowndes 2009; Peters 2010).

Additionally, local governments in both countries are inserted into the “incompletely” decentralized

hierarchy, where the regions and provinces are their immediate superiors.6 Although the center de-

volved many of its competences (mainly to the regional level), it has maintained fiscal centralization

as a way to limit the power of local governments. At the same time, the quality of services and

different policies that subnational governments have to deliver started to increase disproportionately

as citizens’ standards of living were increasing as well. This led to a paradox in which, although the

responsibilities of local government have increased, the capacity to finance them by collecting their

own taxes is limited and they are dependent mainly on direct transfers from the center and their

patrimony (Ongaro 2009; Jiménez, García-Quesada and Villoria 2012). Local governments are also

responsible for local economic development and high employment, for which, however, they do not

6Indeed, Italian regional assemblies and governments were created in 1970, and have only gradually increased their
competencies and powers (L 281/1970, 775/1970). Similarly, the Spanish regions were constituted in recent times
and consequently acquired ample roles and powers for the welfare state and education. Regions constitute the first
level of the administrative division that manages the welfare state and thus provides a wide array of services to the
population, such as education, health care and social spending, and it also controls the municipal government.
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have a specific or secured budget (Brosio and Piperno 2009).

Finally, their weak financial position, especially on the local level, places the business sector in

a highly strategic position as a prominent partner of the city administration. With limited re-

sources, local economic policies are of necessity dependent on the local economic context and

structures. This also limits the resources available for the institutions to function with integrity,

“making them more vulnerable to governance failure than other levels of government” (Anechiarico

and Goldstock 2007; OECD 2001). The institutional configurations and structural contradictions

have produced something that many authors consider a most distinctive feature of SE, namely its

politician-administration relation, which has produced what is known as Maladministration. Due

to the importance of this concept for understanding the interaction at local level, I devote a whole

subsection to this relationship, and its implications.

Administration-political relationship: ‘Maladministration’

Political economy generally forgets about the importance of the civil service or administration for

government capacity or for governance. The state is generally treated as a black box, where the

relations between the administration and politicians are blurred, not defined, or little studied. But,

for a growing area of research, the relations between politics and bureaucracy are what defines

the state’s ability to credibly commit to reform, to establish a long-term policy strategy, and to

limit opportunities for corruption (Evans 1995, 1997; Lapuente and Rothstein 2013; Miller 2001;

Hood 2011; Dahlström and Lapuente 2010; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004; OECD 2004). The rigid but

rational Weberian model had for a long time been the guarantor of the spirit du corps and protection

of state autonomy (Rauch and Evans 1999).An autonomous and meritocratic administration is then

able to implement reforms, control politicians from abusing their power, and to resist pressures for

ineffective and partial implementation of norms and rules (Miller 2000; Dahlström and Lapuente

2011). On the other hand, a politicized, unprofessional and clientelistic administration is a source

of discretion, inefficiencies, partiality and corruption (Dahlström 2015).

The second situation applies to the Italian and Spanish context, where the institutional design and

political culture have produced what citizens and scholars call Maladministration. Maladminis-
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tration is defined as a slow, easily corruptible and malicious administration that places obstacles

to and impedes the implementation of political reforms, entrepreneurship and private initiatives.

Many of us can recall images from our holidays of empty Greek, Italian or Spanish offices with signs

reading please come back tomorrow, sleeping bureaucrats, and police ignoring wrongly parked cars.

Despite the widespread agreement on the inefficiency of administration and its consequences, there

is no such unity when it comes to the explanation of its causes. Among the most reiterated are

patronage and clientelism during the process of building administration, political influence over the

administrative body, and an excessive legalism and focus on procedures. I will deal briefly with

each of these characteristics, attempting to understand its implication for the level of corruption.

One of the distinctive aspects of SE public administration is the deep penetration of the influ-

ence of political parties on the public administration, otherwise known as “politicization” (Gunther

and Mughan 2000). In other words, political leaders exercise an abusive influence on the staff of

public administrations, exercising control over them, which can lead to corrosion "of the required

impartiality” (Dahlström and Lapuente 2010, 2011). Sotiropoulos (2005) describes this process by

using two mechanisms: bottom-up and top-down politicization. Top-down politicization refers to

the general practice of politicians of naming a person in their trust not only to the highest posts

(as is done in the rest of the EU) but also by naming and selecting middle-ranking officials in the

administration and specialists (as has happened in Italy and Spain). To these posts are selected

people from the area of influence of the incumbent. In this way political influence can reach down

to a large number of institutions and semi-public agencies. In Italy this process is called “Lotti-

zacione” (allotment) (Prato 2000; Prato and Pardo 2012). The politicization “at the bottom” is

the well-known practice of the manipulation of personal policy by contracting sympathizers to do

regular jobs at the street level (Sotiropoulos 2005). Politicization can have several reasons: loyalty,

control or willingness to increase discretionary power in the distribution of public resources between

some of the constituencies of the ruling party.

In Spain, although the transition did not presuppose any large reshuffle of civil servants, during

the first government turnover in 1982 the Socialist Party increased the politicization of public

administration (Lapuente 2007)7 With the PSOE in government, around 200 top administrative

7During the final stages of Franco’s dictatorship, the system switched from a patrimonial organization to a highly
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posts were re-filled and in the 1990s around 90% of leading posts changed their holder (Sotiropoulos

2006). The same followed when the PP came to government in 1996, changing the holders of a large

part of the leading positions, top managers and directors of public enterprises. Galanti describes

a similar process in the Italian administration after the political earthquake of Tangentopoli. The

Italian bureaucracy changed only gradually, creating what Galanti calls “dynamic stasis” (Galanti

2011, 27). According to Sabino Casseses, “from 1970 about 350,000 people were recruited without

any special entrance tests and another 250,000 people were recruited though regular exams” (Cassese

1999, 55). I experienced this during my fieldwork when interviewees would postpone the interview

with the words: “we are too close to the elections, contact me again after them”, or “I am not sure

if I will be still in the same job” (local administrators in Spain and also in Italy).

The reason for such politicization and the need to procure loyalty are generally explained by clien-

telism and patronage (described in the following sub-section). Nevertheless, this is not the whole

story. A very important reason as to why politicians value loyalty so high is the legalism and rigidity

of their administration (another strong characteristic of SE administrations), which obstruct the

mayor’s capacity to act. This is what produces, in the words of Svara, a strong but frustrated mayor

(Svara 1994). These leaders, when they need to act and implement their programs, see that their

effort is reduced by the rigidity of the administration. As a solution, they opt for contracting loyal

people whom they are certain will fulfill and obey their orders. According to Hopkin,“he purpose

of extending the long arm of the governing party, so to speak, into the bureaucracy is to prevent

the latter from obstructing the implementation of government policy” (Hopkin and Rodríguez-Pose

2007, 7). This process was present in both of my case studies, where the first impulse as to how

to externalize some of the tasks was through the external body that was not linked to the gen-

eral administrative structure (interview with deputy mayor of Alcobendas and mayor of San Cugat

2014).

independent but bureaucratic civil service in order to ensure continuity in power, which was endangered by the eco-
nomic stagnation due to mismanagement in the period of autarchy. This reform guaranteed that civil servants would
continue in their posts and that the Spanish bureaucracy was strongly isolated from political pressure in exchange for
a legalistic and strictly rule-following approach. Transition changed only a few aspects of the administrative sector.
It was only during the first socialist government, lead by Felipe Gonzalez, when the transformation of the adminis-
tration with the increasing influence of politics over the administration took place (Lapuente 2007). The final result
is very similar to the Italian arrangement: a politicized, non-autonomous, hierarchical and legalistic administration
that, according to Mauritzer and Svara (Mouritzen and Svara 2002), depends on politicians, but does not trust them.
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Legalism, which could be summarized as the centrality of law as a leading principle of administration,

is another characteristic of SE administration. The actions of civil servants were set in the context

of detailed rule-following and legal control (ex-post) (Galanti 2011). This legalism increases the

rigidity of its organizational practices, and determines the influential actors. The domination of

legalism then impedes the ability of new reforms to take over and become rooted, and also limits the

prevention mechanisms and ex-ante controls (Capano and Gualmini 2006; Galanti 2011). As Victor

Lapuente and Carl Dahlstrom point out, “mayors and councilors monopolize policy decision-making,

while the secretaries do not take an active part in the decision-making process. Their involvement

is more restricted to a passive role, as they mainly check the legal validity of the decisions by an

all-political local executive” (Dahlström and Lapuente 2011, 9). Paradoxically, this proliferation of

rules and laws aimed at controlling corruption and arbitrariness has created an environment where

administrators can choose from these norms which is better for a given situation and ignore the

rest (Melis 1996). This results in the creation of a complicated labyrinth of legal rules, which has

as a result the need for the informal state that finds a quicker route through these rules, which

can degenerate easily into corruption and the creation of clientelist networks. Civil servants have

entrenched themselves in a labyrinth of special legal protections, task divisions and administrative

procedures (Bianco and Napolitano 2013; Gualini 2004; Gualmini 2011).

During the 1990s, the Italian central government attempted to change this rigid legalism and politi-

cization. New contracts and recruitment procedures were introduced. The reforms of the 1990s

focused strongly on the possibility to make Italian bureaucracy more accountable by introducing

the principles of management-by-objectives, result orientation, and a system of punishments and

reward (Lippi 2006; Capano and Gualmini 2006). The outcome of this reform effort was ambiguous.

According to D’Ongaro “the reform had a patchy implementation, revealing the profound differences

in the functioning of public administration” (Ongaro 2009, 157). And, in the words of many experts,

the changes were used to merely reinforce the status quo by introducing only cosmetic changes. As

in the Italian case from the 1990s and 2000s, the deal was transformed into increased decision-

making powers and salary in exchange for increased instability and risk (Hood and Lodge 2006),

but the loyalty remained the same at the expense of autonomy (Capano and Vassallo 2003; Cassese

1993). On the other hand, the spirit of the Spanish Transition did not allow for a wide reform of the
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administration in the first phase, and it even served as niches of employment, especially during the

decentralization of the country. Of the laws directed to the modernization and reform of the public

administration we can highlight their partiality, lack of horizontal procedures and lack of principles

of subsidiarity (Subirats 2006). The first step towards quality management (complaint management

systems) was the Royal Decree 208/1996,RD 1259/1999, and the first broad-scope intervention was

by Royal Decree 951/2005 (Parrado 2008). Yet the results are very unequal among the regions, with

the Basque Country moving closer to Nordic counties while others, such as Catalonia or Andalusia,

remain politicized and clientelistic (Lapuente 2014).

To conclude this section, the inter-state relations between political power and the administration

could be understood as ones of dominance and distrust. For North and Weingast, the independent

administration can serve as a commitment device to ensure cooperation with the economic sector,

but also to seal off the long-term goals from short-term electoral interests (North and Weingast

1996). Due to a general politicization, Spanish and Italian administrations lose their autonomy

in order to be converted into a task force of the executive. Secondly, as a result of the legalistic

approach, the capacity to reform is crippled and slowed down, with knowledge and information not

flowing correctly between different parts. Finally, complex controls are a priori beyond the range

of the administration, limiting its capacity to control, with a posteriori legal and formal controls,

which are again influenced by political pressure and influence.

4.2.2 The State-Society Relationship: Civil Society with an Aroma of Clien-

telism

What distinguishes Southern Europe from Western Europe is a different relationship between the

state, political parties and society (Sotiropoulos 2005; Verge 2012). For liberal democracies the

relationship between political power and society fulfills an important role due to its ability to provide

information about the needs of society, to ensure state accountability, and to provide checks and

counterbalances to state activity (Blakeley 2001, 77). This assumes that political parties will relate

to society by proposing programs and presenting them in elections, and not by the direct exchange

of votes for goods or by constraining voters. For many authors, SE countries do not fully fit into
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this category, due to the relative weakness of civil society, parties that are highly entrenched in the

structure of the state, clientelistic relations between parties and their voters, and close relationships

between economic and political elites (Papakostas 2012).

This is especially the case for Italy, which, together with Austria, was singled out as developed and

democratic but with strong clientelistic politics and where the long-term predominance of one party

and the use of state resources helped to forge party clienteles and anchor their presence in territory.

It is no secret that the nascent welfare state and public money were used as resources to finance

clientelistic exchanges (by patronage, job and retirement provision) in both countries. By and large,

the public sector in Southern Europe used to serve as social shock absorber for large segments of

the active labor force. In other words, instead of thinking about the rationality and functionality of

public sector employment and subsidies, public employment was used as “a safety valve in periods of

high unemployment” (Galanti 2011; Capano and Gualmini 2006, 22).8 Both Spain and Italy hired

civil servants on the basis of their political affiliation, clientelism and nepotism, rather than on the

basis of knowledge and meritocratic recruitment. This recruitment type shaped much of the future

administrative culture, where achievement and efficiency were not at the top of officials’ priorities

(Cassese 1993; Galanti 2011). All this created a particular relationship of the citizen with the state

based on distrust and material exchange, and impeded a strong autonomous society from developing

and supervising political powers. The rise of clientelism is also linked with the decentralization of

both countries, where regional administrations became convenient slots for political appointees.9

Civil Society and the Italian and Spanish States

In their analysis of SE, Diamandouros and Gunter describe the role of the state toward citizens as

paternalistic, vertical and with limited channels to influence or interact with the citizens outside

of the electoral periods (Gunther and Mughan 2000). For the elites, the influence of any societal

interest was considered as disturbing and the evolution of the state was assimilated more to a
8“Clientelism at the local level become significant in Italy through the process called “titularization”, which involves

hiring personal for temporary labor shortage but giving them the status of civil servant or equivalent” (Ongaro n.d.,
167).

9According to Blakeley, the regional levels of clientelism were exacerbated in some cases (e.g., in Catalonia), where
there was “no government turnover for long periods of time” (Blakeley 2001). Moreover, from the 1990s we can observe
a regional variation in the reforms that were employed: in the Basque Country and Catalonia, for example, it was
possible to have a city manager (while in the rest of the country this is still an unknown figure).
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hierarchically-coordinated corporatism, where only selected interlocutors can participate. In this

sense Spanish and Italian local government could be described as a closed environment with civil

society purposefully disconnected from the decision-making powers and government. From the

Transition in Spain, civil society engagement was regarded with suspicion and fear of the effects of

destabilization that the organized political society could have on the young democracy. The first

intentions were to re-establish a corporatism, where the most mobilized and demanding part of civil

society (unions and employers) would be easily accommodated, for example. The rest of civil society

was supported (mainly financially) as a way for the newly-born parties to connect with their voters

and to use the local structures to articulate their organizations (Sotiropoulos 2005; Piqueras and

Al 2011). Only in recent decades has Spain observed a more autonomous civil society that actively

challenges and controls governing elites. The climax of this civil awakening was, according to many,

the 15M (della Porta Donatella 2015).

In Spain, after Franco’s dictatorship, civil society was very limited and the newly-created democratic

parties, with the exception of the Communist Party (PC), basically had to start from scratch in

order to build their constituencies. The origin of modern parties in Spain dates mainly to after

Franco’s regime, and primarily to a top-down creation, rather than to a spontaneous bottom-up

one, which results in parties being far closer to and dependent on the state rather than embedded in

civil society. As Blakeley points out, parties that are unable to rely on their links with civil society,

and parties that rely on the state and its resources form what Katz and Mair (1995) have called

a cartel party (Blakeley 2001). Yet, although sheltered in the state, parties have to interact with

their constituents. This has led to the continuous effort to liaise with civil society from the 1980s

onward. The parties of the left preferred class-based, mass organizations (van Biezen 2003, 87) that

built links with unions and the wider labor movement. According to Verge, their main strategy

toward civil society was the strategy of cooptation or penetration, to boost a socialist presence and

attract voters (Verge 2012). Lately, the right-wing and regional parties have also jumped on this

strategy (Gomez and Verge 2012; Verge 2012).

Quite paradoxically this preoccupation with a deficient civil society, and the need to reinforce demo-

cratic inclinations among Spaniards after long decades of dictatorship, were the main reasons behind

the massive support that PSOE-led governments gave to civic associations. These Socialist govern-
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ments took the creation of civil society and associations that would help overcome this ‘dictatorship

culture’ very seriously, and if these associations were ideologically close to the left all the better.

The PSOE supported all kinds of associations, sport clubs, and, above all, neighborhood assemblies

(which generally have a stronger support base for communist parties). These re-activation policies

were generously sponsored by public money. The party sponsored the creation of NGOs and si-

multaneously exerted influence over diverse groups through overlapping membership positions or

promoting the leaders of civic associations into politics (Verge 2012, 52). In Verge’s words, “every

governing party has tended to favor ideologically close organizations in the allocation of funds”

(Verge 2012, 67). Silver et al. point to the possibility that the government used the participation

to offload and co-opt opponents and even channel civic participation towards ends predetermined

by politicians (Silver et al. 2010, 455).

With further country decentralization, new regional parties used civil society to establish their local

presence. This was the case mainly for Galicia, Andalusia, Catalonia or Murcia. The literature

points to cases where the parties in Catalonia and Andalusia were targeting and helping ‘certain

associations’ that would then provide the necessary votes. Georgina Blakeley (Blakeley 2001, 79)

talks about the practices of the CiU financing association in order to capture votes for their party,

which became known as the “Comas phenomenon.”10 Evidence garnered from interviews conducted

by the author with activists and members of diverse associations (students, migrants, feminists,

cultural associations) confirms this interest of parties to selectively support or neutralize some of

the associations. One interviewee in Torrejón expressed his opinion that every instance of help

has to be capitalized upon with photos of the mayor supporting this or that activity (journalist,

Torrejón 2014). Politicians, on the other hand, justify their support to associations as a way to

enhance a strong and participatory society. Similarly, one recent scandal in Andalusia disclosed the

way in which politicians establish solid bases of support by targeting certain collectives (citizens

and firms) and providing them with early retirement and special subsidies (País 2013d,e).

On the other side, Italian civil society is used as an example for both an autonomously built and

a weak and dependent civil society. Authors such Tarrow or Pizzorno, among others, highlight the

10Antonio Comas was a minister of welfare in Catalonia, famous for going around with his wallet and directly
buying votes for CiU.
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importance of parties, church and the state. The distinction between red and white communities, or

those areas that are under the strong influence of the Communist Party and the Church respectively,

exemplified this strong role. These links to different parties or the Church heavily determined

the social organizations and their structures (Pizzorno 1992; Trigilia 1995, 1986).The long-term

domination of one party, such as the Democrazia Cristiana (DC) in Milan, Naples or Catania, created

very particularistic relations with the local economic and social structure that could be assimilated

to the party machines in the US style (Chubb 1982; Allum 1973; della Porta and Vannucci 1994).

As a result of this machine for politics and clinetelism, the parties did not grow to be strong and

cohesive, but, on the contrary, they became fragmented and internally contested among groups of

local bosses, their areas of influence in permanent competition and with frequent internal conflict.

Given the perception of the state as an entity far in the background, the local politicians take

upon themselves the role of mediators managing the particularistic and personalized favors, and re-

connecting the local with the political center. It seems that citizens have adapted to this situation

and regard the state as a source of individual benefits. A pragmatic electorate has mobile loyalties

that are used to exchange votes for favors.

After the Second World War, the south or what is known as the “Southern question,” became an

important part of the political agenda. The south was targeted with economic policies and large

investments, agrarian reform, and the placement of companies from north to south (Trigilia 1995;

Cersosimo 2000). Yet the result was not rapid economic growth but, rather, the south became a place

for consensus-building for a political elite that had a very large problem in linking with working-

class people. The Italian way of building political consensus made the south an essential resource

(Prato 1995; Prato and Pardo 2012). During this process, not only parties but many companies

received resources and advanced their interests and mobilize support (Trigilia 2008, 1992; Burroni

and Trigilia 2001; Trigilia 1995). The party thus became focused on electoral competition and

the management of local influence through the provision of public goods in privatistic way. The

local politicians become real bosses that controlled not only the political and economic life of city

but limited the mobilization of their electoral base and civil society (Caciagli 2006, 1977). Civil

society is marked by the long hand of the state trying to grab organized social groups. Both red and

white regions actively promoted certain organized associations closely related to the party. This was
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partially the reason why the number of members of the Psi and DC was increasing in the south while

slowly decreasing in the northern regions (della Porta 2006). Nevertheless, in Italy there are also

examples of autonomous social movements focusing on the environment, public goods, anti-mafia

activities, and many others.

To conclude this section, in both countries the state plays an important role for individuals but

also for organized civil society. The parties used state resources as a way to establish a connection

with the citizens and within a territory, using to this end, particularly in the case of Spain, with

historical figures of cacique or important local entrepreneurs. Beside, the unequal development of the

welfare state was used by parties that managed the scarcity to further strengthen their relationship

with their constituencies. Related to civil society autonomy and strength, both countries were put

into the category of relatively weak society, although the large within-state variation puts some

question marks on this affirmation. Although both in Spain and Italy democratization enhanced

the proliferation of civil associations and NGOs, their impact on politics was, according to many,

scarce. This might be due to the preemptive or co-optation strategy by the leading parties to

connect with voters, on the one side, and to limit their strength and mobilization capacity, on the

other.

4.2.3 Doing Business in Italy and Spain: State-Business Relations and the

Structure of Economic Representation

Interest representation and the relationship between government and economic actors is a third

factor influencing the policy-making style and model of governance. In brief, by interest represen-

tation I mean the way in which the government incorporates interest groups into policy-making, or

how interest groups (generally labor unions, businesses and others) organize in order to influence in

government policy-making. The decisions of local business organizations have a direct influence on

where and which companies get installed, what economic models are promoted and what types of

investment are given a preference. On the other hand, the economic interest groups and associations

share their space with other powerful actors (politicians, unions), influential families or associations

of liberal professions in the locality, but also with individual powerful firms and multinationals
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(Harding 1999; Molotch 1993; Geddes 2009). The influence of single actors, like large capital versus

organized business associations, is an important factor to keep in mind when the relationship be-

tween government, administration and business is analyzed. The structure of interest representation

and mediation can have a decisive influence not only on what policies are implemented, but also

on how the government makes the decisions (Galès 2002, 194). In the following pages I will focus

on the interaction between economic actors and the state, and then move to the representation of

business interests, and its organization and role in Italian and Spanish sub-national government.

The literature on interest organization influence and bargaining power has focused, above all, on the

national level. As a consequence, the discourse has been limited only to the inter-mediation of inter-

ests in the market by a negotiation of policies at the peak level (macro-corporatism) and collective

bargaining held at company level (micro-corporatism), depriving the meso-level from obtaining any

sort of relevance (Coleman and Grant 1988; Coleman and Jacek 1989; Guell et al. 2010, 85). TThis

focus was motivated by the concentration of the state’s resources at the national level. Nevertheless,

with the rise of multi-level governance and decentralization, a new space has opened for sub-national

associations, especially in places with strong, territorially-anchored economic interests (Hooghe et al.

2010; Crouch and Traxler 1995; Anderson 1991). Nowadays, with advancing decentralization and

multilevel governance, resources and political power are spread much more across different levels

(proximity or subsidiarity principle) (Harvey 2013; Subirats 2006). This decentralization trend was

also followed by the increased activity of associations at these levels.

Both countries are considered part of the continental system, where the state retains a (sometimes

strong) presence in the economy. This can be seen clearly in the privatization preferences of these

countries, where the state has retained part of the shares of the nationalized companies (in the case

of Italy) or have created a friendless core of investors, mainly large construction companies and

banks, to be the main shareholders (in the case of Spain). What both countries have in common

is the relatively strong power of certain corporate groups. In Italy these are solid family blocks

that hold shares in large companies and semi-public or privatized champions. In Spain large banks

and construction companies became powerful actors with a close connection to the administration

and politics. In both cases, the governance of the economy was coordinated on both sides. In the

case of Italy, political influence was used to impose employment and investment policies on these
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companies when they invested in the south. In Spain this trend was less prominent, since politicians

used public sector employment instead. Nevertheless, the central position of the banking sector and

large construction companies and their connections to regional but also national politics was evident

(Bagnasco 2014).

This close connection between certain economic actors and the political elite was not formally

institutionalized but it was sustained in the form of a tacit agreement, where mutual influence and

the practice of a revolving door were retained as normal (Bianco and Napolitano 2013). This trend

continued surprisingly, despite privatization and the introduction of the single market in the 1990s.

This was mainly due to connections and revolving doors but also due to more general macro changes,

which constrained cities by making them compete for investments, funds and companies (Le Galés

2000; Harvey 2013). In this competition, certain areas and their governments become especially

vulnerable to the power of single firms or groups. These relations are patent in the process of

government regulation in Spain, where the experts maintain that the relationship between energetic

companies and government is so close that it is often hard to know who is doing the regulating

and who is being regulated. In addition, the general weakness of Spanish and Italian unions, which

could act as a counter-force and guard over business, is missing (Culpepper and Reagan 2014). In

these cases, unions are neutralized, co-opted or weakened. According to Schneider the inclusion

of unions as a partner in the coordination of policies is an important factor that keep businesses

cohesive and exert control on their demands, reducing businesses’ imminent power (Schneider 2002,

1997). This could explain why the power of large firms in Sweden does not degenerate into negative

rent seeking, and where collusive corruption scandals are quickly discovered and neutralized.

The role of certain companies and their organizations is important to this argument for several

reasons. Firstly the large companies retain close interaction with and significant structural power

in the political system as holders of employment, but, as will be dealt with in greater detail in the

next section, it also has an impact on the structure of business organizations and representation.

Secondly, it shows the little interest in and importance of SMEs for both countries. The exceptions

are the Basque Country and Catalonia in Spain and the “red” regions in Italy, where the PCI was

interested in promoting collaboration between SMEs and the PCI government. This was understood

as one of the main reasons for the silent miracle of the Third Italy (Becatini 2000; Trigilia 1995;
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Bagnasco 1997). The lack of business influence on government regulation, but also the strong

influence of government on the business is a relevant factor in determining the evolution of many

other areas, such as control of oligopolies, privatization, regulation and, what interests me, the

possibilities for corrupt collusion.

Italy: The Conflict Between Political Representation of Large and Small Companies

According to many authors, Italian interest representation does not fit into traditional pluralist

or corporatist models (Golden and Chang 2001). Italy is a country with a historic propensity for

institutional fragmentation and economic decentralization, which do not facilitate the centralized

and uniform organization of interests; on the contrary, it promotes their unequal influence (Baccaro

and Howell 2011; Baccaro and Benassi 2014). Authors attribute this Italian “exceptionalism” to a

combination of different factors. Carlo Trigilia (1995), among others, relates the power of business

coordination with a strong party (PC) and Catholic subcultures. Miriam Golden and Picci (2006)

understand the variant influence of business as result of the unstable power of left-wing parties,

while Locke (1997) sees as an important factor the degree of cohesion of the economic power in the

locality and the interdependence between the government and the economy. Simona Piattoni points

to the clientelistic networks in the territory (Piattoni 2005).

The general perception was that the Italian interest organizations were very closely linked to the

party systems and were, therefore, colonized by political interests. The national employers’ associa-

tion has been an important player in the Italian political arena; during the post-war reconstruction,

employers experienced their golden age, aiming at a strong, centralized organization and links with

the bureaucracy and center-right parties (mainly DC)11. Political instability, the decline of large

enterprises and the growing importance of small enterprises in the so-called “Third Italy,” districts

in north-east and central Italy, destabilized the unitary business organization. Until then Confind-

ustria, was ruled by big businesses and families from the northwest. From the 1980s and, even more

so, the 1990s on, this close connection between political parties and business has been turned upside

11The relationship between Confindustria was very close and membership also overlapped with separate areas of
influence. “The party, together with its allies, was in charge of the organization of consensus, the maintenance of law
and order and of foreign policy matters. Confindustria was in charge of the governance of the economy, providing
expert knowledge, consultancy, economic clientelism” (Baccaro 2002a).
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down, leading to the situation where individual business interests have a leverage over politics, and

where the political influence of Confindustria has declined due to internal divisions between large,

state-dependent companies and small capital.

Interest representation was organized around centralized organizations with regional and local

branches (Confindustria, Confcommercio, Confcooperative, Confartigianato), while local associa-

tions created bottom-up organizations to represent local interests. Business associations themselves

constitute a political actor that mediates and establishes a common strategy vis-á-vis the govern-

ment and labor. The associations also provide legal services, solve and arbitrate in disputes, and

foster business class cohesion. The internal power within Confindustria12, was generally skewed

in favor of big companies, yet with their decline, power within the association has shifted and

dispersed, sometimes being polarized between two factions. One faction, representing SMEs, has

endorsed a more distant relationship with the government and unions and has pushed for a different

role for the associations, as providing mainly services for and helping to promote the SMEs. The

other faction, representing large enterprises, seemed more eager to maintain a closer relationship

with government.

Although there were several attempts to establish centralized tripartite bargaining, none of them

managed to overcome “politically divided union confederations, confrontational relations between

employers and unions, and lack of statutory controls of the peak levels over the peripheral structures”

(Bäck and Hadenius 2008). Therefore, the failed attempts to accomplish corporatism have resulted

in a very diversified map of different business-government relations. Italian interest organizations,

according to Baccaro, “cope with the problems of horizontal and vertical coordination due to lack

of institutional tools allowing for control of the peak-organizational levels over the periphery” (Bac-

caro 2002b,a, 331-332). Whereas the vertical coordination is a general weakness of organizational

structure, the extent to which the horizontal coordination is successful or problematic depends much

more on the local conditions in place. In countries like Italy, with multiple confederations present

and with weak mechanisms of internal-organizational control, the problem of horizontal coordina-

12Confindustria exhibits a typical organizational model. “Functional responsibilities are clearly demarcated by
organizational units and the targeted level of political activity. This basically means that national-level deals are
for national issues, while regional and provincial agenda deals are responsible for matters that fall under their
jurisdictions. The Confindustria national association has a consultative role on most local and regional matters"
(Constantelos 2004, 130).
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tion was remedied by the localized networks, which differed significantly from each other in the

degree of their inclusiveness of the interest aggregation procedures. Rather than following the same

procedures, local units look after their own interests, and take independent decisions and actions

while adjusting to economic situations and market integration (Constantelos 2004; Sabel 1992).This

means that territorial variation in the organization and strength of business associations in Italy is

possible and that this variation also has a significant effect on the local polity.

Spain: Failed Centralized Representation

Spanish economic interest coordination was strongly supported during and after the transition pe-

riod by the new democratic government. The organization of business representation was branched

into two sectors: the chamber of commerce, which is a semi-public organization with a formal insti-

tutional representation and with a recognized role in the local economy; and the second branch is

sectoral business organizations, generally constituted from the bottom-up in each region or, even-

tually, in a larger city. The Spanish Chamber of Commerce is a network of business associations

which aims to promote the interests of the business sector in a territory and in the national political

arena. The owners of businesses in the cities constitute these local societies with the purpose of

being represented in contacts with government and to foster further the development of the local

business community. The existence of a Chamber of Commerce in a territory indicates that the city

already constitutes itself as an economically important point with articulated interests.13

The Chamber is formed by local firms, which comprise its membership and select their representa-

tives and agenda; as such, the Chamber is not linked directly to the government’s policy-making

or drafting of laws. However, it acts as a lobby group in an attempt to influence the enactment

of laws favorable to business. According to the law of March 22, 1993 Chambers became advisory

bodies that cooperate with the government on issues related to the general interest of trade and

industry. The Chamber also plays the role of mediator in disputes between members, is a point of

assistance, collects all relevant information, and generates impact studies of national legislation.14

Informally, the Chamber of Commerce is a place of encounter, where companies devise strategies

13http://www.camara.es/es/la-camara-de-espana
14http://www.camara.es/es/la-camara-de-espana
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for the locality and where they interact.

Apart from the Chamber of Commerce, Spain has networks of sectoral business associations orga-

nized around the regional business association and one national umbrella association. As regional

governments developed their administration and their regional policy, the regional business asso-

ciations came to be recognized as a social partner by the regional powers (Guell et al. 2010, 87).

Each region has one main business association that comprises all the sectoral associations within

one framework. Apart from this, there are also private associations and other associations, such as

PYMEC (Association of SMEs), that associate firms locally and depending on their sector. The

manner of organization is up to the individual local associations. Their power over business de-

pends greatly on the number and importance of their affiliation base. This means that influence

depends on who the members are, which services it provides to its members, and how relevant the

members are for local economic development and politics. Given that the governing and adminis-

trative body of the association is elected among the members, the strategies of the association are

strongly determined by who is in the leading position and if the business association is defending

the interests of small- or medium-sized enterprises, domestic companies or multinationals, and the

export or import sector. This allows for wide variation in the performance, services and influence

that the local employer associations have. The local business representation will be different in an

industrial area, than in a place dominated by the construction sector or hi-tech companies oriented

to exports.

Despite the continuous attempts by politicians and the CEOE, Spain was not unitary in almost any

aspect, and its industrial relations are a good example of that. The unequal industrialization and

economic development have created areas where strong industrial interests developed into strong

lobbies, as well as zones with fragmented or non-existent representation of this type. Since the Tran-

sition, Spain forged corporatism; however due to the period that the Franco dictatorship supposed

for the organization of interests in Spain, the representation of interests was orchestrated from the

top and was completely in the hands of the state (Cabrera Calvo-Sotelo and Rey Requillo 1993). Af-

ter the Transition, companies attempted to organize but at the same time to disassociate themselves

from the old regime. Associations were first organized into the CEOE (Confederación Española de

Organizaciones Empresariales) in 1977, with a clear ambition for it to become an umbrella associa-
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tion for all kinds of economic interests (PYME, agrarian, commerce or industry)(Perez Yruela and

Giner 1988). This was also motivated by the need to sign social pacts (Avdagic et al. 2011).Never-

theless, the regional and local associations maintained a large part of their autonomy while SMEs

also started to reclaim some of their power from the large companies that controlled the CEOE.

As a result of this historical evolution, we can talk of a heterogeneous distribution of interest rep-

resentation with the lack of one strong peak association (Cabrera Calvo-Sotelo and Rey Requillo

1993).

The CEOE clearly has a more political role and interacts openly with politics in order to protect

or advance the interests of businesses and its members. This role is patent in the press releases

before and after specific events, especially the elections, for example the post-15M local election,

where the president of CEOE warned the new mayors from attempting to diverge from the agreed

economic policies otherwise they would suffer the costs from businesses threatening to leave.15

Similarly to Italy, the Spanish central employers’ association (la Patronal or CEOE) was closely

linked to the right-wing parties (Gomez and Verge 2012; Verge 2012). Although the left-wing parties

usually approached the peak employer associations during the crisis and periods when economic

restructuring was needed to relaunch economic growth (in the early 1990s following the Maastricht

Treaty). Nevertheless, the left-wing parties at subnational levels had generally maintained relations

of distrust with firms and employers.

As already mentioned, economic interests enjoyed an easier access to government. The need to

keep the economy going and maintain social conflict at a low level were the main reasons for such

penetration (Nonell and Molins 2007). In this period the leadership of the large firms concentrated

in Madrid and Barcelona was clear and they were the main actors leading the path for economic

policies. With further diversification of the economy, this concentration of power was challenged

mainly by SMEs and multinationals coming from elsewhere. And although the most important

issues, such as wage bargaining or social pacts, are designed and discussed at the national level

by the peak organization, the local and regional associations are free to pursue their own partial

agreements with local governments, investors, or unions. They are free to devise their own local

15http://www.economiadigital.es/es/notices/2015/05/los-empresarios-no-se-cortan-reclaman-que-podemos-olvide-su-programa-71920.
php
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developmental plans and sign agreements with regional governments. Interestingly, relatively little

happens formally and much more is done by the informal institutions and with tacit agreements.

The activity of pressure groups in Spain and Italy is not, in any case, regulated. There is no formal

obligation for a civil servant to report having contacts with such groups. While there have been a

few studies on the risks associated with the activities of lobbyists in Spain, recent corruption cases

indicate the potential influence in decision-making at the local and regional level of certain interest

groups related to the areas of planning, construction and the banking sector (Greco and Di Fabbio

2014).

4.3 Independent Variable: Business Cooperation

This thesis takes as an independent variable that influences the level of corruption in the city

the existence of cooperation among enterprises within business associations or other platforms. In

Chapter Two, I hypothesized that the existence of cooperation limits business corruption (capture),

but it also limits the extent of political and administrative corruption (grabbing hand). In contrast,

the lack of cooperative structures in environments with low institutional integrity and clientelist

politics leads to a situation of state capture by strong economic interests or a grabbing hand by

the state where economic interests are sparse. In this section I will define and operationalize this

independent variable. Taking as a starting point works by (Volkov 2002; Ledeneva and Shekshnia

2011; Duvanova 2013; Streeck and Schmitter 1985; Schmitter and Streeck 1999; Yakovlev 2006;

Duvanova 2013), II will assess the business and state cooperation through a series of indicators that

these authors have used to assess business power. In particular, I focus on the logic of association

and the logic of influence as well as the characteristics of the associations: membership density,

organizational, decision-making structure and services provision.

Despite the visibility of the large umbrella groups, the reality that populates the business associ-

ations is quite unequally distributed. While in some areas there are large enterprises or dominant

sectors that dictate policies to government and significantly limit the space for maneuver in politics,

in other areas the Spanish and Italian economies are populated by small sectoral, local and regional

associations with limited access to national power but which interact with local governments in
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order to improve their situation. In the case of Spain, we can also talk about groups of medium and

medium-to-large enterprises, highly competitive in international markets, which populate the area

around large cities, and which significantly contribute to the strength of local associations. In order

to define the independent variable, we can distinguish the structural factors and logic of action or

influence. I will start with a description of the structural factors.

4.3.1 Structural conditions for cooperation

Number and size of companies within business organizations The strength and legitimacy

of the association depends in large part on the density and the actual composition of its members. To

put it differently, the more numerous, strategic and dominant companies are affiliated, the larger is

the influence of the association. Therefore the number of companies that an association represents

and can mobilize as well as their individual power, which the association can use are important

factors. Yet, the number and influence of single companies are not simply a sum, but they can

provide for several interaction effects. Business associations with a small number of affiliates but

with a large and strategically important company can be much more powerful than associations with

high territorial representation. This is true due to the voting rules and quotas in the associations that

prime those who have higher capital and pay for a higher quota with greater power. This imbalance

can effectively discourage the smaller companies from participating, since they can predict the little

marginal effect that their presence will have on the decisions of the association.

As in most relationship between the number of actors and the danger of collusion or exploitation,

there is likely to be a U-shaped relationship between the number of actors and their potential

collusive action. When there is small number of actors, informal and collusive action becomes more

available in order to diminish competition. On the other hand, the likelihood of collusive action

diminishes gradually when the number of actors increases, as in the case of encompassing business

associations. Even so, the presence of a higher number of associations makes additional requirements

on their interaction and control. Also, when the number of members increases, the organization and

interest aggregation become more complex. Besides, the existence of unitary platforms or umbrella

organizations or, in contrast, the fragmentation of businesses, plays an important role in assessing
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their power vis-á-vis the government. The large fragmentation of an association creates a plurality

but rests on political influence dividing resources.

To sum up, the number of companies in the association in comparison with the total number of

companies operating in the territory is an important factor to determine the legitimacy of associ-

ation, but the question of political influence is built on a more complex set of factors. Their size

and strategic role for economic development (number of workers/voters in company or local GDP

contribution) are also factors to be considered when we determine the bargaining power vis-á-vis

government. Secondly, the local economic structure (number and size) also determines the nature

of the cooperation. Although as predicted Olson (1971), small and homogeneous groups reach co-

operation more easily, they also slip even easier to collusion, creating exclusive cartels and limit,

according to new research, the possibility of others participating (by raising input costs) (Duvanova

2011; Soreide 2009). On the other hand, there is also the opposite situation, where large groups of

heterogeneous actors can achieve cooperation despite the negative predictions about their inclination

to free ride. In this case, however, further specification of conditions is needed.

Building Up the Business Power As I have already outlined, apart from the institutional

setting, the composition of the association is a factor that determines the power and agenda of

the association. Composition (number, sector, size, relative importance for the local markets) will

determine the services, internal organization and interest aggregation that the association will push

for in its interactions with government. Internal equality is one of the factors that I consider crucial

for cooperative interaction in associations. The extent to which resources are held by actors and

potentially disposable for the support of collusive, corrupt or cooperative action influences the

propensity of actors to join the association or to actively engage with it (Schmitter and Streeck

1999). It is reasonable to expect that where the resources are not equally distributed or where we

can see large differences between local economic power-holders, there will be a strong temptation

on the part of the dominant actors not to associate with others or to use its resources for capturing

the government.

In this thesis I look at two measures of a firm’s power: material power (income and number of

workers that a company employs), and its ability to exit or its dependence on territory (the ability
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to exit or disinvest in a territory was conceptualized as structural power (Culpepper and Reinke

2014). I understand economic power as the total assets of the company related to the total GDP

of the city, and the employment concentration, or how many workers the firm employs. As an

indicator we can use the proportion of total output of the largest firm. When the largest firm or

the four largest firms account for more than 50% they are called a dominant group or dominant

firms. The same could be done with the total share of the workforce employed by those firms. While

the ability to exist is directly linked to the nature of the goods they produce and the structure of

their internal governance, the dependence of territory is linked to the extent that local conditions

(natural, material, etc.) are crucial for production. Both factors interact, determining the business’s

local power.

Thus the important factor is the nature of the products that the companies are producing. Compa-

nies that sell and produce for export might have different interests in cooperating in an association

than companies that sell for local markets and companies that contract mainly with public ad-

ministration. Firms in competitive situations can expect high rewards from collective/associative

action/coordination. If they succeed in coordinating their behavior and in establishing effective

group discipline, they all stand to gain. The exporting firms care less about the local situation and

more about costs, since they must be competitive in bigger markets. Those companies that are not

competitive contract mainly with the public administration or are in sectors in crisis, and for this

very reason could seek the “helping hand" of political power or the administration to cope with

competition, maintain their position in the market, or to exclude competitors. Following this logic,

companies that have little or no contact with public administrations will have less need to organize

and push for the government’s reform. Similarly, companies that are free-riding are affected more

and these should be the most interested in cooperation that would increase control, such as con-

struction companies. This consideration creates a complex map of actors that interact within the

locality, attempting to figure out their options and strategies.

Related to structural equality is the ability to exit and the interdependence of companies in the

territory. The extent to which businesses interact in the productive process and exchange with each

other rather than with outsiders is an important factor that determines cooperation. The “third

Italy” clusters are clear examples of this structural interdependence. “The higher the degree to
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which firms in a given territory supply and sell to each other, the easier it is for actors located

in this network to persuade others to join in associative action” and not to free-ride (Schmitter

and Streeck 1999, 27). This material interdependence permits informal economic sanctions against

the free rider or cheater. In other words, “high interdependence through internal exchange within

the same group makes the competitive exploitation less profitable and, therefore, less likely” (ibid.).

When thinking about indicators we could observe this characteristic by looking at the local structure

and interaction of enterprises and whether we can observe some vertical concentration of companies

in the same sector (agricultural production, industrial packaging, includes.).

Adding to this line of reasoning, some of the companies are structurally linked to the territory,

such as mining companies, shipping companies or electric power stations. These companies need to

make large investments in the infrastructure, which limits their capacity to exit even if their size

is large. The impossibility of exit constrains these companies to building up their local power, for

example, by becoming a large employer, or to collude and cluster with similar companies, or search

for connections in local or regional government. In that situation, their power lies not so much in the

possibility to exit as in their possibility to dismiss workers or mobilize them against the government

or use their connections. In the opposite situation are companies dedicated to services or products

sold on the internet or companies trading virtually (informatics, design, to a certain extent the

banking sector also). For these companies, the local political conditions mean little, and thus they

are expected not to cooperate, unless some specific benefits derive from participating. The SMEs

are a particular category, as for many of them exit would mean displacement of the family, often a

very restricted option. With the options for exit limited and those for loyalty open to only a few,

these companies must work on their voice; in other words, build up their political power. It is now

well established in the literature that in order to be strong interlocutors with the government these

companies need to create associations and pool their resources.
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4.3.2 Association decision-making processes and control

Information circulation

Business associations provide interest representation and services to their members. According to

the BEEPS survey the most frequent services that are provided by associations are domestic market

information, lobbying, reputation control, dispute resolution, international market information, and

information on government regulations. In order to determine these interests and the current needs

of its members, an association has to collect information on the local market and on its members

but also to transmit the information about changes in the law and procedures. Thus, one of the

principal characteristics will be the capacity to collect, analyze and circulate information (Culpepper

2003). Due to high distrust among companies, information sharing is important for the control of

free-riders.

Information about the local economy is also a very valuable exchange commodity in their relations

with government. Related to information collection and circulation, the defensive function of an

association plays an important role, especially in uncertain and adverse environments (Duvanova

2013). In this setting, the task of the association is to procure information about any legislative

changes and inform the companies; this role is crucial, since it describes the power of administrators

that use the legislative labyrinth to extract rents and bribes. When an employers’ association

performs this protective function well, more companies suffering from corrupt extortion or at risk

from it will join it, ultimately reducing the level of administrative rent-seeking by increasing the

costs of extortion.

Horizontal or Democratic Decision-Making

One of the dangers of strong business associations is that they will transform into rent-seeking

interest groups pursuing their own interests to the detriment of the members and their interests.

The more horizontal and democratic is the decision-making and interest aggregation, the lower

are the risks of capture and the formulation of particularistic demands on government. Olson has

already mentioned that encompassing associations are more likely to demand policies that improve
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the economic situation than to lobby for specific sectors to the detriment of others (Schneider

2002; Olson 1982, 50-53). Although it makes interest aggregation a much more complex process, it

allows for much more generic and long-term demands that benefit a larger part of the membership

(Schneider 1997; Silva 1997).

Also, local businesses can perceive the danger that the business association may capture the gov-

ernment for its own benefit or for the benefit of a faction in the association. For this reason also,

the internal structure limits the possibility of the association transforming itself into a strong actor

in its own right. This is generally manifested by a small but professional administrative body and

reduced budget, rotating presidency, and no special remuneration for its president and governing

body. Periodical sessions of accountability are held and there is a local office where the president

of the association and the administration can be reached and confronted. All these factors are

important for the consideration of the role of the association in its mediation with the government

and its role in improving the quality of government by reducing corruption. This list is certainly

not exhaustive of all the functions that business associations perform, but these are the most basic

and important ones that strongly influence the capacity to curb corruption.

Control mechanisms

Apart from protecting from arbitrary interventions from the public administration or government,

the association has to monitor its members itself and limit the problem of free-riding (Ostrom 1998;

Ostrom et al. 1992). Collective action that has as its purpose the improvement of the economic

environment for enterprises (certainly a common good) has very particular discount rates when it

comes to the costs of free-riding or defection. The costs of cooperation increase more dramatically

even with a few defectors than when the collective action provides only private goods. In this case,

the mutual control becomes crucial for survival and the business association becomes a type of arena

for mutual control. Businesses with similar interests can create organizations, which can develop

self-regulating norms or can collectively demand them from government. Associative activity and

mutual control between companies can be conceived as a deterrent to corruption since they increase

the level of control over the firm and thus increase the costs of corruption.
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The code of conduct and the methods of control and punishment become important for keeping

the rate of free-riding low. Being a member of an association does not mean only paying the fees

but that a given company accepts the code of conduct and the commonly established rules of the

game.16 Also the geographical location of firms concentrated within a territory and with a limited

capacity to exit increases the possibility for naming and shaming as well as ostracism acting as an

effective threat for those who think of defection (Dixit 2014). Thus, the companies that free-ride

are, for example, excluded from the association, publicly shamed, their actions or excluded from

public bids and information circles, which, especially in small communities, is a significant stigma

and burden.

4.4 Conclusion

The Spanish and Italian states suffer from several syndromes that contribute to their higher vulner-

ability towards corruption, collusion and rent-seeking. In this chapter, I have treated three of these

complexes, organized around the main actors: the state (politicians and administrative apparatus),

economic actors and society (organized and non-organized). Firstly, I mapped the problem of cor-

ruption in both countries, focusing on sub-national government. After reviewing the literature, I

identified several risk zones and possible factors that have an impact on the level of corruption.

Corruption is certainly seen as a problem at all levels of government, although the higher frequency

is now concentrated on the sub-national levels. I pointed out the large variation in corruption levels

between different regions and cities. Indeed, the geographical distribution is another important

factor to note: whereas in Italy corruption sticks clearly to the southern regions and some large

cities (Rome, Venice, Milan), in Spain this phenomenon is clearly linked to the building boom and

areas where tourism and large companies move large amounts of rents.

In both counties it is widely agreed that corruption is of a political kind and that citizens generally

do not encounter corruption in its petty form in their daily lives. However, having said that, business

seems to be more affected than ordinary citizens. While less than 5% of citizens were forced to pay

bribes, 80% of business sees it as an ordinary practice. Corruption is reported to be widespread
16This has as a result the division between companies that associate, are trustworthy and that accept the rules and

those that do not associate and thus are suspected of free-riding or breaching the rules.
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in the interactions between the state and companies, especially those having large contracts with

governments. Projects such as businesssurvey.com17 show that small and medium-sized companies

especially suffer more from administrative extortion. Also, companies that are domestic (cannot

exit) and companies that work in manufacturing are among the most vulnerable. Add to this the

fact that both countries score relatively badly on the quality of regulation and that indicators such

as the Doing Business survey show that companies have to undergo a complex set of regulations

and procedures, which in the case of Italy also vary considerably among the 13 surveyed cities.18

In order to contextualize my study, in the second section I described some factors of the Spanish and

Italian institutional settings, especially those related to my argument: a politicized bureaucracy,

a semi-presidential strong mayor type of government, lack of regulation of interests, ambiguity

between the tasks that local government has to do, and how it should finance them. All these

factors fit into a very dysfunctional institutional setting, which is not the most effective deterrent

of corruption. In partially following the explanatory models of corruption using opportunities,

resources and controls (legal and social), I have shown that local government in both Spain and

Italy is highly centralized, and that politicians enjoy large discretionary powers. Politicians can

capture large rents with only a single decision. The control mechanisms are complex and focused

only on the ex-post legal framework. The politicization of the administration and the excessive

influence of politics are also obstacles to the effectiveness of the bureaucracy. The politicization of

the administrative sphere, widespread clientelism and patronage contribute to the vicious circle and

lack of control of public money.19

Moreover, social accountability is not fully developed as civil society was caught in paternalistic

and clientelistic networks and has only recently been showing some signs of independent watchdog

activity. As examples, we can look to the 15M movement and, to a certain extent, the Movimento

5 Stelle. As I have already mentioned, the relationship between state and society is radically

different in SE. As Sotiroupolos summarizes: “the state has served a few specific social interests,

including those of the capitalist class and the urban upper-middle classes.” (Sotiropoulos et al.

2006; Sotiropoulos 2005). The capitalist classes have benefited from the development of ‘assisted’

17This is a new version of the BEEPS survey which also contains OECD rich countries
18 http://www.doingbusiness.org/reports/subnational-reports/italy
19http://www.eldiario.es/piedrasdepapel/mundo-necesita-saber-Grecia_6_408819133.html
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industrial development and state-dependent capitalism (Amatore and Colli 2012). Furthermore,

political parties used the state to build their electoral bases and to penetrate newly-born regions

(Blakeley 2001; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007a; Piattoni 2001). According to Beramendi et al. the

interest of these groups stands behind the low reform capacity and perpetuation of the particularistic

access to the state (Beramendi et al. 2015).

The following section of this chapter dealt with the sub-national organization of interest represen-

tation in Italy and Spain. In this part, I showed the difference between national and local-level

representation of business interests and that the strength of these varies from locality to locality.

Economic interest representation is in both countries fragmented and unequally developed. In both

cases, it is claimed that more than the clear influence of business associations, there is a more direct

connection between large enterprises, the national champions (now partially privatized), and the

state administration. In Italy this connection is reinforced by the particular ownership structure

that concentrates ownership among a few large and important families (Barca 1997). The prominent

position of large enterprises contrasts with that of SMEs, which, with the exception of the Basque

Country, Catalonia and regions in central Italy, are rather unrepresented. This unequal constella-

tion has an effect on the business-state relationship and coordination. Moreover, the recent shifts

in economic governance in Europe (after the Maastricht Treaty) bring the economic performance

and capacity of governments to attract investments and companies to the fore. Firms are then seen

as important contributors to welfare and, above all, large companies are highly regarded for their

investments and the amount of workers they employ. This constellation puts business power into a

prominent position.

Inequality in business representation, unequal access to the state, and the power of large companies

to influence policies bring about opportunities for corruption. However, is this a particular problem

of SE or are there other countries that could potentially suffer from a similar problem? In other

words, would a country with mainly large companies, like Sweden, be at similar risk of corruption? In

Sweden, strong business coordination and the stronger and more consensual and cooperative local

and national governments keep a tight oversight of business power and act as a counterbalance.

As was pointed out, the “Swedish model” has been more prone to emphasizing the collaborative,

expert-driven, and rational aspects of Swedish politics and policy-making, and sees them largely
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as an example of “governing as an engineering problem” (Steinmo 2012; Svallfors 2015).This is not

the case for Italy and Spain, where the power of capital (semi-public) was not challenged either by

strong unions or business organizations, but was instead co-opted by government.

The final part of the chapter develops and conceptualizes the independent variable. My argument

considers the power of business associations and their cooperative structure as important factors

determining corruption. I have partially followed Streeck and Schmitter’s framework for business

representation and focused on factors that determine the capacity to cooperate and those that

determine strength and viability of business cooperation. These factors are: number, equality, com-

petition, interdependence, heterogeneity, profit and social cohesion. I also describe three important

characteristics of the association that will determine the relation with elected government: informa-

tion flow, control mechanisms, and decision-making procedures. I argue that the more horizontal

and transparent is the decision making, with clear control and punishment procedures, then the

more the association will act positively in the local economy and reduce corruption. On the other

hand, when a business association is dominated by one or a small group of strong companies, or

fails to punish defectors, it will not attract many companies and remain secondary.
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Chapter 5

Qualitative Empirical Case Study: Italy

5.1 Introduction

“I know the problem very well. I stopped building in Milan because in Milan one

cannot build anything if you do not present yourself with the bribe in your hand.” Silvio

Berlusconi1

After the Tangentopoli scandal and the collapse of the Second Republic, “corrupt” seemed to be

an appropriate adjective for Italy. Italy generates half the turnover of corruption in Europe, with

a cost to the community of 60 billion Euros a year – such were the headlines in the newspapers

and newscasts that summarized the first European Union report on corruption, by the then Com-

missioner for Home Affairs Cecilia Malmstrom.2 The scandals and affairs were mounting, without

an apparently clear effect on the system (Ginsborg 2003). This dubious honor made Italy the test

case for a large number of studies on corruption (della Porta and Vannucci 1994; Vannucci 2009),

clientelism (Piattoni 2007, 2005), and (lack of) social capital (Putnam et al. 1994; Banfield 1958;

Guiso et al. 2010a; Cartocci 2007). However, to repudiate Italy as ‘the corrupt country’ is not so

straightforward. There is a real danger of stereotyped explanations involving the mafia and Italian

culture in its broader sense (as a lazy, amoral nation of cheats) as a convenient deus ex machina

1Quoted in Brioschi 2012 Una Breve historia de la corrupción
2http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/organized-crime-and-human-trafficking/

corruption/anti-corruption-report/index_en.htm
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for Italian corruption and illegal markets (Schuurman 2003, 996). As Sabetti says, “these universal

justifications are a handy cover for ignoring the practice of empire or the free entrepreneurship

among the public sector and the private” (Sabetti 2000, 140).

Despite the overall high perception of corruption in the country a closer look, beneath the national

averages, reveals a great amount of variation in quality of government and corruption, uncovering

a puzzle. Recalling the introduction to the previous chapter, Italy is one of the six EU countries

with major differences in corruption and quality of government between its regions (Charron et al.

2011). The difference between some regions in the north and south of the country (Piedmont

and Campania) is higher than that between Denmark and Hungary (Charron 2013; Charron et al.

2011). While there is a clear tendency of “bipolarity” – the north performs better than the highly

corrupt south – even between south and north there are many shades and variations. Looking at

the corruption index on the input-output of Italian provincial capitals, we can see that there is at

least the same amount of variation even between cities that are in the same regions or territories

(Golden and Picci 2006). Many northern cities have been shaken by recent and less recent scandals

(Venice and MOSE, Milano EXPO) that stain their otherwise virtuous pasts. At the same time,

we can single out southern Italian cities as dynamic areas where corruption is being reduced and

where there is no presence of corruption or similar scandals, despite the high level of corruption in

their regions (Lecce, Ragusa, Matera)(Aniello 2001). This wide variation in corruption levels among

cities and the causes behind it are the subject of the following chapter.

Ragusa is one of the most dynamic cities in Sicily, with a GDP per capita above the national

average (ISTAT 2005; di Commercio Ragusa 2009; Terranova 2004). The high percentage of recy-

cling and the low level of unemployment present Ragusa as an exemplary and wealthy city with

many socioeconomic indicators similar to northern cities. Since the 1990s the economy of Ragusa

has been developing its industrial sector. The city also holds the record for the index of regional

entrepreneurship, with an average of 59.7 units of local businesses per thousand inhabitants.3 Ra-

gusa is one of the twenty safest cities of Italy, while the crimes reported to the judicial authorities

represent less than 3% of the regional average.4 Above all, corruption scandals seem to avoid the

3From 1993 to 2013 Ragusa is university town. This is interesting since most of the non-corrupt cities in this
thesis founded a university in their municipality and generally with close involvement of local business.

4http://www.cliomediaofficina.it/7lezionionline/barone/par1.html
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city, which maintains a low value on the corruption index and is the first in its region for efficiency

of the prefecture offices. This might not have been anything revolutionary if Ragusa were a city

in Emilia Romagna, but Ragusa is in Sicily, notoriously known as corrupt, inefficient and ruled

by the mafia (Angeli 2007). It is also striking because Ragusa is at a distance of only 70.8 km

from Siracusa, a city that during the same years was struck by economic crisis, unemployment and

corruption scandals involving local politicians, businesses and representatives of the local chamber

of commerce.

However, the case of Ragusa is not unique. Lecce, a medium-sized city in the region of Puglia, has

become famous for its wealth and dynamism and, above all, a lack of corruption. It ranks high

in the Sole24Ore classification of cities according to the quality of life, much higher than similar

southern Italian cities.5 The innovation in administration and high rate of entrepreneurial activity

made Lecce an attractive place to invest and do business, even if it is located in the Italian south.

Furthermore, Lecce is very different from its neighboring cities of Bari, Foggia, Taranto and, above

all, Brindisi. Brindisi, at a distance of only 35 km from Lecce, experienced several corruption affairs

when the ex-mayor Giovanni Antonino and several members of the city council were charged with

corruption and fraud. Mr. Antonino, former mayor who was well-known locally, was arrested for

the manipulation of urban planning and illegal commissions. In the same ranking of quality of life

in cities, Brindisi is among the worst cities to live in.

What is striking, above all, are their different scores in the corruption index (Golden and Picci

2005), Ragusa scores 0.8 compared to 1.9 for Siracusa; Lecce also appears rather non-corrupt (0.9),

a fact not true for Brindisi (1.7). This perplexing difference in corruption levels among cities, which

otherwise seem fairly similar, warrants careful attention. Why do these four middle-sized cities,

similar economically and with the same party in government, have such divergent outcomes in

terms of quality of government? Moreover, how can we explain this variation in corruption among

cities within the same region? Taking into account the regional values of corruption, with Sicily

at the bottom and Puglia performing only slightly better, it is surprising to find these islands of

good government. Thus the additional question is, since the institutional framework is unchanged,

what make these good cities reverse the dominant logic of free-riding and rent seeking? Do the local

5http://www.ilsole24ore.com/speciali/qvita_2009/qvita_2009_settori_classifica_finale.shtml
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norms, values and informal institutions play any important role?

Given this picture, this chapter aims to answer why in democratic countries, and in many regional

governments, we can observe a wide variation in levels of corruption at a sub-national level even

within the same institutional boundaries and cultural settings. I aim at explaining why in one city

the interaction among business and government leads toward rent seeking and corruption, whereas

in the other city this relation develops into a cooperation that leads to economic development and

good quality of government. This raises questions not only about the emergence of cooperation but

also about implications for its further “institutionalization” (Avdagic et al. 2011).The underlying

question in this chapter will be how the economic and political governance of the cities could

contribute to the city’s vice or virtue. In other words, I aim to explain here what possibilities exist

for corrupt cities to alter these negative tendencies and become “good apples on bad trees”.

As we learnt in Chapter Four, Southern Italy is not an easy place in which to live, to govern

and to do business. The inefficient and corrupt administration, problems with the mafia, lack of

trust, low association capacity, and high risks of free riding and uncertainty are part of a long list

of disadvantages discouraging business activity. Moreover, the Southern Italian local government

is struggling with a low capacity to deliver goods, implement reforms and supervise and punish

detractors. The latter in particular leaves local governments in corrupt environments blind and

almost defenseless against any particularistic misuse of public office (Doig and McIvor 2003). Bad

quality of government tends to correlate with a worse economic performance and low entrepreneurial

activity, which influence the capacity of government to escape the vicious circle (Charron et al.

2015). Only when business and government cooperate to improve the conditions for local economic

development can the rent-seeking and predatory behavior of each be limited, leading to what Evans

(Evans 1997, 1995) has called the ‘embedded autonomy’ of the state in the economy. I argue that

a factor little considered in the extant literature on corruption, namely the different role business

associations play in interacting with government, is key in explaining variations in the quality of

government and corruption. This account draws on a large number of studies on Italian corruption

(della Porta and Vannucci 2007; Mény 2015; Chubb 1982; Pizzorno 1992; della Porta and Vannucci

1994; Vannucci 2012; Golden and Picci 2006), but, differently from these, it goes beyond the good

north/bad south divide, proposing a different theoretical argument.
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The previous chapters presented the argument that public-private cooperation among diverse but

interdependent actors is an important factor in establishing good and impartial government free of

corruption. More concretely, I have argued that different coalitions of economic actors (associations

and firms) create different relationships with government, pushing it into opting out of or engaging

in corruption and rent-seeking. The government that invests in administrative capacity and to limit

the possibility to manipulate and politicize its administration is a government that will limit its

grabbing hand potential. Yet, to take this step is for a government quite problematic since it would

limit its future scope of power. Business associations can act as entrepreneurs, pushing government

to invest in administrative capacity. On the other hand a cohesive business can act as a mutual

control mechanism against rent-seeking and collusion, limiting the tendencies of business to capture

political power. The theory’s empirical application therefore searches for the different coalitions

of economic actors (firms and associations) supporting the productive-cooperative relations with

government that lead to improvements in its autonomy and the higher capacity of administration.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. First, there is a brief recapitulation of the

argument. In the second part, I present case studies of the four southern Italian cities. Taking as

cases pairs of cities in the same region is particularly useful because it allows for keeping constant

factors that were traditionally considered explanations of corruption. Simultaneously, it provides

the necessary variation in corruption and political and socioeconomic conditions. Thirdly, I will

test the argument on data consisting of interviews, observation, and historical sources. Each step

of the argument starts with explaining the existence of cooperation in a low-trust environment,

followed by a description of the business-government cooperation before ultimately explaining how

the public-private cooperation can push politicians to limit their greed and opt out from corruption.

The chapter finishes with several alternative explanations, namely explanations based on the level

of social capital, and the influence of organized crime on the level of corruption.

5.2 Against All Odds: Qualitative Case Study Comparison

In this part I describe two pairs of cities both in Southern Italy, all four cities with a very similar

historical development, and comparable in terms of size of population, political party and govern-
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ment composition and economic structure, except for their level of corruption; two cities suffered

from corruption, the other two did not. These cities will serve to illustrate my argument and an-

swer my hypothesis. The first two are situated in the region of Puglia, the latter two are in the

region of the island of Sicily, notorious for its problems with corruption, the mafia and an inefficient

administrative system. Both regions struggle with rampant and almost omnipresent corruption

and economic stagnation, which obstruct the socioeconomic convergence between the north and the

south (Mammone and Veltri 2010; Dunford and Greco 2008; Emmott 2012). Moreover, both regions

are among those with the highest rate of corruption and lower quality of governance according to

the EQI index (QoG 2010), concretely 22.7 and 20.6 (Charron et al. 2011).

Puglia is a Southern Italian region situated in the “Tacco di Italia”, or heel of Italy. Until the Second

World War, the region was fairly undeveloped with very low GDP per capita and an economy based

mostly on agriculture (Domenico 2002, 19). After 1945 the region lived through a period of intense

transformations. Puglia received massive financial aid from the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno (Fund for

the development of the Italian South), and the land reform act of 1951 redistributed most of the

large regional estates (Barca 1996, 1997; Derubertis 2010). Puglia has become one of the targets

of the reindustrialization program for the Mezzogiorno and one of the industrial strongholds of

post-war Italy, especially for the chemical industry and the production of energy and electricity in

Taranto, Bari and Brindisi (Prato 2015; Barca 1996). This made Puglia a perfect candidate for a

dynamic region that could catch-up and develop economically.

However, the inefficient and politicized administration, the many corruption scandals and the pres-

ence of the mafia (Bari and Foggia) hampered any attempt at catching up with the north (Brindisi,

Tarranto). Nowadays, Puglia is a region with fading heavy industry, a relatively strong agriculture

sector and nascent tourism (di Commercio Lecce 2014; Sunna 2012). Politically, Puglia is at core

conservative but surprisingly has also given Italy left-wing leaders such as Nichi Vendola.6 Already

during the post-war period, Puglia was a stronghold of right-wing parties and the Democrazia Cris-

tiana (DC) later became the main party until the early 1990s. In the elections of 1996 the center-left

6Politically, Puglia is and was composed of two different realities: the agrarian and administrative north (Foggia
and Bari) and the agrarian and touristic areas with industrial enclaves of large firms (Brindisi, Tarranto) and SMEs
(Lecce). These two identities created certain fragmentation in the regional political sphere. According to Piattoni,
the political scene was, until the 1990s quite fragmented both in the governing party but also within the opposition
(Piattoni 2005, 169)
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Ulivo Coalition narrowly won against the Popolo della Libertá (PdL). In 2000, the center-right again

took over, only to be subsequently defeated by the left-wing SEL with Vendola (Domenico 2002;

Gilmour 2011).

The region of Sicily, on the other hand, is an Italian region with a special autonomous statute

and its own parliament. The geographical position of Sicily made the island a strategic place

for the control of the Mediterranean Sea and thus a crossroad of cultures but also of interests

(economic and political). Nowadays, Sicily is marginalized, far from the European markets and

main transportation routes. The island’s particular situation has influenced relations with the Italian

state. This relationship could be described as very complex: the state, in fact, never fully penetrated

into the complex local system of relations (Ginsborg 2003; Hilowitz 1976; Chubb 1982). One of the

best illustrations is the very low state tax capacity in Sicily and the large submerged or shadow

economy (Terranova 2013). The region struggles economically due to its marginalization from the

markets, partly due to its deficient infrastructure, and partly due to corruption and organized crime

(Barone and Terranova 2009).

All these factors pushed Sicily to the bottom of the charts in practically every category; Sicily

appears at the bottom of all regional statistics as a region with low economic growth, low private

investment, and low levels of education, and health investment. On the other hand, Sicily holds

some important primacy as a region with the strong presence of organized crime, a high incidence

of corruption, higher unemployment and with the largest body of civil servants. In political terms,

Sicily was for a long time a stronghold of DC. This party had maintained control of local power in

an environment of a weak and divided opposition. This situation had led to a vicious clientelism,

where power was controlled by means of the old-style political machine (Piattoni 2005; Chubb 1982,

154).

5.2.1 Lecce and Brindisi

Lecce and Brindisi are the first pair of cities, divided by approximately only 40 km; historically,

they were part of same province called Salento in the region of Puglia. Out of the 90,000 inhabitants

in each city less than 3% are foreigners, making for a very homogeneous population without large
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economic differences or conflicts (Cremonesini et al. 2014). In political terms, Lecce is more con-

servative, with a predominance of right-wing governments, while Brindisi has had some important

left-wing mayors.7 In both cities their mayors enjoyed wide popular support.8 Economically, both

cities have developed from agrarian and artisan local economies of subsistence into service-oriented

provincial capitals with relatively important secondary and tertiary sectors and developing tourism

(see table 5.1). Both have a developed industry and a tertiary sector, and have a relatively young

and educated population. The two cities would be potentially exchangeable. Yet, only Lecce devel-

oped into a dynamic city, while Brindisi was submerged in continuous corruption scandals involving

the local ruling elite and big business, known as the Tangentopoli of Puglia.9 If not for the different

levels of corruption, these two cities would be like two peas in a pod.

Figure 5.1: Employment in the economic sectors of the cities of Lecce and Brindisi, 2001

Source: Istat.it

7In case of Brindisi, with center-left coalition altering in power. Brindisi as poorer and with large industrial
implants have more concentration of workers and thus left-wing movement

8The last two mayors were considered as among the most esteemed politicians, gaining wide popular majorities
with a vote of over 56%. In Brindisi, in 1997 Mayor Giovanni Antonino won around 70% of the vote, becoming,
according to the press, the most loved mayor in Italian cities.

9Tangentopoli, literally Bribesville or kickback city, refers to a large corruption scandal that took place in Italian
politics in the 1990s. Although the scandal broke out in the city of Milan, after the first police inquiry the scandal
quickly spread to the rest of country, affecting a large part of the Italian political elite and parties, leading to the end
of the second republic. The term Tangentopoli of Puglia was used by journalists to refer to the first big scandal after
the Tangentopoli in Brindisi, when several politicians and entrepreneurs were prosecuted for corruption and crimes
related to abuse of office. Among these was also the former mayor Antonino, the one who had achieved 70% of the
votes.
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5.2.2 Ragusa and Siracusa

Only 70 km apart, but taking 2.5 hours over the Sicilian roads, are two cities with almost identical

names and past: Ragusa and Siracusa. Throughout history, both cities have experienced the same

political events and natural disasters. Both were colonized by the Spanish and both were destroyed

by an earthquake (17th century) and rebuilt almost completely. In both areas small property

holdings and the division of “large properties" had developed a long time earlier than in the rest of

Sicily. Small artisans and agriculture were the main economic activity. Furthermore, the eastern

part of the Island remained relatively untouched by the mafia and organized crime did not reach as

far as here so as to dominate these territories (Hilowitz 1976; Lavezzi 2008; Terranova 2013, 2004).

The contemporary economy is predominantly locally-oriented with some important export goods

(flowers, gas, plastic, food) and still with relevant agriculture (10%), services, tourism, but also

industry, in particular petrochemicals (Siracusa especially). In both cases the political stance and

ideology of the government shifted more than in the previous two cities between left- and right-wing

parties.10 Given the rather poor economy of Sicily, the number of people of foreign origin is very

low (only around 3% in both cities). Both areas are known more as transitory passages from Africa

to Europe, but not a final destination. Despite their similar name and past, the two cities did

not follow the same path of economic development and quality of government (see table 5.2 on the

following page. One become an exceptional island in a corrupt sea while the other sank into the

deep, dark waters of corruption and collusion.

5.2.3 Would-Be Brothers Alike

These two pairs of cities (Lecce/Brindisi and Ragusa/Siracusa) are comparable socioeconomically

and politically, are of similar size and possess homogeneous populations that profess the same religion

(see table 5.1 on the next page ). The fit would be perfect, if it were not for the huge difference in their

quality of government and corruption. Lecce is considered to be a very dynamic and wealthy city

of Puglia, succeeding in promoting itself as the least corrupt and most attractive city for investors

after Bari, the regional capital, and with a relatively high position in the quality of life ranking in

10Ragusa and Siracusa have a socialist tradition, but also witnessed strong fascist movements.
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Figure 5.2: Employment in economic sectors city of Siracusa and Ragusa, 2001

Source: Istat.it

the south, according to the annual ranking of Sole24hore. Brindisi, however, became known as the

Tangentopoli of Puglia due to the scandals in which the mayor, councilors, local entrepreneurs and

large companies were involved, with the exchange of bribes, kickbacks, embezzlement, abuse of office,

collusion and land speculation.11 The former mayor, Giovanni Antonino, was involved together with

other local politicians and public administrators in collecting kickbacks for photovoltaic licenses,

construction permits, the illegal construction of tourist resorts and, ultimately, a huge scandal

involving British Gas and Enel. The judges stated that part of the money given to politicians was

used to finance electoral campaigns and supply their clienteles (Antonino’s electoral support reached

70% the of votes). The city has since then been in continuous economic decline, having to contend

with corruption scandals and problems with criminality, and lagging far behind Lecce in terms of

quality of life due to high unemployment, crime, and air pollution caused by industry (Camera di

Commercio Brindisi 2005, 2009).

Table 5.1: Comparative table of the Italian cases

City Region Size Corr Ethnic Economy Government
Lecce Puglia 90 000 0.9 <5% Industry Stable one party
Brindisi Puglia 90 000 1.75 <5% Industry Unstable coalition
Ragusa Sicily 72 000 0.81 <5% Industry/Agr Stable coalition
Siracusa Sicily 120 000 1.95 <5% Industry Unstable coalition

Source: Istat.it and author

11http://www.quotidianodipuglia.it/brindisi/tangentopoli_brindisi_chiesta_conferma_delle_
condanne_per_imprenditori_e_politici/notizie/131483.shtml
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In Sicily the contrast is almost identical (see table 5.1 on the facing page ), Siracusa has suffered

many scandals with building permits, collusion and bribery involving political and local economic

elites. Corruption has been linked to land speculation, illegal tourist villages and shopping centers.

Ragusa, meanwhile, has become a success story in the south, surmounting its remoteness and

deficient infrastructure through a combination of innovative entrepreneurship, deep social cohesion,

dynamic local governance and socially efficient institutions.12 The exceptional nature and economic

miracle of Ragusa is such that it appears in the media and in literature as l’isola nell’lsola or L’altra

Scilia (Camagni and Capello 1997; Terranova 2013). It holds the record for the index of regional

entrepreneurship with an average of 59.7 units of local businesses per thousand inhabitants in 1998.13

Siracusa, on the other hand, was and is struggling with corruption, high unemployment, economic

stagnation and environmental degradation. Public services are scarce, the crime rate is high and

the quality of the environment is low. This perplexing difference in corruption levels between cities,

despite them being so similar, warrants careful attention.

Local businesses did collude, in the case of Siracusa, with corrupt officials and politicians in order

to receive kickbacks or long-term construction contracts, licenses and concessions for photovoltaic

power stations. There was a similar scenario in Brindisi, with the same type of actors involved

in corrupt collusion, the same reasons behind it (permits for building and re-zoning, reassessment

of land values, licenses for power stations and a gas pipeline), with the city council undergoing a

‘commissariamento on several occasions (Prato 2000).14 In the opposite case (Lecce and Ragusa),

the business associations seem not to have been involved in such shady deals, but instead, organized

so as to act directly upon the quality of government and administration. In these cities the economic

elites have mediated and cooperated in the policy-making of government without the need to slip into

collusive and corrupt action. Two similar settings, but radically different outcomes: in the former,

corruption has prevailed; in the latter, local alliances and coalitions have managed to maintain a

fragile non-corrupt equilibrium. I suggest that business associations or local “established” coalitions,

under specific external conditions, can channel the government toward investing in administrative

12http://www.cliomediaofficina.it/7lezionionline/barone/par1.html
13In 1998, in Ragusa there were 28,445 companies registered with the Chamber of Commerce, that is 9.25 inhabitants

for every business center.http://www.cliomediaofficina.it/7lezionionline/barone/par1.html
14The municipal commissariamento refers to a procedure in which the prefect appoints an apolitical controller, when

the municipal council and mayor have left office before the end of their term due to natural, political or criminal
reasons.
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capacity and autonomy and to resist the temptation of corruption.

Summing up, these insights are important for understanding the conditions leading to collusive or

cooperative relations between businesses and the local government, particularly in contexts where

the national and regional government operates under corruption. These conditions also provide

an alternative explanation to theories which see corruption as a cultural phenomenon (for example

Putnam et al. (1994); Banfield (1958)), focusing more on the socioeconomic bases for governance. In

order to explain how such similar cities can finish in an opposite state of equilibrium, with Lecce and

Ragusa challenging the vicious and promoting the virtuous, and Brindisi and Siracusa sinking deeper

into the vicious cycle, I will follow the model and argument from previous chapters (Chapters One

and Two) searching for: a) patterns of associations of business, b) business-government coordination

or interaction.

5.3 Shine with Your Own Light and Not by the Reflection of Oth-

ers: Effects of the Economic Structure and Business Coopera-

tion

Our four cities exemplify the typical history of the Italian south. These cities had been economically

backward territories with only marginal experience of industrialization, based mainly on artisan

production and agriculture and with a large but obsolete administrative apparatus (Tarrow 1983;

Hilowitz 1976; Terranova 2004). Their economy was one of subsistence and their patrimony scarce.

With industrialization in the north, these areas became areas of emigration. After the Second World

War the Italian national reconstruction and industrialization policies were the first experience with

industrial development and large enterprises that these cities had. Suddenly, Siracusa became one

of the largest poles of development in the south, with large gas, petrochemical and other companies

that translate themselves from the north of Italy and from abroad (King 2015). Enel, Edison, and

Sincat among others installed their plants around the municipality. Ragusa, although much smaller

in scale, had experienced some industrial development when oil was found close to its coastlines.15

15However, the experience of industry ends here, since the citizens of Ragusa never saw a dime from the oil, as the
oil fields were exploited by international companies.
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The journalist Angelo Battaglia describes this sudden industrial experience very nicely:

“The first time that Ragusa has realized what industry is was on the 28th of October
1953, when the oil well Ragusa 1 exploded and the small pieces of rock that workers
in Ragusa used for asphalting the roads were falling from the sky. From the initial
enthusiasm and illusion, almost nothing remained among the local population (quoted
in Terranova (2013, 77)).”

Brindisi similarly experienced a very sudden industrialization. Brindisi was designated as one of the

chemical and energy poles of Italy, financed by the Fund for the South. This investment has created

a complex that in its full extension was larger than the city itself. Companies like Enel, Montedison

and others installed themselves in the industrial area of the city (Sunna 2012). The sociopolitical

consequences of this economic quasi-revolution did not take long to appear, with a large amount

of peasants moving to the cities and preparing to become industrial workers, there was a mass of

available workers and voters looking for jobs, houses and other services, and who became fertile

ground for political parties and clientelism. Lecce, on the other hand, was left outside of these

large investments (the exception was a Fiat factory for the mechanical construction of machinery

and a tobacco processing factory). After significant intervention, the Casa per il Mezzogirono16

financed mainly large infrastructure projects and the settlement of large companies in what were

thought to be strategic enclaves for economic development. In Sicily, as elsewhere in the south,

the government bet on development through large industrial complexes. These governments hoped

that this industry would act as a spur to economic development and create positive externalities.

Instead, with the crisis in the sector, it brought devastating consequences for the economy, small

companies, employment and, above all, for the organization of local society.

Giorgio Occhipinti (former director of the Ragusa Chamber of Commerce) points out that during the

large state-directed industrial revolution, yet another but more important revolution was fermenting

under the surface. The development and rise of SMEs and locally-based businesses in the province

and city of Ragusa. Indeed, in Lecce too many new factories and enterprises were born in that time,

when many entrepreneurs decide to build up their own small enterprises with contacts in the north.

In Ragusa, the lack and failure of industrial policies (ABC, for example) and the predominance of

SMEs forced these areas, in the words of Secretary General of the UIL Union in Ragusa, to “shine
16The Casa per il Mezzogirono was the fund for the re-construction and re-industrialization of the Italian south

through public money and loans.
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with its own light and not by the reflection of others” (Secretary General of UIL Ragusa, 2014).

The local businesses have managed to cooperate and create associations, and today Ragusa is a

very different place from its neighbors. It was in these years that local business associations gained

importance and the cooperation become an important factor. Some cities in the south, but mainly

in the north, have managed to create a strong cooperative network and to strengthen local business

associations. In time, cooperation starts to become an important factor for economic development,

but not only.

Today, some of the companies of Ragusa and Lecce are well known throughout Italy, and some of

them very successful abroad. But what is more interesting is that Ragusa is also home to about 870

active cooperatives (11 cooperatives per every 1000 inhabitants) and consortia, some of which are

important even at the national level, all intertwined by business associations (Terranova 2004). The

association rate is almost 60% and syndication is high (ISTAT 2005). The different firms cooperate

in associations and, together with the local government, they have created a platform to set up

services and coherent territorial and economic plans for the city and its immediate surroundings.

Hence, the cooperation was just a first step, perhaps the most important, on the road to a change in

government and a reduction of corruption. Nevertheless, to succeed the associations had to convince

their government to engage with them in discussions and start to reform its policy-making style,

which was vulnerable to corruption. How did the cities of Ragusa and Lecce succeed in limiting

corruption, where so many other southern Italian attempts to increase government quality failed?

5.3.1 The Theory of Cooperation and Business Association

The prominent explanations of southern Italian backwardness are the lack of entrepreneurship and

an inability to develop collective action. What is less often mentioned is that Southern Italy could be

at best described as a hostile environment for entrepreneurship, distant from the European markets,

with distrust, a lack of infrastructure, and a high risk of free-riding, clientelism and rent-seeking

by the government and other companies. Therefore, contrary to what business associations are

generally conceived for, lobbying and the open negotiation of salaries, the ultimate condition that

triggered the need to join the associations in Lecce and Ragusa was the need to limit the adverse
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conditions of the economic-political environment. In other words, it was purely a need to defend

against the possible arbitrary actions of government and the administration, but also to protect

from free-riding and unfair competition. In this adverse and uncertain environment, the success of

other companies is not attributed to their innovation or management, but to the “acquisition” of

special deals with government, the administration or illegal criminal organizations. As one local

entrepreneur in Ragusa stated, “trust is the biggest problem in the South, the small does not trust

the big and not even the small companies like them. The risk is just too high.” The Director of the

Chamber of Commerce in Brindisi added:

“Many times companies say that cooperation is good. But when you start to explain
to them what it means they start: We have to invest together? We have to see a client
together? And what if he steals my client or my money? And here the cooperation gets
stuck.”

Similarly the director of the association of cooperatives (Confocooperative) in Ragusa believes that

some companies (this is generally true for the Sicilian context) intend to cooperate not for common

interests but in order to receive special treatment from the state or even to free-ride and damage

their fellow competitors. These factors also increase the risks and erode trust toward cooperation.

Even in non-corrupt cities, the inefficient administration, also called “Maladmistration”, is a clear

obstacle for SMEs in their activities. It is no surprise that one of the main reasons why the associ-

ations are formed is to help overcome “administrative problems,” the inefficiency or arbitrariness of

public service. In the words of a local entrepreneur in Lecce, “in this system we are as good as our

last bribe, we need to counterbalance.” Besides, Italian local administration does not provide any

formal channels where business could exert an influence over the policy making of the government

and, thus, the SMEs have no other option in order to influence policies than through associations.

This was case in Lecce and Ragusa, where the general lack of inclusive platforms for policymaking

forced firms to invest in collective representation. As one of the businessmen in Ragusa said when

I asked about the source of their quality of government:

“We just do not let the government do so many mistakes. Until ten years ago, local
politics and associations were two separate worlds, nobody ever contacted us or asked
us for some advice or information. Now things have changed, the government knows
that we can save them a lot of time. We know the economy in which we are moving
(Hotelier and president of the association Iblea Promotion, Ragusa 2013).”
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Ragusa had developed a very potent artisan life and a quite dynamic agricultural sector that knew

how to adapt to the markets. The first cooperatives were created among companies working in

artisan production, agriculture and construction; many new cooperatives were born as a consequence

of expansion that required more credit and investment. With the further size and production

expansion of companies, these cooperatives started to affiliate into associations that could promote

their interests, but also act as a protecting shield against the absurd requests of bureaucracy and

the free-riding of its members. As interviews and documents from the Chamber of Commerce show,

this process was far from smooth and harmonious. The distrust was omnipresent, as there was an

understanding that Sicily is “messa male” (has a bad economic, political, social and geographical

situation). Paradoxically, it was the distrust combined with systemic vulnerability that pushed

these companies to cooperate. The Director of the hotel where I was lodged told me that, after a

very tempered meeting of the association of firms active in the tourism sector: “this would not have

happened during the boom years, everybody was improving their conditions and some of the leaks

were not important; it is now when the crisis is strong that we perceive the need.”

In Lecce, before the crisis of the 1990s, the companies of TAC17 had created a dense network of

relations where machines, workers, but also ideas were exchanged without any problems (Sunna

2012). In Lecce, the SMEs were the predominantly companies concentrated in sectors that were

affected strongly by the European market and increasing competition from abroad. The TAC,

the food sector and light industry were very sensitive to the changes in the market in Italy and

Europe. Increasing competition and pressure for investment clashed with their small size and lack

of support from the government. These companies were the first ones to start the association and

coordination process. What we could call the second wave of association creation took place in the

more recently dynamic sectors of construction, tourism, and the food processing industry, which,

after the first boom realized that the further growth depends on collective strategy and investment.

As a consequence, the local branch of Confindustria increased its power together with the Chamber

of Commerce and articulated most of the business interests in the city (di Commercio Lecce 2012,

2014).

17TAC is an acronym for the textile, clothing, and tie sector. It was the name of an industrial district developed
in Lecce and the surrounding villages.
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But even in this case the process of association was not the extent of the problems. A professor

at the University of Salento described to me in his interview what happened to one of his family

members (entrepreneurs):

“He was producing ties. An important company from the north of Italy asked him
to design some prototypes for the new season. He did three new types and sent them
to the company with the costs and price. He never got a reply, but then when he was
in Milan he saw his ties in the shop and when he asked the company who made these
ties they told him that it was another company in Lecce that offered a better price (but
copied his ties). For him, this was a clear sign that you cannot trust and that companies
bribe others in order to get contracts.”

Unfortunately, such incidents happened quite often. The associations thus became a place where at

least they could see what others were up to, apart from giving them leverage with the administration,

helping them with their legal problems and managing legal conflicts among them. Despite all this,

associations and the chamber of commerce are strong poles in the economic and political life of the

city, maintaining this fragile equilibrium among SMEs.

The singular nature of this cooperation is manifested by features that might not be found in the

practices of associations under more favorable circumstances. How is the fragile cooperative situ-

ation maintained? And how can businesses be sure that their ultimate creation (the association)

will not become a threat to them by means of exploiting its position as the interlocutor with po-

litical power? An important condition was equality among the companies.18 In both cities, Lecce

and Ragusa, the composition of the economic sector was balanced, mostly comprised of SMEs,

and without large tycoons or companies from abroad (ISTAT 2005; di Commercio Ragusa 2009;

di Commercio Lecce 2014).

A second particularity of this kind of cooperation is the role of the association itself as a device for

control. As we could see in Lecce and Ragusa, companies are far from being a group of trusting

friends and, thus, the association also becomes a strategic device for control and punishment. In

both cities the associations control and supervise their members. As the President of ANCE Ragusa

(Association of Construction Companies) admitted:

18In the literature, equality is an important ingredient for trust-building and for cooperation; however, it is not
trust that is built, but a certain facility for empathy that similar conditions and consequences will be suffered similarly
by others and thus that they will be understood similarly as well.
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“We are very strict with our members, we have required an anti-mafia certificate even
before the State made it compulsory, and we require guarantees for companies that have
contracts with administration.”

The assistant of President of Confocooperative in Ragusa has described the importance of controls

over the members similarly:

“We provide frequent controls; whether the associates comply with the requisites
that the format of cooperative imposes, it is important in order to ensure that no one is
harmed or nobody takes advantage of the others, or of the tax incentives designed for
cooperatives.”

Thirdly, associations maintain a horizontal structure of interest aggregation with a small and pro-

fessional administrative core. This prevents the association from becoming too strong on its own

and harming the collective interests of the companies. The (now former) president of Confindustria

Lecce, Piernicola de Castris, underlined that the internal equilibrium of interests is important. He

explained that in Lecce, the presidency traditionally rotates among the different sectors (the cur-

rent president is from the wine production sector, the previous one was the owner of a construction

company, and before him the president was from industry).

5.3.2 The Politicians Dilemma’s: How to opt out from corruption and win

elections

The literature holds clues that economic activity develops when the government is better; in other

words, we could presuppose that the government in Lecce or Ragusa would perform better a priori.

While this is always difficult to determine, the documents and data I have collected do not indicate

that this was the case. Interestingly enough, in my interviews citizens, entrepreneurs and even

politicians themselves refute that their political elite would be any different or that their politicians

would be “better” or “honest”, and they remain critical about their motivation and performance.

According to the journalist of La Repubblica based in Lecce, the citizens understand that it is more

a local system that impedes politicians from doing only ‘affari suoi’ (his own personal business) and

forgetting about the common good and development of the city. But, if the city works well, the

citizens are grateful. Paolo Perrone and Adriana Poli Bortone (the current and former mayors) were
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very popular and elected with a high percentage of votes (in the first round). In Lecce the people

interviewed demonstrated a certain perplexity, when I asked them what causes the positive synergies

in the local government and the lack of scandals and corruption. Their answer was unanimous: “It

is not the merit of our politicians”, but, they add, because the system works.

Thus what is the role of the government in the cooperation? And how does the business organization

manage to make the system work, despite the self-interest of the public administrators? I contend

that despite the strength of the local business associations, the government is a necessary component

to solving the puzzle. Therefore, differently from the economic approach that looks at the business

cooperation only in terms of economic factors such as size, sector or number, I contend that there

is also a need for government to actively engage in cooperation, and change the particularistic

and self-interested style of ‘doing politics’ common in low-quality government. As the interviews

show, politicians are inclined to particularistic and clientelistic politics since these pay off for their

perpetuation in power.19 Politicians must thus abandon their first strategy and choose to change.

How was that possible in Lecce and Ragusa? It is necessary that the government perceives of

benefits from the collective action and that the costs of doing nothing are higher that the prospects

of action. The conditions posed in Hypothesis 3 refer to low electoral costs and clear long-term

benefits as conditions that make government more inclined to cooperation.

Three factors changed in the early 1990s, all of which helped to shift the stance of the government

from its authoritarian and monopolistic position towards a more locally-oriented and cooperative

attitude. The year 1992 marked the end of the large-scale state-led industrial policies in the Italian

south, the Mezzogiorno (Lepore 2012; Cersosimo 2000). After this year, the failure of development

policies was clear, as the gap between north and south had magnified. In the late 1990s, with the

crisis of Fordism, national policies were substituted by new ideas that celebrated the resurrection

of a small companies, geography and flexible specialization (Signorini 2000; Bagnasco and Le Gales

2000). The ideas of endogenous development, known as the “Third Italy,” quickly gained support

among the national political elite. This presupposed an important shift in the conception of the role

of the state in economic policy-making, in which politicians started to talk about endogenous devel-

19It is also possible that the voters were used to the clientelist system and preferred secure direct transfers than
insecure reforms to improve governance.
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opment and local pacts (Bagnasco 1997; Cersosimo 2000). This major change was also supported by

a bad global economic situation and the first austerity policies due to the Maastricht Treaty. These

changes resulted in a real improvement of the position of local business associations and unions and

helped them to become important interlocutors and partners with the local government (Derubertis

2010). It can also be added that the electoral reform of local government brought many new faces

into the city halls that were not part of any of the old political parties.

When we examine the good and bad cities we can clearly see the difference between government

stability. Lecce has very stable local government, with clear and strong leadership. In the period of

the last 16 years, there have been only two mayors, both very popular, who managed to bring the

parties together into one governing coalition (Cremonesini et al. 2014; Cristante 2008). The local

journalist and correspondent for La Repubblica explains:

“The two mayors of Lecce, the previous and the current one, are very popular among
the local people. Furthermore, the current mayor, Paolo Perrone, is, according to the
polls, the most beloved mayor in Italy, even ahead of Renzi. People like their way of
doing politics ... we have reached a point where the left (PD) almost does not do an
electoral campaign, it has been quite reduced.’

Despite the government stability and constant electoral support, the government had to face a

painful re-conversion of the economy from the 1990s onwards, when local companies were closing

down due to high competition from Asian and Eastern European countries in the textile and in-

dustrial sectors. The new nascent sectors, tourism and agro-alimentary industry, were still fragile.

Similarly, Ragusa also traditionally had a stable local government with a clear two-block system.

But, it was also the difficult economic situation, which put the fragile local economy at risk, that

made the government decide to step out and engage with business in a collective coordination.

The relative isolation from the main European markets, transport costs, the relative vicinity to

North African competitors, and the lower costs of their competitors from Asia were decimating the

local firms already before the crisis of 2008. According to the President of the Ragusa Chamber

of Commerce, and also Director of the UIL union, the local Chamber of Commerce has played an

important role, as a space for negotiation and due to its local prestige. A recent case is when the

economic crisis hit the developing tourism sector in Ragusa.

The local hotels and establishment owners saw the need collectively to convince the government to
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actively help to promote more stable development for the tourism sector. There was also a need for

the local tourist tax to be entirely invested back into tourism, but, at the same time, there was a

general problem of compliance and the local government announced that it was not able to supervise

who pays and who does not. The local businesses were pressed to create an ad-hoc association that

would not only take care of the collection and supervision but also control the quality of the local

offer and be in charge of interactions with the government. As one of the hoteliers present at the

meeting said:

“This meeting would be hardly possible without the crisis, government does not know
how to support tourism and we feel vulnerable because of the crisis. Ragusa wants to
be a tourist city but without us they do not know how.”

In both cases, the government faced pressure from a worsening economic situation and organized

business. The worsening of the local economic situation did decrease the resources, the basis for

clientelistic politics, and increased the pressure to act. However, these governments were strongly

rooted in the locality, which gave them enough stability to value the future and allow for a shift in

politics. I contend that it was the high indirect economic vulnerability that pushed the government

to cooperate with business associations to reform economic governance, rather than the direct pres-

sure from competition or an opposition that would instigate short-term, risk-free and ‘conservative’

solutions for the maintenance of power. Despite being pushed, the government has to be convinced

or has to see the cooperation as a solution for its problems, which would eventually benefit the

party itself.

Summing up, what makes these local economies able to maintain low levels of corruption is not

the leverage of one over the other, but the existence of a mutual threat and dependence. From a

very particular combination of exclusion, vulnerability and conflict, cooperation and coordination

among businesses and local representatives can lead to the improvement of the local government.

The changes in governing style and in the organization of the work have a clear effect on the

professionalization and level of human capital of the local administration. Finally, the politicians

paradoxically find themselves more in the role of leaders, focusing more on strategies and a future

vision of the cities. However, given the double comparison, between the positive cases and between

the positive and negative cases, I ask what was missing in the cases of Brindisi and Siracusa. What
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factors impeded these two cities from limiting corruption? This question is the subject of the

following section.

5.4 Dogs that Never Barked: cases of failed cooperation

No more than 70 km apart, and with hundreds of years of shared history, Siracusa is the capital of

a province that borders with Ragusa. Until the late 1950s, Ragusa and Siracusa shared many of the

economic and social problems common to Sicily and the South of Italy in general. As in Ragusa,

Siracusa’a economy is composed of a combination of agriculture and industry. And, as in the case

of Ragusa, Siracusa profited from early land distribution, which has allowed for small agrarian

property holdings and state investment (Barone and Terranova 2009; King 2015; Hilowitz 1976).

Both regions share not only a similar name and history, but also economic developments: being

poles of investment from the Cassa di Mezzogiorno for the oil, gas and petrochemical industries.

The local representatives recognize the similarities. The head of the Chamber of Commerce in

Ragusa said that Ragusa and Siracusa had very similar conditions for development, Siracusa maybe

even somewhat better conditions. If the organization of politics and the economy in Ragusa is

not idiosyncratic, then Siracusa should be able to replicate most of these idiosyncrasies. Moreover,

the similar endowment of social capital (with a difference of 4 NGOs per 1000 inhabitants) would

predict equal quality of government for both cities. We would also expect the same between Lecce

and Brindisi, culturally very similar territories and part of one province, Salento (Prato 2000, 2012).

Yet, the outcome in the two remaining cities is very different. In Brindisi as in Siracusa the

cooperation among businesses does not work. Instead of improvement in quality of government, we

observe business and public servants engaging in collusive corruption, plundering the public goods.

In these cities it is business that does politics. The associations for small and medium enterprises

do not exist at all or they are, according to their representatives, very marginal in comparison with

the power of large companies. In Siracusa, a president of the Association of Small and Medium

Enterprises and Artisans (Confartigianato) has confessed that since its creation the association is

still struggling with a low affiliation and with the general perception among local businesses that

cooperation will not bring any sensible changes. Why did Brindisi and Siracusa not manage to
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implement these synergies? What caused the failure of cooperation and the rise of corrupt vicious

circles?

Brindisi and Siracusa resemble twins of Lecce and Ragusa: the economic structure is similar, the

ethnic composition, even the political parties governing them are the same. So where do these ‘bad

seeds’ of corruption come from? When looking beneath the general economic orientation of the

city and zooming in on the evolution of the local economy we can see some possible causes for the

depleted cooperation. The centrally-planned industrialization policy brought to both cities large

companies which, on the one hand, suddenly increased employment and the local GDP in the cities

and surrounding areas, but, on the other, this influx also led to the establishment of very potent

economic interests interconnected with political power. The autochthonous economic environment

was rapidly transformed, as big companies (energy sector, national gas and oil companies, but also

a construction boom for new workers) transformed not only the composition of the local market

but also the relations among the enterprises. Competition and cooperation were transformed into

domination and the dependency of the small on the big. Besides, these economic interests soon

overruled weak governments, which were stuck in the costly labyrinth of clientelistic favors and

problems with inefficient bureaucracy.

5.4.1 Brindisi: When Government is Business and Business Does Politics

In 1997 Giovanni Antonino,20 a local politician and entrepreneur, won the local elections in Brindisi

with the right-wing party supported by a number of small civic lists. The press and judiciary

documents date this year (although many maintain that this environment was present in Brindisi

beforehand) as the starting point for one of the biggest corruption scandals after Tangentopoli. As

one of the entrepreneurs declared in the tribunals: “this was the local praxis, it was the only way

to do business, to stay in the market and keep my work and employees.” The tribunals define Mr.

Antonino as the “boss” of local political and economic life at least from 1997-2003, and accuse him

20This almost folkloric person, who still resides in Brindisi, evokes ambiguous feelings. Local newspapers and
journalists describe him as a magnificent orator and communicator, always able to fix problems. Building his political
empire day by day, he did not hesitate to change camp and party. He constantly occupies the pages of the newspapers.
His parcel of personal votes is huge, giving him the opportunity to impose his choices. He has important friendships
on the right and on the left. He proudly displays a text message that was sent to him personally by the then Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi.
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of abuse of office, receiving kickbacks in order to vote in favor of the gas transformer to be built

by British Gas (now Brindisi Lng), abuses in urban planning, and the illegal construction of the

Acque Chiare tourist village on the Brindisi coast. Apart from this, there was plentiful evidence

of bribes and illegal fees paid for construction and land re-qualifications. Together with the former

mayor, several other politicians across the ideological spectrum, as well as administrators and local

businessmen, were involved in what could be called a corrupt plot that left the city’s public coffers

with a deficit of 2,111,988 euros.21

The scandal burst when Mario Salucci, an entrepreneur from Prato, landed in Brindisi to work in

the coal sector and his business was supposedly forced to pay bribes to Mayor Antonio and his

team. Among the many entrepreneurs, the representatives of British Gas, and constructors, the

previous socialist mayor, Giuseppe Marchionna, and city councilors form FA and PD have also

been prosecuted.22 Partly due to the Italian penal code, which associates the crime of corruption

primarily with public administration, most of the investigation focused on the political figures of

the corruption scandal. Nevertheless, the local economic elite was an important part of this corrupt

network. Local journalists confirm that large companies started to sponsor political parties and

many local construction projects and utilities, or to provide any other kinds of favors to the local

government. Large companies were always part of political life (owner of Brindisi Report, interview

2013).

As the local President of Confindustria Brindisi reveals, “although these companies
were in close contact with the government, the large companies only participated spo-
radically in local business associations since most of the decisions are taken elsewhere.
They don’t generally need associations since they can use their strategic relevance for
the city and transform it into what was favorable for its large members.”

Local opposition politician and candidate for mayor related to me during an interview that the

economic interests of these large groups (industry and construction) created the politics of the city,

its infrastructure and supra-structure. Politics is just a product of their interests, this is why before

nobody cared about the environmental impact or aimed to develop other industries or public services

(Candidate for Brindisi Bene Comune, Brindisi, 2013).

21http://www.lagazzettadelmezzogiorno.it/homepage/tangentopoli-a-brindisi-il-comune-chiede-2mln-di-danni-ad-antonino-no544203
22http://www.lagazzettadelmezzogiorno.it/homepage/tangentopoli-a-brindisi-il-comune-chiede-2mln-di-danni-ad-antonino-no544203
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This local interest fragmentation allowed Antonino to build direct relations with his clients, em-

ploying large numbers of people in the cleaning services (city hall and hospital), and maintaining

low taxes. As local journalists affirm, many people and companies benefited from this unofficial

system, “if not, how else would Mr. Antonino have been voted two times with ample majorities

as the mayor of Brindisi (the maximum mandate allowed by Italian law, but with three different

parties) and had the public support of several entrepreneurs (among them Berlusconi).” Indeed, the

party system in the city was greatly fragmented and weakened by many internal conflicts and rifts

and few things united politicians as much as economic interests. The best example of this symbiotic

penetration is the “Coalition for Coal”. This platform was created in 1984 by local businessmen

and politicians, and was supposed to push for the further development of electric power plants in

Brindisi (Prato 2015, 1995). Some of its members were to be the subjects of judicial investigations

for their involvement in the affair known as the Patto della Barracca (the hut agreement)(Prato

2000, 67).

From large-scale ethnographic research done by Giuliana Prato in the 1980s and 1990s, I can partly

reconstruct how these close relations between business and local politics were forged. In 1961,

Brindisi was selected as part of the National Industrialization policies as the center of a petrochemical

plant (1961) and thermoelectric power station to be opened by ENEL in 1966 (Prato and Pardo

2012, 175). During the 1980s, ENEL decided to enlarge this station and construct a second plant

on a Brindisi green field. The city council supported this decision by referring to the need for the

economic development for the city. According to information, “behind the scenes” the economic

need argument was used instrumentally since these large companies and investments did not benefit

either the local workers or the local companies, since they never had access to these contracts. They

were even forced to pay “sweeteners” to these large firms to get subcontracts. The politicians, unions

and other interested large firms started a “Campaign for Coal”, to lobby for the further development

of these companies. As Giuliana Prato discovered in her research, “some town councilors had direct

economic interests in the construction of the power station” (Prato and Pardo 2012, 175).23

Already before the Antonino government we can observe several precedents with the same actors:

23In her book, Prato relates the story of one of the famous deals between entrepreneurs and the political elite:
“undeterred the mayor and assessors went on to sign the agreement with ENEL in a storehouse in the industrial area,
the political opponents negated the validity of the agreement and labeled it “Patto della Baracca” (Prato 2000, 67)"
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city hall and large economic interests. In his testimony, one local politician/entrepreneur highlights

that “it is the economy that should colonize politics” (Prato 2012, 176). After the hut agreement,

several mayors alternated in the post. In 1989, a new government negotiated and divided the

influence over the Chamber of Commerce (after the weakening of DC influence). Another agreement

with the Enel company and another judicial inquiry followed: a mayor and three assessors were

prosecuted for conflict of interest and for using public office for their private enrichment, as they

were found to be financially involved (contractors, owners, or share holders) in the construction of

the power station while voting for it in the council (Prato 2000, 69). The direct election of the

mayor (Law no. 142) entered into force in 1993, and in 1994 Brindisi held elections (15 parties, 9

candidates), which the Left won, as in Lecce, Antonio came to power in 1996. This show the great

instability, partly provoked by the direct economic influence into politics. During that period no

other industries or sectors were promoted or aided, and today Brindisi is recovering only very slowly

from its troubled and turbulent past.

This close connection with politics is reflected also in inter-firm relations and (lack of) cooperation.

These large companies (in many cases multinationals) impede the coordination of other market

relations. Multinationals, if they join a local business association, tend not to participate actively

and have difficulty in coordinating with the local firms, mainly because many management decisions

are taken elsewhere, in cities in the north or abroad. This has led in both cities to confrontation

with or opposition to the association representing small and big companies. As the president of

Confindustria in Brindisi stated, “large companies want to join the association because it is easier for

them to get reach money from European funds or from the Region. Also they use us as mediators

with the higher levels of government.” Moreover, on several occasions large companies have impeded

their small “satellite” firms from engaging with associations, which can make them more independent

or more proactive (Interview editor of Brindisi Report). In Brindisi, small, medium and large

enterprises share one association and it is important to say that most of these SMEs are directly

dependent on contracts from these large enterprises.

Despite the large public protests in the past and the present against the environmental deterioration

and bad governance of the city, very little has changed.24 Large companies and fragmented political

24The ethnographic research of Giuliana Prato for her doctoral dissertation deals with citizen mobilizations for
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interests make it difficult for mayors to push for rapid change. This direct link between government

and business is very different from the one described in Lecce or Ragusa. Although the economic

deterioration eventually motivated the new government of Brindisi to act, internal instability and

a lack of pressure from the business association created very high political costs for change and are

making it difficult for the weak government to devise strategies different from the previous one of

business as usual. They cannot, but support these large companies that still have a clear and direct

impact on the local economy, and thus on politics. The collusive relations with a tit-for-tat logic

limit and slow down the transformation of government and reinforce the vicious circle. The small-

and medium-sized companies did not manage to create a counterforce, since the survival of many

SMEs depends directly on the plans of the large companies that subcontracted to them. For some,

the intense citizen mobilizations showed that it is the business community that has failed to deal

with the problem and to impose self-control.

5.4.2 Siracusa: Rich in Natural Resources but Poor in Governance

Siracusa offers an example of a less centralized, but equally harmful, corrupt network and the

deterioration of local governance. When the central government in the 1950s decided to design one

of the largest economic interventions in Europe, the industrialization of the post-war south of Italy,

Siracusa was chosen by the state industrialization project as a place where several large industrial

companies would be installed. That turned Siracusa into a developmental pole, making it one of

the recipients of massive capital inflows, both public and private (Morello 1962; Emmott 2012).

Large industries, especially refineries such as LUKOIL, ESSO and Erg, landed in Siracusa within

a few years. This influx of large companies, capital from the north of Italy and a new workforce

from the whole province altered the local socio-economic and political equilibrium (Hilowitz 1976).

Until then, Siracusa had largely been similar to Ragusa, with small agrarian and artisan companies.

These disappeared due to new and more attractive employment in large plants and factories.25

environmental rights in Brindisi and she has uncovered for Brindisi a very active civic past. Brindisi seems to have
had a very vital movement culture, linked mostly to Lega Ambiente and the workers movement in the factories.
Nevertheless, the impact of these mobilizations on the quality of local government was scarce according to the author
as well as the testimonies I have collected.

25Siracusa is an area rich in resources but with a very poor and very non-redistributive economy. This contradiction
can be extended further, in that it is the most open economy in Sicily and the first city for the ratio of exports to
GDP, but, at the same time, it is one of the cities with the highest unemployment and a highly indebted government.
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Gradually, but mainly from the 1990s, when many of the semi-national companies were privatized,

large investments have created potent economic groups, both local and foreign, that invest in the

real estate sector, construction and, related to that, intensive tourism.

The impressive industrial development in Siracusa and its province led to the collapse of the tra-

ditional organization of local society. Before, it had essentially been an agrarian province, with

all the sociological and economic characteristics associated with this model of production. It was

transformed over the period of a few years into an area populated by large industrial complexes,

high intensity of capital and a series of small satellite enterprises, producing goods and services

for these giants (King 2015). This very unequal but high influx of money made the traditional

society more unequal and resulted in sectors that did not benefit at all, such as artisans and agri-

culture. Therefore, this rapid industrialization did not benefit all sectors and in fact made some

of them worse off. Generally speaking, the sectors which benefited were the metal-mechanics and

building sectors. The main push was from industry, which in fewer than ten years saw growth of

344% (against 128% in Italy or 54% of the south in general) However, salary conditions did not get

comparatively better (Morello 1962, 153-154).

This influx of money indeed destabilized the under-financed local government and created powerful

local groups with interests in politics. Local politics in Siracusa have proven to have a problem

with clientelist politics, weak and changing governments. Several city councilors were charged with

falsification and accepting kickbacks for urban planning manipulation, photovoltaic licenses, and

other kinds of permits. One of the entrepreneurs acknowledged that: “local business does not

cooperate, and large companies have more direct access to government. In this atomized space it

is much easier for some well-connected actors to abuse their position and power.” In other words,

in Siracusa, cooperation does not work. Even though the employers’ association acknowledges the

need to improve the economic conditions for doing business by trying to influence and convincing

government to change, up to now there have been no results.

There was also the same intent to create cooperation and exert collective pressure on government.

The director of the association of SMEs confirmed that the associations had been created. And yet,

Siracusa did not achieve by far as much success as Ragusa. The association for small and medium
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enterprises is very marginal in comparison with the power of large companies. The association was

created top-down, since Siracusa was one of the few large cities where the bottom-up initiative to

create an association failed. With a director sent from Catania and with little knowledge of the

local economy, the association is, after several years, still on the brink of survival. In Siracusa the

president of the association of small and medium enterprises (Confartigianato) has confessed that

since its creation, the association has continued to struggle with low affiliation and with the general

perception among local businesses that cooperation will not bring any meaningful changes.

In Siracusa, the centrally-planned industrialization policy attracted large companies, which sud-

denly increased local employment. But, it also created very potent economic interests, which soon

overruled weak governments stuck in the costly labyrinth of clientelistic favors and problems with an

inefficient bureaucracy (Piattoni 2005). These large companies started to sponsor political parties

and some local construction projects, and to provide any other kinds of favors for the government,

like employing people designated by the party. Although they are in close contact with govern-

ment, the large companies only participate sporadically in local business associations. In terms of

inter-firm relations, these large companies (in many cases multinationals) impede the coordination

of other market relations. It is rather difficult for the multinationals to participate actively in the

associations and coordinate with local firms, due to the separation between the headquarters that

take the decisions and the places of production.

The differences among SMEs and large enterprises have lead to a split of the associations and

confrontation. While the large companies have monopolized Confindustria, the high initial cost

and low and uncertain future benefits stemming from associating have discouraged SMEs from

participating. Even if individual companies recognize the benefits of cooperation, they do not want

to be the only fools investing in it. In this setting, SMEs and small entrepreneurs prefer to adopt a

“leave me alone” strategy, submerging into informality and engaging as little as possible with local

government or associations. The only cooperation which can be created in these conditions is highly

informal, based on personal friendship and very limited (in resources and time). The result is, on

the one hand, individual companies which do not communicate with each other or interact with

the government, and “empty associations” without any substantive membership base; on the other

hand, there are a few big companies with privileged access to government and a strong say in the
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local economic governance.

5.5 Alternative Explanations

The results of government policy-making and the government-business cooperation demonstrate that

it is possible to create cooperation in places where one would not expect it (Ostrom 2007, 1990; Cook

et al. 2007). Yet, does comparing the good with the bad cities like Ragusa or Lecce and Siracusa

or Brindisi demonstrate equally clearly that the difference between vice and virtue lies in whether

or not business cooperation produces a shift in the government’s policymaking? The institutional

setting, low enforcement costs, and trust, the conditions singled out by traditional theories, do not

differentiate Ragusa from Siracusa, or Lecce from Brindisi. In Lecce as in Brindisi, among the other

pairs, the institutions, tribunals, police and even governing parties were the same. However, are

there other, unobserved, sources of variation that could account for the different outcomes in Italian

cities? During the research design phase I used my case selection to rule out some of the possible

explanations such as institutional influence, size, geography, ethnic divisions. However, there are

alternative explanations for the variation in the level of corruption in the four cities that cannot

be immediately dismissed. The literature review in Chapter One identified several: different social

norms, levels of social capital, mafia organizations. The effect of the cities’ historical development

can be readily dismissed as an explanation. Apart from some particularities of life in the cities, the

four pairs experienced very similar historical trajectories, political events and even natural disasters.

In other words, it seems highly unlikely that a historical institutionalist explanation could explain

this variation in outcome.

Thus, the remaining alternative explanations are the subject of this final section. Although my

research design keeps the institutional setting and broad cultural features (religion) constant, it

is plausible that these cities have different values, social norms or modes of interaction that could

influence the interaction between companies and government, as well as my dependent variable. The

following alternative explanation derives from the Tocquevillian argument about the relationship

between the strength of civil society, understood by a number of local associations, and public

virtue. These theories are also known under the name of social capital. Another factor, closely
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related to the problematic of social capital is the influence of the mafia or criminal organizations.

Criminal organizations, the mafia in particular, are said to be an important factor affecting the level

of corruption, especially at the local level.26

5.5.1 Culture: Norms and Values

Among the many attempts to explain corruption, some authors have adopted cultural approaches to

the subject (Del Monte and Papagni 2007; Banfield 1958), while others conceive of culture as a long

historical process that cannot be changed (Putnam 2000; Putnam et al. 1994; Guiso et al. 2010b,a).

In the more dynamic theories, the presence of negative public values, expectation of government

performance or norms of interaction determine peoples’ action (see the double LL by (Gambetta

and Origgi 2012)). Empirically, these theories can be translated by surveying people’s expectations

and attitudes. Rothstein and Uslaner talk about a self-reinforcing equilibrium, “a kind of virtuous

circle, in which generalized trust, universal social insurances and social services, create a favorable

attitude to the fulfillment of social norms which consequently contributes to the lower presence

of corruption” (Rothstein and Uslaner (2005) quoted in (Quesada et al. 2013)). On the contrary,

widespread corruption may act as an incentive to engage in malfeasance (Persson et al. 2013).

In this, sense we could expect that the negative attitudes and evaluations of their political elites

on the part of the inhabitants of Brindisi and Siracusa may have generated a vicious circle of low

quality exchange equilibrium, reinforcing corruption. In contrast, the citizens of Lecce and Ragusa

will demonstrate more pro-civic attitudes. Following this literature, I should find differences in public

values, trust and expectations in public attitudes among my cases, with Ragusa and Lecce having

a greater institutional trust and commitment to the functioning of local institutions. However, my

fieldwork in these four cities did not support this proposition. Surprisingly, while inhabitants from

the other cities call the citizens of Lecce arrogant and the inhabitants of Ragusa naive, they did

not attribute any particular virtue to both of these cities other than that of knowing how to do

business. According to the inhabitants of these cities, the citizens of Lecce are equally negative and

skeptical about their political elite, while similarly in Ragusa and Siracusa it was difficult to find a
26Although the majority of social capital theorists assume the goodness of these, and thus their positive effect on

governmental performance, other authors argue that these studies deliberately leave out negative and injurious social
capital, like terrorist groups, criminal organizations, and the mafia (Armony 2004).
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positive evaluation of local politics. However, many people called my attention to the tradition of

SMEs and entrepreneurship and their role in city development. Some of them explained the absence

or low level of corruption in this island compared to the rest of Italy with the existence of a more

entrepreneurial culture.

In order to be able to evaluate these different social norms more systematically, I would need to

have survey results like those of (Jiménez 2014). Unfortunately, I did not implement such a survey

in my thesis and research design, and I thus have to search for secondary resources. I have found

three studies: an experimental study done by Bigoni et al. (Bigoni et al. 2013) in four Italian cities,

including Ragusa; a survey on social attitudes to corruption done by Professor Davide Torselo

in 2014 in Lecce and Monza (Torsello and Pezzi 2014); and an ethnographic study about power

and politics in Lecce by Cremonesini et al. (2014) and Cristante et al (Cristante and Longo 2010;

Cristante 2008). I have also considered the broad ethnographic work on Brindisi by Giuliana Prato

(Prato 1995, 2015, 2000, 2012).

Cremonesini et al. studied in depth the power relations in Lecce. Bigoni et al. experimentally study

attitudes toward trust and the common good in two northern and two southern Italian cities (Bigoni

et al. 2013, 1). They found that, despite the high number of associations or blood donors, Ragusa

does not show high levels of trust; quite the opposite Ragusa is not a place where people genuinely

trust each other.27Torsello and Pezzi (Torsello and Pezzi 2014), on the other hand, designed a survey

inquiring into the different aspects of public and private life, in particular on how people deal with

corruption in Lecce and Monza.28 The researchers sampled 70 residents of each city, using the

snowballing method for the sample selection and a wide array of methods of survey distribution

(face-to-face, internet, mail). Although the generalization of the study is rather limited due to the

small sample size, it is a useful tool that can elucidate the state of mind and social norms in the

city (for more details on the study see (Torsello and Pezzi 2014, 6).

27According to statistics, Ragusa is a municipality with very high index of blood donors, yet, during an interview
with the local director of the donor station, he explained me that this high number is result of a lack of sanitary
infrastructure in the city, which is compensated for by the Avis blood donor’s group.

28“The aim of the survey is to collect information on how different areas of the public and private life are perceived
by the respondents, and in particular: public institutions, local development, local customs, and values. The main
focus of the questions is to investigate how people deal with the problem of corruption (if perceived at all), its effects,
practices, social and cultural norms, as well as with the anti-corruption discourse, both at a local and national level”
(Torsello and Pezzi 2014, 3).
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Surprisingly, these studies did not confirm any specific virtues in the good apples. Starting with

Lecce, a large majority of people condemn corruption and any kind of illegal behavior and recognize

the importance of rules.29 Yet, when they were asked about more general values, the citizens of Lecce

tend to look more to improving their living standards by means of connections with the building

sector. According to a similar study done in Spain, these “connections are a way to guarantee social

protection for them and their families” (Jiménez 2014). This is exactly the case in Lecce, where

people give more prominence to getting the right connections than to hard work. Among the most

important norms for respondents in Lecce was to “be on good terms with important persons", and

“satisfy a personal request of favor”. This seems to imply that inhabitants of Lecce are to a large

extent self-aware of the “cultural competences which are necessary to effectively deal with their

social environment” (Torsello and Pezzi 2014, 35).

The survey contains other information, focusing on perceptions towards institutions and their ca-

pacity to change the community. In Lecce, the municipality and ruling coalitions are among the

institutions that are best valued, and “considered to be the most important when it comes to pro-

viding the wellbeing of a community” (Torsello and Pezzi 2014, 58). But, the city hall also receives

some criticism, above all for its inefficient bureaucracy, and for favoritism (Torsello and Pezzi 2014,

17). Also relevant is the fact that the opposition is considered to have little influence. Finally,

very interesting is the Table 5.2 on the next page which shows responses to perceptions on the

importance of collective and individual action, is of particular interest. We can observe that, with

small differences, collective action is considered preferable in order to improve the living conditions

of the community. To sum up, Lecce does not seem to perform a clear trend in social norms that

would cause better government.

Furthermore, differently from Brindisi where there are documented mobilizations, my impressions

from Lecce were that civil society does not actively organize the citizens of Lecce. In their interviews

with opinion makers, entrepreneurs, journalists, politicians but also ordinary citizens they collected

sound evidence about the perception of power that citizens have. Lecce is depicted as a city

29 “The aim of the survey is to collect information on how different areas of the public and private life are perceived
by the respondents, and in particular: public institutions, local development, local customs, and values. The main
focus of the questions is to investigate how people deal with the problem of corruption (if perceived at all), its effects,
practices, social and cultural norms, as well as with the anti-corruption discourse, both at a local and national level”
(Torsello and Pezzi 2014, 6).
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Table 5.2: Values and self-identification

Which statement is the most appropriate for you: Number
My living conditions can be changed mainly through my actions. 25
Only those in power can improve our living conditions. 5
Only our community as a strong group can improve living conditions. 31
No matter what my actions are our conditions will not improve easily. 9

of passive people that allow the government to do whatever it wants. The former Ombudsman of

Lecce, Giorgio de Giuseppe, in an interview with me confessed that Leccesi are rather passive people

that do not like to protest and so they eventually digest any decision taken by the political elite (de

Giuseppe, Lecce April 2013). Other testimonies provided by Cremonesini (2014) also confirm this

laxity of Lecesi. “Lecce is a city of ‘quieto vivere’ and ‘ci consciamo’ that prevents all action and

keeps it together even when there is strong conflict, both social and political” (local jurist, quoted

in Cremonesini et al. (2014, 294)).

In the case of Ragusa, the experiment tried to figure out the reasons and explanations behind the

North-South Italian divide through the means of several games. They used as explanatory factors

the inclination to trust, risk-aversion game and to contribute to public good game. Although the

authors were more interested in the difference between the northern versus the southern cities, the

information that they collected in Ragusa is very useful for my research. Of the four cities, Ragusa

emerges as a “city with the lowest trust, not particularly risk averse but with a low inclination to

contribute to the common, shared good” (Bigoni et al. 2013, 10). They also conclude that people

in the South and in Ragusa in particular “are no less altruistic or risk tolerant than people in the

North” (Bigoni et al. 2013, 16). Nothing that would suggest that the inhabitants of Ragusa are

significantly different from those of Siracusa. From my fieldwork and interviews, I can confirm this.

In all the cases described above, citizens’ values seem to be similar, and, yet, the presence of

corruption in these places has been different. Although I miss data on the two ‘bad apples’, it

would be rather surprising to find different results. In Ragusa, citizens are equally distrustful,

diffident and not inclined to cooperation, just as in many other southern Italian cities. In Lecce a

hierarchical conception of society, where the most important thing is to get to know the right or

important person, reigns (Bigoni et al. 2013, 10). Secondly, the trust in institutions is low and the

perception of the integrity of their political elite does not figure any better. Thus, the cases of Lecce
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and Ragusa, cannot be explained by institutions, party politics, or by the integrity or high quality

values of their citizens, since their values are not supportive of a higher quality of government or the

higher morality of civil servants. What does this result mean for my research? I can say that this

analysis adds to my puzzle as the conventional explanatory variables fail to add any explanatory

value to this cross-local variation. What is more, it seems that a city can improve its performance

even without a strong civil society backing such shift. Taken together, these survey results invite us

to discard the alternative explanations on the impact of virtuous shared values and expectations.

At this point, I will turn to social capital and organized crime explanations.

Social Capital and civil society

Given this chapter’s interest in intra-regional variation in corruption, it is necessary to take into

consideration a very prominent alternative explanation, namely Robert Putnam’s theory of social

capital. Putnam puts forward a very simple but simultaneously very powerful argument about

the importance of social capital for “making the democracy work” (Putnam et al. 1993).30 The

argument, similar to that of Tocqueville (Tocqueville 2002), states that societies with more civic

associations and denser networks produce higher generalized trust, which is conductive to better

government. These micro-processes within associations positively influence the macro-political level,

improving the quality and effectiveness of government (Armony 2004). The mechanism works in the

following way: when people participate in associations and groups, they get used to solving problems

collectively, as well as sharing information; the result is the production of social trust. The function

of social trust as a lubricant of social relations and collective action is a well-known and to a certain

point settled issue in political science.The implication of this argument for the present study is

that the difference in levels of corruption could be explainable according to different levels of social

capital and trust. Cities with corruption problems should also have chronically low associationism

and trust.

However, the social capital thesis has some problems in my case that get in the way of such con-
30If we look specifically at the case of Italy, the argument about social capital has received as much praise as

criticism. Roberto Cartocci (Cartocci 2007) updated and dissected Putnam’s argument, showing that the same
differences persist even twenty years after Putnam’s original work. On the opposite side of the barricade, Morlino
and Tarrow question the validity of the result and point to the role of Communist Party in fostering the creation of
associations (Tarrow 1996).
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clusions. As the previous part demonstrated, the citizens in the virtuous cities do not perform

any better in their readiness to cooperate or to develop greater trust, despite their participation in

the local associations. For example, although Lecce has higher social capital, in terms of a higher

number of officially registered associations, from the survey by Torselo we learn that Lecce is still

a hierarchical society and the leading force is not horizontal, bridging social capital, but vertical,

with connections to powerful people. Many testimonies from journalists or ordinary people simply

confirm the previous impression: “clubs and civic associations are not a decisive actor and the civil

society of Lecce appears privatized” (local citizen, quoted in Cremonesini 2014, 181).

“The major problem of Lecce is that there is no response from the citizens...my
father used to say that this city is infected by a strange disease called ‘messicanite’.
Like Mexicans with their sombrero sleeping, not caring about what is happening, in
eternal siesta. But this is common of all marginalized places. Lecce remains in this
sense quite closed and rigid. (Director of online journal, quoted in Cremonesini 2014,
186).”

On the other hand, as city of vice, the civil society of Brindisi should be more passive and resigned.

Nevertheless, Brindisi is numerically disadvantaged in relation to Lecce in terms of the number

of civic associations. The data I have collected and the ethnographic material I had the fortune

to find, point to Brindisi as a city with a very active and concerned civil society. This is at first

surprising, but, on second sight, this finding helps me to support my argument. In contrast with

passivity of Lecce, the population in Brindisi, according to the ethnographic research by Giuliana

Prato (Prato 1995, 2015, 2000, 2012), is active and mobilizes in order to denounce the corruption

and vested economic interests of local politicians. As Giuliana Prato narrates in one of her chapters

when, in the mid-1980s, the government and Enel decided to build another power station to, as

they claimed, solve the economic problems of the city, many citizens mobilized against what they

saw as the dangerous links between economic policies and instrumental political interests.

These active citizens appointed themselves as champions of clean politics even before the whole

Mani Pulite (Prato 2000, 63). Associations (Lega Ambiente) and movements openly protested on

the streets (Prato 2012 p 89). These citizens even created a platform known as Catholic and Lay

people for Change (CLC) and decided to run for elections presenting alternative candidates (Prato

2000, 63). Despite all their efforts, however, the power station was completed in 1992 and corrupt
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collusion did not disappear from the public scene of Brindisi. In 1984 the city was commissioned

due to the Mayor’s abuse of office, and a few years later another city council was dissolved for the

same reasons, until we finally arrive at the collusion between the economic and political interests of

Giovanni Antonio and Giuseppe Marchionna, both mayors who brought the corruption scandals in

the city to a culmination.

This evidence questions the straightforwardness of the social capital argument, at least for my cases.

If social capital theories were indeed the factors explaining the variation, then the clues that we

would observe should be other way around. Put bluntly, Lecce should have a much more active and

concerned citizenry than Brindisi, and not the other way around. Furthermore, what stands behind

the apparent contradiction of an active society but with high corruption is, according to Giuliana

Prato, the strong penetration between the economic interests of powerful companies and informal

politics. This is in agreement with my argument and evidence.

It was presupposed that associations make democracy work through the building of trust, by building

accountability or creating values that would support good government. This, however, seems not to

be the case for Ragusa, since the trust nor any specific values is not manifested there.31 Moreover,

this explanation can also be dismissed since many studies (Putnam’s among them) point to Southern

Italy in general, and Sicily in particular, as a place with the lowest levels of social capital. So, how

we can explain the explicit success of Ragusa? Moreover, even if we proceed to count the number

of associations in the cities, the totemic indicator of Putnam’s social capital, Ragusa and Siracusa

have almost same amount of associations per 1000 inhabitants (37 and 33 respectively), with a small

difference of 4 associations per 1000 persons.

The second and related problem that I see in these studies, especially in the light of my research,

is the question of where social capital comes from. Here, the literature is even more incongruous.

The list of factors contributing to social capital includes ethnic homogeneity, inequality, active

mobilization, situations of war and occupation, historical legacies and the already-mentioned quality
31Ragusa was selected for the Gambetta study due to the large amount of blood donations (a proxy for civicness).

However, during an interview with the director of the local Avis, the blood donors’ association, with over 20 years
of experience, he affirmed that there are no specific values in the citizens that make them better. Rather, there are
practical reasons, because as he told me, there is an inadequate hospital structure and people therefore go to get
health checks free from Avis, where they also donate blood. Avis realized this and improved the services that they
were offering in exchange for blood. Nowadays, whole families go at least twice a year to get a health check and
donate blood. Avis also has many cultural campaigns and promotions.
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of government. To solve this enigma, Uslaner (2010) offers a very compelling explanation (Uslaner

2010). He looks at the relationship between social capital and inequality, by showing that without

a certain degree of equality and horizontal power-sharing, it is impossible to create associations and

build trust. This is indeed what I have found in my research on voluntary business associations.

The inequality hinders the formation of associations, since inequality among actors problematizes

the development of shared understandings, expectations, and what is at stake, and consequently

increases the chances of free riding and defection. Moreover, from my own research as presented in

this chapter, I show that trust is not needed for interaction between a specific type of civil society

(business associations) and the government. In sum, it is more likely that quality of government and

the degree of equality in society (two factors inherently linked to each other) underlie the formation

of social capital instead of the other way around.

5.5.2 Mafia

It is widely acknowledged that criminal organizations or the mafia are at least partly to blame

for the economic underdevelopment, sociopolitical problems and violence in the Italian South. In

some parts, these organizations have grown in scale and power to the point that they are able to

overwhelm the integrity of local institutions and governments through corruption, violence, and

extortion (Sberna and Olivieri 2011). According to Pinotti, the causal relationship goes from the

predatory activities of the mafia to economic stagnation, given that they destroy part of the human

and physical capital and also impact on the political system (Gambetta 1996; Pinotti 2012; Gam-

betta 2009). The political outcomes could be influenced by the intimidation the mafia practices

toward politicians, in an attempt to influence who can present himself as a candidate; or, alter-

natively, by the practice of intimidation and violence toward the electorate to influence who will

be elected (Sberna and Olivieri 2011). Similar arguments apply to the economic influence of the

mafia: the mafia presence increases uncertainty for business and can hinder growth and investment

(Pinotti 2012, 5), increase harmful competition, as well as limit the cooperation even if they could

all gain from it (Gambetta 1996).

Data by Avviso Pubblico (2011) on the number of threats and intimidation to local administrators
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Figure 5.3: Threats and intimidation to local administrators, 2011

Source: Rapporto Avviso Pubblico 2011

(see table 5.3) shows that the Southern regions are the main area where the concentration and

activity of criminal organizations is higher. Furthermore, a significant divide exists between the

rest of country and the regions of: Calabria (85), Sicily (68), Sardinia (36), Campania (25) and

Puglia with 20 incidents of threats and intimidation to local representatives (Avvisso Pubblico

2011).The mafia consequently cannot be considered as a uniform or nation-wide entity (Cingano

and Pinotti 2011; Sberna and Olivieri 2011). What is more, the presence of mafia groups varies

across provinces even within individual Southern regions (see table 5.4 on page 192). For example,

surprisingly, much like the variation in corruption, some Southern provinces have lower crime rates

compared to their Northern counterparts (see table 5.6 on page 194).

Mafia presence was not one of the variables on which I selected my cases. However, what is surprising

and intermediately caught my attention was the fact that in places where no corruption was present,

the mafia was also absent. Are those places that are immune to corruption, also immune to the

mafia? Or does the presence of mafia organizations compete with my argument as an alternative

explanation? According to Italian prosecutors, the links between the mafia and corruption are

obvious, also in regions outside those that are home to organized criminal groups (Narcomafie

2012). In addition, several studies detail that corruption and organized crime influence each other,

and in places where one is present, the other is likely to be found as well (Gounev and Ruggiero

2012). What, therefore, is the nature of this causal relation? Fascinatingly, those studies that
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address the relationship between corruption and the mafia conclude that it is in fact widespread

corruption in society, the economy, and politics that attracts organized crime, and not the other

way around (Gounev and Bezlov 2010). Among them, Shelley (2005) explores the link between

the state and organized crime groups, corruption and terrorism. He highlights the crucial role that

corruption plays in the development of organized crime groups, while at the same time draws a clear

distinction between the role of environment and the use of corruption as an instrument for criminal

business development. He concludes that criminal groups use weakened states and governments as

spaces where they can easily make profits and use corruption for minimizing the risk of prosecution.

Oriana Bandiera (2003) explains the origin of the mafia in the structure of landed property, linking

mafia entrepreneurial activity to the economic structure of the place (Bandiera 2003).

Yet, what is clear to all is that when the mafia arrives somewhere, it tends to expand to all sectors,

using different tactics to collect revenues from the local economy. This imposes an additional burden

on already exploited companies, creating another factor that discourages new business ventures.

Varese even affirms that this close link with territory makes the mafia a “product” that is difficult

to export (Varese 2011). Certain sectors of the economy are more vulnerable to mafia rackets than

others (Pinotti 2012).32 High economic growth that generates great revenues is also very attractive

for organized crime (Frye and Shleifer 1997; Lisciandra and Asmundo 2008, 225). Yet, how do the

mafia and corruption interact, and do they have a causal relation? According to several studies,

corruption in Italy does not flow directly from organized crime; rather, it exhibits the spread of

a “mafia method” of conducting business and doing politics (Gounev and Ruggiero 2012; Lavezzi

2008). Environments saturated by corruption (petty or grand) “offer everybody a chance to ‘have

a go’.” In other words, corruption in Italy is characterized by a multiplying effect for all kinds of

illegal or illicit behavior (Ruggiero 2012, 150). As corruption spreads from the elite toward the rest

of the society, the sense of impunity and power increases, acting as a multiplier. Ruggiero calls this

process a ‘trickle-down’ process of illegality where the process causes increasing familiarization with

and tolerance of illicit conduct, even among those who benefit very little from it (Ruggiero 2012,

152). In this situation, organized crime can profit by participating in corrupt exchanges, building

and cementing its position by means of violence and intimidation, or even by the support of partners

32Examples of high-risk sectors are retail, restaurants, bars and construction businesses, where cash flows or
economic investments are visible and the economic revenues high.
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from the economic and political spheres (Sciarrone 2010; Lisciandra and Asmundo 2008).

The interviews conducted for this thesis with business representatives, journalists and representa-

tives from local anti-racket associations and the anti-mafia association known as Libera, suggest

that these provinces and cities in the regions of Puglia and Sicily have only relatively recently been

colonized by the mafia (in the case of the whole of Puglia and then Ragusa in particular). Also

business associations in both corrupt and non-corrupt cities have devised strong anti-mafia controls

atypical for the territories affected by mafia infiltration. All the interviews supported the idea that

the mafia’s parasitic nature needs vulnerability both in the economic (for usury) and the political

(campaign finances) sphere for doing business. According to the literature and information provided

from the documents of Libera, the mafia organizations active within the territories of Puglia and

Sicily are the Sacra Corona Unita (SCU) and Cosa Nostra in Sicily.33 Before turning my attention

to the four cities, I will briefly describe these two mafia organizations.

Puglia’s Sacra Corona Unita

Sacra Corona Unita (SCU), also known as “the fourth mafia” was founded in the 1980s by the expan-

sion of the Sicilian and Calabrian mafia in a drive for new routes to the Balkans and Eastern Europe

(Narcomafie 2012). As a criminal organization it is much more fragmented and organized around

small local groups than its Sicilian or Calabrian counterparts. Its primary criminal activities are

cigarette and drug smuggling, and human trafficking, in addition to usury and extortion. Although

the presence of the mafia is widespread in Puglia, the SCU is stronger in some areas than others

(Narcomafie 2012) (see table 5.4 on the next page). These areas are concentrated in the north of

the region, while in Salento (the province of Lecce and Brindisi), the mafia presence is more limited.

Some explanations for this variation in vulnerability to the mafia can be found in the economic

structure (Bandiera 2003). In Salento the land was divided more into smaller parcels, which gave

rise to small ownership and reduced the hierarchy, which is one factor behind the rise of the mafia.

Although, in the last decades both cities and their provinces have suffered the infiltration of the

mafia and organized criminal groups, effective police intervention and local cooperation weakened

these groups significantly. In the words of Rocco, an operative in the anti-mafia unit of the Lecce
33Although both mafia groups are divided into clans and groups that can even compete and confront each other.
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police, “the mafia does not interfere in the economic cycle of the city.” In other words, it does

not take part in the real economy; instead it exists as a parasite on entrepreneurs and the growing

economy (Rocco from anti-mafia unit, Lecce 2013).

Figure 5.4: Threats and intimidation to local administrators in Puglia by Province, 2011

Source: Rapporto Avviso Pubblico 2011

Nevertheless, does the unequal mafia presence explain the differences between the two cities? Ac-

cording to the anti-mafia investigation, there was no substantive difference between the cities in

terms of mafia infiltration (state procurator, Lecce 2013). The anti-mafia investigation of 2014

found that, in the province of Lecce, the Sacra Corona Unita are various criminal groups working

in synergy with each other. The main criminal activities recorded in the province of Lecce are

the “lucrative betting operations and games rooms.” In Brindisi, the anti-mafia police detect “the

interest of criminal groups for the metal industry and in particular for the red gold, copper.”34

Moreover, from the police data on the number of crimes related to the mafia and data on reported

intimidation and threats to local officials in table 5.4), interestingly the less-corrupt Lecce emerges

as the city with the higher number of mafia-related crimes and threats. Moreover, the regional

and provincial representatives of Libera confirm an equal presence of organized crime in both cities,

with the decreasing strength of the SCU from the 1990s onward (Narcomafie 2012). Thus it is

not plausible to claim that different levels of corruption would be caused by local variations in the

presence of mafia clans.

34http://corrieredelmezzogiorno.corriere.it/lecce/cronaca/15_febbraio_02/
salento-c-pace-clan-cosi-mafia-fa-affari-62d3d540-ab18-11e4-b5b4-1d0c1d6a415d.shtml?refresh_ce-cp
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Sicilian Mafia: Cosa Nostra

Sicily is notoriously known as being the homeland for the mafia organizations, and its local family

Cosa Nostra is known worldwide. Nevertheless, what is much less recognized is that the mafia in

Sicily is not powerful in equal measure across the island and its provinces and cities (Sberna and

Olivieri 2011). There are exceptions, such as Ragusa, and partially also Siracusa. From the map

(Figure 5.6 on the next page) we can see the different density of mafia-type organizations. Histor-

ically, the eastern part of the island has been more resilient to infiltration by mafia organizations

(this is also patent from table 5.5, where the eastern part of the island shows a lower number of

threats by the mafia to public institutions). The varying presence of the mafia has mainly been

attributed to the existence of more horizontal power relations, owing to the widespread existence of

small ownership and the comparative absence of large latifundia (Hilowitz 1976; Terranova 2013).

Ragusa and Siracusa were called “province babbe” (child provinces), sometimes even a pejorative ex-

pression for provinces of supposedly honest and naive people who could easily be cheated (Hilowitz

1976; Terranova 2013). Both these Sicilian cities are known for their very low levels of mafia infil-

tration and presence. In fact, Ragusa is considered as one of the safest places, where, according to

the director of the anti-racket association, people do not pay pizzo.35

Figure 5.5: Threats and intimidation to local administrators in Sicily by Province, 2011

Source: Rapporto Avviso Pubblico 2011

35Even nowadays, according to local Libera representatives in Siracusa, in both cases, the mafia organizations do
not interact with local government and do not actively engage in the economy besides smuggling and usury.
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According to Libera, the mafia was imported to Ragusa and Siracusa from Catania and Caltanisseta.

In Siracusa’s case, the mafia has spread around the province’s rural areas, mainly engaging in drug

smuggling, extortion, usury and the illegal employment of immigrants. In contrast, Ragusa seems

to be untouched by the mafia. As the national coordinator of the anti-racket association said about

the situation in Siracusa and Ragusa.

“The fact that there is no anti-racket association in the city of Ragusa could suggest
that Ragusa has a problem with the mafia that could not be solved, like in the case
of Naples (Naples also lacks an anti-racket association). Surprisingly for many, Ragusa
has no problems of this kind, in this case the lack of anti-mafia associations signals the
lack of a mafia presence. If there are problems in the province it is mainly in the city of
Vittoria where many immigrants are employed working in greenhouses.”

According to the opinion of the owner of the hotel where I was lodged in Ragusa, the mafia is not

present in the province and city of Ragusa (Vittoria is an exception) and the local population and

entrepreneurs are very attentive to any signs of potential danger. He added something that I heard

more often later, that the city’s well-functioning economy and financial sector are very attentive for

any signs of mafia presence and that business controls and self-regulation are strong. After gaining

his confidence more, he told me that neither he nor his family had ever been the object of mafia

extortion. With all this data and clues, I conclude that the mafia is probably not the causing factor

of different levels of corruption, nor the driving force in corrupt collusion.

Figure 5.6: Geographical distribution of Mafia clans across Sicily

Source: Canali 2013 published in Limesonline.com

Consequently, given this information, I have selected cities where the mafia is relatively weak. The
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SCU in Puglia generally profits from gambling and money laundering (interviews with Libera Lecce

and Libera Puglia). In the Sicilian provinces of Ragusa and Siracusa, the Cosa Nostra does not

have a very strong presence. Its main activities are illegal trafficking, usury and smuggling, and

are therefore related to problems of customs corruption. In both cases, the mafia organizations do

not interact with local government and do not actively engage in the economy by providing services

or participating in procurement. Here, the mafia seems to adapt to the structure of the local

economy, without having the power to change it. Thus, in those cities where corruption flourishes,

the mafia may additionally profit from already eroded governance. In the non-corrupt cities, on the

other hand, where the economy is performing well, the mafia seems not to be prevalent, something,

perhaps, worth investigating in greater depth.

To sum up, where the mafia is very strong, it is potentially an additional force influencing the

government and its performance, besides business and politicians themselves. The distinction among

these three groups could then even be blurred. But even though it is true that the mafia is a

relevant problem in Italy (North and South), and that it certainly has an influence on the quality

of government (local and regional), this section has attempted to show that it is in places where the

quality of government is already declining that organized crime flourishes. Added to this is the fact

that the qualitative case studies show that in these areas, the mafia does not determine the level of

corruption in the local government.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter aimed at answering why and how business-politics relationships in some cities lead

to corruption, while in other cities good government prevails. By carefully comparing two pairs

of similar cities my analytical purpose was to shed light on the causes of variation in the level of

corruption. The local business associations did collude, in the case of Siracusa, with corrupt officials

and politicians, in order to receive kickbacks or long-term construction contracts. In the opposite

case (Ragusa), the business associations have promoted investments and innovation, but have also

mediated and cooperated in policy-making to limit corruption. Two similar settings, but radically

different outcomes: in the case of Siracusa in Sicily, corruption has prevailed; in Ragusa, also in
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Sicily, local alliances and coalitions have managed to maintain a fragile non-corrupt equilibrium.

In the cities where the centrally-planned industrial policies were not implemented (Lecce and Ra-

gusa), firms had to develop their own way to enhance economic growth. These have created and

joined associations in order to increase the success of doing so. In its initial stages, this process was

mostly informal (help to friends, sharing machinery). Successful examples were imitated, broadened

and, over time, consolidated into networks of cooperatives, consortia and representative platforms

of business interests. These associations were formed not only in order to improve companies’

chances to succeed in increasingly unstable, competitive and global markets, but also as defensive

institutions to protect business interests from local government and bureaucracy, and, above all,

to establish an effective way of enhancing mutual control over each other. Therefore, these mainly

small and medium enterprises not only compete but also cooperate with each other in order to

improve general administrative and market conditions, of which corruption is an inherent problem.

In the case of Siracusa and Brindisi local cooperation did not work out; instead, collusive networks

between firms and politicians that plundered local resources to line their pockets developed. In

contrast, in Ragusa and Lecce local business associations have promoted investment and innovation

in the area, but have also mediated and cooperated in policy-making, pushing government into active

policies that have transformed both government and the local economy. Two similar settings, but

radically different outcomes: in Ragusa and Lecce, SMEs cooperated in business associations, feeling

the same need to ameliorate the adverse conditions for businesses. The result is lower corruption.

In Siracusa and Brindisi, a fragmented market dominated by national and international giants has

prevented this kind of cooperation. As these companies are their only client, some of these small

enterprises has defended the interests of their alma mater company even though they do not exactly

benefit them. Others have tried to survive on their own without seeing any kind of prospects from

taking part in an association.

This unequal playing field, divided between giant and small companies, does not facilitate a common

understanding of the situation nor an adequate solution. These large enterprises took over unions

and business associations, and overrode all attempts to establish an inclusive, horizontal decision-

making process to promote their interests even through illegal means. In Lecce and Ragusa, on the
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other hand, the density of SMEs with similar needs led even small firms to develop close relations

with their business associations. These then acted upon their local governments, trying to improve

the economic conditions for business and move the government toward long-term planning. These

enterprises control for free-riding and interact with government, increasing the creation of human

capital and services to companies, rather than massive construction projects or personal favors.

Finally, this chapter also dedicated a section to the evaluation of alternative and competing expla-

nations and tested the argument vis-à-vis them. The competing explanations, namely the incidence

of organized crime and social norms and capital, do not explain the variation in corruption in these

cases. Contrary to the social norms and social capital explanations, the citizens of Lecce do not

show any particular pro-social orientation, and although Lecce has a higher number of civic associ-

ations these do not seem to contribute either to the higher activity and engagement of citizens and

associations or to greater trust. As the study by Torsello and Pezzi (2014) shows, Lecce is still a

kind of hierarchical community where people are well aware of each other’s position on the power

hierarchy. On the other hand, Brindisi suffers from deficient government and corruption, despite

having actively engaged and protesting citizens and parties. Furthermore, Sicily has been accused,

by a majority of authors, of being a region lacking social capital in comparison with other parts of

Italy. Yet, Ragusa stands out as a virtuous case. Contrasting the findings and secondary resources,

the virtuosity of Ragusa does not stem from a better political elite, political culture, trust or the

higher morality of its citizens. Bigoni et al. did not find greater trust in Ragusa than in other

southern Italian cities (like Crotone), nor do my interviews consider Ragusa to be characterized by

a particular moral highness. Besides, the number of NGOs per 1000 is very similar between the

two cities. Also, the more detailed data at the local level, such as turnout at referendums, does not

show great differences between the city pairs.

Similarly, the influence of the mafia on the quality of government falls short of explaining this inter-

city variation. Contrary to common assumptions, the mafia is not omnipresent throughout Italy, not

even regionally throughout Sicily or Puglia. Areas like Ragusa and Siracusa have managed to remain

mostly unaffected by organized crime. While organized crime multiplies and reinforces corruption

where it is already present, it does not obstruct improvements in the quality of government elsewhere.

Besides, when we contrast data on the number of denounced threats by the mafia to public officials
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and politicians we see that it is among the good apples where the number of denunciations is higher,

and not the other way around as the theory would predict (see table 5.4 on page 192 and table 5.5 on

page 193). Similarly, when we compare data on the number of people prosecuted for mafia-related

crimes in Lecce and Brindisi, Lecce exhibits a larger number than Brindisi.

Endogeneity is a recurrent problem in comparative studies, yet my research design and the historical

inquiry show that these city pairs were very similar and that the presence and absence of corruption is

not related to local culture but to the interaction between the economy and politics. And that, in the

case of Brindisi and Siracusa, these centrally-planned industrial policies acted almost as an external

shock. Nevertheless, given the perception of Italy’s exceptional nature (in almost everything) can

we expect a similar conclusion from the other set of case studies in Spain? The next chapter will

deal with the same question in the context of the Spanish local government and economy.
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Chapter 6

Qualitative Empirical Case Study: Spain

6.1 Introduction

Although Spain is not recognized as being as disproportionately corrupt a case as Italy or Greece,

recent and less recent events show that Spain is far from innocent when it comes to the incidence of

corruption. Since the restoration of democracy in 1978, the Spanish political scene has been shaken

by numerous scandals and affairs (Jiménez, García-Quesada and Villoria 2012).Among the cases

with most media repercussions are: the affair with the Black cards; the Púnica and Gürtel scandals,

ERE, and Pretoria (País 2015). Illegal party financing and close connections between business and

politicians, with the exchange of political influence for attractive public tenders, are also part of the

repertoire of scandals in Spain. Nevertheless, from mainly the late 1990s until the start of the crisis in

2008, an unstoppable flow of corruption cases erupted from Spanish local and regional government.

In 2013, the newspapers reported that over 300 politicians had been charged with corruption (País

2013). The causes of such scandals were mainly: construction legislation; infringements of the coast

and tourist zones; embezzlement of the huge investments in infrastructure funded with EU money

(the famous “3% contributions”); obscure party financing; but also more traditional causes, such

as bribes, cronyism, patronage, embezzlement and nepotism (Jiménez 2009, 2007; Jiménez, Villoria

and Romero 2012; Jiménez 2003; Villoria and Jiménez 2012; Jiménez 2004; Martín and Darias 2011;

Gounev and Ruggiero 2012, 11).
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The situation strongly deteriorated in the years of economic boom prior to the current crisis. Ac-

cording to the Eurobarometer (Eurobarometer 2011, 2009), Spaniards feel the most affected by

corruption in Europe, at 63% (the EU average is 26%). Furthermore, white-collar political cor-

ruption is thought to be widespread at the local level, in particular as it relates to urban planning

and urban contracts offenses (Martín and Darias 2011; Aguilera and Naredo 2009). Several doc-

uments and reports mention 600 citations and more than 5144 alleged corruption cases involving

town mayors and councilors who were accused of and/or indicted for corruption between 1996 and

2009 (Martín et al. 2012). The list of people involved includes politicians from the main national

and regional political parties, from both sides of the ideological spectrum. The two most influential

national parties have an almost equal share of the number of politicians convicted for corruption.

The Popular Party (PP) is slightly ahead of the Socialist Party of Spain (PSOE), with 37% (Martín

et al. 2012). Most, if not all, allegations and/or charges of corruption are related to planning, con-

tracting services and development offenses taking place at the local level (Estefanía 2010; Gounev

and Bezlov 2010, 196).

The numerous scandals and cases of corruption have pushed the Spanish CPI1 score down to the

bottom of the ranking (59), to rest alongside the much less economically developed and recently de-

mocratized countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe (International 2009, 2010). Interestingly,

Spanish citizens claim personally not to have almost any experience with petty corruption: only

2% of respondents claimed to be the subject of a petition, express or implied, of bribery during the

previous year (Eurobarometer 2011, 2009; Rose and Peiffer 2013). By comparison, when companies

active in Spain were asked the same question, 97% agreed that corruption is a problem, while 52%

responded that for doing business one needs connections and that favoritism and corruption are hin-

dering the country’s competitiveness (European Commission 2011a). In the Eurobarometer survey

of companies on corruption in 2013, 83% of Spanish companies surveyed (the highest percentage in

the EU) considered corruption to be rampant in procurement managed by the national authorities.

That figure rose to 90% when relating to procurement managed by the local authorities (the EU

average is just 60%) (Commission 2014a; European Commission 2011a). Moreover, WB’s enter-

prise survey shows that in Spain, of the 600 interviewed companies, 10% of SMEs see corruption

1Corruption Perception Index collected by Transparency International. With a scale going from 0 (very corrupt)
to 100 (not at all), it measures the extent of corruption in a country.
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as affecting them while less than 4.5% of the large companies feel the same. In addition, the large

companies are more likely to solve the problem by giving gifts to the administration in order to “get

things done” (Worthy 2010).

Nevertheless, this picture, although disheartening, does not reveal all the nuances and variations

hidden behind the discourse of whether Spain is a country with systemic corruption or just a few

bad apples. The most interesting evidence lies beneath the surface of the national level. As has

already been said in the previous chapters, although Spain is not known for any major territorial

disparities like Italy (Tabellini 2010; Bagnasco 1997), it is one of the six countries in Europe with

the largest inter-regional variation in the level of quality of government and corruption (Charron

et al. 2013). This variation across regions is surprising, mainly because it concerns not only regions

with a quality of government comparable to northern Europe (e.g. Rioja, the Basque Country),

but also regions with levels comparable to some Southern Italian regions (e.g. Valencia or Madrid).

The data on judicial proceedings enables us to clearly appreciate the difference between no judicial

proceedings in Rioja or Cantabria, compared to 114 in Andalusia, 99 in Valencia, or 72 in Madrid.2

Interestingly, the more virtuous regions in Spain, as in the Italian case, are concentrated in the

north of the country (Basque Country), while the south performs comparatively worse (Andalusia).

Major concentration of corruption cases is located along the coastlines and around the large cities

and metropolitan areas of Madrid and Barcelona.

Returning to the puzzle (dealt with in more detail in Chapter One), the variation in the levels of

corruption does not stop here, but extends also to the local level. Looking at the data collected

by Transparency International, in their index of transparency for local administrations (ITA) Spain

demonstrates a significant variation also within regions between otherwise similar cities. Corruption

varies across different localities and islands in Spain. In other words, it seems there is no clear

pattern, since even the well-performing regions contain cities with systemic corruption problems.

What is more interesting, however, is that the regions with greater corruption contain cities with no

corruption and a high quality of government. Not only is the best-performing city, San Cugat (100

points), located within the region of Catalonia with just 49.6 points, but also the best performing

2 For sources and an interactive map, visit http://www.elmundo.es/grafico/espana/2014/11/03/
5453d2e6268e3e8d7f8b456c.html
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region of the Basque Country (EQI 75.4) includes some of the cities of Spain that perform much worse

than their region, such as Barakaldo with just 35 points (ITA)3 These empirical results are puzzling

since they cannot be explained by traditional explanations of institutional settings. What causes this

variation? What allows non-corrupt cities to maintain their non-corrupt equilibrium, despite the

adverse environment in which they find themselves? The Autonomous regions of Madrid, Catalonia

and Valencia are among the most affected. In the case of Madrid, the Púnica case uncovered

a plot that involved regional but also many communal politicians from almost 15 municipalities

(InfoLibre.es 2014; el diario 2014; InfoLibre.es 2015). But even though all the cities and politicians

succumbed to the idea of easy money, there were still cities whose mayors resisted the temptation.

How did these manage to remain clean, while many other cities, and their regions, did not? What

do the Spanish cases add to the Italian ones?

The most common explanation in the literature is that an amount of available resources together

with the discretionary power of local politicians allows for a high rate of corruption. Most cities,

Torrejón and Santa Coloma among them, chose massive construction projects and sold municipal

land to developers like hotcakes, producing situations similar to those of extractive economies in

the developing world (Harvey 2013). From this explanation we could infer that it is the abundance

of resources that drives corruption and determines the differences. Consequently, while cities with

resources cannot escape the curse, in cities with no available resources, we do not expect corruption.

However, this is not exactly the case, since my non-corrupt cities have similar endowments, and

have grown into very rich cities today. Although none of my city cases is on the coast, all my case

studies are in very prominent areas, where the price of land or other natural assets was and still

is high. Alcobendas and San Cugat are cities where the price of land is among the highest in the

country and where, according to my interviews, large construction companies were interested in

investing (Méndez et al. (2015) and Director Cugat.cat, 2014). Therefore, in this aspect, there is

no difference between the existence of the rents and the opportunities to exploit them, but there is

certainly a difference between how these cities were using their resources.

A second possible explanation could be the different values held by their citizens, which could

3ITA is an indicator developed by TI Spain at the regional and city level, which measures a series of indicators
that are grouped under a value ranging from 0 to 100 for the best performing.
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constitute a natural repellent against the city’s vice and maintaining its virtue. In this sense, the

citizens of Alcobendas, Manresa and San Cugat would profess different values or have a different

culture than the citizens of Torrejón, Reus or Santa Coloma. Although I did not find any direct

indicators, the secondary evidence and archival research did not reveal any particularity or difference.

Yet, with the exception of Manresa and Reus, the history of these cities is relatively short since

they practically did not exist before 1950, when the Spanish population started to move from the

countryside to the cities to work in the factories (Merino Arribas et al. 2004; Iglesias Alonso 2006).

This recent existence excludes the hypothesis based on the long-time historical evolution of social

capital (Guiso et al. 2010a,b). However, I acknowledge that both Santa Coloma and Torrejón are

significantly poorer communities than their virtuous pairs. Manresa and Reus instead have a similar

composition in terms of socioeconomic class and income and education. These cities also have a

similar amount of emigrant population. There is thus no indication that one city or another would

be more virtuous on the basis of its citizens’ values.

A more improbable, but still plausible explanation of the variation of corruption between cities

would be the quality and moral integrity of their politicians. In other words, that the politicians

of Alcobendas would be better than the convicted politicians of Santa Coloma. This kind of expla-

nation would point to individuals’ higher moral integrity as the factor that makes corruption fall.

Although plausible, the reality in these cases is different. The recent scandal known as Caso Bankia

and Tarjetas Black4 questions this proposition. The mayor of Alcobendas, after 17 virtuous years in

city hall, was found on the list of Bankia as one of the holders of “Black" credit card, having spent

more than 6000 euros on public expenses. Similarly, the former mayor of San Cugat abandoned

the city to venture into regional politics in Barcelona, at a time when its regional government was

also suffering from scandals. In addition, the presence of corruption has also been explained by the

degree of competition between the parties, pointing to the lack of it as a cause of the proliferation

of corruption (Anduiza et al. 2013). In this sense, Santa Coloma or Torrejón would be corrupt

due to the effects connected to the hegemony of one party, specifically the PSOE. Although this

explanation might be very plausible, since corruption scandals happen mainly due to the uncon-

tested presence of one party for several years, the same noncompetitive situation could be found in

4Tax-free credit cards were given to politicians on the boards of directors of local banks, enabling them to freely
spend taxpayers’ money.
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my virtuous cases. San Cugat and Alcobendas were governed for decades by the same party and

yet have reached the highest ranking of ITA and several prizes for good quality of administration.

Thus, the lack of political competition or opposition strength in these cases adds to the puzzle.

Finally, the level of corruption could be allocated to social capital or the strength of civil society

operationalized by the density of associations. This explanation will be discussed at the end of the

chapter, although the small difference in participation in referendums between the cities gives a hint

that the answer lies elsewhere.

I instead contend that the crucial reason as to why some cities have managed to limit their corruption

levels, despite the high level of corruption in the regional government, was the existence of strong

business association mediation with the local government, which was obligated to pass policies

that would establish long-term planning and a professional administration. In Alcobendas and San

Cugat, business organized into a strong local business organization that used its power as an agenda-

setter for local politics. The central argument of this chapter is that business associations arise not

only as a defense against predatory bureaucracies, but also to restrict their members from accepting

corrupt deals and, ultimately, to act upon the government. Despite adverse conditions for collective

action (no strong institutions, lack of trust, high risk of free riding, and more), business associations

overcame these initial hurdles by combining their common vulnerabilities, and equality in resources,

to allow for a concentration of resources in association building. In other words, contrary to the

literature, associations are formed in places where business is more fragmented but manages to

perceive that vulnerability is general and that there is no other way to act upon government other

than collectively.

This chapter presents and analyzes the second set of the empirical cases, concentrating on the cities

within regions with greater corruption and, as with the previous chapters, it aims to give an answer

to the question of what causes variation in the level of corruption between cities with similar cultural

legacies and institutional settings. The Spanish case will provide a validity check on the previous

results as well as look at how the argument holds for a less corrupt but more polarized political

situation. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section the argument

is restated and applied to the case of Spanish local government. Secondly the individual cases

are presented. After the description of the single cases the argument is developed and tested on
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the empirical cases of four Spanish cities, namely Alcobendas and Torrejón and Santa Coloma and

San Cugat de Vallés. The cases of Manresa and Reus are dealt with only marginally.5The chapter

concludes with a discussion of alternative explanations, namely the incidence of organized crime,

social capital and culture.

6.1.1 Determinants of Corruption in Spain some Hints from the Literature

Research on corruption is a relatively young field in Spain. The first studies dealing with corruption

generally followed major political scandals (Jiménez 2004), while others focused on particular issues

related to corruption such as electoral behavior. As such, there has been no systematic research

on the causes of corruption up until now. Studies that look at cases of corruption in Spanish local

and regional government have focused mainly on inefficient institutional settings, which, they argue,

allow administrations to become politicized (Longo 2008; Parrado 2004, 2008; Subirats 2006). As

mentioned in Chapter Three, the Spanish bureaucracy is largely politicized, and at the same time

very closed and protected (Dahlström and Lapuente 2011). This leads, apart from administrative

rigidity, to easy contamination of interests and collusion between politicians, the administrative

body, or interest groups. Other studies have focused on the political component, that is to say on

political competition and electoral accountability (Montero et al. 2011). Although all these studies

have increased our understanding of why Spain has a problem with corruption, they do not answer

how such variation in corruption is possible, mainly because they focus on analyzing if and to what

extent the Spanish voter punishes corrupt politicians.6

Moreover, the bursting of the real estate bubble has attracted many Spanish scholars, mainly

urban political economists, to inquire into the role of corruption in economic development and

crisis. Two studies posing questions similar to the present one are those by Jiménez, Villoria and

Quesada (Jiménez 2014; Jiménez, García-Quesada and Villoria 2012; Quesada et al. 2013; García-

Quesada et al. 2014) and the research group around José Manuel Naredo (Aguilera and Naredo

2009; Naredo 2010). Jiménez et al. deal with the effect of the real estate boom on corruption,

5Although I conducted fieldwork in these cities, the very recent scandals of corruption in Reus made it very difficult
to arrange interviews and encourage people talk to me.

6The only books taking a more in-depth perspective were written by investigative journalists (Anibal 2012; Ur-
reiztieta 2011; Ordóñez 2014; Piqueras and Al 2011; Martín and Darias 2011).
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looking at different tourism zones in Spain (Menorca, Canary Island and Marbella). They find

a significant effect on economies focused excessively on the construction sector and corruption.

They explain corruption by a combination of the availability of rents and discretionary power of

politicians and public administrators. However, in some of their case studies this relationship is not

clearly confirmed. Naredo and Aguilera look at the mega-projects and urban growth models as an

important component in relation to corruption, arriving at similar conclusions – where there are

many resources these enhance corruption – as resource course literature does. These two studies

provide an excellent starting point for understanding how the economic structure, economic interest

organization and corruption can interact. Yet, apart from Jimenez at al. these studies were not

interested in explaining cross-local variation.

6.2 Spanish case study: Like Two Peas in a Pod

The four cities were selected by first matching the different parameters explained in Chapter Three,

and then selecting cities within regions with a high incidence of corruption according to QoG

regional data. The regions chosen are Madrid and Catalonia, which are also among those having

a high number of politicians and entrepreneurs charged with corruption and crimes against public

administration (together with Murcia, Andalusia and Balearic islands), with specifically 72 and

44 politicians charged (ElMundo, 11.03.2014).7 Furthermore, these two regions have developed

comparatively more differentiated economies; they do not focus exclusively on tourism or services.

Both regions enjoyed economic growth from the building boom during the 2000s. In fact, I have

selected these cities to be hard cases, as this environment (high corruption and low transparency and

quality of government) is not very propitious for the development of cooperation and good quality of

government. Thus, these are the hard cases for evaluating the plausibility of the hypothesized causal

mechanisms, because the potential effects of other factors are effectively minimized.8What follows

is the presentation of the six cities selected as cases, described according to the main dimensions

for which they were selected: size, political competition, general economic structure, and ethnic

7http://www.elmundo.es/grafico/espana/2014/11/03/5453d2e6268e3e8d7f8b456c.html
8These two cases also mimic the distinction between normal and “special regime regions” in Italy and test the

influence of different parties.
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homogeneity. These cities are: Alcobendas and Torrejón in Madrid; and Manresa, Reus, San Cugat

and Santa Coloma in Catalonia.

The autonomous region of Madrid, contains the Spanish capital, and is one of the country’s economic

centers, with many multinational companies and their headquarters. It is also, however, one of

the regions most affected by corruption scandals. The best known is the “Gürtel case”, which

involved four mayors and three former MPs of the autonomous parliament. Besides, many local

officials, politicians, and mayors, among them the former president of the Spanish Federation of

Municipalities and Provinces (FEMP), Pedro Castro, are under prosecution for acts related to

corruption. Another very prominent scandal involves the illegal financing of the ruling Popular Party

(PP), the so-called “Bárcenas case”, which involves many top politicians and ministers. Another

instance of cronyism and bribes in large construction projects, as well as a network extorting small

companies in Madrid, was the case known as “Operación Guateque” (Digital 2014). To no surprise,

during the final writing of this thesis a new scandal has just recently immersed dozens of Madrid’s

cities in corruption scandals linked to collusion between businessmen and politicians. This corrupt

network has been called “Operación Púnica” by judges, which to date has brought several mayors,

councilors and regional politicians to tribunals (Jiménez 2014; País 2015).

In no better light comes Catalonia, considered as the economic motor of Spain, where local politicians

held the conviction that their region had avoided the urban corruption that had already sunk councils

and led to the incarceration of mayors in half of Spain (País 2010c,b,a). Catalonia was spoken of

as one of the few regions with a well-developed industry, economic stability and good quality of

government (Clemente 2005).9 Catalonia’s fame as a well-performing region, a veritable “Catalan

Oasis,” has, however, become a mirage under the pall of recent scandals (Anibal 2012, 97). Many

municipal councilors have been charged with crimes of corruption for deeds related to urban planning

and development like the award of public works, embezzlement of public funds, fraud, and influence

peddling.

The most prominent case is known as the “Pretoria” or “Mercurio” Affairs, in which the mayors of

Santa Coloma de Gramenet, Badalona and Sabadell are suspects in crimes and alleged corruption

schemes (País 2014c). Furthermore, Catalonia was the scene of the so-called Millet case, involving
9It was and still it is the only region with an Anti-Fraud Office and more restrictive urban planning laws.
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allegedly irregular CDC funding of the Palau de la Música and the embellishment of this Barcelona

cultural institution’s cupola (País 2012a, 2013b).Furthermore, the family of Jordi Pujol i Soley, the

former President of Catalonia, fell into disgrace as a result of large-scale corruption and tax evasion

scandals that uncovered a network of traffic of influences, illegal party financing and the famous 3%

benefits from contracts from Catalan businesses to the members of Pujol’s family and his party Ciu.

Most recently, a new corruption scandal, the “Innova affair,” has erupted in Reus where almost 40

people, among them the mayor, have been charged for crimes related to corruption (País 2013a)

6.2.1 Alcobendas and Torrejón de Ardoz

Turning our attention to the city cases, the first pair is Alcobendas and Torrejón de Ardoz, located in

the north of the province and region of Madrid. In 1950 both cities were small agrarian villages that

have grown dramatically due to Madrid’s urban sprawl (Merino Arribas et al. 2004). Nowadays, both

are home to over 110,000 inhabitants. Their industries make an important industrial contribution

to the local GDP and workforce (25%). Nevertheless, Alcobendas and Torejón are mainly service

sector economies. Both cities have attracted a large amount of immigrants both from within Spain

and from abroad (INE refers to 13% of current population). These dormitory towns owe their

growth to the second wave of Spanish economic growth, and to companies that were seeking better

prices and conditions outside but close to the Spanish capital. Both cities were, until the 2007

elections, strongholds of the social democratic party (PSOE) with ample majorities, and now have

PP governments with absolute majorities. They would be identical twins (see table 6.1, if it were

not for the variation in the level of corruption between them that reveals Torrejón as the black

sheep and laggard.

Table 6.1: Comparative table of the Spanish cases

City Size Corr Association Government
Alcobendas 110 000 98 Strong Stable one party
Torrejón 120 000 40 Weak Unstable one party
San Cugat 90 000 99 Strong Stable one party
Santa Coloma 100 000 78 Weak Unstable one party

Source: INE,Anuario Caixa, Ministry of interior
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6.2.2 San Cugat de Vallés and Santa Coloma de Granamet

San Cugat de Vallés and Santa Coloma de Granamet are the second pair of cities in Catalonia, in

the province of Barcelonés. With populations of roughly 100,000 inhabitants each, these bedroom

communities were once small villages that underwent a growth spurt due to suburbanization from

Barcelona and later due to immigration from other countries (as seen from table 6.1 on the facing

page). Both were originally places where Barcelona citizens (generally from the middle class) went

for summer vacations. Around 10% of the population in both cities was born outside of Spain.

Both cities were until 1950 minor agrarian centers, and specialized in viticulture. During Catalo-

nia’s industrialization, and the resulting expansion of infrastructure, San Cugat and Santa Coloma

transformed quickly into dormitory towns for workers that wanted to live outside Barcelona but

continue to work there. After rapid modernization, the main economic activity is now in the service

sector and construction. Politically the cities have had single-party governments, with the difference

that Santa Coloma is socialist while San Cugat is governed by one of the regional nationalist parties,

Convergence and Union (CiU, more conservative). Though similar in their data, San Cugat has re-

ceived awards for its transparency, while Santa Coloma achieved infamy through a huge corruption

scandal.

6.2.3 Manresa and Reus

Finally the last pair includes two medium-sized cities (80,000 inhabitants) Manresa and Reus. These

ancient Catalan cities have a history of artisanship, agriculture, and commerce, and have remained

important centers until today. Both cities developed steadily into important industrial centers, and

have successfully reconverted their textile industry into commerce. They appear to be a perfect

pair: with a similar socioeconomic background, as industrial and commercial cities, both have a

relatively homogeneous population with few inhabitants born outside Catalonia. Politically both

have had leftist, but fragmented, governments that in 2007 were replaced by small CiU majorities.

But, as with the other cases, Reus was engulfed by a corruption scandal, while the other city has

remained part of “the Catalan Oasis” with a good quality of government and reasonable economic

growth (País 2012b, 2013a, 2014).
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6.2.4 Like Two Peas in a Pod

In a scenario identical to the Italian cases, here we can see four-six cities, three otherwise exchange-

able pairs according to the data, if it were not for their divergent levels of corruption (as seen from

table 6.1 on page 208). Three are corrupt, while the others have managed to limit corruption. Al-

cobendas, Manresa and San Cugat are innovative cities with transparent and effective governments;

meanwhile, their counterparts have been shaken by corruption scandals as their economy stagnates

under ineffective governments and dying entrepreneurship. Alcobendas and San Cugat de Vallés

are two of the few cities with an IPSO score indicating institutional quality (Recoder and Joly 2010;

Alonso 2006). At the same time they occupy the highest rankings in the Transparency International

Index (ITA) (maximum 100 points). What is also surprising is their good reputation, without the

stain of corruption or any other scandals, even though both cities have recently undergone strong

urban growth (believed to be one of the main causes for corruption) (País 2013c).

While Alcobendas is one of the best performing cities in terms of quality of government and trans-

parency, Torrejón has suffered corruption scandals like many other cities around Madrid. Torrejón

has given priority to predatory practices and short-term benefits involved in a highly intense and

speculative real-estate market, while abandoning its traditional industrial background (Méndez and

Sepúlveda 2006, 173). San Cugat and Santa Coloma also have their differences. In Santa Coloma’s

famous “Pretoria scandal”, several entrepreneurs and politicians, including the city mayor, colluded

to plunder the local semi-public construction consortium, and engaged in embezzlement, bribes and

the traffic of influence (País 2014b, 2010a). The pattern continues with the final urban pair. This

time Reus is the villain and Manresa the paragon. Reus, otherwise a normal city, made national

headlines with the “Innova Scandal”, in which its Socialist mayor and other politicians, alongside

entrepreneurs and administrators, were called before the judge (País 2012b, 2013a, 2014).

Such a large variation between cities that one would expect to be like “two peas in a pod” is

an important starting point for empirical research. The aim of this case study is to examine

whether the mechanism in each case is consistent with the proposed theory. Having described the

cities’ demographic and socioeconomic dimensions, the next step is to test my hypotheses using the

empirical data collected there. I will first deal with the formation of voluntary business associations
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and the role of the local firms in cooperation. Secondly, I will focus on the interaction of business

with local government. The final part of this section looks at the changes produced in government.

6.3 Cooperation and Collusion in Spanish Local Government

As we learnt in Chapters Four and Five, business associations are not equally strong throughout

Spanish territory. Some areas are known for their higher entrepreneurial activity and associationism

(Catalonia, Basque Country) while others are deserts (Andalusia, Extremadura). Spain, similarly

to Italy, has several important economic actors that interact closely with administration and are of

great importance for the economy: large banks, construction companies, energy and telecommuni-

cations. While SMEs are common they are not very well represented. Furthermore, the differences

in the electoral system between Italy and Spain lead to some differences. In Spain, the electoral

system is proportional and the mayor is not directly elected but is generally the first candidate on

the party’s list. This adds to the system’s additional stability. Overall, the system in Spain is less

uncertain and unstable. On the other hand, there are many companies that report corruption as the

problem and a seemingly unstoppable wave of scandals involving construction groups, contractors,

banks and other businesses and politicians.

6.3.1 Many Bad Apples or Rotten Tree?: Santa Coloma, Torrejón and many

others

After the economic boom, one of the first corruption scandals in Catalonia broke out in 2009, the

Pretoria case.10 In 2009 the police entered the city hall of Santa Coloma and arrested nine people

for alleged crimes of bribery, urban corruption and money laundering. Among the arrested were: the

former mayor of Santa Coloma de Gramenet Bartomeu Muñoz (PSC), the Town Planner Manuel

Dobarco (PSC), and the former deputyAndrés García Luis Sáez, known by the almost mafioso

10Precisely for this reason, before giving a reconstruction of the cases, a warning about the scope of this work is
needed. In all three cases, there are issues that have not yet been tried and therefore what is stated here is not a
criminal legal characterization of the conduct described, but a political-administrative analysis about what has been
made known throughout the course of the investigations, regardless of whether or not such acts fall under certain
offenses. There is no prejudice here, therefore, regarding the criminal nature of such acts.
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nickname of Luigi. They had managed to pocket 32 million euros in commissions and plundered

Santa Coloma’s coffers (País 2010a).

In his investigation, Judge Pablo Ruz considered that the existence of a “plot aimed at performing

tasks of mediation and influence on public awards linked to various urban projects developed in

municipalities" of Santa Coloma de Gramenet, Badalona and Sant Andreu de Llavaneres, had been

proven. In this sense, the judge highlighted the influence that Luis García exercised in Santa Coloma

de Gramenet, “derived from the links and friendships forged when he was regional deputy of PSC,

as well as, a close friend with the mayor Bartomeu Muñoz.” The actors of this plot, according to the

judge, used privilege information about an urban project in the town and manipulated and mediated

in the award and in the modification of the prices of public lands. This “with clear prejudice to

the city” and in order to “sell to a third party, with whom they had previously agreed, to obtain

significant benefits.” To this, the judge added that the mayor had manipulated the contract with

the cleaning company of Manuel Carrillo, for a bribe estimated at 648,000 euros plus expenses and

substantial contributions as sponsorship for party. The modus operandi was always to change the

contractor and reclassify land to sell it at a higher price in exchange for “fees”. Nowadays, Santa

Coloma has one of the lowest GDP per capita in Catalonia, deficient services, high unemployment

and almost no entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, the Socialist party has remained in government (País

2010a).

The prosecution maintains that Luigi played a key role as “a fixer or facilitator and mediator”. The

local ex-politician and entrepreneur Luigi was the one who would connect the selected companies

with the local politicians and local administrators (País 2014a). According to the investigation,

he enjoyed “influence over civil servants and politicians in the local government of these cities.”

In addition, employers maintained that “in order to be successful tenderers, one should have the

authorization by Luis Andrés García.” According to the prosecutor, Luigi remained with the mayor

of Santa Coloma between 1995 and 2009, Bartolomé Muñoz, “in a personal and professional rela-

tionship that was so smooth and intense that, in fact, it was Luis Andrés García who ran and took

a lot of the decisions of the City Council.” ’ The influence was even extended to the then councilor

for town planning, Manuel Dobarco, who, according to the prosecutor, “effectively contributed, due

to his position in the administrative hierarchy, and was able to pressure various municipal officers
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to commit multiple administrative irregularities.”11 All this, according to the judge, was approved

in a record 9 days in the city council, with a supposed loss of 18,377,000 euros for the city hall.12

In the second case, the mechanisms were almost identical, although the cases are still under criminal

investigation or have already been prosecuted. The building boom in Torrejón was as impressive as

in other cities in the second urban ring around Madrid. Large developers were pressing the local

government for the best land locations. Torrejón de Ardoz started to hit the headlines with the

scandal of the former mayor Triniddad Rollán (PSOE), who was accused in the Heritage Century

court case of an impeachment that supposedly favored a construction company building in the

municipality (20minutos 2011).13 After 2007, when the party in government changed to the PP, the

investigation for corruption did not cease. Already by 2013 another council member, Raul Yuste,

was being investigated for favoring certain companies to secure the municipal contracts. A leaked

conversation between Yuste and entrepreneur reveals, apart from their shady deal, a few humorous

phrases like: “clearly you are the winner, I have no doubt,” and “but it is going to cost, I think,

shrimp, a small crab and a good wine, like Albariño. The cigars will be on me.”14 The city is

also known by its latest construction project of a huge park with large replicas of world-famous

monuments (Brandenburg Gate, Eiffel Tower) and a unique fountain with a laser and light show,

which costs local taxpayers many thousands of euros per year. There are only two fountains like

this in the world, one in Disneyland in Paris and one in Torrejón, one of the poorest cities in the

Madrid Region (interview with opposition PSOE Torrejón).

These cases show what was typified in risk zones for corruption: irregular party finance, payment of

commissions in exchange for procurement contracts, and an abusive politicization of government by

the political parties that constitute it (Andersson and Bergman 2009). What is common in these

cases, as in most of the corruption in Spain, is the use of municipal planning, construction and public

procurements for financing the local budgets and parties (Martín et al. 2012).The corrupt synergies

11For example: the land was sold to the builder Josep Singla, also accused. This businessman sold these plots to
intermediaries with whom the operation had been agreed before the contest. He agreed with them that the land in
question would later be reclassified (from agricultural use to urbanized or by reducing the request for green areas
and services) to increase the price of the land and make it more profitable. Mayor Bartolomé Muñoz charged a fee
of 1.72 million euros for this operation.

12http://politica.e-noticies.es/un-fraude-de-45-millones-34298.html
13In 2012 the case was shelved.
14http://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/2014-08-04/la-audiencia-pide-abrir-instruccion-sobre-un-presunto-caso-de-corrupcion-en-torrejon_

171770/lpu6Bpn00jwUvFVO
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are created when individual business actors have relatively easy access to individual politicians and

when the decisions of these politicians can bring large gains to the company, as well as, the necessary

funds for the re-election of politicians. What facilitates this collusion is certainly a politicized

administration: “the purpose of this action was the breach of the principle of impartiality that should

govern their decisions of administration to the detriment of free competition among enterprises

for public contracts.” Instead, these were awarded to previously connected companies (Jiménez

2014). The politicized administration was especially vulnerable to these pressures. A fragment

from a phone-tapped conversation between the entrepreneur and the mayor clearly shows how

much pressure administrators face in order to keep silent, bind to, or commit crime: “Somebody has

to fire her. Who the hell does she think she is, the auditing wench? [says Luigi to the mayor]. We

have already had many drawbacks due to that Maite. When they [auditors] have too much power,

this ... happens.”15 Also, in Torrejón there are documented conflicts between the mayor and the

auditor and the administration.

Companies have had to pay financial support to a party, a true “toll” generally “around 3% to meet

to participate successfully in the market for public works in Catalonia” (quoted in (Jiménez 2014,

13)). As reported by elPaís, Luigi served as an intermediary with numerous companies, which he

then charged between 3% and 5% of the profit they made. Such was the case with Proinosa owned

by Josep Singla, who was also accused. According to the recordings, the former Mayor Muñoz

always obeyed, offering his intervention as mayor: “This I will fix in two minutes.”16 The smaller

companies were left out or were forced to contribute to the system in order to have a chance to

compete. As the above-mentioned investigation by the judge in the Pretoria scandal shows, firms

and bureaucrats conceived as the de facto rules of the game in the city that companies would have

to comply with in order to “stay in business.” A very similar story can be heard in Madrid and the

surrounding cities, where new companies have to pay tolls and where those connected to politicians

enjoyed large contracts. Moreover, the leaked conversation between a politician in Torejón and an

entrepreneur demonstrates the close relations between companies and politicians: “clearly you are

the winner, I have no doubt” and, “but it’s going to cost.” Or, when a councilor personally warned

a businessman who had “until October 31, 2011 at 12 am to present the best offer” if he wanted to

15http://elpais.com/diario/2010/05/27/catalunya/1274922445_850215.html
16http://elpais.com/diario/2010/05/24/catalunya/1274663243_85021.html
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win a competition.17

However, in order to keep the corrupt machine going, it is no less important to build a social base

that will sustain you. As many whistle blowers declare, after their testimony little has changed.18

In many of these municipalities, like Torrejón and Santa Coloma, mayors and their parties are re-

elected. The mayor of Santa Coloma was re-elected with two absolute majorities. He was able to

overcome the criticism and gain the support of many people with his policies for the free provision

of textbooks and an anti-crisis plan that promised to pay water, electricity and gas to low-income

families.19 Also the city hall of Torrejón fooled citizens with large Christmas festivities (Moraga

2014), concerts, the large Europa recreation park, and many events.20

Why did business just follow the politicians’ requests for bribes or allow the connected cronies to

plunder the resources of everyone? Both in Torrejón and Santa Coloma, the companies did not

manage to cooperate and create strong local organizations. Torrejón industrial history left the city

with large industrial and transport companies oriented more toward Madrid and Henares than to

the municipality, and small merchants in a center that had abandoned any collective action. In

the case of Santa Coloma, a business network is completely missing, while some larger companies

from Torrejón are associated with the business organization of the nearby larger city of Alcalá de

Henares. Santa Coloma is a dormitory town with an economy anchored in construction and few

micro commerce.

Small, powerless and divided companies could not act as counterweights against the government.

The large ones and especially the construction and development companies, were instead often

involved in affairs with the city council in order to make larger profits during the boom period.

Although vulnerability was present, a lack of equality and common understanding of the situation,

impeded the overcoming of mutual distrust in cooperation. This fragmentation leaves an empty

space where politicians and connected companies could connect for their corrupt exchange. Given

Torrejón and Santa Coloma’s problems with corruption, how have Alcobendas and San Cugat been

able to resist the same collusive temptation? The pressure was similar in all cases, as were the
17http://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/2014-08-04/la-audiencia-pide-abrir-instruccion-sobre-un-presunto-caso-de-corrupcion-en-torrejon_

171770/
18http://elpais.com/diario/2009/11/09/catalunya/1257732443_850215.html
19http://elpais.com/diario/2009/11/09/catalunya/1257732443_850215.html
20http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2013/12/19/madrid/1387474223_134831.html
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opportunities: problems with a politicized administration, inefficient controls by the tribunal and

police. Yet in Alcobendas and San Cugat the politicians opted out from these practices.

6.3.2 Islands of good government: San Cugat de Vallés, Alcobendas and (Man-

resa)

Alcobendas and San Cugat in Spain could be similar to their counterparts, yet these cities have

become known as islands of good government, an oasis in the desert or, as I call them, good apples.

The absence of corruption scandals, an efficient administration, many awards for administrative

innovation, and top positions in the transparency ranking support this different outcome. In this

section, I will use the empirical evidence from my qualitative interviews, secondary resources and

archival work to reconstruct the path that determines the vice and virtue of these cities. As my

hypothesis states, I look at the evidence of business association activity and influence over the

government as well as of government reactions and the policies that it implements.

In the 1990s, Alcobendas designed the first strategic plan for the city that marked the beginning

of the reorganization of local policy-making. In 2003 the city won a UN award for quality in

administration and services provision (Alonso 2006). And precisely when the surrounding cities

were falling into scandals, Alcobendas was pioneering new quality measures and receiving more

awards. Alcobendas successfully re-organized its local administration, created the figure of city

manager (although this title is not used expressly) and new standards in urban planning and public

contracts. Surprisingly, far from Madrid and Catalonia, San Cugat, has followed a very similar

trajectory of reorganization of its local governance. During the late 1990s, the former mayor Luis

Recoder and councilor for economy Jordi Joly created PACTE (San Cugat’s new administrative

system) in order to make management of the city more effective and avoid inefficiency and corruption

(Recoder and Joly 2010). They later won an organizational scheme award for best innovation in

quality of administration by EIPA in Maastricht for these innovations. In 1998 they launched the

first call for a city manager, who would be able to reorganize the governance of the city council

and administration, increasing control of spending and efficiency. The system created much greater

control over the use of public resources and limited the power of politicians to dispose of them at
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their will, especially during contracting and urban planning.

Today, Alcobendas and San Cugat de Vallés are two of the few cities with an IPSO score for in-

stitutional quality, at the same time occupying the highest spots in the ranking of Transparency

International’s Index for Spanish cities (Recoder and Joly 2010). Both cities have a dynamic en-

trepreneurial sector, strong business associations, and provide excellent public services. Alcobendas

and San Cugat show how much cooperation and coordinated economic policies have changed the

style of governance. Yet, as the mayor of San Cugat says, this process was not automatic or

conflict-less. It is this process that I will now turn my attention to.

Building Up Cooperation

After the 1982 democratic elections, socialists came into government in Alcobendas, as they did in

the majority of cities of the belts around Madrid and Barcelona due to the high presence of industrial

workers from factories in Madrid, Barcelona and their surroundings. The first decade involved,

according to former mayor, mostly the provision of basic services such as water, pavements and

electricity in the city. It was at the beginning of the 1990s that politics started to play a role. In 1992,

the central and regional government shifted to the center-right and the PP immediately increased its

control over spending and budgets. In this period, the basic needs were fulfilled and living standards

in the city rose, eroding the traditional socialist electoral base with the increase in professionals and

higher social classes. When the first economic problems of the 1990s hit the economy and the

Maastricht criteria requested cuts, the local socialist government faced a dilemma: How to finance

services for an increasing population and organize urbanization and economic development?

The changing demography of the inhabitants of Alcobendas was indeed something that was reiter-

ated in my conversations with the former and current political representatives. Alcobendas, to the

north of Madrid, became an area of the educated middle-classes, professionals and entrepreneurs.

In the words of a current socialist candidate, “these people would generally vote more for liberal

parties, and they do at national level. I think that scared the previous government and made them

realize that government had to be active” (Candidate PSOE, Alcobendas 2014). The former mayor

also recognized this cognitive dissonance of the voters of Alcobendas: “you could see this trend
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already in the 1990s; we have been the most voted party at the local level but on the national level

this trend was slowly reversing in favor of right-wing parties. We had to show the citizens that we

were working. We had to be one step ahead of them” (former mayor of Alcobendas, Alcobendas

2014). Together with the limitations imposed from the regional level, which was governed by the

opposition party of Alcobendas, the PP, this created a sense of vulnerability. Yet this vulnerability

could just as easily result in scenarios similar to those in Torrejón or other cities around Madrid.

Why did this not happen?

Here, organized business came to the fore. The economic actors in Alcobendas were very active from

the beginning. The local economy was diversified into construction, motor vehicles, pharmaceuticals,

the chemical industry, and other sectors. One of the first clues that local companies are strong was

the establishment of the Chamber of Commerce in Alcobendas and the creation of a business

association that would organize local business to provide services that the city was not able to

fulfill. Looking at the circumstances of the association’s creation, many admit that an inefficient

administration and partial government is a clear obstacle to SMEs in their activity. The president

of the chamber of commerce of Alcobendas states:

“One of the reasons why the association was formed was the incapacity of government
in providing basic services such as transport, security infrastructure or energy. The
situation was such that we had to basically patrol at night to protect our firms, because
the city was not able to send even one policeman to make sure that nobody was stealing
from us. I haven’t even talked about when you needed a building permit or electricity
connection!”

The business association (hereafter AICA) was founded in 1985 and re-founded again in 1990.21

With the large influx of companies and transformation of the city, business association felt that

there was an opportunity to seize the moment and become a relevant player for the government.

Also, the cooperation within was important, as many companies come from abroad or from the

other side of Spain and Madrid, and the association thus very quickly become a connection between

the unknown government, and a security shield against eventual problems with government. AICA

seized that moment, using its base as an important weight vis-á-vis the government. As the former

mayor of Alcobendas argued, they needed to stop and think what the city should look like, and this

21It represents, according to the latest data, around 900 companies and is one of the founding members of CEIM-
CEOE (The business association of the Madrid Region).
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was one cohesive input from the economic motor of the city that became important. It was decided

that plans be developed, first the urban plans and then the complex city plans. Thus, these active

businesses organize themselves and urged contact with government where before there had been

none. The government also needed to improve how it operated and to cooperate with business to

improve the economic conditions and change its organization. As a former politician and councilor

explained:

“Besides inventing new policies, we had the need for a shift in organization. The or-
ganization remained largely obsolete, had grown and had serious difficulties formulating
complex policies and long-term planning. We needed a manager that would centralize
and coordinate projects. So we were forced to create a new model of organizing that
decentralized decision-making, and, above all, coordinated our own development coop-
eration with the private sector. In this way we organized under the banner of an internal
division of power, preventing the politician from doing the technical planning and the
technician from doing politics. This vice was stopped quickly here.”

It is surprising how the story of San Cugat shares many points with that of Alcobendas. San

Cugat was for a long time a small town around a medieval monastery, economically dependent on

viticulture. Differently from Santa Coloma, which was one of the cities from which the workers

of Barcelona came, San Cugat remained isolated due its mountainous terrain. A lack of industry

meant slow development, except when some firms such as Spanish TV decided to put up some of

their installations there. All has changed in the 1990s, when the region opened the new tunnels

of Vallvidrera and the city suddenly became only 20 minutes away from Barcelona. During that

period, many firms, both national and international, decided to move to its cheaper land. The num-

ber of inhabitants also rose exponentially. This put unprecedented pressure on the local economic

structures and, above all, on the local government, which had to choose how it should react. Sim-

ilarly to Alcobendas, the local business association had an important input, for which the unified

voice of business was essential. Those companies that had their social headquarters in the city were

particularly interested in the quality of services and administration. There was also concern among

the companies that none of their competitors gain some individual advantages over the others and

an uncertainty as to how the city’s administration would perform.

San Cugat thus faced a dilemma, whether to seize the moment and use this development to ac-

cumulate resources and votes, maximizing the number of companies and construction, or whether
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to choose a different model of governance. San Cugat opted for the second option, also due to

pressure from companies, mostly from services, non-polluting and high-tech industries, and interna-

tional companies that brought wanted to build their headquarters in the city and thus also needed

better standards and quality of services and concrete plans for future investment in the city. Joan

Aymerich started in 1990s with the city’s urban and economic expansion, to be succeeded by the

second mayor, Luis Recoder, to re-organize the administration and implement PACTE. What also

weighed in the strategies was that, up until then, San Cugat was one of a few cities and the only

city of its size governed by CiU, while the others were mainly under a socialist government. In the

same way as Alcobendas, local politicians would cite this situation as creating a certain feeling of

vulnerability within the leading party.

San Cugat embraced the division between politics and planning under the aegis of the need for

coordination with the business sector. Merce Conessa (current mayor of San Cugat) explains the

motivation and the process of change from the traditional administration to PACTE:

“Major changes were implemented during the administration of former Mayor Re-
coder. San Cugat in that period grew as a city not only in the number of inhabitants,
but also in the number of companies. And it was a necessity to jointly plan the future of
the city as well as maintaining economic growth and jobs for citizens. Luckily, we hired
very competent people from ESADE, who designed the PACTE consisting of a council
to plan policies with a clear relationship between objectives and costs but also a clear
division between political leadership and the expert knowledge of municipal technicians.”

Manresa, the third case, as a city in central Catalonia, also developed strong cooperation between

government and the business association.This historical and industrial city had a history of strong

guilds that intervened closely with local government and governance. These guilds then transformed

into the chamber of commerce, but it was mainly with transverse encompassing association that

business became active with government. The president of Manresa’s Chamber of Commerce nicely

explains why in Manresa the economic associations are so developed:

“It was mainly because of the adverse conditions in which companies should compete.
Manresa is relatively far from its markets (60 km from Barcelona), without particularly
developed infrastructure and other resources. Therefore we had to actively attract com-
panies and make their own voices be heard. When economic power started to concentrate
around Barcelona, Manresa businesses felt obliged to act collectively in order not to lose
its market".
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All the virtuous Spanish cities have developed a strong interest in mediation through business as-

sociations: Alcobendas has AICA, San Cugat la AESC and Manresa PYMEC. In all three cases

the economic structure is diversified, composed mainly of medium-sized enterprises, many of them

multinationals in diversified sectors, but, what is important, is that there are no dominant tycoons.

There are no large companies or powerful construction groups. The business associations of Al-

cobendas, Manresa and San Cugat emerged in the wake of the democratic transition and needed

to organize their interaction with government. It is no surprise that one of the main reasons why

associations are formed is to help overcome “administrative problems" or the inefficiency of public

services, of which corruption could be a part. Moreover, the general lack of inclusive platforms for

policy-making where these problems could be solved led these firms to invest in collective represen-

tation to equalize the field of public-private interaction. The president of Manresa’s Chamber of

Commerce was explicitly referring to this point when he said:

“Government generally cares only about how to get voters, it is not interested in
SMEs. We had to build our prestige and show them that we can be useful. Now the
government consults us or at least asks us our opinion. When government makes policies
they do it thinking only about large companies and enterprises forgetting completely
about the small and medium enterprises. If these laws get implemented it can seriously
harm small companies and the areas populated by these small firms. This can create
serious problems for them. At that moment the association is very useful in pressing the
government to intervene during the formulation of laws. We have a large associational
base so we can mobilize a lot of people.”

Yet the creation of an association was far from being automatic. In many places where the economic

sector is disorganized, politicized or dominated by a few important players, economic actors prefer

to collude with the government than to cooperate for local economic development.

Dogs that Never Barked: Associations that did not Develop

Contrary to these examples, in Santa Coloma or Torrejón, local businesses failed to organize asso-

ciations. Santa Coloma, now a dormitory town for the local working class, does not have a strong

business sector, and the only large companies were the construction companies from Barcelona.

These large companies were behind the racket growth in construction in Santa Coloma. Apart from

a few small merchant micro-enterprises (mostly shops) there are no other enterprises that could
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mediate between the local government and the local economic sector. Similarly, Torrejón land in

the city and was responsible for the avaricious urban sprawl (Merino Arribas et al. 2004). The local

companies failed in organizing into an association, while the large ones were in direct contact with

the local government and business association in the nearby city of Alcalá, thereby hijacking any

possible association and making it irrelevant (Valle 2010). What also helped in the inequality of in-

fluence was the local land ownership structure in Santa Coloma and Torrejón. These landlords and

developers forged a powerful alliance with construction companies, which is easily able to override

weak and especially poor governments. The testimonies of journalists from Santa Coloma support

that construction companies and developers were coming to the city hall like it was their second

home. In his summary, Judge Ruz declares that Manuel Carillo (an entrepreneur) was bringing

envelopes with bribes to city hall frequently (judge’s summary, 222/06 2009).

A former candidate for mayor in Torrejón summarizes the situation of many municipalities: “If you

do not have money you can either borrow from banks or make a deal with construction companies

to authorize a change of land usage to raise money and exchange it for a school or public parking."

In such a situation, when a coalition of large entrepreneurs, whether landowners and construction

companies or otherwise, becomes structurally more powerful than local government, it is only a

matter of time before corruption becomes their preferred strategy. The “wealth effect” produced by

real estate capital gains and strong construction activity, led to the spending euphoria of poorer

municipalities (Aguilera and Naredo 2009; Naredo 2010). This is why the mayor of Santa Coloma

is known as the “lord of thousands of apartments”22 and its inhabitants call Torrejón “the city of

thousands of car parks.” The Alcobendas city manager describes in the justifications of the city

plan of 1998 the causes of this situation:

“Real estate cannot be the unique base for development, others have tried to do so,
and have fallen into a trap. This happened everywhere: when you have a possibility
that does not cost you anything, you get investments from agents who come here to do
their business. Then you see important gains in the short term, which does not cost
you. In this way, also we have done very important investments (auditoriums, parks,
swimming pools) which are nevertheless very expensive to maintain in the long term.”

In these cities the democratization, economic boom or Europeanization of the market did not bring

22http://elpais.com/diario/2009/11/09/catalunya/1257732443_850215.html
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along better quality of government but, due to a lack of alternatives, disorganized business and

these governments resolved their governance dilemma by seeking rents from housing speculation,

and crony economic development. Neither local government invested in a better administration or

created platforms for economic development with local economic associations. In Santa Coloma,

socialists still govern and Torrejón is not doing any better despite the change of governing party, as

suspicions of new corruption in the city are mounting.

How the Business Associations Interact with the Governments

In San Cugat and Alcobendas, but also in Manresa, local business associations maintained close

relations with the government mainly through thematic round tables, such as a “Socio-economic

Council,” or periodical meetings in the Chamber of Commerce. Although it would seem that in

these cities business was even more interlaced with politics than in Santa Coloma and Torrejón,

all such relations were scrupulously planned, transparent and locked in by public plans and pacts.

Indeed, Alcobendas held a round of open consultation for further economic development, through

what was called the “Strategic Urban Plan” or “Plan Ciudad,” basically an open contract between

the government and social actors (business associations and sometimes unions). In the words of the

director of Alcobendas Chamber of Commerce, local entrepreneurs were very active in taking the

initiative:

“That Alcobendas has its own branch of a chamber of commerce, is not by chance,
it was the result of active cooperation between the business sector and government that
understood that it needed to provide institutions of inter-mediation for active coopera-
tion. It might be surprising but despite being a socialist government, they understood
the business sector quite well.”

The councilor of urban planning of Alcobendas (in the 1999 to 2003 legislature) has confirmed that

the links between the economic sector and government were frequent and bilateral:

“The collaboration with companies has been working quite well. We succeeded with
everything we’ve done. I remember that nothing resulted in no collaboration or failure.
What’s more, I think that this collaboration has been strengthened as the experiences
were consolidating” (quoted in Iglesias Alonso (2006, 218)).
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San Cugat has also created bodies and institutions where local business representatives and the lo-

cal University (ESADE) are consulted on future economic policies and interventions. These include

the “Consejo de la ciudad” (council of the city) and a social-economic council. The councilor of the

economy in San Cugat explained: “El Consejo socioeconómico is a kind of permanent round-table

where the administration and the economic representation of the city reach an agreement about

new interventions or policies” (Deputy Mayor for Economy, San Cugat February 2014). Similarly

in Manresa the economic councilor confirmed the existence of a close interaction between economic

actors, chamber and government: “The Chamber of Commerce and business have a strong, I would

say even historical, position in the city. We coordinate in many institutions or bodies with rep-

resentatives of the Chamber of Commerce, the Association of Entrepreneurs and many times also

the Unions” (Director of Chamber of Commerce Manresa and local entrepreneur, Manresa, March

2014).

When local business associations and the business community organize, they exert more pressure

over the government. In the cities these conditions result in the creation of stronger and more

differentiated public-private partnerships or institutions where local politicians and business bargain,

conflict, but also coordinate their actions. In other words, the economic strategies and policies

of the city are more coordinated, limiting in this way the opportunities for corruption between

individual politicians and companies. Also this complex relational structure required changes to

the administrative organization, which were important for the consolidation of such practices. This

symbiosis has consequences for both actors. Both cities decided to limit their urban growth, reducing

possibilities for urban speculation. Occasionally, this meant confronting large construction groups

that have interests in the municipality. Local economic associations keep an internal balance within

the economic sectors, not welcoming companies that could change the local economic structure. In

both cities there were cases of a refusal to companies like Decathlon or Ikea, with both politicians

and business arguing that these kinds of companies do not fit into the network already present in

the city.

The director of the local media outlet Cugat.Cat, explained that the local government actually

constrained the further development of the city by changing the urban land to non-urbanized.
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“When you hear that government has changed the urban plan, one immediately
thinks of speculation; here the local government decided to limit growth and actually
agree less. This has created for them large problems with construction companies that
have bought the land and were thinking of doing big business” (Interview San Cugat,
February 2014).

Similarly to the above, Alcobendas faced pressure from developers during the building boom, as in

the surrounding cities the housing was very profitable and could add considerable resources to the

city coffers. But, unlike the other cities, Alcobendas restricted and controlled urban development.

“The municipality of Alcobendas was not one of the first in Spain to discover the
urban moneymaking machine. But, in collaboration with (real estate) companies, Al-
cobendas has always been a pioneer and been careful about the projects. There have
always been companies that have pushed for their ideas and plans in the city hall. But
thanks to the established plans, it was not possible to change radically what had been
decided commonly in the plan. What mattered was that this collaboration has pursued
the same course even though the administrative team has changed” (President of AICA).

The coordination between business and government did not mean only the control of strong players,

but it has had a profound effect on government organization and policymaking. It now acts more like

a business, with a plan, and has reorganized and simplified contacts with suppliers, contractors and

local business. Economic actors, on the other hand, gained greater stability, administrative quality,

and strong representation. From my interviews with business associations and local entrepreneurs,

the quality of services and administration are very important for new and old companies and for

associations – something that they were offering and using as a promotion to attract new companies.

The president of the Business Association in San Cugat, talked about the role of business and

government. “We are not here to control the government, but certainly if we cooperate in designing

economic policies we can obtain better results. It is all about being open and seeing how together

we can make our interests compatible... We, businesses, are the motor of the city, we create jobs and

pay taxes, we are certainly very important for the government” (Director of Business Association

in San Cugat, Feb 2014).

Furthermore, from the interview with one of the city councilors in Alcobendas I learned that eco-

nomic cooperation between firms and government was important

“How do I conceive the cooperation with business? It is the way to develop the city
economically. One should be aware of the risks, you especially have to keep in mind what
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their interests are, because if you do not pay attention you will be marginalized (in the
sense of being dependent on them). This city hall collaborated with private initiatives
with the promise that local government directs and steers the development, we govern
the city, not the local economic agents. We embrace public-private cooperation and we
seek to include their interests for long-term development plans, but we want to be the
agent of the change.”

Also from a publication about governance in Alcobendas, an interview with a local city councilor:

“Cooperation between the private sector and the municipality has complementary
objectives and tries to achieve synergies. Although companies have goals that converge
with ours, the principles and interests that guide them are different. The employer
wants to obtain benefits under market principles, and government, in turn, wants to
get social benefits and wellbeing. Our goals are not incompatible with theirs, but the
interests must remain separate... Being good with business provides benefits for the
city infrastructure and public services in addition to improving the financial situation,
revitalization of certain areas and better competitiveness of the city. In this way, coop-
eration with companies is a mechanism to achieve public goals, especially in the field of
urban development”(quoted in Iglesias Alonso (2006, 213).

A former President of AICA (Alcobendas Business Association) explained clearly what the relations

between business and the government are.

“If you ask my opinion from the point of the employers’ association, we are constantly
having our differences, but this is because we represent very different interests. We
pursue business interests, not political control of government. But the truth is that when
we talk with other similar associations from other Spanish municipalities, everybody is
surprised that we are really happy with our town. Although it sounds strange, but the
truth is that we always find a common response and our level of cooperation is high.
We have a common goal, the economic progress of Alcobendas. The truth is that it is a
municipality that has worked with an excellent proximity to the initiatives taken in the
association of entrepreneurs. There is close collaboration with the municipality” (quoted
in Alonso (2006)).

From these excerpts, we can understand that the government and businesses were openly sharing

information and goals. Although their interests were different, they learned that together they can

achieve both. With a more predictable government that does not capture rents, businesses, on the

other hand, can become a very strong ally for government and allow it to capitalize on economic

development as a success of government policies. This however, comes at some price, namely higher

efficiency, control and planning of government. Active business associations create good support

for economic activity and can on their own promote many initiatives that limit the power of the
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administration and provide club goods that can complement the inefficient delivery of public ones.

How can this channel government into better performance? This question will be confronted in the

next section.

In contrast, in those cities where relations among firms are disorganized, then the local tycoons have

greater leverage over local government. In that case, bilateral bodies are substituted by private

“behind-closed-doors” meetings, decisions are taken solely between entrepreneurs and politicians

and then quickly voted by council and silently implemented. The negative cases present a failed

attempt at this orchestration between the public and private sectors. In Santa Coloma and Torrejón,

the government publicly maintained neutral relations without any formal consultancy, while, on the

other hand, developing a network of allied firms and partners with which it colluded to extract public

rents from municipal land or services (e.g. the Limasa cleaning company, Proinosa construction

company, Espais developer agency, or the Gramepark semi-public company, all in Santa Coloma).

In Reus (under judicial investigation) the economic and political elite used the local public agencies

(Agencia Pública de Suelo or INNOVA) as a channel for public contracts to the same “connected”

enterprises that were financing the governing party.

Politician’s Dilemma: Principled or Corrupt

More than the imposition of one or the other actor, Alcobendas and San Cugat present mutual

accommodation between the market and the needs of the electorate. Contrary situations , where

government is constrained by markets and the power of mobile capital, the governments in these

virtuous cities were actively making choices. From the theoretical part of my thesis (Chapters

One and Two), it is the government that ultimately has to solve the dilemma and opt out from

corruption. In Brindisi and Siracusa the vested interests of business played into the individual

interests of fragmented government (Chapter Four), while in the Spanish cities of Santa Coloma

and Torrejón the governments were more stable although no less in need of business investment for

their declining economies. The situation in Alcobendas and San Cugat was rather different, as their

governments were more stable and cohesive around the figure of mayor.

Alcobendas was governed by the same party, with one mayor in power for decades. Similarly,
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San Cugat has experienced ample CiU majorities in government with two mayors within a 16-year

period. Only Manresa has had coalition governments, but these were surprisingly stable and cohesive

tripartite coalitions including the PSC, ERC and ICV parties under the mayor Josep Camprubí i

Duocastella. What we know from the literature suggests that this long and unchallenged government

will be a recipe for corruption. However, political competition is not the only constraint that an

incumbent faces, although the opposition was in both cases relatively far from challenging the

government electorally, business pressure, the social composition of voters, and the situation in the

upper levels of government pushed these two cities into action. The costs of not acting, in short,

were potentially much higher than engaging in collective negotiation. External investment and

the prospect of creating jobs were additional motivations. My interview with the former mayor of

Alcobendas elucidates very well this tension between vulnerability and stability in government.

“The key element of the transformation was, in my opinion, the political stability
of the municipal government. We have had a strongly united group, without internal
divisions, a coherent team, that avoids wasting time in internal wars and that facilitates
the work and increases our credibility. ...We had to show the citizens that we do things,
but not just by responding, we had to do things in advance. We had to be one step
ahead of them...Paradoxically, our politics turned against us since we created a city
in which the liberal professions and middle-class wanted to live, and these people vote
rather right wing in Spain” (Former mayor, Alcobendas 2014).

Furthermore, the pressure from the economic actors added to the “vulnerability” and constraints of

government. In the case of Alcobendas and San Cugat, the presence of several high-tech and export-

oriented companies, coupled with the possibility that nearby municipalities could also accommodate

those enterprises, motivated these governments to initiate negotiations and coordinate with them.

With the opening up of the single market, many companies would face more competition and were

thus also very interested in the administrative environment for their business. The representative

of AICA (Alcobendas) explained that his association has the power to bargain because:

“We have said clearly to government that these companies cannot lose their time,
they can leave for other similar places around Madrid. And since here we have something
like a cluster, if a few companies leave, we risk having something like a domino effect.
The government listens to this discourse more carefully than to other arguments” (AICA
Alcobendas, 2014).

The geographical location and the character of its productive enterprises created similar conditions
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in Manresa too. The city was faced with the prospect of an exodus of its company facilities to

countries with cheaper labor or closer to Barcelona, which acted as an additional incentive. Increas-

ing competition with municipalities around Barcelona and on the coast created similar prospects.23

Given this risk, the government recognized the need to actively engage with local businesses to limit

its vulnerabilities, in order to provide economic stability and to secure future income.

Virtuous Alcobendas, San Cugat and Manresa provide instances of how much active economic

cooperation has changed the mode of governance. Business was interested in the clear and impartial

relations with public administration on the one hand, while on the other, entrepreneurs and firms

highly valued predictability and, since their individual rent-seeking capacities were limited, the

impartiality of government. Meanwhile, government lost part of its discretion but gained more

control over economic planning and externalized certain policies to the self-government of business.

Two outcomes in particular stand out for description and analysis: local strategic planning and the

transformation of the organizational structure.

The impact of the reorganization is especially evident in the division and control of the work of both

politicians and bureaucrats. From documents evaluating the implementation of new organizational

schemes we can see that changes in organization created greater control not only over politicians’

discretion but also within the administration: “As for the difficulties of application of the system

it is necessary to mention the resistance generated in the affected workers, who perceive it as a

controlling element of their work activities”. San Cugat’s Deputy Mayor for Economy, Enterprise,

Trade and Employment described in his interview how local administration was firstly reticent and

willing to resist. Nevertheless, he also adds that as a result of this system, the government is now

able to pay all suppliers on time and relationships with companies and new entrepreneurs are much

faster and procedures much simpler (Deputy Mayor for Economy, San Cugat 2014).

The two cities, indeed, went even further in the reorganization of the administration creating the

new figure of city manager. This figure takes care of the plan’s implementation according to different

criteria that the politicians would then follow. San Cugat embraced the division between politics

and planning under the aegis of needing coordination with the business sector. Also Alcobendas

23According to the local chamber of commerce over 30% of companies have a profile that allows them to move
production elsewhere.
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commissioned to a consulting company an evaluation and design of possible new organization of city

hall. This model was then implemented in different areas and then to all policy and administrative

areas. The mayors of Alcobendas and San Cugat agree that keeping good cooperative relations with

the local economy and reorganizing the administration was deemed a very good bet on the future.

In many public interviews, former mayor Francisco Caballero declares that people perceived them

as honest and clean, which helped them in the electoral contest: voters saw that politics can be

done correctly and can help to develop the city.

Mayor of San Cugat Merce Conesa points to the citizens’ perception of their governance as one of

the reasons for the predominance of the CiU in government. Local satisfaction surveys conducted

among San Cugat’s population evaluate the government highly, and consider it honest and thus

trustworthy. On average, the citizens positively evaluate the mayor with 7 out of 10 points and

the government with 6.6 points (much higher than the opposition or regional government).24 To

conclude, the changes in these cities, provoked by the clever and competent mediation of the business

sector, tied the hands of politicians and administrators. This improved the control of corruption

and secured this fragile virtuous equilibrium. Alcobendas and San Cugat maintain their good

reputations and reap the fruits of good government, even in the current times of crisis. In contrast,

in Santa Coloma and Torrejón, the lack of cooperation has allowed collusion between political power

and entrepreneurs to extract public rents and abuse public power for private gains.

6.4 Alternative explanations: Criminal Organizations, Social Cap-

ital and Culture

Finally, before concluding, it is necessary to take into consideration the possible alternative or

competing explanations and evaluate whether these could better explain why San Cugat performs

better than Santa Coloma. From table 6.2 on the facing page, , we can directly observe that

the incumbent’s party, ideology or the existence of a single versus a coalition government are not

determinant causes for the level of corruption in these cases. A single-party government led by

PSOE seems to result both in corrupt and non-corrupt government. The coalition governments
24http://observatori.santcugat.cat/consulta
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also have a similar inconclusive impact. As in the Italian case study, I will look specifically at the

strength of civil society links, and at the influence of organized crime. I evaluate the impact of

civil society using studies about the historical evolution from the Spanish Transition. I will then

contrast this historical data on the evolution of the civil society with qualitative information from

my fieldwork and from other case studies. Given the fact that in Spain organized crime is not

widespread (except terrorism), for the evaluation of the influence of organized crime on corruption,

I used mainly secondary resources and articles.

Table 6.2: Comparative Table of Spanish cases

City ITA Corr Economy Government Business Assoc.
Alcobendas 98 No Industrial One party (PSOE) Strong
Torrejón 40 Yes Industrial One party (PSOE-IU) Weak
San Cugat 99 No Tertiary One party (CiU) Strong
Santa Coloma 78 Yes Tertiary One party (PSOE) Weak
Manresa 88 No Industrial Tripartite (PSC-ERC-ICv) Strong
Reus 72 Yes Industrial Tripartite (PSC-ERC-ICv) Weak

Source: TI Spain, Ministry of Interior, Anuario Económico Caixa

6.4.1 Social Capital

Civil society is, according to many, the watchdog of political power and government. In order to

perform such a function, civil society associations must be autonomous from political power and

have as their primary aim to pressure the political system into becoming more efficient, democratic

and impartial (Fernandes 2015). Spain is one the countries listed as having a low level of social

capital. Thinking about the reasons for the low levels, the literature points mainly to the legacy of

the long Franco dictatorship, a low quality of government, or deficient parties (Encarnación 2003).

Yet, it is still plausible that the strength of civil society can vary across regions, as in the case of

Italy. Some regions would have a stronger civil society than others. Nevertheless, there is a paucity

of data measuring social capital in the Spanish cities, and so I therefore had to find some alternative

measures and approaches to test this proposition. In order to account for the historical legacies of

social capital formation (Putnam et al. 1994), I have selected cities that have a relatively young

history. As was described in the empirical section, these four Spanish cities almost did not exist

(having only a few thousand inhabitants) before the industrial expansion of Madrid and Barcelona.
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Their growth dates to 1970, when the cities became filled with emigrants from parts of rural Spain,

mainly Murcia, Andalusia or Extremadura, searching for jobs in local industries (Merino Arribas

et al. 2004; Recoder and Joly 2010).

Initially, civil society organizations were very scarce if not nonexistent in these rapidly changing

communities. What can also help to evaluate this argument is the testimony about the state of

participation in Alcobendas by local politicians and former deputy mayor: “when we started with

the first plans, associations barely existed, and participation was individual. This was when we

started; nowadays we have advanced a lot, there is a large percentage of inhabitants that takes

part in sporting or other types of association” (former Deputy Mayor, Alcobendas 2015). This

was also confirmed by former mayor. The interviews in San Cugat have also confirmed that the

associations network had to be built up from the ground, due to the changing context from village

to city. He admitted that “even if we wanted to do participatory politics there were only four

associations. We had to build everything from scratch.” A very similar story is repeated in San

Cugat. Interviewees also added that the role of government in supporting and promoting these

organizations was decisive for their development (director of Cugat.Cat and local leader of PSOE).

Given the temporal mismatch, it is unlikely that social capital would cause the variation in quality

of government, at least between Alcobendas and Torrejón.

Table 6.3: Voting turnout in 2005 referendum and Blood donation/1000

City Turnout Referendum N of Blood Donations Blood index/ 1000 hab.
Alcobendas 43% - -
Torrejón 40% - -
San Cugat 45% 3254 38
Santa Coloma 37% 1151 9.5
Manresa 38% 5313 69
Reus 37% 4521 42

Source: Ministry of Interior, Red Cross

Furthermore, the economic structure and orientation were driven by companies moving out of the

two major cities of Spain, Barcelona and Madrid. These companies were searching for cheaper land

that was still close to these economic centers. Consequently, the probability that social capital

would have developed in these cities would be the cause is, according to historical roots of social

capital theories, low. Nevertheless, I still attempt a crude approximation of a social capital measure
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using voter turnout in the referendum. As we can observe from table 6.3, the level of turnout does

not show evidence of large differences between all four Spanish cities. This is despite the substantive

differences in quality of government among them. Between Alcobendas (43%) and Torrejón (40%)

there is only a 3% difference, between Manresa and Reus it is only 1%, while a slightly larger

difference is found for participation in the referendum in San Cugat (45%) and Santa Coloma

(37%). It is still, however, lower than 10 percentage points, and considering that average turnout

in Catalonia was 38%, Santa Coloma can be considered the norm. A second approximation can be

made by using the amount of blood donations per 1000 inhabitants, for four Catalan cities.25 Santa

Coloma stands out as a laggard with only 9.5 donations per 1000 inhabitants in 2010. Yet, in the

rest of the cities the trend is not so clear. Although donations in Manresa are higher than in Reus

(the difference is 8 donations per 1000 inhabitants), it is still higher than the number of donations

in San Cugat (the virtuous non-corrupt case). In conclusion, the indicators do not show any clear

relationship between the indicators of social capital and appearance of corruption.

6.4.2 Organized Crime and mafia-like organizations

Still at the beginning of the 2000s, public debate on organized crime in Spain was very scarce, if

it existed at all. Given the historical development, the political use and the active involvement of

civil society, terrorism has overshadowed the issue of organized crime (Gounev and Bezlov 2010;

Gounev and Ruggiero 2012). In fact, the official debate was completely dominated by terrorism by

the Basque separatist group ETA (Sánchez-Cuenca and de la Calle 2009; Rodríguez 2009; De La

Calle Robles 2007). This is very different from organized crime or anti-corruption associations,

which are important and potent in Italy. On the contrary, in Spain these organized groups almost

do not exist. Moreover, ETA is operative mainly in the Basque country, which is also the region

with the highest quality of government and lowest incidence of corruption. This goes against the

possibility that organized crime causes a higher or lower incidence of corruption. Moreover, neither

good cities (Acobendas or San Cugat) nor bad cities are known for any incidence of organized crime

or present data for its presence.

25According to Spanish Red Cross and association of donors in Madrid these do not have data that could match
with cities or would allow to compare between them
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In sum, one can say that the effect of social capital, namely neighborhood and ecological associations,

on the one hand, and organized crime on the other, is more a consequence of political strategy and

of low government quality respectively, rather than their cause. None of the cities analyzed have

any major incidence of organized crime or reported infiltration of organized crime into politics.

Moreover, the lack of incidence of civil society on politics and corruption more concretely, seems

to be due to the historical evolution from the Transition onward, where these associations have

been orchestrated or even coopted from above by political elite and they thus lack independence

(Fernandes 2015).

6.5 Conclusion

The Spanish sociologist Ingacio Sanchez Cuenca has claimed that the 2015 elections showed that

politicians are eventually made to pay for their corruption.26 And yet the reality is not as positive

as he relates. The governing parties of both Torrejón and Santa Coloma were re-elected, despite the

allegations of corruption against them. According to the testimony of Maite in the documentary

“Corrupción, el organismo nocivo,’ nothing has really changed in Santa Coloma, and the city hall

that Luigi built is still operating in the city. In Torrejón, the same party that created 230 million

euros of debt was re-elected despite the clues of manipulated contracts for connected companies.

Local businesses did collude, in Torrejón, Santa Coloma and in many other cities, with local officials

and politicians in order to receive kickbacks, long-term public contracts, construction permits or

to offer financing for political parties. In all three cases a similar scenario is repeated, and the

same actors engage in corrupt collusion, for the same reasons. Colluding with politicians, with a

politicized and dependent administration, and virtually no business association that would mediate,

the businessmen of Santa Coloma and Torrejón have operated and continue with their shady deals

virtually unconstrained. The ideas about how, according to SMEs, the organization of government

and economic development should look lacked, in these cases, carriers that would push them through

the public administration.

Two similar settings, but radically different outcomes: in San Cugat, Alcobendas and Manresa,
26http://www.infolibre.es/noticias/opinion/2015/05/25/corrupcion_tiene_coste_electoral_33148_

1023.html
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business associations engaged in cooperation with local government, leading to investments and

innovation in the area, and they even mediated the policy-making style of government. In each of

these three virtuous cases, enterprises cooperated, sharing the need to ameliorate their conditions

for business and control the arbitrariness of governments. Their local associations found their way

toward cooperation with government, creating a common agenda for local economic development.

By keeping free-riding under control and interacting with government, these enterprises secured more

general benefits, such as human capital and services to companies, rather than massive construction

projects or individual favors. Therefore, these enterprises compete, but also cooperate with each

other, improving general market conditions.

Secondly, since a local economy needs government, it is also necessary that local governments

cooperate with business associations to improve local economic conditions. From the empirical

data, it is apparent that to convince governments to cooperate requires several conditions, namely

low electoral risk, vulnerability and, finally, clear benefits. When governments do not perceive large

electoral risks in implementing administrative and perceive business pressure as a threat, then they

can be convinced to allow associations to intervene and invest in the administration, limiting their

future potential to extract rents for private or particular benefit. This chapter has attempted to

show how public-private cooperation ultimately changes the logic of public administration and leads

to an improvement in the quality of government. Previous research has shown that a developmental

state leans on an embedded but autonomous administration as a credible commitment device for

further improvement of the business. Whereas San Cugat has strong business cooperation that

exerts pressure on the government administration, in Santa Coloma this vacuum was filled by well-

connected enterprises and political entrepreneurs, which created a whole network of enterprises

that have collected bribes and kickbacks. In Torrejón and Santa Coloma, the weak or outright

nonexistent business associations, fragmented economic actors with a few powerful and ‘connected’

companies, impeded the adoption of changes in the organization of the local government.

The chapter also carefully considered the main alternative explanations, such as the different real

estate pressure, the incumbent’s party, government structure, organized crime incidence and civil

society arguments. In order to deal with the urban pressure argument, I selected areas that are

situated in similar geographical regions, where the pressure from real state agencies was generally
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similar. Even in the case of San Cugat and Alcobendas, the pressure and land price were among

the highest in both regions. Similarly ineffective are the explanations focusing on the necessity for

electoral competition to remove corruption and that claim that long-term majorities are a recipe

for corruption. All four cities here examined, corrupt and virtuous, have mostly single-majority

government and long-lasting governments (PSOE or Ciu), but with very different outcomes. Also

the alternative pair of cases mentioned throughout the chapter (Manresa and Reus) have three-

party coalition governments that lead both to corruption and the lack of it. This points to a much

more complex relationship between politics, party competition and corruption. Explanations based

on organized crime incidence as a causal factor can also be relatively safely dismissed. Organized

crime is not considered an important issue that interacts with political elites, except maybe some

ETA connection to certain Basque political elites. According to my investigation in the field and

consultation of the secondary sources, none of the cities has a large incidence of organized crime.

Santa Coloma and Torrejón have a higher incidence of petty crime, but my interviewees attributed

this to the deteriorated economic situation, high unemployment and the decadent and corrupt

government that attracted these activities.

Finally, I have dealt with social capital and civil society as an important factor explaining this

divergence in levels of corruption. Differently from Italy, where the argument is well known, in the

Spanish context, social capital was not so widely used to predict quality of government. Authors

such as Encarnación García (Encarnación 2003) classify Spain as country not rich on social capital.

Unfortunately, Spain does not have any indicators for social capital that could be used in all regions

and desegregated to the local level. In order to get at least a partial approximation I have used

participation in the referendum and elections, while for the Catalan cities I used the blood donors.

The results do not show any clear pattern that could indicate the causality. Besides, I chose cities

with a relatively short existence so as to exclude explanations based on historical legacies and social

capital formation. Both Alcobendas and San Cugat have a short history, as do Torrejón and Santa

Coloma, which before 1970 were only small villages with little more than a few thousand inhabitants.
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Chapter 7

Contributions and Conclusion

7.1 There is not enough bread for so many Chorizo!

There is not enough bread for so many chorizo! chanted angry Spaniards, holding a loaf of bread

in front of the headquarters of the governing party (PP). They were not protesting against a bread

shortage but against the corruption of their political elites. Chorizo means, in addition to a spicy

salami, a chronic cheater or swindler. In this way, Spanish citizens showed their indignation with a

corrupt elite that, during the biggest crisis since the Great Depression, imposed on them severe aus-

terity and cuts in welfare spending, while using public money to line their own pockets (Economist

2013). From the late 1990s, and above all, from the start of the current crisis, the media in Spain

has uncovered an unstoppable stream of scandals, embezzlement, bribes and kickbacks. The indig-

nation was heightened when the same people who were announcing austerity cuts and tax increases

used scarce public money for private purposes (eldiario.es 2015). Unfortunately, Spain is far from

being an isolated case (Economist 2014). From the beginning of the economic crisis we have seen

people across the world protesting against corruption. These protests were exceptionally strong in

countries in the European South, where the crisis threatened the financial viability of their states.

Corruption causes more problems than it solves. It deviates public spending from productive and

necessary areas to those from where it is easier to extract rents, it worsens public services, slows

economic growth, impedes entrepreneurship, and alienates voters. It is not by chance that the
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countries with the highest rates of corruption are (with perhaps the exception of Ireland) those

southern European countries that are experiencing the most difficulty in escaping from the crisis

and implementing reforms. Although the reasons for economic crises are very complex, corruption is

certainly one of the factors that helped to deepen the crisis and contributed to slower recuperation.

The Greek crisis deepened with widespread clientelism and corruption, the politicians manipulating

national accounts. Italy has problems due to chronic debt and a lack of reforms during Berlusconi’s

governments, famous also for his scandals. Portugal and Spain got into debt by bailing out the

banks of friends and ex-politicians that plundered public money with copious dinners, free credit

cards, and expensive presents that made the debts of political parties mysteriously disappear.

The attention of citizens is focused on politicians, while corruption in Spain is the second major

concern after unemployment1 and the major reason that determined their vote in 2015. All the

protests and unease have renewed and fueled the debate about the effects of corruption and how

best to regulate it in order to successfully limit it. Many policymakers and parties have promised

tighter rules on themselves, more severe punishments and renewed compromise with accountability

and transparency to fight corruption. Yet generally, these declarations of intentions of zero tolerance

fall short from having a real effect. It is striking how few countries have made real improvements

and even fewer of those that set the on the virtuous path. Most of us still live in corrupt and

inefficient regimes and are governed by rent-seeking politicians, while only a few (countries, regions

or cities) have managed to improve. That is why these rare cases of cities that managed to curb

corruption are very important, in order to be able to learn lessons to fight it.

I also challenge the opinion of some that it is easy for wealthy democracies to curb corruption.

Miriam Golden has stated: “compared to the rest of the world, the wealthy democracies have

it easy. Tribunals are doing their job; parliament passes laws that match the expectations of the

citizens that periodically vote. If not, then society can protest, sign petitions, and even to vote them

out of office” (Golden 2012, 1). Yet, corruption emerges also in wealthy democracies and, despite

the tribunals, elections and protests, it is very difficult to eradicate it. Democracy is not the panacea

against corruption, since merely competitive elections or a constitutionally-limited government are

not always enough to build a strong administrative body that can counterbalance and mediate

1Spain as a country has around 25% of active population in unemployment
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between politics and organized business. Citizens protesting on the streets of cities worldwide have

denounced a politics that does not consider the citizens anymore and even ignores their needs.They

were essentially denouncing the hollowing out of democracy by corruption and crony capitalism.

Corruption is thus also problem of wealthy democratic countries with parliaments, central banks

and courts. In sum, the processes that took place in Lecce, Alcobendas, Ragusa or San Cugat were

far from automatic, as the previous statement might make us think.

This thesis contributes to a nascent field and aims to engage with the literature on virtuous cases.I

am interested in the good apples that grew on bad trees, which, despite being in places where

corruption was widespread, managed to get a grip on it. This thesis started with an empirical

puzzle: the large variation of corruption across levels of government. It asked: what causes the

variation in corruption between regions and cities within the same region when the institutional

settings are the same? What causes one city to manage to maintain a high quality of government

and limit corruption, even when in its region the levels of corruption are high? This thesis found

these virtuous cases in four Italian and Spanish cities and compared them with cities that, despite

having the same potential and structural conditions, did not manage to get corruption under control.

I devised an argument and explanation that I have tested empirically on my case studies. Three

conclusions stand out in this thesis.

First and most important, in order to revert vicious cycles and keep corruption at reasonable levels,

it is not necessary to wait for centuries, invest a large amount of funds,2 or hope for a big bang

event like losing a war. I instead argue that to build up locally-coordinated cooperation between

strong business associations and stable government is a great step toward lower corruption and

rent seeking by both business and government. Secondly, and related to the previous point, rather

than wait for a popular revolution, business associations can improve the quality of government

and contribute to reducing corruption. The idea that business associations do not pursue just

narrow and egoistic interests, and thus lack any broader societal impact is not so new. Ben Ross

Schneider and Sylvia Maxfield have already pointed to the symbiotic relationship between firms

and governments (Maxfield and Schneider 1997). They claimed that it is in the interest of some

2The cities that received the largest amounts of funds for reconstruction and investment in the south turn out
today to have problems of corruption: Brindisi, for example.
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companies to enhance the quality of government in a developing country in which they happen to

do their business. Colin Crouch, in his book The Strange Non-death of Neoliberalism, pointed to the

power of companies to act not only to the detriment of democracy, but they also have the potential

to do good. Especially due to their power over weak governments, these companies can act as a

rule-enforcing agency or as a self-regulator, potentially enhancing the rule of law (Crouch 2011). I

subscribe to and complement these views and also point to less powerful companies as actors that

must act collectively for their interests and in order to gain power as important actors. I point to

the vitality of companies, not only as a consequence but as a cause of low corruption.

Related to the previous, the third point evolves around the idea that the view of competition as a

deterrent of corruption is exaggerated both in the market and in the electoral arena. The debate

between whether civil society has or has not the power to control government and restrain its rent-

seeking seems somewhat misdirected, in light of the findings. It is important to examine under

which conditions organized interests, civil society groups or even social movements have the power

to provoke change in government policymaking. In Brindisi social movements erupted, yet the

concentrated coalition between politicians and large firms undermined any possibility that these

could have an impact on the quality of government and its decisions (Prato 2015). On the other

hand, in Lecce and San Cugat we see the role of the business association as the force pushing for

change.

7.2 Revisiting the Theoretical Argument: Curbing Corruption by

Cooperation?

In this dissertation, I emphasize the role of business associations and cooperation in transforming

the government’s grabbing hand potential and curbing corruption in the city. The argument, put

forward in the first chapter and developed in the second, analyses how business, by creating co-

operation (through business associations), exerts an important influence on the government and

the governance style. I have explained under which circumstances economic and political actors

can create state capture and political corruption (Chapter Four). Furthermore, in my empirical

chapter I illustrated with real cases when, how, and under which circumstances both (good and
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bad) outcomes develop. Thus, the variation in the level of corruption is not mainly a function of

the institutional setting, party competition, or cultural legacies, as most of the literature claims,

but a function of the economic structure and the (non) existence of business associations, which can

exert pressure and mediate during policymaking between business and government. Corruption, as

collusive and exploitative behavior, is an antagonist of cooperation as a collective contribution to

common good. Cooperation requires certain conditions of equality, common vulnerability, a lack of

hegemonic power as well as a shared understanding and alignment of interests. Yet, to what extent

do the mechanisms of my theoretical argument match with my empirical cases?

The empirical case study provides interesting evidence for the role of business and its associations

vis-à-vis the government, as well as how that influence was highly uneven. While in Alcobendas,

San Cugat and Ragusa, associations transformed government, in other cities they failed even to

be constituted. In states, and thus societies, with problems of corruption the logic of interaction

is slightly different than in a state with little or no corruption. According to Warren et al. (2000)

corruption hurts democratic systems and the market economy in several ways. Corrupt governments

compromise equality and inclusiveness to favor a particular group, and distort the procedures to

their own ends and benefits. Similarly, when markets operate under conditions of corruption,

free access and competition for profits become an illusion, making interaction in the market more

uncertain. Corrupt exchanges fragment markets into small and closed compartments to which only

the connected have access (della Porta 2012). In Brindisi small companies had to pay sweeteners to

politicians and large companies to get subcontracts and maintain their business. In Santa Coloma,

a judge has confirmed that anyone who wanted to do business in Santa Coloma had to pay a “toll”,

an entrance fee to the corrupt network of business and politicians (inform M.F. 20.09.07 2009).

Although in non-corrupt societies, it is clear that all actors will prefer honest exchange, in states

riddled with corruption this expectation is not so straightforward. Instead, it is plausible that

nobody wants to be the only honest fool in the game. This fear was something that entrepreneurs

constantly reiterated. One entrepreneur in Brindisi explained that he burned himself several times

and that he will not make a fool of himself. This was in reference to his failed efforts to cooperate,

against “maladmistration” and corruption. Entrepreneurs in the tourism sector in Ragusa confessed

to me their fear that there will be just a “theater" for others and the real business would escape
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behind their backs. But, they also added, “it is easier to control ourselves and government when we

are together in an association, everybody knows whom to look after” (Hotelier, Ragusa 2013).

This is also the case with companies, and each company would prefer to be the one that obtains

extra benefits from corruption rather than the one that that is damaged by it by being the only

honest business. Nevertheless given the high risk and uncertainty, before being cheated on or being

the only honest fool, the entrepreneur would prefer an equal and fair opportunity for all. However,

given the costs of acting against corruption the actors would certainly prefer that others devise these

resources, effort and time. This situation can end in cooperation but also in no action whatsoever.

This situation is common in strategic interaction. But how can we expect the cooperation of

business to happen? According to Culpepper, in order to achieve cooperation in any repeated game

“it is necessary that all players arrive at the same expectations about what their set of preferences

are” (Calvert 1995, 243 in (Culpepper 2003, 178)). Corruption does not affect different companies

equally; some are more vulnerable than others. As I explained in Chapter Two, large companies

have comparatively much less to lose than small- and medium-sized ones.

The large firm can exit the market and search for a better one, it can threaten government by firing

workers, have more resources to resist to the grabbing-hand of the state. On the other hand, they

have much more to gain from collusion. For SMEs corruption generally equals the higher costs and

uncertainty that threaten their possibility to survive. Therefore, one of the factors that leads to

the line-up of expectations is their internal equality (resources, size, possibilities). Nevertheless, the

problems for cooperation do not end here, according to many, for successful cooperation, strong

institutions, which are able to punish and create trust among actors, are indispensable. It is

precisely these two factors that are undermined by corruption. In a corrupt environment, nether

the people nor the state trust each other, and the state lacks the capacity to punish credibly.

Business associations can be an answer as to how equal and vulnerable business can manage to

overcome distrust and a lack of credible punishment. They become spaces where businesses can

keep a close eye on and thus control each other, as well as control their relations with government.

Business also becomes an important punishment device, especially in cities where people know each

other (Dixit 2014). However, in cases where local market actors lack equality or the vulnerability

is spread differently and a business association is absent, cooperation is unlikely, since the interests
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of the actors do not align.

In Brindisi or Santa Coloma, the unequal composition of the economic structure has impeded busi-

nesses from pooling their resources and organizing into an association. In Brindisi large companies

had restricted possibilities to exit, but managed to cultivate close relations with government due to

their economic power and corruption. In Santa Coloma only the strong, large construction compa-

nies and banks could use their capital and connections to capture the government and keep Luigi

on their pay sheets. The lack of control and a counter-force from organized business associations

left the connected companies alone to explore the dark side of power. On the other hand, business

in Lecce, Ragusa and Alcobendas overcame the difficulties and organized. Although distrustful of

each other and operating with high uncertainty, they managed to transform these negative factors

in their favor. It was the same market composition, with predominantly SMEs and without any

dominant group of companies, which helped them to move forward together. In contrast, in Siracusa

and Brindisi the large companies did not cooperate, having more effective instruments to influence

the government.

However, bearing in mind the research question and puzzle that brought me to this research. I

am interested in what factors limit corruption. Successful business cooperation limits the oppor-

tunity for collusion and increases control over individual enterprises, but it is only a part of the

story. Given the fragmented interests within business associations, frequently compound by small-

or medium-sized companies, their power is not comparable with the power that a large company can

exert. A large company can relatively easily influence the policies that the government prepares or

avert a government from having diverging preferences. On the other hand, even when many small

and medium companies can control each other, and prevent corruption among themselves, and can

also be better protected against predatory administrations, how can they influence government to

adopt reforms? Put simply, small or big, eventually all companies have to deal with the govern-

ment’s regulating capacity. This makes every government a strong actor, and thus the position of

government is relevant. This was patent from all my interviews, and companies in virtuous as well

as vicious cases highlighted that the solution passes through changes in government, and a better,

continuous and efficient administration.
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Government is in fact indispensable to the process of limiting corruption. Hence, as the govern-

ment has to give up part of its discretion and possible rents from rent-seeking, politicians faces a

dilemma (Geddes 1994). In any case, no politician would do something that would hurt him or her

electorally, making their (but also their competitors) costs and benefits an important component of

the dilemma. In other words, they have to be convinced that they have more to gain than to lose

by coordinating with business. For this to happen the government has to value the future (time

discounting rate low, governmental stability) and the costs of acting should be lower than the costs

of not acting at all (Jacobs 2008; Doner et al. 2005). According to many studies, politicians are

more inclined to use corruption for electoral purposes, and therefore when they feel threatened by

other politicians.Government that does not feel immediately threatened with losing office can plan

more into the future and put aside uniquely electoral considerations (Popa 2014).

Stability in office does not mean to say unconstrained hegemony. Yet, governments that limit

corruption, and invest in administration and economic conditions can capitalize effectively upon

it. This is clear from the virtuous cases, where this stability cemented the virtuous path and

reinforced the position of the government that implemented these reforms. This does not mean

to say that unconstrained and unlimited government would not turn against the public interest

and, again, the cases of Santa Coloma or Torrejón speak clearly to this. Yet, as this difference

shows, political competition does not seem to be as sufficient a condition for reducing corruption as

was thought. Government can be pushed to reforms by actors other than the political opposition.

This is nicely shown in the Spanish cities of Alcobendas and San Cugat, since the companies that

populate local economy can, due to the dense concentration of other municipalities across Madrid

and Barcelona, relatively easily migrate and exit, thus threatening the government. Paradoxically,

the local associations used this exit power to strengthen their voice and influence over government.

Furthermore, the city maneuvering space was restrained due to the presence of a different party in

the regional government, which limits the possibility for them to access credit. For a government

that built upon the city’s dynamic economy and strong public spending, this was an incentive to

cooperate to design new strategies. Nevertheless, a government has to enjoy certain stability in

order to invest in future cooperation and not slip into short-term collusive corruption or clientelism

as a vote-getting tool. In all my Spanish and Italian virtuous cities, the government had relatively
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safe electoral margins when it started to invest in reform.3 Finally, it is indeed visible how cities

that started from approximately the same position (geographical, political and economic) arrived

at very different destinations: for Alcobendas, San Cugat, Lecce and Ragusa business and politics

means prosperity, coordination and planning. For Torrejón, Santa Coloma, Brindisi and Siracusa,

it meant exactly the opposite: collusion, extraction, cronyism, and inefficient, wasteful government.

7.3 Contributions

7.3.1 Corruption and Anti-corruption

In sum, what this thesis adds to the corruption literature in particular and to the general theory more

broadly is that we do not need cultural transplantation or big bangs that would shift society’s values

onto the right path. But, neither do we need more liberal and passive norms or more deregulated

markets. We need a better organized state and an organized economy embedded into it. I suggest

a different proposition from the main literature strand, which tends to view anti-corruption efforts

as “national battles,” where the top-down institutional reforms provide solutions. Reality resembles

rather a different image, the image of a “bottom-up guerrilla strategy”, in which local power-plays

and local business associations play an important part. In fact, an anti-corruption strategy is a

result of endogenous change among actors that mobilize and cooperate in order to change their

conditions and opportunities.

Anti-corruption generally speaks about reinforcing capacities on the ground, empowering actors or

about creating new agencies and institutions that should enforce, supervise or substitute corrupt

institutions. However, many times these institutions do not meet expectations: the figure of the

Ombudsman in Brindisi or Siracusa did not prevent corruption from happening, nor we can be sure

that its presence in Lecce was beneficial for the overall quality of government. Nor that financed

civil associations and sports clubs improved scrutiny over the public goods in Alcobendas but not in
3The electoral system of Spain has a different effect on the electoral coalitions, which are much less dispersed

with single-party majorities and where mayors serving lengthy terms are not exceptional. In Santa Coloma and
Torrejón the socialist party was in office for long, maybe too long. On the other hand, time does not seem to have
hurt Alcobendas or San Cugat much, and even Manresa did well after two decades of same government. Chance?
Maybe. Nevertheless, one can argue that when corruption becomes systemic, finding an honest and efficient municipal
government is something to be rewarded by the citizens.
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Santa Coloma. What did work, however, seems to be the pressure form organized economic actors

operating in the locality that pushed for better economic planning of the city and a reorganization of

the public administration. Especially, in the Spanish cases, they ultimately transformed the whole

organization of the city hall, ultimately creating the figure of city manager together with strategic

planning. These seem to be the factors that have contributed to the sustainability of good quality

of government. Indeed, the cities that managed to limit corruption ultimately reorganized their

administration.

This thesis speaks mainly to the burgeoning literature on corruption and rent seeking. Nevertheless,

it also contributes to literature on business interests, the role of party competition, and government

and collective action. In the remainder of this part of the chapter, I will deal with them and conclude

with the possibility to extend my argument to other cases, areas and levels of government. Despite

all the particularities and exceptions mentioned in the previous lines, the findings can contribute

to a broader picture of anti-corruption efforts and institutional capacity, while it also returns the

discourse of economic power back to the political agenda.

7.3.2 Decentralization and rebirth of local government

This thesis took a comparative approach to sub-national units of government and contributed to

the increasing interest in decentralization and local government. Although it was not mentioned so

much in the text, the thesis has engaged in the debate as to whether more decentralization influences

the quality and performance of the government and corruption. With respect to corruption it seems

that the question to decentralize or not to decentralize has not yet found a clear answer. For some,

decentralization clears up the accountability and responsibility link and thus enables communities

to control corruption; for others decentralized institutions are a breeding place for capture and

corruption (Hellmann 2014, 2015). Besides, the empirical data from the regional QoG surveys shows

that, among the countries with a high variation in corruption, there are decentralized and federal

countries (Spain, Italy, Belgium), as well as highly centralized countries like Portugal, Romania or

Bulgaria. Also, variation at the city level supports the arguments in favor of decentralization as a

panacea against corruption. This study also supports the reinvention of the cities as an interesting
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unit of analysis because the cities are an excellent starting point to engage with this debate.

By explaining the conditions under which local governments can limit corruption, despite an ineffi-

cient regional and national setting and with a lack of control from the center, a more sober debate

is possible about the role of subsidiarity and multi-level governance. Subsidiarity in government

was considered as the right weapon against a centralized state. Nevertheless, this thesis shows that

other centers of power, such as business, also need to be organized at this level in order to make

sure subsidiarity works. Thus, the organization of business or labor at the sub-national level should

be part of this debate too, and the real capacities of local government should also be clearly un-

derstood. If decentralization makes the local government vulnerable to large and powerful business

interests, then decentralization without any transfer of power for government increases corruption.

Finally, my research focuses on the southern part of Italy and regions in Spain that are considered

as having a high predominance of corruption. It presents a hard case to study anti-corruption and

how to limit corruption. In other words, if I can empirically and theoretically demonstrate that in

these areas we can find cities that escape the logic of corruption we can be confident that similar

conditions can prompt a departure from corruption in other parts of Europe. Which brings us back

to the question of whom multi-level governance and subsidiarity reforms empower and who remains

the weak actor.

7.3.3 Business Associations

Contrary to the divisive literature that, on the one hand, sees business and its organizations as

paragons of free competition and, on the other, as parasites aiming to line their pockets by rent

seeking and capturing an ever weaker government, I add to the growing literature that looks at

the state-business relationship from a different perspective. Far from the dichotomous conceptions

of business associations as paragons or parasites capturing the state, this analysis looks at the

conditions under which business associations can contribute or not to the quality of government

and reflects on their role in society beyond defending the interests of their members. In my thesis

I show that potent, concentrated and unconstrained business has great power that it can use to
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capture government and thus use corruption to promote its interests.4 Yet, this is not the whole

story. Business associations are more than just lobbying machines and can be beneficial for quality

of government and reduce corruption. They can act as self-controlling bodies that impose control

and criteria of behavior on their members, but they are also a platform for the implementation of

policies and government regulations. When business associations negotiate with an administration,

this limits the power of bureaucracy to extract rents form individual firms, and it controls the

members from accepting collusion from politicians.

Whether good or bad, this depends a great deal on the different internal characteristics and com-

position of the associations. Strong, encompassing associations can exert an important influence

over the government, and their diverse member base limits the possible particularistic or narrow

tendencies that these might have. The literature focuses more on the impact of civic associations,

NGOs and citizen movements on the government and reform, whereas business associations have

also performed a strong local role in nudging the government into improving the environment for

doing business and, thus also reforming the administration. Nevertheless, this mechanism is far from

being motivated automatically by market forces, but by collective action, problem solving, interest

aggregation, and interaction between businesses and the government. In other words, we cannot

talk about “quasi-automatic” market forces abolishing corruption between firms and government

through competition. Quite the opposite, it was a very difficult process of negotiation, control and

common motivation that made Ragusa an island within an island. When corruption is widespread

and trust is low, in these circumstances business associations and their actions for improving the

economy are mainly about negotiation, information circulation and common vulnerability. The

common control and their information sharing limit the space for free-riding or bureaucratic cor-

ruption, since it reduces the power and discretion of individual administrators. But, the effective

pressure on government can also change the government.

Yet, as I have said, uncontrolled, over-powerful and connected business can also do harm. It is

clear that Torrejón or Santa Coloma would be better off if the local government elites and their

4I do not mean that large companies are always corrupt and capture the government; yet, and especially at the
local level, the large companies are the only actors that can leave, resist administrative pressure for bribes or even
benefit from collusion. In the case of Alcobendas, where the companies are larger but of similar size and organized,
this capture does not occur. Yet, smaller local companies have neither the exit option, nor the capacity to resist.
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entrepreneurial friends could find a counterbalance to their power, or that Brindisi would be better

off without such a strong economic elite. In the end, a strong and organized business is an essential

counterweight to political power, the equality between the two is needed so that companies do not

become powerful cartels or single-firm lobbies with unlimited power over politics. This raises the

question whether the business association could not transform into a certain type of independent

cartel that would capture the government. Although not impossible, my research has shown that

it is rather improbable. Large, strategic or multinational companies can have influence on their

own and thus do not need to capture associations. Moreover, associations frequently unite firms on

bases wider than only one sector, such as geographical location or size of companies (SMEs). As

Duvanova correctly affirmed: “representing different industries and operating on different markets,

such firms have little basis for cartel-like behavior or collusive and corrupt relations in exchange for

particularistic goods” (Duvanova 2013, 202).

Finally, it is increasingly being discussed among policy makers and scholars as to whether reforms

should be more decentralized and not limited to one size fits all measures or so called shopping

lists. There is growing consensus that actors on the ground should make these reforms their own,

implement them according to local circumstances, etc. In these debates, the business association

rarely appears as a possible partner for reform or as something that could motivate government

to make necessary reforms. I argue instead that business associations can be the most effective

partners in the reform effort, and when they are helped and encouraged they can become strong

local watchdogs. On the other hand, in the situation where the business cooperation does not work

and where individual or “cliques” of firms reach out for shady deals with the administration, it is

precisely strong associations that could control and restrain these greedy companies from collusion

with government.

7.3.4 Party Competition and Role of the State

Another theoretical explanation that has proven to have only limited relevance to my research is

that of political competition. Many authors argue for electoral competition or strong opposition

as crucial to solving the politician’s dilemma to limit corruption or not (Grzymałla-Busse 2007).
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Contrary to this body of literature, which advocates for electoral competition as a driving force

to limit corruption, the proposition that competition or opposition has an effect finds only a weak

support in my empirical qualitative study of Italian and Spanish cities. Therefore, I argue instead

that this link is not so straightforward since the desire for electoral success and re-election can have

mixed consequences for corruption and quality of government (WeitzShapiro 2012; Geddes 1994).

While competition can increase the pressure on an incumbent to improve their performance and

deliver more services, this can also be transformed into more pressure to seek corrupt deals that

would finance campaigns, provide extra resources or build facilities that citizens request, thereby

pushing politicians towards corruption rather than out of it. Thus, I argue that electoral competition

is not a panacea for higher quality of government and low corruption. Instead, it is important to

understand the limits of competition for improving the accountability of government.

Not only that, among the bad apples corruption was partially due to both very strong (in the

Spanish case) and fragmented government (in the Italian) one. But all the good cities had and have

stable governments. This points to a more complex relationship between electoral competition and

corruption. We can say that re-election is a prize for the good governments, but what I tried to

argue is that certain continuity in government is needed for the creation of cooperation, which sets

the path toward virtuous tendencies. To add to that, in the Spanish cases, the interaction among

different parties within multi-level government (local and regional governments) was an important

factor that added to the vulnerability. A different party at a regional level did add pressure to

the local incumbent and at the same time limited the resources (the level of indebtedness and cash

transfers) that would be otherwise available if the parties of both governments were the same. This

fact bolsters the need for government to search for common solutions with business.

Other theories would argue for political ideology and government composition as possible expla-

nations. However, as the empirical investigation shows, the differences in levels of corruption are

observed in cities with the same government structure and party ideology. Both Alcobendas and

Torrejón have the same party in government (PSOE), and the same is true is to a certain extent

for Lecce and Brindisi (FI). Moreover, different parties did adopt similar cooperative structures

with business associations. The logic followed by PSOE in Alcobendas, CiU in San Cugat and FI

in Lecce were surprisingly similar to each other and very different to similar cities with the same
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parties in their surroundings. To sum up, rather than being a question of how much competition the

party is undergoing from its challengers or how much is ideologically inclined toward business, it is

the combination of relative government stability, economic vulnerability and the perception of gains

that push government to the right sort of actions that appear to be responsible for the cross-local

differences in level of corruption. These results are similar to the study on cross-local variation in

corruption on Spanish islands (Jiménez 2014; Jiménez et al. 2014).

7.4 Alternative explanations: Culture, Party Competition, Mafia

and Criminal organizations

In the literature review and in Chapters Four and Five, I dealt with two types of competing ex-

planations for the variation of level of corruption among cities. These explanations were namely:

cultural values, social capital and mafia. To what extent can variation in corruption be ascribed

to cultural values or party competition? How much can these theories explain about my empirical

cases? How do rival theories explain the above-mentioned variation? In my Chapters Five and Six

I show that none of my empirical cases provide solid evidence to support them. In this section I

will succinctly summarize them and add some broader perspective and implications.

7.4.1 Culture and Civil Society

Social capital and cultural norms were the main rival theories throughout this thesis. Cultural

norms and values are powerful forces cementing interactions into virtuous or vicious circles, but it

is difficult to determine which values these are and what causes their change. Some consider that

these socio-political values have deep historical roots that are independent from the social-political

and economic environment in which actors interact nowadays (social capital and mainly theories

that follow Putnam’s work). Others adopt a more flexible and dynamic approach by looking at

social norms as context dependent (Inglehart and Welzel 2005; Gambetta and Origgi 2012, 2009). I

do not wish to contest this role of culture as a cohesive force, but instead contend that, more than

a cause of underdevelopment and low quality of government, this set of norms is an outcome or
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manifestation of reiterated interactions with political and economic structures, setting and power

relations.

Besides, from the viewpoint of a different understanding of cultural values, my cases do not present

any clear distinction among their values or norms of interaction or different values that would makes

us think of causality; in fact, quite the opposite. Although in my Bad Apples the corrupt politicians

generally enjoyed re-election and wide support, this did not change the perception of the people

that the situation is not optimal. Surprisingly, nor did ‘the good apples’ value their political leaders

as better, their politics as less clientelistic, or their citizens as less self-interested. Instead, I have

found that the citizens of ‘good’ cities highlight the cooperation and the control that was exercised

by the business associations. From the Italian case study in Chapter Four, we learned that in

Lecce society still retains hierarchy as an important value, while from the interviews and secondary

literature Lecce is pictured as a city of conservative and passive citizens. Similarly, Ragusa does not

show any particular civic virtue except that of deeply rooted entrepreneurship. From Bigoni et al.’s

(Bigoni et al. 2013) experimental study of trust in Ragusa we know that in Ragusa citizens do not

trust strangers, they are afraid of risk (high rate of savings), have low trust in institutions, a high

perception of their own capacities, and the organization of society is still very hierarchical, where

the citizens honor social position and authority (this mainly in Lecce). Quite contrary to this, the

ethnographic studies and my own fieldwork in Brindisi showed that the local community and civil

society were quite active and protests were not rare (Prato 2015, 1995).

Unfortunately, the lack of similar studies in my Spanish cases hinders the opportunity to contrast

these values between the two countries and cities. In Chapter Six I have dealt with this problem

using secondary sources and the available data. I found a study testing the link between cultural

norms and corruption within three Spanish tourism areas with different levels of corruption. The

authors concluded that there is no variation that would support the cultural explanations since

the distrust, perception and values of citizens were homogeneous despite the differences in the level

of corruption (Quesada et al. 2013). In all three areas (Marbella, Lanzarote and Menorca) to

which their team sent questionnaires, the authors failed to identify any differences in the trust and

perception of their political elite or the will to tackle corruption.5 Furthermore, when we look at

5They also found a case on Lanzarote where, despite large social mobilization and civil engagement, corruption
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different indicators of civicness or altruism, such as blood donations or participation in referendums

(there have been only two in the whole of Spanish history), as in Chapter Five, I conclude that

there is no clear difference between cities, despite the wide variation in their performance.

Civil society

Explanations based on the influence of social capital or civil society are closely related, if not a

part of the cultural concerns. The strength of civil society, especially in the Italian context, is

a powerful explanation for varying levels of government performance, even of corruption. The

groundbreaking study by Putnam on the effects of social capital on governmental performance in

Italy has set a difficult hypothesis to refute. However, there are important empirical underpinnings

to the civil society explanations that limit its explanatory potential in my case. In the two countries,

four regions and eight cities studied in this dissertation, the social capital (number of civil society

associations ) does not vary consistently. In the Italian case, where the cities studied are ancient

and medieval, it is difficult to trace back the creation and effect of its associations. Thus, when

we look at the number of associations (NGOs) in Ragusa and Siracusa we do not get a conclusive

picture since the difference in the number of associations is only 4 per 1000 inhabitants.

In order to break the link between historical development and number of associations I chose as my

Spanish cases cities with a relatively short history but still a large variation in quality of government.

In this way, I neutralize the argument that events and organizations in history are decisive for

present-day governmental performance. Nevertheless, what the evidence from individual case studies

suggests is, is that associations are a response to the quality of government and policies, more than

their cause. For an illustration, we can turn to the cases of Alcobendas or San Cugat, which have

expressively stated that they financially supported the creation of several associations aiming at

boosting numbers, thus justifying the need to have strong social interlocutors in what they call

‘open government’. More than controlling political activities, associations were used as way to

collect concerns and inspire interventions by substituting for non-existing political organization on

the ground. This practice was widespread mainly in cities governed by socialists, but not only since

the Manresa or San Cugat have similar practices as well. Moreover, all the interviews stated the

scandals developed.
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role of government in managing and propelling them.6

My empirical research shows that it is not due to the number or their latent vigilance. Instead, I

find that there is a very specific part of civil society that has an impact on the extent of corrup-

tion: business associations. And this for several reasons: first, these actors have serious stakes in

interaction with government, and they are also in a much more privileged position for interaction

with government. And yet business associations were not considered as part of civil society, or

as only one of many associations that have only a marginal effect on the influence of government.

Business associations were considered as interest groups that pursue only a narrow set of interests,

to which better quality of government for all was generally not included. Yet as authors such as

Avinash Dixit or Ben Ross Schneider point out, it is precisely the business associations that have

the necessary resources to limit corruption and to successfully interact with government (Schneider

2009a; Dixit 2014).

7.4.2 Mafia and Criminal Organizations

Although not so relevant for the Spanish case, in the case of Italy mafia-type organizations are

regarded as having potential influence on the quality of government and corruption, especially at

the local level. In Chapter Four, I deal in detail with the Mafia organization and their incidence

on the territory, therefore here I will just briefly summarize my findings and their implications.

Where the Mafia operates it is difficult to develop a virtuous and well-functioning government. The

Mafia has many resources and possibilities to influence politics, yet it does not always manage to

infiltrate the local government. Mafia presence was not one of the variables on which I selected my

cases. However, what is interesting is that in places where no corruption was present, the Mafia

was lacking as well. Are these places immune to corruption, then, or does the presence of mafia

organizations compete with my argument as an alternative explanation?

Even if this argument seems potent, my four Italian cases were out of the reach of the Mafia for

6San Cugat has undergone a similar experience, being a very young city with a population composed of migrants
from all over the country, it lacked, in the words of a local media director, a collective spirit, in the sense that the
city’s fast growth was not followed by developing a unique identity of the city. This collective identity had to be
enhanced, and the government was thus encouraged to implement policies and subventions to enhance the creation
of associations.
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long period of time. As I explained in Chapter Four, although Sicily is notorious for the presence

of the mafia organization Cosa Nostra, the Mafia in Sicily was not equally powerful over the whole

island. Historically, the eastern part of the island has been more resilient to infiltration by Mafia

organizations. Ragusa and Siracusa were called “province babbe”, an expression that designates

provinces or areas with honest and naive people, but also places where Mafia did not extended its

influence. As Professor Terranova nicely explained in one of our conversations: “Babbe does not

stand for maliciousness. Here we are all hardworking people that only want to work and be in

a position to do so” (Prof. Terranova, Ragusa 2013). Thus, both Sicilian cities are famous for a

low level of mafia infiltration and presence. In both cases even today, Mafia organizations do not

influence the economy considerably. Ragusa is in fact considered one of the safest places, where

according to the director of the anti-racketeering association, we do not pay pizzo.

On the other hand, Puglia is a region to where the Mafia was exported and where, after the police

interventions of the 1980 and 1990s, the mafia does not have a strong presence. Moreover, according

to the data on people arrested for crimes associated with the Mafia, Lecce does worse than Brindisi.

In the case of Lecce and Brindisi using the data on numbers of crimes that the police connect to the

mafia, Lecce emerges as the city with a higher number of mafia-related crimes. Moreover, from the

interviews with police and Libera both in Lecce and in Brindisi, the criminal organizations do not

intervene in the political and economic circles of both cities (Interview Procuratura di Lecce). The

interviews with business representatives, journalists and representatives from local anti-racketeering

associations and Libera that were conducted for this thesis, all indicate a relatively lower incidence

of the mafia in these cities and that it does not influence political power, but it acts more as a

parasite on existing criminality and usury. Lately also, a string of judicial and police actions in

Puglia has significantly weakened the capacities of local mafia, the Sacra Corona Unita.

Although this expression is sometimes used in the media, Spain has not experienced real mafia

activity. It was mainly Basque terrorism by ETA that attracted all the public and political attention.

Apart from this, there are several criminal organizations active in Spain but these, in any case, never

had the power and influence of the Italian Mafia. In all my Spanish cases, no interview or documents

pointed to this variable as an important factor in determining quality of government. Moreover,

this result calls for a reconsideration of the interaction between mafia, politics and territory, and an
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escape form stereotyped visions of the South as government by Mafia and criminal organizations.

Also the lack of Mafia-type organizations or organized crime associations that would be responsible

for levels of corruption in Spain (and Portugal) despite large inter-regional and cross-local variation,

implies that the presence or absence of organized crime is not the main cause of variation in the

quality of government. In sum, with this evidence I can conclude that the Mafia and organized

crime infiltration as alternative theories do not provide a better explanation for my variable.

7.5 On the Virtuous Path? Reversals and Future Perspectives

This study also brings our attention back to contemporary Europe, showing that dysfunctional

institutions can also be part of wealthy and consolidated democracies. Southern Europe slipped

during this economic crisis again to the periphery, while the main differences between southern

and western Europe were describe as cultural differences and in terms such as: laziness, inability

to attain the rule of law, widespread politicization of administration, and widespread corruption

and informality. The excessive embeddedness of the state in clientelistic, corrupt and patronage

networks eroded the trust of the European partners that these governments can effectively reform

themselves and govern their economies efficiently; the price for the recuperation of this lost trust is

very high and implies loss of sovereignty. Today, more than ever, it is crystal clear that good quality

government is not only a question of principles and morality, but good government also leads to

more healthy and economically sustainable and competitive regimes. Corruption as an antagonist

of good governance is one of the factors inhibiting effective reforms, economic recovery and citizens’

wellbeing and trust in politics and democracy.

The variation discovered in Spain and Italy contrasts with this pessimistic picture. Moreover,

it shows that something that is considered part of the culture of these societies can be changed

without large revolutions or an invasion of administrators from the IMF. It shows that the solution

of corruption does not lie outside of the state but in politics and bargaining among actors. Business

associations were considered paragons only by a few, and yet their contribution to curbing corruption

in southern Italian and Spanish cities was crucial.The associations’ pressure on government was the

spark that turned things in favor of politicians’ decisions to opt out from corruption. Thus, the
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clue as to how to limit corruption is not about more competition, fewer constraints or less state,

but about more cooperative business structures and coordination between state and business. Not

only government, but business also needs a counterbalance and strong state. Because business is

not just a paragon, but it can also be parasite. There is a rich literature showing that business

power captures state, and that it is involved in many corruption scandals. My empirical cases also

demonstrate the role of connected business, large national companies pressing local governments

and building up corrupt networks.

However, are the virtuous circles irreversible and are the virtuous paths fragile? In other words, if

we reach a certain standard is it enough to secure stability and good quality of government? Here,

I would be rather cautious. All my virtuous good apples show resilience of good government, as in

the words of the director of local media in San Cugat, they are a “strong anti-corps”. Yet in the

last months before concluding my thesis, some clouds have been appearing over Alcobendas. After

Alcobendas changed government in 2007, some clues to the worsening quality of government began

to appear in the media, in interviews with opposition representatives. This was due to their efforts

to dismantle the new administrative organization of city hall that the socialists had built up, and

which I discuss in Chapter Five. Some important civil servants were dismissed, but as a former

city councilor and mayoral candidate from the socialist party related, these people were quickly

re-admitted since it was difficult to maintain the good efficiency of the administration to which

citizens were used to without personnel that understands how it works (interview February 2015,

Alcobendas). Seeking to conclude on an optimistic note, I believe that what has been observed

could be interpreted as, when citizens reach a certain quality of administration and government,

they are much more defensive and prepare to maintain their quality of government, unlike those for

whom good government is just an abstract concept.

Is there a possibility to apply this framework to other governments, regions, situations?

Is it possible to generalize my theories beyond my eight case studies? To what extent can we translate

my theories to outside of the Southern European context? In order to answer this question, I will

discuss what is specific in my cases. A local government is not a country in miniature and thus
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there will be necessary changes if we aim to transfer my theory to a higher level of government, such

as the regional level (Galès 2002; Le Galés 2000). Also the regional level has more responsibilities

and most of the welfare state provision (Keating 2003). Being local governments, this implies that

the institutional context for policy-making in these cities is rather simple when compared to larger

state entities like regions and states. In cities the actors are in a close relationship, they have

personal knowledge of each other. Also local government has a specific institutional position and

arrangement within the state. The distinction between administration, executive and legislative

is much more blurred than in other levels of government. Despite all these differences, can the

regional associations play the role that the local associations did? Can we talk about regional

economic structure or economic governance and does the regional level have an impact on people

perception and behavior?

Besides all these particularities, I am confident that there is room to apply my theory to larger cities

or to the regional level, since the data there also shows that there are large variations across regions

as well as within them. This variation, despite an initial investigation by Charron, Lapuente and

Dyskra (Charron et al. 2013), was never fully explained. Moreover, regions are not so different from

the large cities. They have retained more sovereignty and have more obligations, but substantially

they have similar settings in both countries and across Europe. Regions are also levels of government

that take care of most of the welfare state expenses such as education, health and social services.

Also business is articulated more on the regional level, where territorial economic planning takes

place. Besides, and perhaps most importantly, the data availability on the regional level is much

more advanced and, thus, to conduct similar studies on a regional level will be considerably easier.

Local government could therefore be considered as a hard case for testing my theory.

The second issue to be dealt with is whether this theory could travel firstly from the south to

east, and, secondly, beyond Europe to the developing counties in Latin America or Asia. It is true

that all the investigated cities are in Southern Europe and could be thought off a particular and

not repeatable cases. Despite the cultural and historical particularities, these cities are example

of ordinary middle-sized cities (where most Europeans live), with a quite representative sample of

citizens and firms, without a particular incidence of organized crime or extreme weather conditions.

This makes these cites more ordinary cases that, despite being situated in extraordinary places,
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have managed to solve their problems on the ground and cooperate. Two pairs of cities are situated

in isolated areas, far away from large city centers, while the other two pairs are cities in nearby

neighborhoods of large metropolises like Barcelona or Madrid.

We could also ask, what role do past authoritarian regimes play, what role does the specific in-

ternational setting play, is there a reason why geography would determine which type of economy

each country will tend to adopt? What are the basic assumptions that the theory needs in order

to travel? Although Southern Europe shares several particularities, there are some parallelisms to

Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe also experienced non-democratic regimes, fast consolidation, party

politics and liberalization of markets, decentralization of government and many other factors. Also

the relatively recent institutionalization of the markets would add a clearer picture of interaction

between the economic structure, its actors and the government. A very interesting study would be

the case of the Czech Republic. The Czech Republic was the only country that before the demo-

cratic transition had no private entrepreneurship whatsoever, was administratively very centralized

and, despite this, presents a large within country variation in corruption, a regulatory framework for

companies and quality of administration. Thus I do not think that it would be difficult to find there

good and bad apples too. Moreover, Eastern Europe has similar inter-regional variation in levels

of corruption as does Southern Europe (Romania and Bulgaria, in addition to the Czech Republic

also have a quite high rate), but there is also a variation between the cities or areas.

The possibility of transporting this thesis beyond the borders of Europe is more problematic. Firstly,

we need to consider that all my cases are in, or, more correctly, placed in developed, democratic

countries and thus this is an important limitation. I would state categorically that for authoritarian

regimes this thesis would be difficult to apply (a strong position of government while almost no

democracy at the local level, greater influence of large economic groups from Europe and the US).

The second requisite is not so strict, as my theory needs liberal market economies where companies

are directed mostly by the market than by a plan, and that they be in private hands (not all state-

owned). Other than in North Korea, private entrepreneurship is common worldwide. Moreover,

similar research can be found in the Latin American context where scholars, among them Ben Ross

Schneider, explain the business association role on the country’s economic development (Schneider

2013).
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7.6 Conclusion: Looking toward future corruption

I have spent almost 4 years studying the eight cites in southern Italy and Spain, their people and

political elites, their problems, vices and virtues. I wanted to come up with solution to their problems

that would be applicable also to my city, but after all these years I do not feel that I have found

a cure for the cancer of corruption or a secret weapon to defeat it. I am far from devising a silver

bullet solution, but I hope that this thesis provides a useful analysis of a few yet important stories

of success. I can thus say how the good managed it, and what did not work in other cases. These

islands of good government have reversed vicious cycles, the negative equilibrium, chronic distrust

and risk; they did this without external shocks and big bangs. They did it by interaction on the

ground, creating cooperation in places where they were the only credible enforcers to overcome the

initial distrust. Companies can be pushed to cooperate and try to balance forces with government.

The big firms receive special treatment and state support, because their workers and consumers

of their products are also voters and in democracies are the votes that matter for politicians in

government.

In the cities that did present low quality of government and collusion, the economic structure and

firms played an important role. Thus, the focus on the economic structure and on firms rather than

on the almighty markets is also an important contribution of my thesis. It opens up the focus of

the state to the interaction between the state and firms, where the forces of both together can be

surprisingly beneficial for the quality of government and economic development. As I mentioned a

few pages ago, what this thesis adds to the corruption literature in particular and to the general

theory more broadly is that we do not need cultural transplantation or big bangs that would shift the

society’s values onto the right path. But, we also do not need more liberal and passive norms or more

deregulated markets; we need a better organized state and an organized economy embedded into

it. Mine is a different suggestion from that of the main literature strand, which tends to view anti-

corruption efforts as the top-down institutional reforms. Reality resembles rather a different image,

the image of a “bottom-up guerrilla strategy", in which cooperation and local business associations

play an important part.
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Appendix of Interviews

Lecce and Brindisi April 2013

Mayor of Brindisi (Mimo Consales)
Leader of CGIL Lecce
Leader Libera Lecce
Leader Libera Region Puglia Bari
Local Judge Lecce
Journalist La Reppublica CHiara Spagnolo
Journalist Corriere (responsible for crime in the province) Lecce
Journalist Sole24Hore and Brindisi Report, Brindisi
Councilor and party member Brindisi Bene Comune, Brindisi
Professor of Economic Geography, Derubertis, Lecce
President of Confindustria Brindisi, Brindisi

Representant of Chamber of Commerce (area ricerca) Lecce
Representant of Chamber of Commerce Brindisi
Local Ombudsman Lecce
Local Entrepreneur Brindisi
Local Entrepreneur Lecce
Professor of Political Economy University Lecce
Dean of University Lecce
Director of Local TV Lecce
Secretary General of M5S Lecce
Director of squadra mobile (Rocco) Lecce
Prefecto Brindisi
Prefecto Lecce
Journalists Brindisi Serra Brindisi
President and Secretary general of Confatigianato Lecce

Lecce and Brindisi April 2015

President of Confindustria Lecce
Mayor of Lecce Paolo Perrone
Secretary for prevention of Corruption
Mr. Parliangeli (risponsabile di area svilluppo locale)
Libera
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Ragusa and Siracusa June-July 2013

Mayor of Modica/director Studies CNA
Director CNA
President Chamber of Commerce Ragusa
President of Confocooperative Ragusa
President of ANCI Ragusa
President of Banca Agricola Populate di Ragusa
President of CGIL Ragusa
President of Confocomercio - email Ragusa
President of UIL Ragusa
Owner of Hotel Ragusa
Owner of Hotel RAGUSA
President of Province Ragusa
Councilor for Tourism Ragusa
Journalist (Sole24Ore) Mr. Orlandi Ragusa
Libera Siracusa (Sicilia)
President of Anti-Racket association
Lawyer and director of ecological activist group denouncing corruption Siracusa
Representant of Chamber of Commerce Siracusa
President of Confocooperative
Representant from M5S Siracusa
President of Province Siracusa
Prefecto Siracusa
Secretary general Comune Siracusa

Alcobendas and Torrejón (January - February 2014

Mayor Torrejón
Secretary General Torrejón
Secretary General PSOE Torrejón
Former Secretary General Torrejón
Director of Local Newspaper Torrejón
Councilor for IU Torrejón
Representat of UGT Torrejón email
Mayor Vinuesa Alcobendas
Former mayor Francisco Caballero Alcobendas
President of UGT
President of Chamber of Commerce
President of AICA
Representat of INOMUR
President of CCOO
Secretary General of PSOE
Secretary General of IU
Councilor for Economy Alcobendas
City Manager Alcobendas
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Journalist responsible of uncovering Gurtel case Madrid

Alcobendas and Torrejón (January - February 2014

City Manager Alcobendas Antonio Diaz Mendez
First Deputy Councilor Miguel Araguetes

San Cugat and Santa Coloma(February-March 2014

Secretary General ERC San Cugat
Secretary General and councilor PSOE San Cugat
City Manager San Cugat
Mayor San Cugat Merce Conessa San Cugat
Councilor for Economy San Cugat
Director of Local TV and News San Cugat
President of Business Association of San Cugat
Journalist based in Santa Coloma
Director of Oficina Anti-Fraude Barcelona
President of fundación Pi y Sunyer
Profesor of Geography expert in urbanism Oriol Nero Barcelona
Professor responsible for project of local transparency Barcelona
Representant of Fundación Pi y Sunyer responsible of database on good governance Barcelona
Local Architect Barcelona

Manresa and Reus (March 2014)

Secretary General PSC Manresa
Secretary General Ciu Reus
Councilor for Economic Development Ciu Manresa
Secretary General ERC
Former Councilor ERC
Secretary General UGT Manresa
Secretary General CCOO Manresa
Editor, journalist and responsible for Political issues Manresa
President of Chamber of Commerce and entrepreneur Manresa
President of Asociaciación de PYMEco Manresa
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